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;^DITORIAL.
We

are glad to be able to announce that Dr. E. A. Cockayne has
consented to join oiir Editorial Staff, and in welcoming him most
heartily we would remind our readers that his advent brings an old
feel that he will be
friend and contributor officially among us.
a real source of strength to us, for he is an experienced morphologist
and microscopist and a first class field observer.
His experiences in the " ice free sea " during the war, as well as
elsewhere, will probably be counted by him as events even to be re-

We

membered, quite regardless of the strenuousness
which he passed. G.T.B.-B.

—

of the times

through

Considerations on the possibility tliat Alpine species of Butterflies
are possessed of a remarkable latent faculty, exercised under
peculiar circumstances in connection with the Act of Egg°
laying.

By

B. C. S.

WAEEEN,

F.E.S.

boxes for carrying their captures,
Many collectors who use
will have noticed at one time or another that a 5 butterfly so enclosed
This is, however, a decidedly rare
has laid a few ova in the box.
occurrence, so my attention was drawn to the matter some years ago,
when I noted ova, so laid, on frequent occasions but it was not until
August, 23rd, 1913, when two 2 Erebia manto laid eighteen ova in
two boxes, that I began to become interested in this unnatural habit.
The eggs were fixed in rows to the sides of the boxes, and, with one
exception, in which one egg was laid on top of another, each egg was
separate from its neighbours.
I had in the weeks immediately preceding this date found ova
deposited in boxes by several other species of Erebia, and subsequently
noted the same on quite a number of occasions. Unfortunately, I
made no notes at the time (except of the occasion mentioned above,,
and one other), but I was struck by the fact that all the species which
behaved in this manner belonged to the genus Erebia.
Although
writing from memory, I can state with certainty that ova were
deposited in this manner, on more than one occasion each, by E.
pharte, E. oeuie, E. pronoe var. pitho, E. tyndarus, E. manto and E.
gorge, in the case of the last two on, at least, half a dozen times each..
pill

;
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every one of the species already mentioned as occurring at the 5000 ft,
level, flying as strongly as ever
none the worse for their forty-eight
hours under four inches of snow, though I noted a slight decrease in
Five days later
the numbers of A. pheretes, P. hiera, and L. siibalpina.
The snow here bad not melted until the
I visited the higher levels.
morning of the 29th, consequently the four species already noted had
undergone twenty-four hours longer confinement than those of the
lower level, i.e., three days and nights.
E. lappona was as abundant
as ever, but decidedly more worn, and there were some additions to
both H. cacaliae. and B. 'pales, which were obviously freshly emerged
since the snow ha.d melted, while P. napi var. bryoniae was not so
numerous as it had been.
Nevertheless, the result was sufficient tO'
place beyond doubt the fact that all the species in question were, one
may say, unaffected by forty-eight and seventy-two hours respectively
From a very reliable local source I
under four inches of snow.
obtained much information about these summer snow-falls.
In that
part of the country, I was told that such snow-falls might be expected
in any month of the summer, and sometimes lay for seven days.
The
Higher up they were more frequent and of longer duration.
peasants welcome the snow when there is a spell of cold weather, for
should there be frosts with fine weather the grass crop of the year is
;

much damaged.

This rarely happens, for frost without snow is
unusual, and if the grass is once covered with snow no frost that
comes does it the least harm, and in a few hours after the melting of
the snow it is standing as erect as ever.
It of course rarely attainsthere a height of more than twelve to eighteen inches.
Thus Aipine
butterflies, in any month, are sometimes subjected to these conditions,
and I see no reason to suppose that the other species are not as well
fitted to support the climatic conditions under which they live, as those
In fact I think we may conclude that, like the vegetation,,
I observed.
they benefit by this enforced entombment, which protects them from
the frost and the icy wind which usually accompanies it.
The following records show such conditions may prevail anywhere
Doubtless if looked for, many similar records would be
in the Alps.
found in other publications. All the following references apply to the
EntO)iiolo(/'ist's Ilecord.

Mr. I). H. Pearson notes (vol. xxi., p. 264), at Binn on the night
June 22nd, 1909, " heavy thunderstorm and hailstorm with three
The morning after, when the snow melted,
or four inches of snow."
L. arion, A. escheri, P. eros, and P. vmeriionine were seen, the latter
On going on to Eggishorn he adds, " weather grew
very common.
and two or three days of snow and wind."
worse
Mrs. E. E. Page writes (vol. xxii., p. 127), that at Zinal the firstfew days of her stay (Aug. 3rd-5th, 1909), " were very cold, snow
of

....

falling at night."

Mr. A. L. Earl writes (vol. xxii., p. 167), at Zermatt on June 4th,.
1909, " cold throughout the week, rain every afternoon until the last
few days when it snowed continuously."
Mr. Pearson (vol. xxiv., p. 267) writes, " the day after we left
Pontresina (July 21st, 1912), there was a fall of snow."
Mr. B. S. Curwen (vol. xxiv., p. 289), notes on July 24th, 1912,
between Handeck and the Grimsel Hospice, the following species
:

C. phicoiiione,

C. hyale.

E.

pharte,

E. vineatm,

tl. gorc/e,

E. tyndarMS-

BUTTERFLIES AND THE ACT OF EGG-LAYING.

and

V. optilete,

foot of snow."

and adds " two days previously there had been over a
In view of the date

it is

certain that all these species

Unfortunately
Mr. Curwen does not tell one how long tlie snow had lain.
Mr. A. L. Earl (vol. xxviii., p. 54), records a " twelve hours
thunderstorm with six inches of snow " on July 26th, 1913, at
Pontresina, which put him to flight
but Mr. H. J. Turner (vol. xxix.,
p. 161), notes on August 17bh, 1914, the following species which had
" successfully weathered " twenty-four hours incessant snow-fall
A.
niobe, A. aglaia, P. brassicae, E. f/oante, E. tyndanis, E. mdampiis, A.
medmi, and a doubtful H. alveus.
I think no more need be added to show that all Alpine species, no
matter what their season of flight, may be subjected to these conditions
and are (as a whole, not individually) quite unaffected by them. This
being so, is it unlikely or unnatural, that the J can lay under similar
circumstances ?
Then there is another remarkable point to note. All the species,
which first attracted my attention by their readiness to lay in pill boxes
are, it may be remembered, Erebiid species.
Now Dr. Chapman, whose
experience in obtaining butterfly ova is probably second to none, writes
{Ent. Rec, vol. xxiii., p. 233) of Erebiid species, that they are " often
difficult to induce to lay eggs."
This, of course, means in captivity,
in as natural surroundings as Dr. Chapman could provide for them
yet, shut up in boxes, they show a far greater readiness to lay than

had survived burial under even

this depth of snow.

;

:

;

What

What, but that the condidoes this suggest ?
and food plant, are not as natural to
these species as those of the box.
We may take it that the inability
to fly is disconcerting in the former case, but compatible in the latter.
The only natural circumstances which would, in any degree correspond
with the position of the butterfly in the box, are those experienced by
the buried butterfly.
It probably often has, when buried, the additional
incentive of foodplant, lacking in the pill box, but again it often may
not and the fact that eggs are so freely laid on the sides of the box,
The
suggests to me that the buried insect may often lay on a rock.
two principal elements wanting in the pill boxes are, of course,
moisture and the lower temperature, but this does not seem to affect
the Erebias.
Possibly it accounts for the Alpine Lycfenids and
Hesperias not having, in my experience, laid in the pill boxes but I
must add that I have not at all so frequently had these species enclosed

other speeies.

tions under a net bag with light

;

;

for a sufficient length of time.

The most unexplainable hypothesis which has to be conceded, if we
maintain that Alpine species possess this faculty, is that it can be conserved by a species, although only required intermittently, lying in
abeyance for long periods.
For example, in many seasons if the
weather be fine, a given species will be able to lay its eggs without
having recourse to this faculty, especially in a series of fine seasons,
perhaps ten might pass in succession without the necessity arising
;

but, in the eleventh

if

required, the insect

which has passed
unexercised by ten generations,

down

of the faculty

if it is

to

it,

must be

in full possession

although unrequired and

to benefit by

it.

perhaps not one i.uie would readily
accept, yet I think we find some support for it in the fact that on rare
occasions lowland species of butterflies will lay an egg or two in a box.

Although

this hj'potbesis

is
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In these cases what is the incentive ? My own experience on this point
and one of them
as already mentioned, limited to two instances
{P. icarns) is an insect which often is found within the Alpine region.
It therefore, to a certain degree, may have developed (or retained) the
habits of an Alpine species.
But the essentially lowland species which
exhibit a tendency to lay in such circumstances, cannot be accounted
for in that way and though there can be no doubt that such occurrences
are very rare, I think one can but regard them as the re-assertion and
adaption of a natural instinct, once essential to the species in question,
or rather to the ancestral type from which it was evolved, which in a
That
remote past existed under very different climatic conditions.
after such a lapse of time as this concludes, the instinct still asserts
itself, no matter how slightly, is suggestive that such a fac ilty as we
have been considering, would be in no wise impaired by lying in
abeyance through ten, or many more generations.
Another contention, which may be brought forward, is that if
Alpine species can survive burial they do not need to lay in that condition, but can resume their task when liberated again.
To accept
that contention we must assume that they can live under snoAV for an
indefinite period
in the case of those species located above 6500ft. for
perhaps as much as fourteen days, and for all species for seven days
and nights; the longest period of which I have obtained authentic information of snow lying in July, at 6000 ft.
This, it does not seem to
me, we can do, for although it is impossible to put a fixed limit to the
length of time which they may survive, there is no doubt that, as has
been already noted, even during a period of no longer than forty-eight
hours, a certain number of individuals succumb, and the complete want
of butterflies, in especially poor summers, which has been observed on
occasions by collectors in the high Alps, is probably to be directly
attributed to a longer spell of snow than they can survive. That when
only quite a short time buried it is likely no eggs are laid, I have already
suggested, but when it comes to a matter of days, I feel sure if the
eggs were not laid, they would never be laid at all. Both these points
are borne out by the fact that in boxes I have never found an egg laid,
unless the butterfly had been enclosed for the best part of a day.
Again, in the case of late summer species it is not an uncommon
occurrence at altitudes over 6,000 ft. for snow falling in late August to
be followed by successive falls at short intervals, so that the first fall
has not completely melted before the next covers it again, and so it
passes into winter without a break. Further, in considering the length
of time any species can be buried and survive, one must remember
that the depth of snow covering them may greatly affect this.
The
average depth of summer falls at altitudes between 5000 and 6000 ft.
rarely exceeds five or six inches, but it can be double that (see Mr.
Curwen's note already quoted), and of course at higher levels it may
frequently be so.
It is quite possible that a quite short period under
a greater depth, might be no more detrimental to the insects than a
longer period under less
but data on this question are wholly wanting.
One more point arises which might be used as an argument
against my theory.
The buried butterfly, of necessity, lays its eggs on
any available surface. What would become of the young larvae on
hatching from these eggs, possibly situated on a rock, or some plant,
other than their foodplant ?
With species with very specialised foodis,

;

;

;

:

;
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larva. might

have to travel a little distance to get to
can both feed and travel under snow is
almost certain), but in such species the 2 probably goes to rest in
proximity to, if not on, or under, the foodplant. In many Alpine
species too, the larvfe probably make their first meal off the eggshell
this I know to be the case with all those Erehia species mentioned
This would provide them with
already as having laid eggs in boxes.
The
sufficient food to enable them to travel a moderate distance.
grass feeding larvas, like the Erebias, will never have more than an
inch or two to move. All the eggs of the Erehia species, which I had,
hatched in thirteen to fifteen days it therefore must often happen
that the eggs of those species which lay in late August, or even mid

habits, the
its

young

particular plant

(that

it

;

August [glacialis, goante, euryale, prono'e var. pitho, gorge, etc.), are
snowed over before they hatch. This fact justifies my previous
assertion that young larvae can feed and travel under snow if not, we
;

should have to accept the almost impossible theory that the larva of
any Alpine species of Erehia can hybernate at will in any stadium
from newly hatched to six weeks old, according to the weather. This
affects, more or less, all species which do not hybernate as an egg.
It may be useful to add that the Alpine grass keeps fairly green under
the snow, well into December, so that so far as the condition of the
vegetation is concerned, there would be nothing to prevent the larvae
feeding for the requisite length of time to attain a certain standard of
development before commencing to hybernate.
In conclusion, we have two irrefutable facts to reconcile firstly,
the meteorological conditions pertaining to the high Alpine regions,
and secondly, the presence of butterflies in those regions. There have
been, without doubt, in past centuries, repeated cycles of bad summers,
in which the ordinary duration of the flight period of all Alpine
species will have been lessened by half, a quarter, or three-quarters,
and if we assume, not merely that the species are
their usual length
unable to lay under snow, but that to do so is not a completely natural
function with them then it follows that the repeated decrease in the
amount of ova laid each year, reduced in proportion with the flight
period of the species, must have so thinned the numbers of the species
affected, that gradually, first one then another must have become
extinct, until the whole butterfly Fauna of the high Alps would, long
:

;

;

since,

have ceased

to exist.

By

The Pyrenees in 1920.
H. PEAESON, F.E.S.

DOUGLAS

The Pyrenees had long been

calling and after six years of enforced
they clamoured with a voice that could no longer be
disregarded and my brother and I decided upon a trip.
Leaving London early on June 23rd, we arrived in Paris in the
evening and took the night train for Luchon, where we were timed to
In passing through southern France it was
arrive at about 8.30 p.m.
interesting to note that oxen were almost universally used for farm
work instead of horses, and it was quaint to see oxen drawing a
modern hay cutter or reaping machine. We were landed at
Montrejeau about mid- day with a wait of 5 hours before the train
went on for Luchon, and after having disposed of an excellent lunch

home keeping
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at the station restaurant, sallied forth to explore the entomological
In a field near the station we found Colias
resources of the district.
edvsa in very fresh condition and with them 2 or 3 Everes argiades,

but when the good lady of the farm explained that we were more or
less in her clover crop we sought pastures new by the side of the river.
While I stayed behind to catch Kordmannia {Thecla) acaciae somewhat past their best, my brother worked some low ground near the
This proved
river and called out that he had taken something new.
to be Heteropterns moiyheus, which was quite an unexpected find, and
we managed to take half a dozen, including both sexes. They were
flying round some brambles and I took the first to be a "hair-streak" as
One or two Lycaena avion and
it had much the same style of flight.
other oddments made up quite a decent bag and we returned to the
station well pleased with the short excursion.
"We stayed at Luchon from June 25th to July 1st, but were somewhat unfortunate in the weather, the mornings being usually rather
On
like a Turkish bath and the afternoons devoted to thunderstorms.
the 25th we walked up to the Hospice de France, a long uphill trudge
taking on the way Erynnis altheae, which were in very good condition,
but only appeared singly at long intervals, and one Erehia oeme taken
on a steep bank not far from the Hospice. The ground round the
Hospice looked excellent, but we had no sooner arrived than thunder
began to rumble and after a cup of tea we did the homeward tramp in
a steady downpour.
On the 26th we tried the Vallee de Burbe, branching ofi" from the
Hospice road near the old ruined tower and found very good ground.Avfiynnis cydippe {adippe) were large and strongly marked, but we were
Some nice L. avion were
only able to turn up 3 of the var. deodoxa.
taken, with tendency of spots to run into streaks, and one Lampides
On the 27th we went a short
hoeticus which was a new species to me.
distance up the road towards Lac d'Oo, took another L. boeticus,
several Pavarye maera var. advasta, and one or two P. aeyeria which
were very deep in colour and practicallj' the same as a brother had
recently brought me from Algeria, being much darker than my Swiss
specimens. In hopes of finding a breath of fresh air, we took the
mountain railway up Superbagneres on the 28th, but the flies which
had tormented us in the valley were in legions on the mountain, and
of all sizes from the Scotch cleg to a horse-fly about 1^ inches long,
who carried a bradawl in his busmess end and only sulked if you
boxed his ears or smote him with a stick. It was good to be among
the alpine flowers again, and we were soon busy netting Evehia epiphron,

—

which showed a considerable amount of variation, Melitaea aurinia
We enjoyed our
(not iiurope), a single Erebia ceto and other things.
lunch seated among the Dvyas octnpetala and Rhododendron, but before
it was finished thunder began to roll round and then the rain began.
It

came

in

such blinding sheets that one could not see 20 yards ahead

was only by keeping along the ridge that we found our way
back to the large hotel, which is being built at the railway terminus
and which we could not see until we were close to the building.
An expedition up the Val de Lys was spoilt by rain and want of
sun and nothing was taken, but the ground looked promising.
On July 2nd we left Luchon for Gavarnie, and on arriving at Luz
found it too late for the diligence, and on the advice of the station
and

it
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master hired a motor to take us up to Gavarnie. It was a weird
machine and we agreed that 3 trips at the rate charged would just
about pay for the car. It broke down twice on the road and was only
persuaded to resume action after much tickling of the carburretter,
and as the boy who drove found it necessary to look at his hands every
time he changed gear, we missed the boundary wall which kept us out
It was with a
of the scenery several times by a very slender margin.
sigh of thankfulness that we drew up at the Vignemal Hotel with an
added stock of grey hairs.
Gavarnie is a truly delightful spot and we spent the time until
July 16th very happily and wished it could be extended. The famous
•Cirque we left to the donkey riders, but worked hard to get samples of
ihe entomological treasures of the district and were very fairly successful.
Our favourite ground was the Val D'Ossue with its tumbled
rocks and rushing river of beautiful clear water, but we found the
lower part of the valley most productive. Near the entrance Erynnis
[Carcharodus) Lavaterae was met with, a small form in good condition,

and we managed

to take a short series, but the most interesting
species in the valley Avas Melitaea didyma.
In the Rhone valley where

didyma

sometimes very plentiful, one occasionally meets with the
have always looked upon it as rather a prize. Here
we did not meet with a single normal ? all being of the var. al/iina,
or more like the description of meridionalis. In my examples from
Switzerland and Modane the reddish or sometimes yellowish ground
colour shows on both upper and lower wings.
The Gavarnie specimens
are very varied.
In most of them the ground colour is greenish-grey
and in one both fore and hindwings are nearly black. Two have blue
spots in the lower wings and one has the outer row of black spots
extended into streaks.
The ^ (J have a darker border than most of
my Swiss specimens and one has large black blotches on the upper
wings.
They form a lovely series, but unfortunately the $ 5 were by
no means plentiful, and we would sometimes work for an hour without
taking one.
We only took one AyriadeR condon at Luchon, and the
males were only just out when we arrived at Gavarnie, but became
plentiful later.
We examined a considerable number and with one
exception
which is moderately spotted— all were very washed out and
feebly marked on the underside.
We only took 3 2 2 of a very
ordinary brown form.
Plebeius aeyon {aryua) swarmed in the valley
and continued plentiful up to about 6000ft., but appeared to be of a
very ordinary form. In this valley we also took a few Melitaea
dictynna, which are by far the lightest form I have met with of this
species.
We made several excursions towards the Port de Spain, and
on one occasion went over the border but were met by such an icy
blast that we were glad to turn our backs to it and get into shelter.
On the way up we found a spot for Krehia lefebvrei and when there
was not a howling wind we managed by patient work to secure a nice
little series.
Dr. Kejmes says that Erebia atyyne only crosses the
screes or haunts the edges, but on this particular scree this was not
the case, as one could watch an insect flying up and down the scree in
exactly the same way as lefebvrei, and when at last it came within
reach and was netted it would over and over again prove to be iityyne
and provoke, unparliamentary language. Just before reaching this
scree and near the main stream, a lovely brook of clear, cold water
is

var. alpina, but I

,

—
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wells out of the ground, and several very pleasant meals were taken
there and all efforts to drink it dry were unavailing.
worked very hard to find Latiorina pyrenaica, both on the way
to Port de Spain and also on the way up Pimen6, but had no success
until July 12th when we took six on the way to Port de Spain and one
more on the same ground on July 15th we were no doubt too early
for it.
L. orbituliis we did not find at all.
On July 13th we started in a thick fog by the lower road up
Pimeue, and where the path crosses a steep guUey we found a sooty
Our nets
black Erebia which I take to be Erebia inanto v. caecilia.
were so drenched with fog as to be useless, but we managed to box a
They
nice little series as they sat on the dripping grass heads.

We

:

to be confined to a small patch about 20 yards by 10 as we
could not find them either above or below, and possibly they came up
the gulley.
Melanargia galathea var. leucomelas is said to be found near the
village, but though we netted and examined a large number we failed
to turn it up.
The flowers were interesting but were not in such profusion as in
some Swiss valleys. At Luchon we found the " Sweet William,"
which was new to me as a wild flower, and a pale Viola with stem 12
Baiiiondia pyrenaica was going
to 18 inches long and a long spur.
over at Gavarnie, but there were still some fine blooms left, and
in some places were grand specimens of Saxifraga lonyifolia, which
does not appear to bloom until the plant reaches a considerable size.
On Pimene we found a small Colchicinn, so dwarf that the petals lie
back oti the turf.
Gentians were rather poor and G. acaulis generally
looked ill-grown and unhappy, but we found some beautiful patches of
the little Gentiana nivalis.
The most striking flower at Gavarnie was the purple Iris, and when
seen in a mass on a mountain side it was a sight to be remembered.
Of the black and white Skippers, Hesperia carthaini was fairly
common, but so small in comparison with Ehone Valley specimens as
We took several Powellia sao, and
to be recognised with difficulty.
some others, which at present 1 do not feel competent to name.
On July 16th we moved on to Biarritz and walked to the Lac
Mouriscot, where we took Heteropteriis morphetis and Coenonympha
oedipus among the reeds, but neither were plentiful and many were
Enodia dryas was in fine condition and we
decidedly past their best.
and also a single
took a nice series, including some large ? ?
specimen of Hipparckia [Satyraa) arethusa.
We left Biarritz on the 20th and arrived home in the early hours
of the 2Sind after a tedious journey, but well content to have again

seemed

.

felt

the sun and tasted of the joys of the chase.

Lepidoptera in Peninsular Italy during the year 1920.
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QUEKCI.

(Continued frovi p. 227.)

When, at the beginning of the month of June, 1920, I was
persuaded that every hope 6f collecting in Florence was excluded, I
took coun.sel with Dr. Verity as to the best mode of employing my
It was decided that I should go to the marshes of the lake of
time.
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Massaciuccoli (Lucca), where

form

many

years ago there

was

11

collected a

of Chri/sophaniis dispar.

On the morning of June 9th I went to the Pian di Mugnone,
On the
near Florence, and Dr. Romei left for Monte Morello.
Mugnone, considering the time of year, I ought to have found in
E. jurtina, P. tithonus, P. brassicae, M. didyuia,
B. hecate, C. arcania, N. ilicis, A. flava, T. acteon, Z.
carniolica.
I
perambulated the whole zone from
stoechadis, Z.
morning till night, not being persuaded that on such a splendid day

abundance

M.

i¥. galathea,

athalia,

At night I returned home with 3
insect would not fly.
specimens, and soon after my son-in-law, who had walked for 14
hours on the mountains, came back with one P. arr/iis.
The following morning I left for Torre del Lago, which is the
nearest station to the lake of Massaciuccoli, and tried to penetrate into
the marshes, but every road was closed by the walls of the Villas, and
so I had to turn back passing through the whole Pineta of Migliorini,
where I only saw a few shabby specimens of Einnephele juitina and
Syntoiiiis phegea.
From Migliorini, along the dyke of the river Serchio,
I went to Veccbiano without finding anything except two P. icarus,
and from Veccbiano on the following day I penetrated into the marshes
of the lake.
I walked for many hours exploring the wettest and most
grassy places, but insect life seemed suspended, not a butterfly, nor a
fly, I only saw a red dragonfly hovering over the muddy water of a
canal.
On returning from this unpleasant excursion I took the train
and arrived in the evening at Castelnuovo di Garfagnana.
On the morning of June 11th I left by motor car for Fivizzano,
the pretty village destroyed by the earthquake of September 7th, 1920.
I did not find any favourable localities and I immediately went to
Piazza al Serchio, from which I went on to Gorfigliano in the midst
From Gorfigliano, by the valley of Acqua
of the marble region.
Bianca, I ascended the peak of the Pisanino, 5G00ft., and reached a
high valley full of snow. On the grassy slopes of the valley I collected
an Erebia gorge and an Aglais urticae, nothing else. Eeturning to
Gorfigliano I crossed the mountain to go to Vagli Sopra, and 1 went
towards Monte Tambura, for I was convinced that the marble region,
dry and stony, was certainly not suitable for Lepidoptera.
From the valleys of Monte Tambura I had seen Monte Sumbra,
whose softly undulating slopes contrasted with the other pointed and
arid summits of the Alpi Apuane.
This induced me to go to
Careggine, where I remained collecting till the end of July.
My wife and daughter ought to have gone to collect on the
mountains of Calabria and ought to have left at the end of April, but
from various causes their departure could not take place till the 12th
of May.
After short halts at Eome and Naples they arrived at
Cosenza on the 16th of the same month, and went to Eogliano
situated on the mountains of the Sila.
A long excursion in the
neighbourhood of the village showed my family that the locality was
In the
too intensively cultivated to be suitable for their purpose.
railway journey from Paola to Cosenza they had remarked some
uncultivated localities, so they returned to San Fili where they found

some

lodgings.
Fili is about 2400ft. on the coast range of Calabria, and from
family could ascend by a path to the summit of the mountain

San
it

my

12
chain
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clearings full of high ferns.

The

was judged excellent the people of San Fili were hospitable
and respectful, and used gentle pressure on my family to remain.
Every time that my wife and daughter went up the high mountain
they were accompanied by two Forest guards.
During the first days, from the 18fch to 26th of May, the weather
was fine and the collection of Lepidoptera promising enough, although
the season was too advanced for the " precocious " species to fly and only
damaged specimens were found. As many as 43 species of
Ehopalocera were present, but nearly all in small numbers. The more
abundant species were C. seiinarcnis, P. aiiiandns, M. cinxia, B.
locality

;

enphiosyne that is those
generally commoner
P.

icariis,

collection

race

generally scarcer,

whilst

of

the

species

N. ilicis, P. rapae, M. brassicae, C.
pamphiliis, M. didi/)iia, P. cardui, one saw very few individuals flying.
At the distance of 500 miles the phenomenon was identical with Avhat
I had observed at Florence.
Une of the principal objects of our journey in Calabria was the
;

of

P.

apollo,

Stich.,

pinnilus,

P.

iiinemvayne,

race

and Meianargia arge, race tiiratu, Bostagno ( = cocnzzana, Staud.).
These species were searched for carefully and the
locality seemed excellent for their development, but the ap(jllo was
never met with and of the iimemofiyne and the arye only a few
individuals were collected.
With regard to the P. apollo it must be
noted that it scarcely emerged at all this year in Italy.
On the Alps
of South Tyrol, where apollo is always most abundant, Dr. Verity only
took a very few specimens Dr. Eomei did not find it at all on the
Monti Sibillini, where it is also abundant, and on the Caronie, in
Sicily, Signer Ragusa only succeeded in collecting 7.
I myself, on
the Alpi Apuane, in spite of continued researches during two months
and in the most favourable season, only saw two specimens.
On May 27tb, 1920, the collecting in Calabria was interrupted
by rain. The first of June was fine and the Zygaenae appeared
abundantly, but the bad weather returned and continued almost
uninterruptedly till June 17tb, preventing any collecting.
On June 4th, taking advantage of a brief cessation of the rain, my
wife and daughter went on to the mountain and made an important
capture the Syntoiitis ragazzii, Turati.
They had little knowledge of
the fine discovery made by Count Turati
they only knew that besides
the SyntfDiiis nwrjana, Staud., a new Syntoiiiis had been found in
Southern Italy, and they at once conjectured that the specimens found
must belong to this new species, which they had never seen before.
On June 17th the weather became fine again all the spring
Lepidoptera had disappeared and were replaced by the summer ones.
From June 17th to 27th there emerged the second broods of R.
calabrica, Trti.,

;

:

;

;

phlaeaa, L. dorilis, A. t/iersites, P. icariis, A. viedon, (J. croceiis (ediisa),
L. sinapis, P. rapae, M. hransicae, C. paniphiliis, P. viegera, and the
emergence of the summer species began P. ligiirica, P. argtis, S. facfi
:

M.atkalla, A. niobe, A.cydippe,
but just as everything seemed turning for the best, on June 28th, all
(IierDiioiie), S. circe,

emergence

S. cordula, S.

seiiiele,

of insects ceased.

Vegetation was luxuriant,
longer offered any interest.
Cdlleciing anything.

weather splendid, but collecting no
for hours without

One could walk
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P. apollo and the females of S. cordiila, A.
detained my family at San Fill till the first days
of July, but the females did not emerge, so that on July 5th, after
a long and fruitless mountain excursion, my wife and my daughter
decided to leave Calabria and to come to me in the Garfagnana.
It
was absolutely not worth while to wait for the end of the " summer
PAUSE," which appeared to be very protracted, and to remain so far
away in these turbulent times in which all communications might be
cut off.
After four days' journey my family were re-united at
Careggine on July 10th.
In the subjoined list I note all the species collected in Calabria
from May 19ch to July 5th, 1920.
Zygaena pnrpuralis, Briinn., race not identified, June lst-17th.
Z. scahiosae,Schev., va,ce ro)iieo, Dup., June lst-20th.
Z. stoechadis,
Bkh., race calabm, Vrty., May 19th-June 20th.
Z. lonicerae, Schev.,
race silana, Burg. { — hertJiae, Staud.), June lst-20th.
Z. melilnti,
Esp., race charofi, Hb., June lst-20th.
Z. o.vytropis, B., race not
identified, May 19th- June 7th.
Z. caniiolica, Scop., race Jioretitina,
niohe,

and

of finding

S. rat/azzii

June 7th-20tli.
Procrin staticea, L., race not identified. May 20th- June 1st.
P.
tenuicornis, Z., race not identified. May 24th-June 4th.
P, eoynata,
Ebr., race not identified. May 20th-June 4th.
Syntoinis ragazzii, Trti., race ragazzii, Trti., June 4th-20th.
Vrty.,

Erynnis alceae, Esp., race aaatralis, Vrty., June 17th.
E. altlwaef
Hb., race aiistralifornris, Vrty., June 17th.
Hesperia aniioricanns, Obth., race fidvoinspersa, Vrty., May 19th'
26th.

ti.

malvoides,

carthanri,

Hb., race not identified,

Elw. and Edw., vace

May 19th-20th. H.
May 19th-26th.

pseiidoiiialvae, Vrty.,

Powellia sao, Hb., race not identified, May 19th-26th.
Adopaea lineola, Ochs., race clara, Tutt, June lst-17th.
A. flava,.
Brunn. {^thaiimas, Hufn.), race iberica, Tutt, June 1st- 17th.
Thyinelicus acteon, Rott., race ragusai, Vrty., June lst-27th.
Aiigiades sylvanus, Esp., race sylvanus, May 19th-26th.
Bnmicia phlaeas, L., race nigriorelens, Vrty., I. gen. phlaeati, May
19-24th.
R. phlaeas, L., race nigriorelem, Vrty., II. gen. nigrioreleus
June 20th-27th.
Loweia alciphron, Eott., race romanorum, Pruhst., May 24th -June
17th.
L. dorilis, Hufn., race italorum, Vrty., I. gen. italorimi, May
24th.
L. dorilis, Hufn., race italorum, Vrty., II. gen. italorum, June
17th-27th.
Glaucopsyche cyllariis, Kott., race pauper, Vrty., May 19th-24th.
Scolitantides baton, Bgstr., race obscurata, Vrty., June 20th-23rd,
Agriades thersites (Gerh.), Chapman, race not identified, II. gen.
June"20th-27th.
Polyommatus icarus, Eott., race not identified, I. gen.. May 19th24th.
P. icarus, Eott., race not identified, II. gen., June 17th-27th.
P. amandus, Schn., race not identified. May 19th-26th.
Cyaniris seiniargus, Eott., race not identified, May 19th-June 4th,
Aricia medon, Hufn., race subcalida, Vrty., I. gen. subornata, Vrty.,.
May 21st-30th. A. viedon, Hufn., race subcalida, Vrty., 11. gen.,
subcalida, June 17th-27th,
A. eumedon, Esp., race not identified, May

24th-June 4th.
Plebeius

argus,

ligurica, Obthr., race

L.,

race

calabrica,

Trti.,

June

not identified, June 17th-23rd.

lst-27th.

P,
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Lycaenopsis

{Celastrina)

argiolus,

L.,

race

calidogenita,

Vrty.,

June 20th.
Oupido minimus, Fuessl., race minimus,

May

22nd.

Lainpides boeticus, L., race hoeticus, June 20fch.
Callophrijs riibi, L., race virgatus, Vrty., May 19th-26th.
Nordmannia ilicis, Esp., race inornata, Vrty., May 19fch-22nd.
Colias croceus (edasa), Fourc, race croceus, II. gen. croceus,

June 23rd.
Leptosia sinapis, L., race bivittata, Vrty., I. gen. lathyri. Wo.,
L. sinapis, L., race bivittata, Vrty., II. gen. bivittata,
19th-21st.

May

June 17th-27th.
Anthocharis [Euchloe) cardamines,
19th-26th.
Pontia daplidice, L., race daplidice,

L.,

race

meridionalis,

Vrty.,

May

June 23rd.
gen. vuhjaris, Vrty.,
May I9th-21st. P. napi, L., race meridionalis, Riihl, II. gen.
P. rapae, L., race rapae, L., I. gen.
meridionalis, June 21st-27th.
P. rapae, L., race rapae, L., II. gen.
metra, Steph., May 19th-21st.
aestiva, Z., June 20th-27th.
Mancipium {Pieris) brassicae, L., race catoleuca, Bob., II. gen.
catoleuca. May 19th-26th.
Aporia crataegi, L., race not identified, May 19th-June 20th.
Parnassius mnemosyne, L., race calabra, Trti., May 19th -26th.
Fapilio machaon, L., race aestivus, Z., II. gen. aestivus, June 17th.
P. podalirius, L., race interjecta, Vrty., I. gen. interjecta. May 19th-22nd.
Coenonyinpha pampkilus, L., race australis, Vrty., I. gen. australis.
May 19th-26th. C. pampkilus, L., race australis, Vrty., II. gen.
C. arcania, L., race not
emilyllus, Vrty., June 24th-July 5th.
identified, I. gen.. May 24th-June 20th.
Epinephele jurtina, L., race not identified. May 19th- June 20th.
Melanargia galathea, L., race not identified, June Ist-Julj'' 5th. M.
cocuzzana, Stand.), May 19tharge, Sulz., race turatii, Rostagno {
Pieris napi, L., race

II. gen. daplidice,

meridionalis,

Riihl,

I.

—

June

1st.

Pararge megera, L., race megera, I. gen. megera, May 19th-26th.
P,
P. megera, L., race megera, II. gen. megera, June 20th-July 3rd.
maera, L., race erdonia, Fruhst., I. gen. erdonia[—polsensis. Stand.),
May 19th-26th. P. aegeria, L., race not identified, II. gen., June 17th.
Satyrus fagi. Scop, [ — hermione, L.), race alcyoneformis, Vrty., June
S. cordula,
8. circe, F., race itala, Vrty., June 17th-27th.
17th-27th.
acteina, Obthr.), June 17th-27th.
S. semele,
F., race calabra, Costa {
L., race not identified, June 23rd.
Camilla, auct.), race rivularis, I. gen.
Limenitis rivularis. Scop. {
rivularis, June 23rd.
Melitaea didyma, Esp., race neeraeformis, Vrty., I. gen. neeraeformis.
May 19th-June 27th. M. trivia, Schiff., race not identified, I. gen.,
May 19th. M. phoebe, Enoch, race tusca, Vrty., I. gen. tusca. May
M.
19th-26th. M. cinxia, L., race australis, Vrty., May 19th-26th.
athalia, Rott., race obscura, Vrty., May 19th-July 5th.
B.
Brenthis daphne, Schiff., race nikator, Fruhst, June lst-20th.
euphrosyne, L., race apennina, Stgr., May 19th-26th.
lathunia
(not
Issoria lathonia, L., race not identified, I. gen.
possible to identify the race not having collected the other broods),

=

=

May

I9th-June

1st.
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Arciymiu ci/dippe, L., race clarens, Vrty., June 21st-27th. A. aglaia,
L., race appenninicola, Vrty., May 24th-June 20th.
A. niohe, L., race
noi identified, June Ist-July 5th.
Pyrameis cardiit, L., race nniversa, Vrty., I. gen. universa, May 24thJune 4th. P. atalanta L., race atalanta, May 24th.
Aglais urticae, L., race turcica, Stgr., May 24th.
Polygonia egea, Cr.. race egea, I. gen. egea, May 24th.
P. c-albimi,
L., race c-album, II. gen. hiitchinsojii, Robson, June 17th.
Dr. Verity will publish an account of the races not yet identified.
The number of species collected in the brief period of residence in
Calabria is remarkable, but the number of individuals is very small
of many species only one or two specimens were collected.
The
aberrations found in Calabria are also very few
A female of Z. weliloti wanting the dark pigment on body and wings.
A male of the same species in which the dark band of the hindwings is so much extended as to leave only a small red point in the
:

.centre.

A
A

male of Z. scabiosae with a red ring on the abdomen.
male of Z. ragazzii with the white spaces much reduced in
number and dimensions and the hindwings quite dark.
A male of P. argns with extensive fulvous marks on the upperside
of the hindwings.
A female of A. crataegi with the transparent space at the end of
the cell of the forewings extremely broad.
A male of M. athalia very dark.
{To he continued.)

New

Species of Myrmecophilous

By

The

L. A.

BOX,

Hymenoptera

— Proctotrypoidea.

F.Z.S., F.E.S.

types of the species here described are in Mr. Donisthorpe's
myrmecophiles and were taken by him in the nests of the

<3ollection of

ants mentioned.

CERAPHRONIDiE.

Lagynodes nige)\ Kief., aterior, var. n.
Male. Length 1* 2mm. Alar expanse 2" 7mm. Eesembles 7wgrer in the colour
being entirely black, the tegument being smooth and shining, the detail of the
head and antennae, the shape and detail of the abdomen, the dividing sutures of
the scutellum reaching at their junction in the centre to the posterior edge of the
mesonotum, and the radius being distant from the extremity of the wing by twoIt differs in having the wings distinctly blackish or smoky,
thirds of its length.
"the scape red only at the base, the rest dark brown, the femora black or fuscous
'.except at the knees, the tibiae fuscous in the centre and the abdomen without trace
-of reddish colour.
From nest of L. fuliginnsus at Woking on September 27th, 1920.

Ceraphron fuliginosi,

sp. n.

Alar expanse I'Smm.
Entirely black.
Female.
Length 1mm.
"Wings
normal, forewings fuscous except at the base and having a somewhat clearer area
Marginal nervure straight, not
below the radius, hindwings slightly fuscous.
thickened so as to form a stigma, the radius half as long again as the marginal
Abdomen not compressed, ovoid and acuminate at the tip, very smooth
nervure.
and shining, devoid of striation at the base. Head and thorax smooth and shining
Ihut finely acupunctate and clothed with short fine whitish hairs.
Antennae
centirely black, except the scape at the apex and the second joint piceous, with ten
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the total length, swollen at the base, the second
joint nearly twice as long as thick, obconical, funicle gradually thickened from the
third joint to the last which is conical, third joint slightly longer than thick
fourth to ninth joints distinctly transverse, tenth joint twice as long as thick.
Legs dark brown except the coxse, the tibise at the base and the tarsi, which are
reddish. There is a dense fringe of long white hairs on each side of the nietapleurse
pointing backwards and covering the sides of the base of the abdomen. Propodeon
joints, scape nearly a third of

narrowly margined and having a few deep striations especially obliquely on each
side from the base to the inner side of the lateral acuminations, and forming a
trapezoidal area in the base of which is the small spiracle.

From

the

same nest

of L. fulu/inosiis

at

Woking on August

14th,

1920.

DlAPRIID^.

Lnxotropa fuliginosi, sp. n.
Black, smooth and shining,
Female. Length l"7mm. Antenna I'lmm.
with a mass of long whitish pubescence on the lateral corners of the pronotum, on
Legs entirely bright
the dorsal surface of the petiole and on the metapleurse.
Antennae
Antennte reddish-brown except the club which is black.
orange-red.
with the scape stout and cylindrical, as long as the five following joints, together,
second joint obconical, twice as long as thick, third joint longer than thick,
gradually thickened from base to apex which is as wide as the second joint, fourth
to ninth joints transverse, moniliform, tenth to twelfth joints more than twice as
thick as the rest, forming a club which is as long as the scape, tenth and eleventh
joints globular, the eleventh distinctly transverse, the twelfth joint tapering to a
Wings atrophied, reaching just beyond the
rounded point, longer than thick.
petiole, the forewing with a pale yellow marginal vein ending in a dark brown
knob or stigma and extending to three-fourths the total length of the wing, the
part beyond the stigma and immediately below it very pubescent, the rest hyaline
and glabrous. Hindwing linear, almost threadlike but slightly wider at the tipand about as long as the forewing. Head wider than the thorax and about as wide
Mesonotum semicircular but as long
as the abdomen, subsquare, wider in front.
Scutellum with a deep depression in front next to and
as wide at the base.
Propodeon with a raised emargination all round
running into the mesonotum.
ending in a prolonged blunt point or horn on each side, with a raised ridge in the
centre from front to back which is widened basally and raised there to a knob-like
The apical margin with a single tooth in
point in the centre of the widened boss.
the centre. Abdomen more than twice as long as wide, flat above, almost parallelsided and somewhat truncate at the apex, petiole a little longer than wide, second
segment covering at least three-fourths the total length excluding the petiole. All
the tibia; very slender at the base and gradually thickened to the apex.

From

the

same nest

of L. fulvjinosus at

Woking, May 30th, 1920.

Platygasxerid^

.

Syno/ieas fuscicola, sp. n.

Length I'lmm.

Alar expanse 2'lmm.

Dull black, with white
on each side of the
scutellum thinly, on the lateral edges of the propodeon densely, on the metapleurte
all over densely, and on the base of the abdomen above on each side and ventrally
densely.
Legs and antenuce (except the club which is piceous) bright yellow.
Wings, except at the base below the short marginal vein, covered with short dark
Head transverse, finely
Tegulce prominent and fuscous.
hairs, almost hyaline.
and shallowly alveolate, ocelli in a slight curve, wide apart, the outer ocelli very
Pronotum broadly visible from above from one tegula to the
near to the eyes.
other for about the same depth all round. Mesonotum convex, finely rugose, with
two parallel striae from front to back frequently interrupted like dotted lines
roughly dividing the surface into three equal parts and with a slightly raised knob
or pimple rather shining in the centre immediately in front of the scutellum and
another similar knob on each side between this and the tegula but nearer the latter
The awl-shaped prominence of the
and with a row of short stria; between each.
scutellum is smooth and shining and viewed sideways it will be seen that the tip

Female.

hairs at the base of the

mesonotum on each

side in a fringe,

—

—
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a sharply pointed horn, pale in colour, below which before reaching the impressed
there is a second but obtuse tooth.
The propodeon is divided longitudinally by a broad raised ridge which is smooth and shining and projects behind
as a blunt tooth.
So much of the rest of the propodeon as is visible is smooth and
shining.
The large segment of the abdomen which covers more than
three-fourths of the whole is smooth and shining, the surface being almost imperceptibly alveolate.
The antenna; have the scape long and slender, more than half
the length of the funicle, slightly thickened from the base upwards and curved
outwardly, having outwardly just before the apex a curved excavation from before
the commencement of which springs a long curved hair or bristle reaching to just
beyond the end of the joint which is truncate, the second joint obconical and almost
as thick as the scape, twice as long as thick, the third joint only half as wide,
ovoid and longer than thick, the fourth joint as long as the last, twice as long as
thick, cylindrical, the fifth joint the same width, globular, the sixth joint transverse and truncate at the apex, the seventh to tenth joints forming a club slightly
thicker than the scape, the seventh subtriangular, longer than thick at the apex,
the eighth and ninth cup-shaped, transverse, the tenth joint longer than
thick and bluntly rounded at the tip.
The hind and mid tibiae are long and slender,
thickened towards the apex, the femora strongly thickened in the middle.

is

metanotum

In a nest of F. faaca at Barmouth on June 23rd, 1906.
Rec, 1906, p. 319.

:#:^OTES

ON

COLLECTING,
—

See Ent.

Etc.

Notes from Kent, Middlesex and Surrey. My first hunt this
year was in Eichmond Park on April 21st.
Here I found Pamnieyie
arr/yrana in abundance settled on oak trunks
most trees sheltered
three or four and some especially favoured carried nearly a dozen
moths. Among the number were two cream coloured specimens as
Wilkinson calls them, while Barrett alludes to them as " dirty-^ite."
There were a few intermediate between these and the type, and two P.
;

Two days later I found Ancylis
inornatana quite plentiful in its old haunt among Salix fusca on Barnes
Common. Later Lithocolletis quinqnegHttella also occurred here. At
Hindhead on May 13th, several cocoons of StUjmella (Nepticula)
septembrella were found in leaves of Hypericum.
I was surprised to
see Hesperia {Syrichthus) malvae at Eichmond on May 22nd, as I had
never previously seen it there.
On the birches I found larvae of
Salebria (Phycis) betulae.
The larva spms a slight but quite tough
cocoon, to one end of which the pupa is firmly anchored by strong
cremastral hooks.
The moth on emergence carries a portion of the
pupal head case with it, by means of which it forces a hole through the
cocoon, and after emergence this part of the pupal shell is found
outside the cocoon.
It is a trefoil shaped piece which is apparently
the top of the head, but as this pupa is of macrotype and breaks up
irregularly I was- unable to fit the pieces on to any of the pupae
S23lendidnlana were also noticed.

to ascertain their exact position.

At Otford, on the 29th, I found two small pupae in a head of
They had the look of dipterous pupas, as they were
Carlina vulyaris.
quite without segmental movement, but the lens showed them to be
lepidopterous, and at the end of June one of them disclosed a nice
specimen of Parana carUnella. On the 31st, I saw four imagines of
Chrysodysta linneella on lime trunks in Chiswick, this is the earliest
date I have on record.
At Orpington, June 19th, Aphelosetia argentella
was in multitudes for about half a mile along a road side. It would
be an exaggeration to say that the grass was white with them, but
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there must have been one to every few square inches.
When on theOn an
at dusl? they must have presented a picture of fairyland.
old oak in contrast sat one solitary specimen of Tinea paraaitdla.
About this time Paedisca bilunana was common on birch stems at
Chiswick, Laverna hellerella on hawthorn and Pardia tripunctana on
On June 80th, at Richmond, I saw a few Pentkina corticana,
rose.
Hb., among birch, and found a nearly full-grown larva of Leiocanipa
dictaeoides.
I took twelve spun up Coleophorid cases for examination
There were a
of the pupa, but every one of them contained parasites.
few Biitalis firandrpenmH on Barnes Common, July 7th, they were
first noticed there about seventy years ago as recorded in the Zoologist
that
time.
The common must have been a fine huntof
ing ground in those days.
Gelechia pincjitinella
was very
numerous on the poplar trunks and in fine condition. I also took this
species in Chiswick where I had not seen it before.
At Wimbledon,
mines of StUimella salicis were very common in sallow leaves and
Arf/yresthia goedartella was quite in its usual abundance.
On July
24th I joined the South London Society's excursion to Byfleet, and
took a fine specimen of Abebaea (Cevostovia) liicella, which I had long
wanted, four larvse of Aplielosetia cerusella in one mine on Plirogmites

wing

communis, all of them produced moths, which emerged after 5 p.m.
(G.T.).
This seems odd as Mr. P. A. Buxton records that A. poae,

which feeds on Glyceria aqaatica in similar situations, emerged between
The two species, however, belong to different sections
8 and 9 a.m.
of the genus {Ent. Rec, xxviii., p. 38).
I was also pleased to get larvae
of Buccidatrix frangidella off the PJianiniif bushes, they were mostly in
their cocoonets changing their skins.
The skin does not shrivel up
like that of many larvae, but remains outstretched in the cocoonet just
as it was before the larva crept out of it.
On the 29th I walked down
one of the last yet unmade-up roads in Chiswick and found Hotiitnene
{LHcroraiiipJia) siiiijiliciana common and in fine condition, Artemisia
vulgaris grows in abundance, and it is here that I have taken the larvte
oi Gracilaria oniisseUa in theiv hl&ddevj mines.
In early August w'e
tried sugar, but it only produced a few of the very common Noctufe.
A
few specimens of the once rare C'onchylis s)neathiiianHiana occurred in our
meadow about this time. At Kingsbury on August 28th I found young
larva3 of Colenphora solitariella in their first cases, and also several
empty egg shells. The eggs are laid on the upper surface of
the leaf towards the base, close to or in the sulcus that runs down the
middle of the leaf.
The upright egg is cone-shaped, ribbed with a
rather deep depression at the summit.
The larva mines through the
l^ase of the eggshell into the leaf.
In making its first case the larva
cuts out elongated pieces of the upper and lov^'er cuticle, avoiding the
serrated edge of the leaf. It fastens the newly made case to the underside of the leaf, and later adds a portion to the tail end of pure white
silk.
In another place the young larvfe of 0. alhitavulla were also in
their first cases, cut out from the leaves of Olechoma.
In early
September Penmea reticulata [contaiuinana) was abundant at Kingsbury in all its forms except omicmn, which I did not see at all. There
was one specimen of the Y-forra, with white ground colour, similar to
a specimen taken at Bath and I think Mr. Turner also has a white
one.
There is a good deal of dogwood in the hedges about Kingsbury,
but I was surprised to see many mines of Antispila treitschkiella in the
leaves, as I had never noticed these mines previously.
In August,

CURRENT NOTES.
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Cerostoiiia vitella was quite common in Regent's Park on the elm
trunks and I boxed a TortrLv pronnhana off a window of a house at
the foot of Primrose Hill and saw a second one in September.
This
species still inhabits our garden in Chiswick, where it was quite common this year. Alfred Sigh, Chiswick. December, 1920.

CClURRENT
The name

NOTES

AND

SHORT

NOTICES.

Alexander Borisovitch Shelkovnikov, who has done so
much to elucidate the fauna and flora of the Transcaucasian steppes,
supplied specialists all over Europe with abundant material of all
kinds, and lavished the most genial hospitality to men of science of all
countries in his beautiful home at Geok Tapa, about half-way between
Tifiis and Baku, is well known to readers of our pages.
As the most
prominent landowner in the district, and the only Christian and
educated one, he was elected by his Tatar neighbours, with whom he
stood in the most friendly and cordial relationship, to be representative
of the district on the Constitutional Assembly for regenerate Russia,
which assembly, alas, was stillborn. Inspired by the propaganda of
the Bolsheviks and by the pan-Islamic fervour of Enver and his
satellites, the local Tatars one day fell upon Shelkovnikov's place in
a mass and utterly destroyed it.
His splendid vineyards were hacked
to pieces, the contents of his cellars, containing three vintages, poured
forth to waste, his house and buildings burnt to the ground, and the
beautiful park, which he had cultivated so lovingly for twenty years,
hacked down. Shelkovnikov succeeded, Avith considerable difficulty,
in escaping alive, together with his wife and. family.
They dared not
go to Tiflis, as Christians were being massacred in the train in that
direction, but reached Baku safely.
They left that hotbed of terror
before it was too late and succeeded eventually in reaching Tiflis,
where the host of savants is eking out his existence a completely
ruined man.
M.B.
A lady, who recently escaped from Petrograd, has brought the sad
news, not absolutely certain, but practically hopelessly so, that Andrei
Petrovich Semenov-Tian-Shansky was done to death about two years
ago or more by the peasants on his estate in the Riazan Government.
The most that British entomologists dare hope is that it is one of hi&
brothers who succumbed.
Andre Petrovich, Hon. F.E.S., was one of the best representatives
of Russian Intelligentsia.
The son of a gifted and very distinguished
father, who was the first to survey the Tian-Shan mountains, in
recognition of which the Tsar Alexander II. allowed him to add the
title Tian-Shansky for his surname, Andre Petrovich inherited the old
Senator's love of natural science and became one of Russia's most
of

—

distinguished entomologists.
He is best known in Britain for his
work on Russian Coleoptera, Chrysids and Dermaptera. He was alsoa first-rate all-round naturalist and a very keen sportsman.
No mean
poet he translated Horace into delightful Russian verse and had read
widely several foreign literatures.
Always a stout friend of Great
Britain, he was enthusiastic over the war, and expressed the hope that
the end would not come until the whole world had declared war on
Germany, so that posterity might see plainl}' that Germany was an
outlaw among peoples. He contributed considerably to the press in,
the British interest and took an active, if somewhat academic, part in.
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the movement for the amelioration of social conditions in his beloved
Russia.
With true Russian hospitality, he kept open house for

thoughtful

men

of the varied interests.

He was

Vice-President of the

Russian Entomological Society, which means acting chairman, for the^
post of president was reserved for one of the Grand Dukes, and he
was president of the Zoological Section of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, an organisation which led a separate existence
independently of the mother-body. His death is a very great loss to
Palaearctic Entomology.
When at Salonika, I used to receive a cheerful postcard from him
every fortnight, till suddenly they ceased, and as I began to miss the
characteristic handwriting, I felt that I had lost one of my very best
friends.

The same lady reports that A. Kuznetsov, the great authority on
Russian Lepidoptera, has succeeded in escaping to Finland. M.B.
The Officers and Council of the Entomological Society, London,
for the Session 1921-22, are President: The Rt. Honble. Lord Rothschild, M.A.., F.R.S., etc.
Treasurer: W. G. Sheldon, F.Z.S.
Secretaries: The Rev. George Wheeler, M.A., F.Z.S., and S. A. Neave,
M.A., D.Sc, F.Z.S.
Librarian: H. J. Turner.
Council: Robert
Adkm H. E. Andrews G. T. Bethune-Baker, F.L.S., F.Z.S. G. C.
Champion, A.L.S., F.Z.S. J. Hartley Currant A. D. Imms, M.A.,
D.Sc, F.L.S. James J. Joicey G. A. K. Marshall, D.Sc, F.Z.S.
Capt. Norman D. Riley
H. Rowland-Brown, M.A. Comm. James
J. Walker, M.A., R.N.,
F.L.S.
Capt. the Rev. J. Waterston,

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

B.D.,

B.Sc

The

Officers and Council of the South London Entomological
Society for the Session 1921-22 are, President: K. G. Blair, B.Sc,

F.E.S.
Vice-Presidents: 'E. J. Bunnett, M.A., F.E.S.
S. Edwards,
F.L.S., F.Z.S., etc; Treasurer: A. E. Tonge, F.E.S.; Librarian:'
A. W. Dods
Curator: S. R. Ashby, F.E.S.
Assist. Curator: T. L.
Barnett
Editor of Proceedings : Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.; Secretaries:
Stanley Edwards, F.L.S., F.Z.S., etc {Corresponding)
and Hy. J.
Turner, F.E.S. Recorder of Attendances: B. S. Williams
Lanternist:
A. W. Dennis; Council: R, Adkin, F.E.S.; T. L. Barnett; R. T.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bowman;

L. E. Dunstar; Lachlan Gibb, F.E.S.; H. A. Leeds;
Capt. N. D. Riley, F.E.S.
Dr. G. S. Robertson
E. Step, F.L.S.
It is fully anticipated that the Entomological Society will be installed in its new premises, 41, Queen's Gate, South Kensington, by
March 25th next at the latest. The Imperial Bureau of Entomology,
who will occupy the surplus rooms not at present required by the
Society, have already moved in.
The further decoration, repairs and
alterations (fewj, which have to be made, are rapidly nearing completion.
The removal and re-arrangement of the Society's Library is
a matter requiring more time.
Already the bookcases and shelving
have been transferred and are being refitted and enlarged, much of the
new material, bookcases and shelves, having been generously donated
to the Society by Dame Alice Godman.
Of course daring the period
of transition it is impossible for Fellows to use the Library, and all
books borrowed have been called in.
We understand that the large
meeting room will be available for scientific meetings at times when it
is not required by the Society.
It is situated on the first floor, and
when fully fitted will seat at least a 100 persons, with ample cloakroom and lavatory accommodation.
;

;

Subscriptions for> Vol. XXXIII. (10 shillings) should be sent t
Hanbent E, Page, " Ber»tpose," Gellatly Road, New Ci^oss,
S.E. 14 [This subscription includes all numbers published from
January 15th to December 15th, 1921.]

:>

Mr*.

Non-receipt or errors in the sending of Subscribers' magazines should be

New

notified to Mr, Herbert E. Page, " Bertrose," Gellatly Road,
Cross, S.E. 14
Advi?utisismicnt8 of Books and Inaects for Sale, or Books wanted will be iaserteiJ at a luiiinnum
cliavge of 2s. Gd. (for four lines). Ijonger Advertisenionbsiuproportion. A reduction made for a series.
Particulars of Mr. Herbert E. Page, "Bertrose," Gellatly Road, New Cross, S.E. 14
S[ibserii)ers who change their addresses imisfc reijort the same to Mr. l£. K. PAOii " HfviiDno"
(lellatly lioad, Ni^w Cross, Ijondoii, S.V]., otherwise tlieir magazines will probably hn delayed.

New

—

and

Apparatus. Note Finest make only, and best
Cabinets
material only used.
12, 20, 30 and 40 drawer Cabinets in polislied deal or mahogany.
Specifications
and prices on application.
Standard make Store Boxes, 10x8, 5/6; 13x9, 7/-; 14x10, 8/-; 16x11, 9/-;
Special price by taking 12 or more of one size.
111 xl2, 10/- postage* 6d. extra.
Insect and Egg Cases, Jointed Nets, Pins (Tayler's), Zinc Collecting Boxes, Setting
Boards, Killing Tins, etc., etc.
Write for complete lists of set specimens, apparatus, larvse and pupee.
LEONARD TATCHELL, Lepidopterist, 43, Spratt HaH Road, Wanstead, G.ll.
:

;

Duplicates.
varieties

and

renew old

— Varleyata

series.

H udders field.

—

and other varieties of Grossulariata.
Dedderat'i.
Good
Spilosoma urticto, Advenaria, and other ordinary species to
Good Tortrices and Tineae. Geo. T. Porritt, Elm Leu, Dalton,

local forms.

—
—

—

Desiderata
Cratasgata, Sambuearia, condition immateria.. DuplicatesDominula,
mendica, and numerous common species. E. A. Cockayne, 65, Westhowiie Terrace, W.2.
Foreign examples, local races, vars. and abs. from all parts of the
Desiderata.
world of any butterflies included in the British list.
Setting immaterial
exact data
Liberal return made.
W. G. Pether, •' Tlielma," 4, iViUow Bridge
indispensable.
lioad, London, N. 1.
J^thiope, Selene, T. rubi, Phlteas, Hectus, Perla, Chi, Nictitans,
Duplicates.
Boreata, Cambrica, Immanata, Olivata, Tristata, Dotata, Pedaria, Satyrata, Adsequata,
Mercurella, Angustea, Dubitalis, Ambigualis, Decrepitalis, Kuehniella, Fusca, Margaritellus, Phryganella, Solandrinana, Sponsona, Rivulana, Urticana, Aurana, Dubitana,
Herbosana, ]\lyllerana, Octomaculana, Vaccinana, and Perlepidana. Desiderata.
Numerous, especially Tortricina. A. A. Dalglish, 7, Keir Street, Pollokshields, Glasgow.
Aglaia, Adippe, *Io, T. quercus, Coridon vars., *Fuiiginosa (Reading),
Duplicates.
Tilise,
Meuthastri, *Linariata, Aurantiaria, Leucophsearia vars.
*B. quercus ?
Pupse of Dictiijoides
Imagines of typhon, palpina, camelina
Paniscus. Desiderata.
(dark), Curtula, Pyra, and numerous others; Ova of Hispidaria.
Harold B. JFilliams,
112a,, Bensliam Manor Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Change of Address. Ilev. G. Wlieeler, M.A., F.E.S., 28, Gordon SqucCre, ^V.l.
Mr. Donisthorpe will still be glad to receive ants and Myrmecophiles from all parts
of the British Isles, aiid to name any such for anyone who is kind enongh to send them to
him. Pie would however suggest that ants from any other parts of the world be sent to
his colleague, Mr. W. C. Crawley, 29, Holland Park Eoad, W. 14.
Mr. Crawley is
specialising on the ants of the world, and it is a matter for congratulation that we should
possess an Entomologist in this country whose whole attention should be concentrated on
this branch of Entomology.
'
;

—

—

—
,

—

;

—

IVIEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.

—

Entomological Society of London. 11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, VV.,
1921, January 19th
Annual Meeting.
8 p.m.
The South London Entomological and Natural History Society, Hibernia
London
Bridge.
Second and Fourth Thursdays in the ironth, at 7 p.m.
Chambers,
Hon. Sec, Stanley Edwards, 15, St. German's Place, Biackheath, S.E. 3.
The London Natural History Society (the amalgamation of the City of London
Entomological and Natural History Society and the North London Natural History
Society) now meets in Hall 40, Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.C. 2, first and
third Tuesdays in the month, at G.30 p.m.
(No Meetings in July or August.) Visitors
welcomed. Hon. Sec, W. E. Glegg, 44, Belfast Eoad, N. 16.
;

All MS. and editorial matter should be sent
98, Drakefell Road, New Cross, London, S.E. 14

_
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^
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Desiderata should
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—

—

AND PUP^

OVA, LARV/E,
The Largest Breeder

H. W^.

of Lepidopfcera in the British Isles

HEAD,

XBUrNXSXON,
h'liU

l.itii

of Ora, Larvae,

is

©utoinolooK^t,
SeT^RBOHOUGH-

Nr.

mid Pupae,

also Ijcpidoptera, AppaiatKn, ('ahitieta

sent on application.

etc.,

Many Rare

.

Good Varieties

British Species and

for Sale.

TO ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES and MUSEUMS.
BACK VOLUIViES OF

The Entomologist's Record
and Journal of Variation.
(Vols. I-XXXII.)

COl^TENTS OF

Vol.

{Most ivqjortcmt only mentioned.)

6.

— Variation Svteriuthns iiUae, 3 coloured plates
DiHexentisition oi Melitaea aihalia, parihenic, and aurelia — The Doubleday collection
Parthenogenesis— Taper on Taeniocavqndae — Phylloxera— Practical Hints (many)
Parallel Variation in Coleoptei a— Origin of Argynnis paphia var. valesina — Work for the
"Winter— Temperature and Vaiiaiion— Synonymic notes— Eetrospect of a Lepidopterist
Epinida lichevea, Heliophobus liisiiidus—
for 1890 — Lifehistories of A grotis pyrop'hila
360 pp.
Captures at light— Aberdeenshire notes,
Genus Acronycta and

its

of

allies.

,

etc., etc.,

To

be obtained from

Mr. H. E. PAGE, "Bertroee," Gellatly Road,
to

whom Cheques and

Postal Orders should be

made

New

Cross, London, S.E. 14

payable.

LARGEST STOCK OF

Palaearctic Lepidoptera in the World.
We

offer

1st Quality,

exact localities.

set,

(p.

Colias werdani i
staudingeri, 3—6;

.1/6,

$

2/-;

C.

Price in Shillings.

= pair).

tatarica (cotypes),

5—10;

—

C. christophi,

18—86;

pamira, 4—9; C. sulitelma, 1 2; C. sagartia, 6—12; 0.
P. davidis, 8—16;
wiskotti, 24—36; Parnassius ap. uralensis, 2/6—5; P. nomius, 6—14
P. delph-cardinalis, 15
P. simo-veru.s, 18—36
P. rueckbeili, 14—32
P. honrathi, 14
P. nordmanni, 16—32; P. imperator-musageta (the most beautiful Parn.), 45—35,
p. = 70; Ornithoptera brookiana, 8; 0. hephaestus, p. = 5; 0. hecuba, p. = 4; Papilio
ascanius, p.=8; P. bitias-therapes ? 25; P. dixoni, 8; P. blumei, 5; P. inopinatus,
M. godarti, 5 Actias isis,
iM. anaxibia, 6; M. didius, 6
p. = 20; Morpho cypris, 15
I\J. nostira, 6.
16; Agrias lugina, 8; Colias cocandica, 2—5

C.

C.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lepidoptera Catalog
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different
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MYRMECOPHILOUS NOTES FOR 1920.

Myrmecophilous Notes for 1920.
By

HORACE DONISTHORPE,

F.Z.S., F.E.S.,

etc.

In 1920 move time was devoted to Coleoptera than to Ants, nevertheless a certain number of observations and discoveries were made,
which are recorded here.
FORMICIDAE.
llijrinecina iiraniinicola, Latr.

obtained on

May

1st,

1910

— The

colony of this species which I

(see British Ants, p. 81, etc.)

is

still

under

For the first time for
observation, and in a flourishing condition.
four years no winged females have been reared, though 3' ^ have been
but
A. little fighting again took place in March
plentiful as usual.
I have not recorded before that in August, 1919,
did not last long.
very serious fighting occurred in this nest, indiscriminately between
One ^ might be attacked by two others, or by
^ ^ and del. ? J
and the
two 2 2 or by a ^ and ? or by one ^ alone, or one ?
;

.

;

,

,

This lasted for nearly two months, and I was
much afraid I should lose the whole colony, as over 70, and perhaps
I cannot explain it, as the
100, ants were killed off in this way.
colony had plenty of food, and a large brood to attend to. I put a
stop to it in the end by punishing any ant or ants who were fighting.
They were knocked off their legs with a paint brush, pushed about,
rolled over, and shaken up until they appeared to be thoroughly cowed
It is possible that this figiatmg may have been the cause why no females
were reared in 1920, and it will be of interest to see if such 2 2 will
be produced this year (1921), as no fighting to speak of, no ants being

same with one

2

.

!

killed,

occurred last year.

Acantliomyojtx

[I )<inistliorpea) niijer,

some numbers from a colony
post

at

Putney,' were

L.

— On March

4th, workers in

of this ant, nesting at the foot of a gate-

running about in the sun carrying

bits of

earth, etc.

On

July 7th, at Mother Ivy's Bay, N. Cornwall, a fine colony of A.
under a large flat stone near a stream running from
a marsh into tbe sea, was found to contain very manj^ mermithogynes.
These short winged females from this nest (which also contained
numerous normal winged 2 2 and many 2 and ^ cocoons, but no
(J 3" ) are peculiar in themselves, in the fact that nearly every one of
them possesses a large oval hole in the mesonotum, about •7mm long
and •25mm. broad, the object of which I am quite unable to explain.
The gasters of such specimens as were dissected were found to conMost of the ants and brood of this
tain one, or two, worms in each.
colony were taken, and as I knew my colleague Mr. Crawley was
working on a paper on mermithogynes, I handed them over to him
The only other myrmecophiles
for investigation and experiment.
present in the nest were Platyarthrns hoffxianseygi, Brndt., and Cypltodeinis {=^Beckia) albinos, Nic.
On August 28th marriage flights of niger (and also of A. (C) flavus
and Myrmica ruginodis) took place in the afternoon and evening all
over Putney.
Acanthomyops (Chthonolasius) mixtus, Nyl. On August 11th very
many dealated 2 2 were seen all over the heath at Weybridge and
one winged individual was rescued from the clutches of a F. sanguinea ^
One example was observed entering a hole in the sand
February, 1921.
(D.) nifier, situated

—

;

.

;

.
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which sheltered a colony
nest, six deiilated inixtus
themselves in it.

of

5 5

A. (D.) aliemta. On digging into this
were found to have already established

The colony founding

of all the British species of Acanthoiin/ops is
well known, and thoroughly established (see British Ants, pp.
It would
185, 196-99, 208-10, 216-16, 221-22, 280-33, 239-40).
therefore seem unnecessary to keep on recording instances in support
but a recent publication by Mons.
of facts already well-known
R. Stumper " Zur Kolonie-griindung von Lannn fidii/'inosiis " [Arch.
Natunj. 85 189 (1920)] however, proves that it is still advisable to do

now

—

;

,

He found

so.

in the

summer

of

1917 two isolated

/"/(K^/u/os^s

? 5

in

but with no brood, and a third in a cell under a stone which
He
covered a nest of A. [C.) mixtus, but not communicating with it.
He
therefore considers that further investigation is necessary.
mentions the discovery of de Lannoy, and what Emery, Forel, and
Wasmann had to say about it, but totally ignores the extensive and
conclusive experiments carried out by Crawley and myself, besides the
various other records published since our earlier papers, and my book
I propose to republish the M'hole of the facts on the colony -founding
of this ant in a future paper; and possibly in some continental
cells,

!

publication.

—

This ant was very forward in the south in 1920
Fur)iiica riifa^ L.
on February 18th the colonies at Weybridge were in full activity,
building up their nests, going from one to another, carrying their
dealated ? ?
fellows, and massing in numbers on the nests in the sun
occur in fair numbers with the ^ ^ outside the nests.
On March 21st at Oxshott I found a winged riifa 2 out at some
distance from her nest this is the earliest date on record for either of
April 17th being the earliest former
the winged sexes of this species
;

;

:

record [see Brit. Ants p. 256]
On October l2th this
Prennlepis (Nylanderia) longicornis, Latr.
cosmopolitan species was found to be abundant in one of the hotThe ^ ^ were
houses at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.
running about on all the plants and pots, both in and around a large
pond in the hot-house. This is the first record for the species in these

—

gardens.

COLEOPTERA.
Atevieles euiarginatus var. nigricollis, Kr. — A specimen of this variety
was found in a nest of Formica fiisca at Box Hill under a stone on
May 4th. As far as I am aware this is only the second time that it
has been taken in Britain.
A specimen was taken running on the
Myriiicdonia fitnesta, Gv.

—

ground near an old ash tree at Long Ashton in Somerset, around
which a number of A. {D.) fnliginosus ^ ^ were crawling. This is I
believe only the third record for Somersetshire, of this insect.
This species occurred in abundance in
(Jlavi/jer testaceiis, Preys.
nests of A. (C.) flavns under stones at Box Hill on May 4th, many

—

specimens being in cop and also with the same ant at Mother Ivy's
My friend Mr. Keys tells me he has
Bay, N. Cornwall, on July 7th.
always found Claviyer to be very rare in Cornwall.
;

Hymenoptera
Lagynodes niyer var. aterior,

— Proctotrypidae.

Box, Ceraphron

fuliyinosi,

Box,

Loa:o-

.
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—

These three insects, which are new to science,
tropa fidiffinosi, Box.
all taken in a nest of A. (D.) fnUii'nwsas at Woking on September
27th, x\ug-ust 14th, and May 30bh respectively.
I am indebted to my
friend Mr. L. A. Box for the descriptions of the same (see antea, pp.
15-16), who at the same time described a species of Si/nojiea^ taken by
me at Barmouth on June 23rd, 1906, in a nest F. ftisca, under the
were

name

Synopeas

ftiscicola.

Braoonidae.

—

Anpilota nervosa, Hal.
A specimen of this Braconid was taken in
the same falkiinonna nest as the above mentioned Proctotrypids on
September 27th. This is the second time I have taken this species with
fuliqiiiosits, it having occurred with the ant in question at Darenth
Wood in June 1909 [Ent. Rec. 22 15 (1910)]

Chalcididae.

was taken in the Woking fiiliyinosus
nest on September 27th, and also bred on December 10th from some
carton and other refuse taken from the nest on the former date, and
As far as I know there were no ant
placed in a small plaster nest.
larvse present, but plenty of a fat, broad Dipterous larva, which all
pupated later. This however proves nothing, as the Spalangia larva
may leave its host before pupating, and have been present as a pupa in
This conspicuous jet black species is, in any case, most
the debris.
1 first took it in Britain with
certainly a regular guest of fidiginonus.
this ant at Wellington College in April, 1906, and bred it in large
numbers the same year from a nest of tbe ant.
It has subsequently
been taken by me at Darenth Wood, Osshott, Weybridge and Woking,
and always with the same ant, which it will be remembered is also of
a jet-black colour.
S/ialayif/ia erytJu-omera, Forst.,

DiPTERA.
Pseudacteon formicariim, Verrall.— This little fly was captured
hovering over ^ ^ of F. sangninea at Woking on August 14th. I had
dug up a sangninea nest and thrown the earth, etc., on a large white
There were no ants on the cloth, or to be seen, except the
cloth.
sangninea ^ ? and several of the little flies were observed hovering
over these ants. It is rather important to emphasise this, as Wasmann
in a recent and very valuable paper on this fly [Biol. Zentralb. 38
317-29 (1918)] considers it to be only associated with A. (D.) niger, as
he thinks the ovipositor would not be long enough to reach between
I have no doubt he is
the segments of the gasters of larger ants.
but there can be no
correct in thinking that niger is its principal host
possible doubt that on this occasion the flies were endeavouring to
parasitise the sanctninea ^ ^ and their behaviour was just the same as
I have always noticed, when they have been hovering over niger, and
other small ^ ants.
,

;

,

Heteropteba.

—

Larvffi in numbers and some
Pilophorns cinnamopteras, Kirsc.
imagos occurred on fir trees over mfa nests at Weybridge on July 16th
and August 11th, and Megacoelnm beckeri, Fieb., larvce on the former
I had hoped to find out something of the life-history of
occasion.
these two species, and the reason for their assoeiation with ants, and for

—
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had prepared a very large tray covered with sand with
On it were young oak, birch, and
a broad moat of water all round.
fir trees growing in pots and I had establitshed a nice colony of Formica rufa upon it, whose hillock was built up in one corner of the
Unfortunately the experiment proved to be a failure as the
tray.
bugs and their larvae, of which I brought home numbers, and put on
the young trees, always got into the water, and were drowned.
Alydus calcaratiis, L. Larvae were seen running in company with
F. rufa g ^ at Weybridge on August 11th.
Nahis Lativentris, Boh. At Porthcothan Bay, N. Cornwall, on July
9th, one larva of this bug was swept up in company with ^ ^ of F.
fnsca var. gleharia and A. (D.) niger, and another was taken running
It is not generally known that the younger forms
over a nu/er nest.
of this bug possess spines on the pro- and meso-thorax, and also on
the front femora these spines are entirely lost in the adult stage, and
It is the only one in
those on the femora are replaced by fine hairs.
the genus possessing these peculiarities, which are no doubt connected
with its ant-like form. My friend Mr, Ernest Green sent two of the
spiny form to the Museum in June, which created quite a flutter at
When they were shown to me, I expressed a view that they
the time.
were larvae of Nabis lativentris, but was told that one could not expect
any young form with spines to lose them entirely when adult, etc.,
I produced similar forms from my cabinet taken with ants, but
etc.
The larval form
it was suggested they were a new species to Britain.
figured by Dr. Sharp [Cambridge Nat. Hist. 6 556 (1899)] who first
called attention to the resemblance to ants, is older and does not
Other specimens in my collection are also without
possess the spines.
them. However, "blessed is he that expecteth little," especially when
dealing with ants and myrmecophiles, and the various specimens being
submitted to Mr. E. A. Butler, he identified them all as early stages
of N. lativentris.
I swept up a form without spines, and with yellow,
instead of white, margins to the abdomen, in company with Myrmica
scabrinodis ^ ^ and dealated 2 2 by the side of a marsh near ChiOther specimens swept up in the marsh
chester on August 17th.
itself, had bright red abdominal borders.

this purpose I

;

—
—

;

CoCCIDAE.

—

Numerous specimens of a Coccid which I
Ripersia europea, New.
felt sure was a species 1 had not taken before, were found in a nest of
A. (D.) niger at Stepper Point, N. Cornwall on July 8th, in company
with the Aphis Trama radicis, Kalfc.
Professor Newstead, who kindly named them for me, told me that
they were old adult ? $ full of embryos. He says it is closely related
to Pd/iersia toinlini, but is distinguished from old adults of the latter
by its smaller size, the large number of gland pores, and the presence
chiMnous scoop-shaped structure of the anal ring. As far as I am
aware the insect has only been captured once before in Britain
at Swanage.

of a

Araneina.

Camb.

— Egg cases of this

spider occurred on the
the Woking fnligiiiosns nest, and very young, recently
hatched spiders were running about on the carton on September 27th
Tetriliia diversns,

carton

itself of

.
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and November 4th.

Whether

this species is the

same
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as T. arietinns,

undoubtedly a regular mymiecophile as is also the
latter.
I have taken it with this ant in various months (January,
April, August, September, November, and December), at Oxshott,
Wellington College, Weybridge and Woking
? ? occurring deep in
The ? evidently lays her eggs on the carton of the
the nest itself.
nest and I have found egg-cases similarly situated at Weybridge and
Thor., or not,

it is

;

;

Oxshott.
It is also probable that the records of Cryphoeca recisa, Camb., with
ants, really apply to T. diversus, as Mr. Hull tells me the true C. recisa,

Camb., is a synonym
myrmecophilus.

of

Tetrilm iuipudicm, Simeon, which

is

non-

ACARINA.
Laelaps (Laelaspis) kiiineratiifi, Berl., and Tracliynvopoda [LeonardiThese two mites, which are recorded here
ella) canestrmiana, Berl.
for the first time in Britain, were taken by me in a nest of Tetraniori.iim
It is
caespitam at St. George's Well, N. Cornwall, on July 11th.
recorded from Italy in ants' nests, and probably with the same host
species, aS a var. taken in Russia and another in Corsica, were both
taken with Tetramorium, caespituiii.
I have already recorded this
Laelaps (Laelaspis) eqiiitans, Mich.
species from Porthcothan Bay, and commented on its habits [see Ent.

—

—

32 183 (1920)]
Trachyuropoda [Janetiella) trognloides, Can. and Fanz. [=.lauiinosa,
These were taken
Berl.), and Laelaps {Hypoaspis) niyrinecophilus, Berl.
The former with A.
in ants' nests at Porthcothan Bay on July 8th.
(/>.) niger, and the latter with F. fitsca var. glebaria.

Bee.

—

Lepidoptera in Peninsular Italy during the year 1920.
By O. QUERCI.
[Continued from page 15.)

While my family collected Lepidoptera in Calabria I was collecting
I lived in a small peasant's
in the mountains of the Garfagnana.
house isolated on the slopes of Monte Sumbra at about an hour's walk
from the village of Careggine. The locality seemed very favourable,
having large waste lands close to the beech zone (3000-5000ft.).
However, I noticed at once that the trees had not produced nuts and
that the grass had suffered enough on account of the drought and
from the hail storms which had visited the region during spring.
From June 13th to the 26th, notwithstanding the unfavourable
season and frequent showers, I collected the following species
Zygaena piirpuralis, Briinn., race fiorii, Costantini. Z. achilleae,
Z. stoechadis, Bkh., race stoechadis, Bkh.
Esp., TQiGB trLjitoleuiiis, Hb.
:

—

Z. lonicerae, Schev., race vivax, Vrty. Z. transalpina, Esp., race of
transition from sorrentina, Stgr., to altitndinaria, Trti.
Z. oxytropis,
B. (only two specimens).

Z. carniolica, Scop, (only two specimens).
race not , identified.
P. tenuicoriiis, Z., race
not identified. Heodes virgaureae, L., race apennina, Calb. Riunicia
phlaeas, L., race nigrioreleus, Vrty.
Loveia alciphmn, Rett., race
rotnanorum, Fruhst.
Lycaena avion, L., race not identified. Agriades
thetis, Rott., race apenninigena, Vrty.
A. hylas, Esp., race correpta.

ProcHs

statices,

L.,
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Polyommatus icarus,
race altivolans, Vrfcy.
P. aniandns, Schneid., race
I. gen. zelleri.
Aricia
Celastrina seniiargns, Eott., race porrecta, Vrty.
not identified.
Plebeius
medon, Hufn., race pallidefulva, Vrty., I gen. snbornata, Vrty.
Ciipido viinimus, Fuessl., race
argus, L., race apenninicola, Vrty.
A.

Vrty.

escheri,

Hb.,

Eott., race zelleri, Vrty.,

Nordniannia
Callophrys rnbi, L., race virgatits, Vrty.
N. acaciae, P., race italica, Vrty.
Gonepteryx rhamni, L., race transiens, Vrty., II gen. seciinda, Vrty.
Colias hyale, L., race calida, Vrty., II gen. calida.
C. eroceus, Fourc.
(edusa, F.), race eroceus, II gen. crocens.
Leptosia sinapis, L., race
binttata, Vrty., II gen. hivittata.
Pieris napi, L., race vulgaris, Vrty.,
P. rapae, L., race rapae, II gen. ra/iae, L.
I gen. vulgaris.
Aporia crataegi, L. (only two specimens). Coenonyiirplia paviphilus,Ij.,
race australis, Vrty., I gen. australis.
(J. arcaniiis, L., race tenuelwibo,
Vrty., I gen. tenuelimbo.
Epinepkele jiirtina, L., race not identified.
Erebia epiphron, Knoch.. a new race. E. stygne, 0., race etruriae, Vrty.
E.
costantinii, Trti.).
E. viedtisa, F., race hyperapennina, Trti.
Melanargia galathea, L. (only
aethiovs, Esp. (only two specimens).
two specimens). Pararge iiiegera, L., race megera, I gen. tiiegera. P.
viini7)uts,Fuess[.
ilicis,

(^

Esp.,

.

race inornata, Vrty.

—

apennina, Vrty.,

niaera, L., race

Esp. (only one specimen).

M.

I

Alelitaea didyma,
gen. apennina.
Eott., race teuiticola, Vrty.

athalia,

Argynnis aglaia, L.,
Brenthis enphrosyne, L., race apennina, Stgr.
A.
race apenninicola, Vrty,
A. niobe, L., race apenninica, Vrty.
cydippje, L., race clarens, Vrty.
A. urticae, L., race turcica, Stgr.
These are certainly not all the species which can emerge on the
Apuane Alps in the first period, that is in the period preceding the
summer pause. Many had certainly missed on account of the
excessive drought, and this I deduce from the fact that I only collected
a very few individuals of species which are generallj^ common and
abundant such as Z. carniolica, C. hyale, P. rapae, A. crataegi, E.

M. galathea, M. didyma.
Amongst the Lepidoptera of Monte Sumbra

jurtina,

I only found of note
the two specimens of A. thetis, ab. polonus, Z., mentioned by Dr.
Verity in the Ent. Rec, 1920, p. 140.
The emergence of Lepidoptera ceased on June 26th and I continued
for some days my useless excursions up the top of Monte Sumbra in
search especially of P. apollo, but I only saw spoilt specimens of the
other species before named, not worth capture.
On July 8th I went to Lucca to meet my wife and daughter on their
return from Calabria, and on the 10th of the same month we went to
live in the little house on Monte Sumbra waiting for the summer
species to emerge at the end of the pause.
From July 10th to 14th we found a few individuals of A. coridon,
Poda, race apuanica, Vrty. /'. icarus, Eott., race zelleri, Vrty., II gen.
aestivalis, Tutt
A. luedon, Hufn., race pallidefulva, Vrty., II gen.
S.
jjallidefulva
P. napi, race vulgaris, Vrty., II gen. napaeae, Esp.
h. seiiiele, L. (only
fagi, Scop. {her))ri.one, auct.), race not identified
;

;

;

;

;

one male).
All the
After July 14th began the great emergence of A. coridon.
meadows were full of restless coridon. At simset they assembled in
groups on the dried stems, and all around us we saw hundreds of
white banners which took flight only on being disturbed by our nets.
"We could easily choose perfect specimens without useless slaughter
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and our catch was of more than 2,500 perfect individuals, but we had
examined more than 10,000, among which we only found
one male and one female of the aberration corydonis, Brgstr., as it is
figured by Tutt in Brit. Butt., vol. iv. (1910), plate II., fig. 14.
On July 22nd the emergence of A. coridon ceased and we saw
thousands of spoilt individuals together with a few individuals of the
other species, also spoilt.
We had to leave Garfagnana owing to the
want of Lepidoptera, and it was lucky for us because the house we
inhabited was destroyed by the earthquake of September 7th, and we
should certainly have remained till that date if there had been material
certainly

to collect.

On July 20th Dr. Romei, my son-in-law, came to visit us and he
assured us that in the environs of Florence no insect flew and that he
had seen none in his long journey from Florence to Careggine. It was
evident that the want of insects must depend upon the excessive
drought, so my wife and daughter proposed to go to the Bagni di Lucca
to collect in the valley of the Camaione river, which descends from the
Monte Pratofiorito and falls into the Lima near Ponte-a-Serraglio.
They had collected in that locality in August, 1915, and they remembered that in the valley of Camaione the sun only appeared for a few
hours during the day and this made them hope that the Lepidoptera
had been able to save themselves from destruction.
I went to the valley of the Camaione and perceived that something
was flying there. I found lodgings at Bagni di Lucca and returned to
Careggine to take my family.
Before leaving Monte Sumbra my wife and I made a last excursion
to it, feeling certain that in so suitable a locality the P. apollo could
not be wanting. On our return from the Sumbra (5000 ft.) we saw
P. apollo flying in a valley below, which was rather moist, and we
descended to it and were able to capture several specimens very much
spoilt and one male only in good condition.
As there was no more hope of collecting even P. apollo we left the
Garfagnana to go to Bagni di Lucca, whilst my son-in-law left for the
the Marche.
Monti Sibillini
During the month of August in the valley of the Camaione (800ft.)
we found all the species which we had collected there in 1915.
Nisoniades tages, L., race clarus, Carad., II. gen. claruH.
Erynnis
E. altheae, Hb., race
alceae, Esp., race aiistr-alis, Z., 11. gen. australis.
aiistraiifonms, Vrty., II. gen. austi'aliformis. Hesperia arnioiicanns, Obth.,
onopordi, Ramb.,
race fnlvoinspersa, Vrty., II. gen. fulvoinspersa.
H. iitalvoides, Elw. and
race fulvotincta, Vrty., II. gen. fulvotincta.
Edw., race pseadonialvae, Vrty., II. gen. malvoides. Powellia sao, Hb.,
Urbicola comma, L., race apennina,
race gracilis, Vrty., II. gen. gracilis.
Aiigiades sijlvaniis, Esp., race sylvanus, II. gen. minuta, Vrty.
Rost.
L. dorilis,
Pi. phlaeas, L., race nigrioreleus, Vrty., II. gen. nigrioreleiis.
Hufn., race italonuii, Vrty., II. gen. italorum. L. avion, L., race not
Scolitantides baton, Bgstr., race baton, II. gen. obscura,
identified.
A. coridon, Poda, race super apennina, Vrty.
A. thetis, Rott.,
Vrty.
P. iiieleager, Esp., race viacra,
race etrasca, Vrty., II. gen. etrusca.
P. icarus, Rott., race zelleri, Vrty., II. gen. aestivalis, Tutt.
Vrty.
A.
medon, Hufn., rsice pallidefidva, Vrty., II. gen. pallidefulva.
P. argus,
P. Idas, L. {=^ argyrognomo ii, Bgstr.), race
L., race apeyininicola, Vrty.
Everes alcetas, Hoff. [ — coretas, 0.), race alcetas.
apenninophyla, Vrty.

m

H

.
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Lang., race teUcanus.

telicaniis,

liicma, L., race liicina.

C. crocens,

L. boeticus, L., race boetkim.

Fourc, race

H.

croceus,!!. gQW. croceas.

Pontia dajylidice,
L. sinapis, L., race bivittata, Vrby., II. gen. blvittata.
P. napi, L., race vuhjaris, Vrfcy.,
L., race daplidice, II. gen. daplidice.
P. rapae, L., race rapae, II. gen. rapae (
II. gen. napaeae, Esp.
P. bramcae, L., race catoleuca,
aestivita, Vrty., and aestiva, Stauder).
IphicUdes fiodaliriiis, L., race zanclaeiis, 7i.,
Eob., II. gen. catoleuca.
C. paiiiphiliis, L., race anstralis, Vrfcy., II. gen.
II. gen. zanclaeiis.
eniilylliis, Vrfcy.
C. arcaiiiim, L., race tejinelimho, Vrty., II. gen. gracilis,
Parar//e megera, L.,
Pyronia tithonns, L., race etrusca, Vrfcy.
Vrfcy.
P. maera, L., race apennina,
race megera, II. gen. filipluma, Ball.
P. aegeria, L., race italica, Vrfcy., JI. gen.
Vrfcy., il. gen. apennina.
6'.
IvnocUa dryas, Scop., race jidianns, Stauder.
not identified.
Liiiienitis rivttlaris. Scop.
statilinus, Hufn., race intennedia, Vroy.
M. didyma, Esp.,
Camilla, aucfc.), race rivnlaris, II. gen. rivularis.
M. phoebe, Enoch, race
race protea, Vrty., II. gen. caldaria, Vrty.
M. athalia, Eofcfc., race tenuis,
emipaitper, Vrty., II. gen. einipauper.
Is^oria
Vrfcy.
B. dia, L., race laetior, Vrty.. II. gen. flavens, Vrty.
A. cydippe, L.,
lathonia, L., race einiflorens, Vrty., II. gen. eudflcrem.
Dryas paphia, L., race viagnifica, Yrty. P.cardid,
race clarens, Vrfcy.
A. urticae, L.,
P. atalanta, L., race atalanta.
L., race vniversa, Vrfcy.
P. c-album, L., race hutchimoni,
race turcica, Stgr., II. gen. turcica.
P. egea, Cr., race egea, I. gen. egea.
Kobson, I. gen. hutchinsoni.
The species which had most felt the adverse season were those of

=

(^

=

A. viedon,
baton, A. tlietis, P. icarus,
Lycaenidi fcribe
S.
P. aryus, P. idas, E. alcetas, Ft. telicanus, L. boeticus emerged in
very small numbers, and fche individuals were very small, some
having a wing expansion of only a quarfcer of fche normal size.
We only took one spoilt specimen of A. corido}i which had no
doubt come from the overhanging summit of Prafcofiorito where the
The A. coridoa is never found in peninsular Italy
species is common.
below 2000ft. only A. arragouensis is found in the plain, but in the
Pratofiorito mountain, as also in the Apuane Alps, the A. arragonmsis
has never been found, nor has A. thersites.
In the h. ariiiuricanus and H. o7iopnrdi the colouring of the underthese are amongst the most characteristic of
side is intensely fulvous
the

:

;

;

the fulvoinspersa and fnlcotincta of Verity.
At the end of August all the emergences ceased in the valley of
Camaione. In the neighbouring valleys, too much exposed fco fche
It was notable that in 1915
solar rays, there was absolutely nothing.
the valfey of the Fegana stream was found full of A. coridon, race
superapennina, and of mdividuals of a beautiful race of P. idas, whilst
this year I went to it three times and covered about 90 miles on a
bicycle without seeing any Lepidoptera either in fche valley of fche
Fegana, or in the whole journey on the roads covered with dust which

smothered

all

vegetation.

Jjesides the Winpaloceia several tardy

were found

in the valley of

specimens of Z. stoechadis

Camaione.

Augusfc 27fch I returned to Florence to see if the summer pause
to an end in the Plan di Mugnone, but no insect was fiying
My family
in the country burnt up by the heat and drought.
preferred, therefore, to remain at Bagni di Lucca.
In the second half of the month of July, my friend. Lieutenant

On

had come
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Mario Marchi, collected butterflies for me on the Monte Giovi above
There he found abundantly A. coridon, race apennina, 7i.,
and in the first days of August also some individuals of the like

Fiesole.

species A. arragonends (Gerh.), Vrty., race /lorentina, Vrty., II gen.
altera, Vrty.

Of other species he only saw

<S'.

fagi,

Scop.

{

= hermione,

auct.), C. croceiis [ediisa) a,nd L. rivulariii {caniilla).

From July 24th till the end of
who was spending his holidays
entomological researches.

October, iny friend, Lelio Misirocchi,
in the island of Elba, made some
At first he found many spoilt individuals

S. statilinus, Id. nenmiris, H. seinele, race arintaeuH, D. pandora ;
afterwards, at the beginning of August, when the second brood ought
to emerge of C. corinna, race elbana, P. manui and (Jharaxea jasias,
every insect disappeared entirely.

of

(To be concluded.)

Butterflies of Gilan, iN.W. Persia.

By

The southern end

P. A.

BUXTON,

M.A., F.E.S.

Caspian Sea is fringed by forest, which
stretches without any break from near Lenkoran, in the Transcaucasian republic of Azerbaijan, to Asterabad, in N.E. Persia.
The
greater part of the forest lies in Persia, in the provinces of Gilan and
Mazandaran.
The forest grows between the Caspian Sea and the
Eiburz mountains, and stretches from sea level (that is to say, from
some 80 feet below viean sea level) to about 5,000-6,000 feet on the
northern slopes of the Eiburz the width of the forest, from the sea
shore to tree-line, is between thirty and sixty miles
it is provided
with a heavy rainfall distributed through every month of the year.
Apart from this forest, Persia consists of a high, semi-desert tableland crossed by many ranges of rocky mountains, and the contrast
between the fauna and flora of forest and plateau is extremely clearly
marked.
I do not feel competent to deal with the fauna of the plateau, and
will only say that it consists of genera and species well known, most
of them, as characteristic of the great desert belt, which extends from
Morocco, through Egypt and Syria, to Persia, Turkestan and the Gobi.
My object in publishmg this very incomplete list of the butterflies of
the great forest is to show how entirely the fauna of this region differs
from that of the stony plateau
even my few captures are of considerable interest, for much less is known of the fauna of Gilan than
of the

;

;

.

;

most parts of Persia.
was stationed in Resht and in Enzeli, both of them on the level
the Caspian Sea, from January to July, 1919.
During the winter we were free to move in any direction, but the

of that of
T

of

advent of spring (and of insects) coincided with the outbreak of a
minute, but troublesome war with some forest tribes, and from March
onwards our movements were limited.
At the end of June I went by
sea to Astara, on the frontier between Persia and Azarbaijan, and
returned, mostly by road, along the coast till I reached Enzeli.
Furtunately for me, Le Cerf (1913) has recently published a
resume of our present knowledge of the Persian butterflies.
He has
added considerably to the list, and under each species records its status
in Persia, so far as it is known at present.
His paper and bibliography
are invaluable.

;
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Specimens of several of the more interesting species have been
deposited in the British Museum.
Pieris {Ganorls) brassicae, L.
February 25th, Resht May 28th,
June 6th, Enzeli, single specimens. I made a point of trying to catch
every " white " I saw, and believe this species v^^as uncommon.
It is
probably confined to the forest region, so far as Persia is concerned
all records to date suggest this.
Pieris napi, L.
One female, June 30th, Enzeli.
This also
appeared to be rare.
The underside is entirely unveined, the dark tip
of the forewing (upperside) is continued down the termen, and is
united to the upper spot by black lines passing along two nervures
black scaling along the marginal termination of the nervures of the
upperside, hindwing, is well marked.
Pieris ra-pae, L. var. crucivora, Btlr.
June 6th-30th.
A long
series of both sexes, Enzeli.
This is by far my most interesting
capture
the specimens cannot be distinguished from crucivora from
Cbina and Japan, a race which has been recorded from localities in
Western China, but never, I think, further west than that. " P.
rapae" was recorded by Menetries (1832) from Lenkoran, which is
close to, but not in, the great forest, but I think the species has not
yet been recorded in any form from the afforested provinces Gilan and
Mazandaran. The specimens vary considerably, but the dusky scaling
along the basal half of the costa is always considerable in both sexes
in the females it may be so extended as to involve the whole basal
third, or half, of the wing, and to appear as a faint cloud uniting the
apical mark to the two post-discal spots.
In females the dark tip is
often so suffused with white scales as to be broadly grey all along its

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

costal side.

The males vary

64mm.

in expanse,

52mm. -62mm.

;

the females,

60mm.-

remarkable that this species was never taken till
June 6th I do not think an earlier brood can have been overlooked.
The insects were commoner in the woods than in gardens, and tlew
low over the ground in open places where flowers grow. They were
more easy to catch than the ordinary form of rapae generally is. Dr.
F. A. Dixey has been good enough to examine my specimens
he
agrees that they cannot be separated from crucivora from the Far
It

is

;

:

East.

—

Antliocharifi yru.neri,
H. var. ariueniaca, Christ. March 27th,
Menjil, 3,000ft.
Males were common in a gorge above Menjil, among
thick bushes and spring flowers.
The country round Menjil is stony
desert, and for that reason I have not included my captures in this
paper.
On this particular day I walked far enough to cross the
extremely sharp line which separates desert and woodland, and in the

woodland

1 obtained this species.
Cerf records " Ant/ioc/iarin cardaviines, L. var. jihnenissa,
Kalchb. f. uuihrosa, Culot," from Teng-rir (I am unable to locate this
place), and remarks that its racial characters give it somewhat the
appearance of some forms of A. f/runeri, H.-S.
My specimen, however, is, without doubt, A. f/ruueri var. armeidaca.
Gone})teryx rhaiuni, L.
February IBth-March 20th, Resht. Both
sexes in worn condition.
All records given by Le Cerf suggest that
this is a species confined in Persia to the extreme north, except for an
old record of Kollar from " S. Persia."
This is possibly due to some

Le

—

error.
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Coliascroceiifi,

in

Fourcr.

{ediisa,

Fab.).

— May- June, Enzeli.

open spaces, and on the sandhills which fringe the

sea.

Common
Var. helice

at all uncommon in June.
June
Epinephele jiirtina, L. {janira, L.) var. ghilanica, Le Cerf.
This beautiful
6th-30th (males), June 21st- July 4th (females), Enzeli.
race was abundant at Enzeli, flying in the depth of the forest more
The males visited bramble blossom. Le
often than in open glades.
Cerf's type came from " Sia-Khani " (alt. 6,000ft.), and he received
specimens from various places, all on the northern slopes of the
My specimens, which have
Elburz, between June and July. 28th.
been compared with the original series by Le Cerf himself, show that
specimens from below mean sea level difi'er not at all from those from
6,000ft.
The race, in fact, is characteristic of the forest, at whatever
altitude, and differs in numerous characters, including genitalia from
the races of the stonj^ plateau.
Vanessa io, L.
February 19th-to March 20th, Resht.
Pyrameis atalanta, L. February 19th-March 20th, Resht.
These two species are confined in Persia, so far as we know, to the
provmce of Gilan (and Mazandaran probably). P. atalanta, however,

was not

—

—

—

occurs in Baghdad.

—

Pijraitieis
carditi,
L. -This species was abundant at Enzeli
I have already (1920)
throughout the spring and early summer.
recorded that in the spring larvae were being used by sparrows to feed
their young.
The larvae fed on many low plants, principally
Gnaplialium sp.
Early July, Enzeli, and Tula Rud, N.W. of
An/i/nnis papkia, L.
Enzeli, in the Persian Talish.
The specimens are large {3 78mm.,
5 80mm.), and in the British Museum are two from Lenkoran
This species also appears to
(Christoph coll.), ^ 77mm., ? 80mm.
It was common and
be confined in Persia to the Caspian littoral.
freshly emerged in the Talish at sea level, both sexes visiting bramble

—

blossom.
It seems
Enzeli.
3 ?
Everes avfiiades, Pall.— June 3rd 1 <?
useless to attempt to refer these few speciixiens to any of the races
which have been described it is a pity that more were not obtained.
,

,

;

The male measures 27mm.,

the

There are no Persian records, so
Caspian provinces.

females 30mm., 30-6mm., 31mm.
far as I know, except from the

—

L.
March 30th, 1 ^ Menjil (in a thicklyJune 30th-early July, <y J Enzeli and Tula Rud,
Tahsh. July 9th, ? ? Tula Rud, Talish.
the
This series differs from any local race in the British Museum
essential characters are that in both sexes on the underside the discal
Celastrina

wooded

anjiolHs,

,

gorge).

,

,

;

spots are not abnormallj'

conspicuous

;

the post-discal spots of fore-

wing and hindwing are large and very dark, and the sub-terminal
V-shaped marks, which are often hardly visible in European
specimens, are very large, and tend to coalesce to form an irregular
subterminal band on the forewing, and to a less extent on the hind-

The underside is similar in colour to that of British specimens,
The
except for the lack of blue scaling at the base of the wing.
in
colour of the upperside (male) tends rather to violet than to blue
the females the black tips are enlarged so as to include the whole costa
from the base and the whole terminal third of the forewing; the black

wing.

;
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scaling of the hindwings covers everything except the disc.
The
fringes ((^ and $ ) are very indistinctly chequered.
The var. /a/^j>oletica, Kollar, described from S.W. Persia is, as one would expect,
entirely different
this race appears to be widely distributed in the
Middle East
the underside is marked by the smallness or obsolescence of all the spots.
I always found 6'. argiolus among thick trees
or thick bushes.
It was generally found in very shady places, so dense
with trees that one could barely move, flying low and visiting theflowers of Stachys.
I never saw it flying high as it does in England,
or visiting holly bushes, which were common.
Polyoiiniiatus icarus,
April
20th-24th,
June 8th-30th,
Rott.
Enzeli.
These specimens resemble P. icants, from Britain, except in
the ground colour of the underside of the males, which is very nearly
white in most specimens, and in the post-discal spots of both wings,
which are very large in both sexes.
The upperside of the females is
on the average very blue.
The race generally known as " pe7'sicay
;

;

—

Bienert," is that of the Persian plateau
Tutt has shown that
Bienert's name persica can only apply to a rare aberration, which is
of no geographical significance, and it appears that the plateau race
referred to as persica, Bien., by many authors from Butler to Le Cerf
should be called fugitiva, Butler
a number of races have been
described from Chitral, Yarkand, etc., and the synonymy will be
uncertain till much more material is forthcoming from Middle Asia.
For our purpose it suffices that the race from the Caspian forests is
very close to the typical icarus, while that from the bare plateau is, at
any rate, fairly similar to the races of other high-lying, barren parts
of Western and Central Asia.
Augiaden nylvauiis,JLsp.,Ya.Y. liyrcaiuni, Christoph.
June 20th-30th,
In these two specimens the extent of the dark hind^ 2 Enzeli.
margins of the wings is slightly Jess than in Christoph's types (Elwes
coll.) in the British Museum, but
they are much closer to those
specimens than to any others.
The $ type is labelled "7.8. 73,
Asterabad," the 2 " Asterabad."
Christoph gives "Lenkoran,
Astrabad," as the typical localities.
Le Cerf erroneously says
" Demavend, loc. orig.'"
So far as we know then, this well-marked
race is peculiar to the great forest, and is found from end to end of it.
;

;

—

)
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igCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Ovum and

first

cask

of

Colk(jphoka

ibipennklla,

Stt.

— The

species here in question is certainly 8tainton's ibipemnella, a birch
feeder, but I do not believe that it is the ihijiennella of Zeller, which is
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oak feeder and is probably the same species that Scott later described as ardeaepminella.
Stainton's insect is probably the hetidella of
Heinemann.
These white Coleophorids, whose larvae make silken
pistol cases, do not _yet appear to be well understood.
The ovum then
of Stainton's species is usually laid on the underside of a birch leaf
aAvay from the ribs, and is when newly laid deep ochreous.
This
colour only alters by becoming slightly greyer before the larva escapes.
The upright Qgg is nipple shaped, widest at the base, where it measures
about 0-36mra.
The walls slope upwards to the somewhat flattened
apex.
The height measures 0-18mm, or a little more as the eggs vary
in size.
The micropylar area lies in a hollow at the apex there are
usually seven somewhat pear-shaped cells forming the rosette.
There
are fifteen to seventeen broad rather flattened ribs running up the
walls of the egg almost from the base to the apex.
These become
attenuated as they pass over the rim of the micropjdar basin, while a
few of them even reach the cells of the rosette.
In some of the
eighteen ova under observation, there were some very fine dark lines
encircling the walls at right angles to the ribs.
These eggs were laid
in the latter part of July, 1920.
In proportion this Qgg is higher than
that of 0. laricella, about the same height as that of cuninetella, but
considerably lower than those of either lineolea or gryphipenvella.
The weather was not ver}^ genial and the eggs took nearly three
weeks before hatching. The larva bores through the base of the egg
shell into the leaf and commences to mine.
In all the Coleophorids
that I had previously had under observation at this stage the larva
passed its first stadium in the mine, and after changing its skin it
^ut out its first case. With ibipennella, Stt., the procedure is quite
different.
After mining out a small space, the larva cuts a circular
hole out of the lower cuticle of the leaf and through this it deposits
its excrement in a conical heap on the surface of the leaf, taking
care to keep the grains together by means of its own silk.
Mixed
with this is usually some vegetable debris, probably obtained when
the above-mentioned hole was cut out.
In a comparatively short
:an

;

of
excrement
silk
and
becomes
elongated
getting
inside
it,
detaches it from its moorings, and thus its case is formed.
It then walks off and commences
.a fresh mine in the usual manner.
The case is from 1 to -75 mm. long
and about 0.5 mm. in diameter. It has a greyish ground colour, but
is very thickly covered with black dots.
Two days after hatching one
larva had already made its case and on the third day there were eight
cases.
As soon as the larva begins a fresh mine it also begins adding
white silk to the mouth end of its case. The larva continues this
process, ani also enlarges the diameter of the case by adding white
silk beneath, until in three or four weeks from the time of hatching
(probably sooner when in the open) a miniature ibipennella case
is completed.
It is curved and has the anal opening not at the end
but underneath. It now rests on the leaf with both ends touching the
surface.
In this case the larva passes the winter, firmly fastened to a
twig, usually just above a leaf bud.
This strikingly simple and
economic method of case-making is in strong contrast to the more
laborious process of cutting out two cuticles of a leaf and joining them
with silk. Eleven days after hatching the larvae were again provided
with fresh sprays of birch, and when I again saw them a week later

time

and

this

the

cone

larva,

'
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all at rest on unmined parts of the leaves.
I think the
were then undergoing their first ecdysis. The larvae continued
to mine small spaces in the leaves, not eating the surface of the leaf
In the middle of September I set them
as they do after hibernation.
I have only come across one reference
free on a birch in the garden.
to this method of case construction, it occurs in a paper by Dr.
Ottmar Hofmann, who states that he saw the larvae of C. mmculella
and C. sa/ionayiella commencing their cases by forming a cone of white
silk outside the mine, and he suggests C. vUisella, the species of
which he is writing, has a similar habit. (Stett. Ent. Zeit., 1869, p.
The first two species he mentions, as above, make silken cases,
113).
but not of the pistol shape adopted by ibipennella and its allies.

the cases were
larva3

Alfred Sigh, Chiswick.

COLLECTING,
Apples. — On

J2*^0TES

ON

Larva found

Barrel of Canadian

in a

Etc.
November

17th a friend of mine who keeps a greengrocer's shop, brought me a
He
living larva of what appears to be one of the tiger-moth family.
had found it in a barrel of Canadian apples. It was rolled up in a
ring and appeared sluggish, but when I brought it into the warm
house it appeared to revive and began to walk round the zinc larva
box in which I had placed it, I pat in several sorts of low growingI also put in a
plants, but it did not seem to take any notice of them
slice of apple on which it at once got and appeared to imbibe the juice
from the fresh cut surface. The larva is about 1^ inch, and much
like A. caja larva in appearance, but is rather differently coloured.
The first two-fifths is coloured black, including the head, the next twofifths is chestnut coloured and the last fifth is also black, it looks a
The hair is not so long and sleek as that of
regular " black and tan."
A. caja. It is set on in tufts but close together, like the hair in
a scrubbing brush, in fact it looks like a caja larva that has been to
1 expect it will hibernate, but I hope
the barber and had its hair cut.
to get it through to the imago, so that the species can be determined.
;

— William

Daws,

39,

Wood

Street, Mansfield, Notts.

[The species is probably Pynharcticiis imbella, a common species
It hibernates in the larval stage
in Canada and the United States.
under logs or loose bark, and after brief activity in spring pupates
It feeds on low bushes, blackberry, raspberry,
in a frail cocoon.
etc.— Hy.J.T.]
.

—

Eecords. I see that in July, 1918, Mr. Donisthorpe gives the
aberrations of Coccinella 11- punctata, but gives no British locality for
On referring to my series I find two specimens
ab. ta)iiaricis, Weise.
which come under this head, and it might therefore be worth
Both were taken at Gullane (1) on May 27th, 1915,
recording them.
and (2) on November 10th, 1905, the latter with large spots, and
would have taken little to convert it into ab. bureolitoralis.
L'ararge ueyeria race egerides is pretty generally distributed in
Somerset, but I have never seen it in such great numbers as I have
The specimens were notably large, one female
seen P. meyera.
measuring 28-25 mm. from the centre of the thorax to the tip of the
wing, was taken at Weston-super-Mare on July 2nd, 1920. My

—
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whom I was collecting, tells me tbat he
has seen other large specimens in the same wood.
Pieris napi.
On May 2nd, 1920, I took a male at Wembdon near
Bridgewater with the right forewing of a different tint from the other
three wings, and with the black markings indicated by a pale ochreous
brown in strong contrast to the left forewing which is normally
grey tipped.
Donacia sericea, L. On December 26th, 1905, I took two
specimens of this beetle alive at the Lea,d Mines, Priddy, near Wells,
Somerset, surely an unusual date to dredge this summer beetle from a
pond.
E. Long, The Grove, Wembdon, Bridgewater.
friend, Col. T. Jeniiyn, with

—

—

—

—

Melitaea athalia and Plusja moneta in Somerset. I had the
good fortune to capture two specimens of Melitaea athalia in a locality
some 1,200 ft. above sea level and within 10 miles of Minehead, on
June 16th, 1919.
I understand that this is a new record for the
county.
I have also to note that I netted three specimens of Pliisia
vioneta in my garden between Jane 21st and July 2nd, 1919.
So far
as I can learn this is the most westerly locality for this insect in
Somerset.
J. F. Bird, Alcombe Cote, Minehead, Somerset.

—

—

Notes on Coccinellidae taken in 1920. It will be of interest perhaps to record the following captures of interesting Coccinellidae in
Surrey during the past year.
I was fortunate enough
1. C. 10-pnnctata, L., var. conjiiiens, Haw.
to take a single specimen of this striking aberration while beating
This form has been described in
elders in May at Ashstead, Surrey.
vol. vi., Fowler and Donisthorpe, and is also figured at pi. 12, fig. 7
in the same volume, where a misprint occurs in the date 1807, which
The original description by Haworth in the Trans.
should be 1812.

—

Ent. Sac. Land., 1812, vol. 1, p. 278, is as follows
" B. conliuem, thoracis maculis septem
" confluentibus maculisque tribus centralioribus
" elytrorum, valde confiuentibus in maculam
" magnam bilobatam puncto rubro relicto,
."
" earum medio

:

.

.

.

This Ladybird is evidently rare, as I can find records only of its
having been taken by the Eev. T. Shrimshire, who sent his specimen
to Haworth to name, and in 1909 by Mr, Horace St. John Donisthorpe at Darenth Wood [FaU. Bee. xxi., 1909, p. 186), previous to
my capture in May last. I may add that I have also taken four
specimens, all exhibiting the same marking on the elytra, but lacking
the confluent spots on the thorax, which appear to be the crucial test
for this aberration.
I have compared my specimen with the one in
Mr. Donisthorpe's collection and I find mine in every respect identical
"
with his, except that mine proves to be larger, while the " red spot
Mr. Donisin the centre of the " lobed patch " is also much larger.
thorpe confirms my identification.
In February my brother,
2. C. 7-pimctata, L., ab. 5-notata, Haw.Mr. S. C. Leman, while sweeping furze at Oxshott took this aberra-

—

The original description is to
tion, in which the 2nd spot is missing.
be found in the Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1812. vol. 1, pp. 270-1, and
is

as under

:

—
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thh;

" B. 5-notata.
Omnibus priore (C 7-punctata, L.)
" convenit, nisi absentia punctorum duorum medio
" dorsi, varietas rarissima apud Nordovicum

Dom.

" capta, communicavifc amicus
" Entomologus assiduus."

Aberrations of C.

7-iJunctata,

J.

L., are

Hooker.
admittedly very rare, and

have examined many hundreds of this species, beyond minor
variations in size and position of the normal spots, I have not
Mr. Donisthorpe appears to
succeeded in taking any other variety.
have had the same experience with this species at Barton Mills
in 1917 where he found it in great quantities on young firs {Ent. Rec,
XXX., No. 2, Feb., 1918, p. 29).
Weise describes a new aberration of his own with five spots under

though

the

I

name

of v. externepunctata as follows:

" dd. P.

1, 3,

^

V.

—

externepunctata

"

Ws. B.T. 1879, p. 107.
but his aberration is clearly a synonym of ab. 5-notata,
Ganglbauer follows Weise. G. B. C. Leman.

—

Haw.

—

Reappearance of Anthonomus britannus, Desbr., in Surrey.
April 3rd, 1920, my father, Mr. G. C. Leman, made this rare
capture while beating trees and furze at Bookham, over that area of
the common which lies beyond the railway bridge on the upside of the
railway, but he cannot state definitely from what particular tree he
obtained this solitary specimen, which is in my collection.
I submitted this specimen to Mr. Horace St. John Donisthorpe,
who has always most kindly helped me in my identifications, and he
at once recognised that it was an interesting find and could only be
referred to this rare species, but, in view of the doubts expressed in
Fowler's Coleuptera, vol. v., pp. 319-20, on this species being indigenous
in this country, he was good enough to send the specimen to his
confrere. Monsieur Paul de Peyerimhoff, of Algiers, who subsequently
returned it to Mr. Donisthorpe, confirming the latter's identification,
with the following note

On

:

" Anth. britannus, Desbr.
" frostre court, mat-taille petite)."
It may be of interest also to record that in the same month I took
solitary specimens of Anth. rosinae, Des Goz., at Ashtead Manor and
of Anth. clievrulati, Desbr., at Bookham, both of which have been idenG. B. C. Leman.
tified for u)e by Mr. Donisthorpe.

—

—

A new aberration of Selidosoma plumaria (ericetaria) On page
74 of the Ent. Record, vol. xxxi. (1919), Mr. Thomas Greer of
Stewartstown, Tyrone, Ireland, describes a melanic aberration of
At the same
Selidoso)iia plumaria [ericetaria) under the name fuuiosa.
time he announces " a form leading up to this dark type, with all the
Of this latter form Mr. Greer has
wings streaked with blackish."
It is a male of the average size of
kindly forwarded me an example.
the Irish races which, so far as I know of the species, are slightly
The ground colour
smaller than the English and Continental races.
so far as it is seen lies in irregular patches and streaks not symmetrical
on the two wings, and lighter in shade than in the ordinary males, in
fact more of the ground colour of the female with a suspicion of yellow
.
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in it.
The marginal band of the wings is deeper in general coloration,
certainly on the black side of brown, with somewhat lighter clouds in
it, while towards the anal angle of the hindwings about half this band
The central, transverse,
is practically wanting, or very ill-defined.
narrow band of the forewing is of the same blackish-brown, but illdefined, irregularly and obscurely extended especially on the right forewing and towards the inner margin of both forewings. Across and on
the disc of all the wings this black marking is scattered mainly in
irregular, ill-delined streaks, those of the hindwings being fewer and
wider, the left hind wing having the costal half more uniformly
clouded and the inner marginal half comparatively clear of this
streaking and clouding.
I suggest for this recurrent form the name
inter inedia-fumosa.
Hy. J. Turner.

—

<^URRENT

NOTES

AND

SHORT

NOTICES.

The

Verrall Supper took place in its old quarters, the Holborn
Restaurant, on .Januarj^ 18th, when nearly a hundred and twenty
guests sat down after a pleasant hour in the famous " Entomological
Among those present were B. W. Adkin, E. Adkin, H. W.
Salon."

Andrews, E. B. Ashby, S. R. Ashby, F. Balfour-Browne, G. Bethell,
G. T. Bethune-Bakeri K. G. Blair, F. Bouskell, L. A. Box, H. Britten,
P. A. Buxton, E. C. Bedwell, A. Cant, F. B. Carr, Prof. J. W. Carr,
G. C. Champion, Dr. E. A. Cockayne, J. E. Collin, J. Collins, C. W.
Colthrup, Col. Monckton-Copeman, Major P. M. Cottam, Capt.
Crocker, B. D. Cummings, A. W. Dods, H. Donisthorpe, J. H. Durrant,
F. M. Edelsten, F. W. Edwards, S. Edwards, H. T. Elwes, G. E.
Frisby, F. W. Frohawk, J. C. F. Fryer, Dr. C. J. Gahan, Lachlan Gibb,
C. F. Gimmingham, E. E. Green, T. H. L. Grosvenor, T. W. Hall,
H. M. Hallett, A. H. Hamm, B. S. Harwood, P. H. Harwood, Dr. D.
Hunter, Prof. Image, Dr. Imms, Dr. Harvey Jackson, P. H. Jackson,
O. E. Janson, A. H. Jones, Dr. K. Jordan, T. W. Kirkpatrick, F. Laing,
G. E. B. Leman, G. C. Leman, R. W. Lloyd, W. J. Lucas, G. E. Lisle,
H. Main, W. Mansbridge, A. W. Mera, Prof. Matsumira, Rev. F. D.
Morice, Dr. S. A. Neave, L. W. Newman, Col. C. G. Nurse, F. A.
Oldaker, H. E. Page, H. M. Peebles, J. Peed, Col. H. D. Peile, F. N.
Pierce, G. T. Porritt, Prof. E. B. Poulton,R. A. R. Priske,L.B. Prout,
N. D. Riley, H. Rowland-Brown, Lord Rothschild, W. Schmassmann,
H. Scott, V. E. Shaw, W. G. Sheldon, R. South, R. Stenton, E. Step,
A. Sich, W. H. Tams, Rev. A. Thornley, A. E. Tonge, H. J. Turner,
C. J. Wainwright, Comm. J. J. Walker, Rev. J. Waterston, Christopher
Whall, Rev. G. Wheeler, C. L. Withycombe, etc.
On February 2nd the Entomological Society, London, met for the
The next meeting will
last time in their old rooms at Chandos Street.
be held at the new premises, 41, Queen's Gate, S. Kensington, opposite
the Western end of the Natural History Museum and readily accessible
from the Gloucester Road and S. Kensington Stations of the
Metropolitan and Tube Railways.
We are pleased to hear from Major P. P. Graves that he has now
left the hospital in Athens and hopes to recuperate in Crete, Rhodes,
Cyprus, and perhaps Smyrna in the early part of the year. He
suggests that some of our collectors should try Greece ere long. He says,
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" It would be interesting to give Taygetus a further visit and add detail
to Holtz's mere catalogue (which contains
Turania panagaea v.
tayc/etica, Eeb.,
a form of L. eros,' which I take to be the greenish
eros like mountain candaliis of Lebanon).
Thessaly is terra incognita
so is Olympia and its region.
We know little indeed of Mt. Olympus,
save that Polyoinmatiis [Agriadcs) thetis occurs there and nothing of the
Pindus. But if anyone wishes to visit Greece I would recommend
them to give Pindus and Olympus a miss for the present. There are
still some armed deserters knocking about there.
The rest of the
'

country

is

—

safe enough.

J^
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The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.
Nni-eniber 11th, 1920.— New Member.
Mr. A. F. Hemming, F.Z.S.,.

—

F.E.S., Treasury Chambers, S.W. 1. was elected a member.
Indo-Malay Lepidoptera. Mr. Grosvenor exhibited numerous
species of Linienitis, Athj/ma and Neptis from Thibet and the Hindo-

—

Malay

region.

—

Mr. Newman, gradations from the
Variation in P. elavicornis.
dark Rannoch form to the very light southern form of Polyploca
flavicornis.

—
—

M. tiliae aberration. Mr. Bunnett, a Mimas tiliae with the usual
transverse bar reduced to a small triangular discal spot.
Mr. B. S. Williams, a. snbra/Jiata form and
R. PHL.EAS aberration.
a caeruleopnnctata form of Ruiiiicia phlaeas from Finchley.
Races and broods of H. syringaria. Mr. A. A. W. Buckstone,
several series of Hijgrochoia syringaria bred and inbred from larvae
taken at Wimbledon in 1918, 1915, and 1919, with captured specihe also
mens, and read notes on the pairings and broods obtained

—

;

showed

living pupae

and imagines

of

Pgrauteis atalajita,

and

full-fed

Abraxas grossiilariata.
"
Dr. Dixey, F.R.S., read a paper on " Sexual Dimorphism
Paper.
illustrating his remarks with a large number of coloured diagrams and

larvee of

—

a series of lantern slides.

—

—

November 25th. -Annual Exhibition.— New Members. Mr. G. D.
Morison, 100, Fielding Road, W. 4: Mr. D. Watson, 12, Park Place,
Gravesend; Mr. G. W. Young, F.G.S., 20, Grange Road, Barnes;
Mr. W. West, 29, Crantield Road, Brockley Mr. F. H. and Mr. H. M.
Simms, The Farlands, Stourbridge, were elected members.
Exhibits.
A short series of l.eptonieris {Acidalia) iminorata and of
[no [Uhagades) globtdariae from Sussex were presented to the Society's
collection by Mr. F. G. S. Bramwell of Brighton, and were exhibited.
Lord Rothschild exhibited the series of 1277 specimens of Abraxas
grossiilariata, L., from the British collection of the Tring Museum.
Tbey consisted of the series from the Bright and Gibbs collections and
The larger number of the more extreme
those collected by himself.
varieties were bred by the Rev. Gilbert Raynor.
Mr. C. H. Williams exhibited a drawer of varieties of the same
;

—

species.

Mr. Hy.

J.

Turner, a large number of extra-European forms of
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well-known

European

and

species

species

closely

allied

to

those

in

the

area.

Mr. Leeds, long series of aberrations of British Butterflies taken in
1920, with their varietal names as far as possible from the late
J. W. Tutt's British Lepidoptera.
Mr. W. G. Sheldon, his series of about 1400 specimens of Peronea
cristana, including examples of all the 72 named forms and the type
forms of 39 of them. He also shewed about 250 examples of
Leptofiramnia literana and its numerous forms.
Mr. Percy M. Bright, a long series of Kpinephele tithomis aberrations, including a white suffused form and a gynandromorph
Arf/ynnis ar/laia forms, including several magnificent melanic examples,
and a scaleless aberration with perfect fringes.
Mr. B. W. Adkin, a series of aberrations of Satyrus seinele, among
them a male from Kent with four eyespots on the forewing.
Mr. T. H. Grosvenor, series of British species which occur in India,
including Papilio niachaon, Pieria brassicae, (ronepteryx rliamni, Colias
;

if

hyale,

Apatara

iris,

Pyraiiieis cardiii, Polyo)ii,iiiatus icarns, Aricia iiiedun,

Riuiiicia phlaeas, etc.

Mr. Pickett, series of aberrations of Aqriades curidoii taken in 1918,
1919, and 1920.
Mr. L. W. Newman, aberrations shewn in the different British
races of Melitaea anrinia
a hybrid of Selenia biliinaria and S. tetraa yellow, Cheltenham
lunaria
Colias ednsa with one wing bleached
form of Gonodontis bidentata melanic examples of Zyyaena trifnlii
;

;

;

;

;

extreme forms of ab. varleyata of Abraxas yrossnlariata, etc., etc.
Mr. Eiches, Cossiis lit/niperda, including a specimen with almost
black hindwings.
On behalf of Mr. L. A. E. Sabine, Mr. Newman, a long series of
the beautiful Irish race of Polyontniattis icarns, series of the Irish forms
of Epinephele jurtina, Rnmicia pldaeas including ab. alba, E. tithomis,
L. sinapis, etc.

Mr. A. A.

W.

Buckstone, aberrations of Hipparchia

semele, of

many

local races.

Rev. Geo. Wheeler, a series of Melitaea phoebe from Central Europe
showing a wide range of variation over a limited area.
Mr. C. W. Sperring, aberrations of British Lepidoptera including
Colias ednsa var. helice minus blotches in border on hindwing, Brenthis
enphrosyne with striated hindwing, a dull leaden Ayriades coridon, etc.
Mr. Edelsten, a yellow form of Cybosia niesoniella and a black and
grey Xisoiiiades tayes from Chippenham Fen.
Mr. B. S. Williams, a series of the new Finchley form of Dysstroma
(Cidaria) trnncata and crosses between it and the usual black form.
Mr. A. W. Mera, species and hybrids of the genus Oporabia, 0.
filiyraiinnaria, O. antninnaria, 0. dilutata and its pale race christyi.
Dr. Leonard Hopper, the rare Lencania extranea [nnipiincta) from
Penryn, Cornwall, September, 1920.
Mr. A. E. Tonge, Royston forms of ^J//ric((/(^scort(?ou and aberrations
of many British species including a melanic male of Boarmia coiisnrtaria, a confluent Zyyaena trifulii, a male Ayriades thetis with extra
orange lunules on the hindwings, etc.
Mr. L. E. Dunster, bleached Epinephele jnrtina, Aryynnis aylaia
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with white marginal spots, Aphantnpns lujperantua ab. arete, an Aricia
niedon without orange markings, etc.
Mr. Johnston, aberrations of Dryaa paiiliia and Limenitis .^ibilla
from the N. Forest.
Captain Hilej^, the Scilly Islands race of F^pinephele jurtina much
resembling the southern race liiqndla.
Mr. H. E. Garrett, aberrations of British Lepidopfcera, including
Humicia phlaeas with confluent spots on forewing, E itchloe eardaiirhies
with dark hind-margins to forewings, etc.
Mr. H. J. Turner, two coloured plates, folio, with figures of the
larvffi of Eupithecia assimilata and E. ahhreviata.
Prof. Poulton, F.R.S., a series of Butterflies captured migrating
from one valley to another and back again next morning, with their
mimics, in Selangor. They were captured in March, 1920, and were
Delias spfecies, the mimics being Emchema species.
On behalf of Mr. J. J. Joicey, Mr. G. Talbot, a large number of
new and little known Lepidoptera from Central Ceram, Dutch New
Guinea, French Guiana, Hainan Island, Peru and Brazil, with many
striking and brilliant species, and a long series of aberrations of
British Lepidopfcera, including Pieris napi, Colias ediisa $ with left
forewing ab. helice, with asymmetrical, unicolorous, streaked and
melanic aberrations of various species.
Messrs. 0. R. and H. de B. Goodman, a set of series of British
Butterflies showing gradation of coloration and markings, and an
American Hesperiid, H. syric/itns from Surrey, also varied series of
butterflies taken in July, 1920, in the Rhone Valley and around
,

Courmayeur, Italy.
Mr. S. Edwards, mimetic species of Papilio and species of Partheuos.
Mr. Douglas H. Pearson, a large number of species and forms
taken by him in the Pyrenees, including very dark ? Melitaea didyma,
form of Argynnu cydippe, Parnassiiis apollo,
the ab. cleodoxa
Coenonympha oedipUi>, upper wing unspotted, Lampides boeticus, Erebia
lefebvrei, E. manto race cecilia, Heteropterus morpheiis, etc.
Mr. Robt. Adkin, the black ab. clirysanthemi form of Zyyaena
filipendulae bred from a Lancashire larva, and Melitaea cin.ria with
intensified markings.

Mr. L. Tatchell, a photograph of a gynandromorph Avwrjiha popidi
from a Wanstead larva> larvae of Dysstroma tnmcata, and reported the
pairing of a <? Sphinx Ugustri with a $ Smerinthits ocellatns.
Mr. K. G. Blair, on behalf of Dr. Gahan, a larva of a Neviopteron
sp. from Syria, always found in dens on sand.
Mr. Jackson, a mixed gynandromorph of ('osniotriche pendnlaria
bred from Oxford.
Mr. F. W. Edwards, a pair of the rare British gnat Ortliupodoinyia
jiitlchripalph reared from larvae from Epping Forest.
Mr. Bowman, series of the forms of Cosynihia pendnlaria recently
reared by him, especially ab. niyro-subroseata in varied series of seven
subordinate forms.

CoKKECTioN.

— Special Index, p.

ix.

p. XV.

delete " extensa (malvoides ah.).'"
,,

" reducta (alveus ah.)."

—

—

——

—

—
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COLLECTING IN ASIA MINOR IN 1920.
Collecting in Asia Minor in

By MAJOE
I.

P. P.

GRAVES,
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1920.

F.E.S.

— Near Smyrna.

near Smyrna had been undertaken by a
very few German or Austro-Hungarian lepidopterists and by these
prior to 1880, after which year brigandage reached dangerous proporDr. Loew,
tions and remained dangerous until the Greek occupation.
the famous dipterist and the discoverer of Plebeius loewii, visited the
neighbourhood in the early forties of the last century, but the first
lepidopterists, who made any long stay there, were Janes von
They
Frivaldszky, Terren and Zach, who visited the city in 1845.
seem to have found the region unproductive such at least is Dr.
Staudinger's account in his study of the Lepidoptera of Asia Minor,
but I suspect that they found it too disturbed to go far inland.
Anyhow Terren was finally left to rear Laaiocanipa (Paclv/pasa) ottis
In
larvae to the chrysalid stage and his comrades departed to Brusa.
1865 Lederer spent a great part of the season at Magnesia (Manissa)
and in the Smyrna region. During the previous year he had done
some collecting at Gineo, near Eudemish at Kizilji Auly or Aoli, the
" Eeddish sheepfold," an estate managed by the old collector Nogell in
the Boz Dagh Range and in the Ovajik Range, and had stayed for
seven weeks in the centre of the Boz Dagh Range itself, proof positive
that the country was then in better order than it was in more modern
times, when the Boz Dagh was a great centre of brigandage.
Unhappily Lederer does not seem to have published anything as to the
results of his collecting in 1865.
Most of our limited information as
to the insects occurring near Smyrna has been supplied by Dr.
Krueper, whom I met at Athens early in 1915. Dr. Krueper collected
at or near Smyrna from Feb. 6th to July 17th in 1863, from Feb.
18th to July 28th in 1866, from March 2nd, 1871, to July 13th, 1872
(except for the period May 2nd to June 10th, 1872, when he stayed at
Nymphio), and finally from April 2nd to April 17th in 1875. Most of
his collecting was done at Burnabad (also known as Burnabat or
Burnova), a very pleasant village where many of the European
residents of Smyrna dwell, situated at the foot of a mountainous
region, some five miles from Smyrna.
He found the old Turkish
cemetery the best collecting ground.' When I visited the village Greek
6 inch howitzers filled the cemetery. Near Buja, where there is some
pretty country, there were large camps, and I, therefore, did little
collecting there, not that the Greek soldier is nowadays indisciplined
or disagreeable, but because camps always mean sentries, persons who
ask you for passes, or cheerful inquisibives who want to know whether
you mean to eat 'em when you catch them, or what, or worse still, the
would-be-usefuls who pursue the most battered and commonest specimens with excess of zeal, and bring them to you minus heads and a
wing or so. My collecting was therefore practically confined to twO'
points
the hills beyond Cordelio, a suburb on the N. side of the Gulf
of Smyrna, and the hilly pass between Burnabat and Manissa, some 6
miles at my furthest point from Burnabat on the reverse (Manissa)
slope of the mountain country.
The weather was excellent. The
country under the stern but just rule of the Greek Harmost, Mr.
Sterghiades, was as safe as England.
I indeed just missed seeing the
March, 1920.
Till recently collecting
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public execution of the leaders of the last batch of brigands who, though
Greeks, were j^et hanged as high as Haman by the orders of the hard
handed Cretan who rules Smyrna to-day for Greece. They had
murdered some 15 people, Greeks and Turks, in their long career, and

no one sympathised with them.
The general impression I had from two afternoons' collecting and
an hour's pottering about with a net near Buja, was that the country,
where not too well cultivated, was fairly prolific in butterflies, but that,
as in Attica, which it to some extent resembled in its flora, though it
was less dried up, the number of species on the lower ground was
more limited than is the case in moister and later Constantinople.
The season seemed to be nearly a month earlier than on the Bosphorus.
Thus Aporia crataef/i, which near the Bosphorus does not emerge till
Males of
late in May, was well out on April 21st near Cordelio.
Leptoaia duponcheli were very worn for the most part on the BurnabatManissa road on April 23rd. I found them fresh at Dil Iskelessi, one
of the hottest localities in the Constantinople region, on May 2nd,
1914.
The " whites" were all but over and Rumicia fhlaeas likewise.
Thais cerisyi gave

me

a disappointment.

I

expected to find

fresh
a very

it

The only specimen I caught was worn. I saw
mostly worn from the look of them, in places where

and frequent.

I could
few others,
not catch them.
At Cordelio, or rather about 500 feet above it on a stony plateau,
It is very hard to
I found Hallia inaiioyi frequent on April 21st.
Its habits were of interest.
catch and easily injured in the catching.
It generally selected the tops of boulders to rest upon and was not
Pairs of this insect, male and female I imagine,
easily seen there.
though I could not actually prove this by capturing both at a time,
flew about at a height of from 2 to 3 feet above the ground with
a curious buzzing flight such as is noticed with other " skippers," one
individual, perhaps the male, keeping about 6 inches imi'nediately
behind his companion. Then suddenly, for no apparent reason at

times, at other times

when

disturbed, the leading insect of the pair

would shoot up about ten feet in the air and turn in its flight so rapidly
that one was left with the impression that it had "looped the loop,"
and the second insect would follow its course and imitate its action,
both, after " towering " in this fashion, making off at great speed.
The pass on the well-kept carriage road between Burnabat and
Manissa struck me as being good collecting ground as did the country
about 5 miles further inland also on the line of this road. But on the
occasion of my visit there was a good deal of cloud and my time was
Hesperia malvae, a fresh female, was an interesting capture
limited.
I had no time to go high into the mountains near Smyrna,
here.
Tahtali Dagh, Nif Dagh, etc.
These might have proved productive
even so early in the year.
The following species were either captured or certainly recognised
between April 19th and April 23rd.
Hallia iiiarluyi.- Frequent above Cordelio on April 21st.
Three
seen, two taken, between Burnabat and Manissa, April 23rd.
Erynnis alceae. A few worn specimens noted.
E. orientalis. Two fresh males, not differing from the Constantinople form, at Cordelio and on the Manissa Burnabat road respectively,
April 21st and April 28rd.

—
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H. ? vialvae. A fine female apparently of this species on the
Manissa-Burnabat Road on April 23rd.
PoiveUia orbifer.
Beginning to appear above Cordelio and on the
Manissa-Burnabat Road, April 21st and 23rd. Males only seen.
tluiiiicia phlaeas.
Usually worn and not common at all stations.
The only specimen taken in good order was distinctly on the way to
aestivus, having the black margin of the forewings and the black spots
on these wings larger than in normal near eastern vernal specimens.
Callophrys rttbi.—Two in fair order at about 900 feet on the pass
behind Burnabat on April 28rd.
Celastrina argiolus.
Seen in the Consulate and Garden at Smyrna
on April 20th.
Scolitautides (Tarania) baton.
One fresh male taken with C. rubi
on April 23rd.
Aricia viedoii.
Abundant and generally fresh near Cordelio on April
21st.
Frequent at other stations. The form resembles that taken at

—
—

—

—

—

Athens.
Poh/oiiDiiatus ica?-»s.— Generally frequent.

The form taken here

Females not yet

fully

than that
found at Constantinople and resembles the Athens form. Such females
as were taken were but slightly, when at all, suffused with blue scales,
Iphiclides podalirius.
Seen here and there but not taken.
Thais cerisyi.
Not at all common, and worn.
Ajjofia crataegi.
Abundant above Cordelio and seen near Burnabat
on April 22nd.
Pleris brasairae.
Going over.
Seen in small numbers at all

out.

—

stations.

P.

I

is

distinctly nearer zelleri, Vrty.,

—

—
—

was doubtless too late for the main flight of the first brood.
The same remarks apply to this species as to P.

rapae.

—

hrassicae.

—

P. daplidlce.
A few specimens of the vernal form of daplidice were
taken.
Anthocharis cranieri (belia) var. graeca.
Two specimens taken at
Buja, April 20th.
Others seen.
Kachlo'e cardaiinnes.
A male on the pass above Burnabat, April
23rd.
Colias edusa.
Seen in small numbers.
Gonepteryx cleopatra.
A male seen near Burnabat on April 22nd.
Unluckily I could not catch it so cannot say whether it belonged to
the Greek form or to var. taitrica of S. Asia Minor, Syria and Cyprus.
Leptosia sinapis.
Sparingly on the Burnabat-Manissa Road on
April 23rd.
L. duponcheli.
Local on the same road on April 23rd but much
more frequent than L. sinapis. One female taken. I notice a marked,
probably racial, difference between the seven specimens I brought back
and those I have of the vernal brood from Dillskelessi, between Ismid
and Constantinople (14 specimens) on the one hand and a male Syrian
specimen from Baalbek on the other.
Pyrameis atalanta.
Seen April 20th, in Smyrna town.
P. cardui.
Only a few battered specimens noticed.
Melitaea phoebe, var. 7
A. fine specimen taken on the roadside on
April 23rd and another seen.
The specimen taken differs somewhat
from the Athens form and very much from that which I have from
Bithynia.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Melitaea trivia.
Larvae of this species seen on Verbnsciim thapsxis
on April 23rd.
Pararge ynegera. Not uncommon at Buja, April 20th.
Seen at
Cordelio and Burnabat.
One fresh male seen and missed above Cordelio on
P. maera.

—
—

April 20th.
P. aegeria.
A very much damaged female taken on April 23rd,
Sparingly at all stations. The speciC. panip/dlns, race marginata.
mens I brought back much resembled those I have from Constantinople
except that they are perhaps a trifle lighter on the underside of the
hindv^'ings than the latter.
Total 31 species.

—

—

Panderma.
II.
During a visit, which

I paid to Panderma as the guest of the Greek
the beginning of July, vs^hen the town was captured by the
Hellenic forces without opposition, I was able to get two afternoons
off, viz., on July 4th and July 6th at TutLiman (Mulberry Port) about
Tut Liman is a creek behind which is
a mile to the E. of Panderma.
a valley full of olive, mulberry and fig orchards, watered by a small
Though facing
perennial brook, and bordered by steep rocky slopes.
north it is extremely hot and proved a good hunting ground.
Three Lyctenids [seiisn lato) were very abundant among the trees
early in the afternoons, swarms rising from the ground as one walked
These were Agriades thersitea, Aricia
through the shady patches.
A. thersitefi was out in far greater
medon, and Fiiniricia pJdaeas.
numbers than Polgoiiwiatns icarus, of which I saw a few specimens. It
has certainly appeared to me that this species, in its second brood at
all events, comes out earlier than P. icarus and that the " brood " is

fleet at

so to speak, large numbers appearing in favourable
while P. icarus has a slow, more graduated emergence.
Among the specimens of A. thersites is a ? which while identical with
local and Constantinople specimens of A. thersites as far as the colour
of the upperside, and the arrangement of the underside spotting was
concerned, had a tiny single basal spot on the underside of the
I am not sure whether this is a case of accidental resemanteriors.
blance to A. thersites by an aberrant P. icarus female or an aberration
I may note that in the Sea of Marmora region I have
of A. thersites.
never yet found any approach to A. thersites among females of P. icarus
as far as the arrangement of the spots near the tornus of the underside
anterior wings and near the costal margin of the underside hindwings
A. medon and H. phlaeas were large and the former was
is concerned.
R. phlaeas was of different forms,
very decidedly of the calida form.
Other insects noted
eleiis being the lightest and not the most frequent.
included Safgrus sgriaca, which was quite frequent among the olive

more concentrated,
localities

,

trees, and tlipparchia briseis var. )naj<ir, a fine large race, of which I
did not bring IJack nearly as many as I should have done. It was very
wary and the place where it was commonest namely, the sea cliffs
proved very difficult
near the port railway station, W. of the town
and treacherous ground when I tried to work it for about 40 minutes
Hyponephele
S. circe was worn.
in the late afternoon of July 7th.
lupinus, of a form which seemed to me to approach inter media, occxxvved
very sparingly in the shadiest portions of the orchards.

—
—

—
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My

captures here were the following
Frynnis alceae. A few second brood specimens seen. Those taken
were normal enough.
PoiveUia orbifer.
One worn out female of the first brood.
:

—

—

Thyineliciis actaeoji.

utterly

worn

out.

Adopaea Jiava.

— One

seen, all

— In even worse condition than the preceding.
— Large dark forms abundant.

Hiiniicia phlaeas.

thersamon.

Ckrysophani'.s

Many more

passable female.

— Not

uncommon

and

fresh

;

males

slightly lighter than the Constantinople average.

— One mala captured, others seen.
in the orchards.
— A few, worn as a
Aricia medon
— Abundant and generally
Polyommatus— Not frequent. Very normal specimens
Lotveia dorilis.

Celastrina argiolus.

rule,

fresh.

g.a. calida.

icarns.

of

the Mediterranean form.
P. adnietiis.
One very fresh male on July 6th at Tut Liman.
The most abundant " blue " by far. Males
Afjriades thersites.
well out.
Iphicliden podalirins.
Not uncommon in the orchards.
Pieria brassicae.
Rare.
Of three $ brought
P. rapae.
Fairly frequent in the orchards.
back two are very heavily marked with black and one has the right

—

—

—

—

—

antenna about J the length of the left antenna.
P. napi.
Males only were taken. These had extremely
shading along the veins of the underside hindwing.
Pontia daplidice.
Not common.

—

Colias edtisa.

little

dark

—
—A few.

—
Dryas pandora. — A few on
cardui. — Frequent.
P. atalanta. — One damaged specimen released.
— In bad order and not frequent.
only, beginning
Pararge meyera. — Second brood specimens $
to emerge.
P.
— One second brood S specimen unfortunately damaged.

Leptosia sinapis.
The two specimens which I brought back
Rare.
are quite normal southern second- brood specimens.
thistles.

Pyra)iiers

Liinenitis cainilla.

s

iiiaera.

—

P. aegeria.
In shady places. The form was simply intermedia,
brighter in ground colour and with yellower spotting than egerides,
but nowhere near the brightness of ground colour and rich yellow
spotting of specimens from Athens and Syria.
P. roxelana.
From the number of damaged females flying about
in shady places this species must have been frequent a month earlier.
Satyrus circe.
Going over.

—
—
— Frequent and often
and deep colour.
Hipparchia
— Frequent.
S. syriaca.

briseis.

In good order as a rule.

in

good condition.

Of large

size

All taken are of the race major.

—

Hyponepliele liipinus v. intermedia,
Local and sparingly.
Epinephele jurtina.
Females only.

—

Coenonympha

M. galathea

marginata
— All taken were
—Very worn. Had been frequent.

painphiliis.

race lyllus.
r.Eice

turcica.

g.a.

of

the
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M.

Idrissa.

—Very

worn.

Had

evidently been

taken.
The absence of
Total, 35 species.
reader as it surprised me.
III.

H.

semele

common,

may

5 s only

surprise the

— Brusa.

From September 19th

to

September 21st inclusive I was
up the mountain, since

I collected daily but did not venture

at Brusa.
this

huge

area of rock, forest and gulloy is altogether too large to be patrolled
by the Greek forces now holding Brusa, and it would have been unfair
to ask the Hellenes for gendarmes for special protection of a casual
visitor.
On the 19th I went down early to the marsh known as SoftaBughan (the Softa Swallower, so-called because a Softa or theological
student once perished there) to look for C/m/sophatins dhpar v. rHtilus.
The marsh was too dried up to be in the least dangerous, and there
were fewer patches of dried mud and reeds in it than there were banks
and islands of firm and solid ground. Flowers were still fairly
numerous, thistles, various kinds of spearmint, a sort of agrimony,
The commonest although
etc., but butterflies were rather uncommon.
the hardest to catch was Kverea aifficules of the third brood, a very
small form indeed. It differed greatly from the Everes which I have
The
taken at Kury Yalova, and which I suppose to be E. alcetas.
small Brusa insect has a good show of orange spotting near the anal
The sub-marginal spots on the underside
angle underside hindwing.
of the anteriors are of linear shape, less round than those of the

Yalova

species,

The

and

their

alignment

is

slightly

different

in

some

the hindwings are more developed in the
supposed argiades. On the other hand the supposed alcetas from
Yalova has very faint traces of pale yellow scaling about the ocellated
spot on the underside of the hindwings near the anal angle, though I
do not believe that such traces of yellowish scaling, if present in an
Everes, must necessarily prove that it is not alcetas.
1 took a short
series, mostly consisting of males here, and afterwards found the insect
elsewhere near Brusa always in moist localities. It was hard to catch
and easily damaged in setting. Of C. rittUns I only took 2 worn and
rather chipped females that day.
Next day I went out on a picnic to Kestel some 9 miles E. of
Brusa. I had little time for collecting there, but saw two male
They
C. rutilns in an overgrown irrigation ditch and caught both.
were slightly chipped but in good condition otherwise, and one was of
fair size.
Very lovely they looked in flight. Laiiijiides boetictis
occurred here in fields where a sort of runner bean was cultivated, I
I fear I
think the Leblebe, a plant akin to Dulichos lablab of Syria.
neglected L. boeticns.
I have seen so much of it in Egypt and parts of
Anyhow I
Syria, and save in size it is so distressingly invariable.
only brought back one pill-boxed specimen and it proved to, be
damaged. Other things taken here were Leptoaia sinajyis of the third
brood (rare), P. aegeria and I'olyoiiniiatns icariis. On the previous day
I had worked a steep slope above Chekirgeh to the W. of Brusa town,
and found P. icarus abundant and with it plenty of Aricia medon in
bad order, P. anteros, fresh males, and a few L. dorilu. All of the last
species I could take I took, and all were fresh but with great splits and
The form did not differ from that of
chips in their wings.
Constantinople.

specimens.

tails

of
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the 21st I spent a long morning among the orchards to the N.
Here I took four fresh C. rtitilus among the ditches, three
fine males and a chipped female, and also a fresh male of 0. thersamon.
There was a good deal of dock in the ditches which did not seem to
me to be big enough to be the Great "Water Dock. In most
places where this dock grew one might see a male rutilus darting
about, but it was a lively insect and seeing it was one thing and
catching it another, especially where brambles overhung the ditches.
One male has a well marked spot between the discoidal spot and the

On

of Brusa.

Has this form been named ?
base on the upperside of the anteriors.
I devoted some attention to third brood Pieris rapae and P. napi.
The former resembled the Constantinople autumn race of P. rapae
which has a facies of its own as compared with the first and second
broods.
P. napi showed in one or two cases more black scaling along
the venation of the hindwings on the underside than is usual on the
Bosphorus. I neglected P. hrassicae rather to my regret, as I might
have taken several specimens and had meant to try to find out whether
the Brusa insect of the third brood was P. brassicae proper as are
Constantinople autumn specimens for the most part, or approached
g.a. catoleuca, Eober, which is the usual East Mediterranean summer
form in my limited experience.
The following species were taken or recognised at Brusa.
Erynnis alceae. Frequent everywhere.
E. orientalis. One female.
Hesperia [Hallia) malvae. ^^One very worn male at Kestel.
Hesperia armoricanns.
One worn male below the town.
A few worn-out females of the small second
Poivellia orbifer.

—
—

—

—

—

brood.
Chrysophaniis thersamon.
One male only.
In the orchards, etc., below the town, and
C. dispar var. rutilus.
See remarks above.
at Kestel.
Loiveia dorilis. -A few males on the slopes above Chekirgeh.
Riimicia phlaeas.
A few.
Lampides boeticus. Common at Kestel and a few seen at Softa

—

—

—

Boghan.
Syntarucus

—
—
— Frequent everywhere.
— Fairly frequent the meadow near Softa Boghan

telicaniis.

Everes arglades.

marsh.

in

Less frequent elsewhere.
Those taken
Frequent above the town but worn.
Aricia medon.
were normal enough specimens of g.a. calida.
Polyoiiwiatus anteros.
Males only taken above Chekirgeh.
Frequent everywhere.
P. icarus.
A few males, one very fresh, in hedges and
Celastrina argiolus.

—

—
—

—

orchards.
Papilio machaon.
Pieris brassicae.

—
—

— A few seen those taken were badly worn.
— uncommon.
;

ISlot

Frequent.
P. rapae.
Specimens both of a
P. napi.
napaeae-like form were taken.
Pontia daplidice.—FvQqxxeni.
Also frequent.
C'olias edusa.

—

—

more or

less typical

A fine male seen at Kestel.
Gonepteryx rhamni.
Leptosia sinapis.
Rare.

—

form and

of a

•

—
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Dryas pandora.
Polyf/onia egea.

P. c-alhinu.

— A few worn specimens
— One seen near the town.

still

out.

— One fine 2nd brood

specimen with very dark underbrood at Constantinople.
Frequent.

side, as is the rule for this

—
—
—
—
—

Pyrameis cardui.
P. atalanta.
One seen.
Pararge megera. A few in moderate condition.
P. aegeria. Frequent and usually in good order in shady places.
Epinephele jurtma.
Very worn females still frequent.
Coenonymplia pamphiliis, race lylliis-marginata.
Apparently going
over.
The only fresh specimens were females.
Total 33 species, a fair number for so late a date.
May I add a few geological notes. The ground on which I
collected at Cordelio, near Smyrna, was alluvial on the lower levels,
but limestone, Miocene or Pliocene, on the high slopes.
At Buja the
rock is Eocene or Oligocene. Between Burnabat and Manissa one
passes through a belt of chalk country.
Pandemia lies at the junction of three geological formations
Eocene limestone at Tut Liman, Pliocene or Miocene limestone to the
S.W. of the town, and along the clifts W. of the town a belt of what
seems to be a Primary formation, possibly Devonian.
The coast at Mudania and the country inland as far the marshes
below Brusa is limestone, apparently Tertiary.
The marshland is
alluvial.
The lower slopes of the mountains give the impression of
limestone soil lying on metamorphic rock.
The higher parts of the

mountains

—

are, largely at all events, granitic.

Notes from West Sussex: Lepidoptera in 1920
By J. F. BIRD.

Having spent from the end of March to August 24th in Sussex, I
send a few notes on my entomological experiences in that county
hoping that they may be found of interest. Owing to various circumstances I regret that I was unable to do any dusking, or other nightwork, therefore my observations refer, chiefly, to the local butterflies,
and I may as well mention that most of my collecting was done in the
district bounded by the rivers Adur and Arun.
I found many of the
butterflies abundant, and a feature of the season was the sudden appearance of numerous Pyra)iieis cardui and a good number of P.
atalanta in May.
During my five months' visit I met Avith 38 species
of Rhopalocera, which I here place in the order of their appearance,
with dates, and with a few notes added with reference to localities,
During April I neglected to record the actual dates of
the first appearance of the Lepidoptera observed, so I can only state that
the five butterflies heading the list were all on the wing by the middle
of that month.
variation, etc.

Pieru hrassicae.—FMrly common throughout the district.
The
second brood made its appearance on July 16th.
P. rajiae.
Common. The second brood first recorded on July

—

13th.
Kiichloe cardani.inefi.
Celastrina argiohiH.

— Plentiful
the rural
— Not common, and only seen

hood

of

Worthing.

in all

The second brood was not

parts.

in the neighbourobserved.
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common. Fresh brood on -July 24th. WorthSompting, Lancing, and Bramber.
Gonepteryx rhaiinii. Hybernated specimens first recorded on May
I was
10th
not uncommon in the vicinity of woods and heaths.
surprised not to see any of the fresh brood later in the season.
Vanessa io.
May 14th. Scarce, only a few hybernated specimens
I saw nothing of the fresh
observed near Steyning and Goring.
Aijlais »>-tiVrt<?.— Not

ing,

—

;

—

brood.
Pyrarneis

—

Immigrant specimens were excardai.
^May 14th.
tremely plentiful in the spring and early summer, especially in that
The fresh brood, though
part of the country embracing the Downs.
not quite so much in evidence, was also common, and put in an
appearance on July 19th.
Hybernated, or immigrant, specimens
P. atalanta.—M&j 14th.
fairly numerous, and met with in company with P. cartlui, sunning
themselves on the roads, more frequently in the lanes leading up to
The fresh brood, first noticed on July 19th, was also
the Downs.
rather

common.

Pararge wegera.

— First

Common, more

3rd.

second brood, August
brood. May 14th
particularly in Down -land and on the sandy
;

heaths north of the Downs.
Hesperia malvae.
May 14th.

—

localities.

Pieris napi.

—First

brood.

An abundant

May

20th

species

in

many

second brood, July 12th.

;

Common.
Callophrys riibi.—M.Sij 20th.

Sparingly met with near Clapham,

Angmering, Washington, and Edburton.

—

Brenthis euphrosyne.
May 20th. Locally common in several of
On May 26th, in a
the woods both north and south of the Downs.
wood near Patching, I netted a fine ^ aberration while it was settled
and sunning itself on the ground. The forewings of this specimen are
edged along the outer and inner margins with a blackish suffusion, the
four basal markings coalesce and make a large, solid, black patch,
while the zigzag series of spots, beyond the black marking at the end
of the discal cell, are confluent, forming an irregular and broadish
band across the middle of the wing the basal markings on the hindwings are, also, strongly marked and confluent, but clearly deflned
;

without any suffusion of black
Buuiicia

jjJilaeas.

scales.

— First brood, May 21st

;

second brood, July 16th,

Not uncommon. I took two interesting specimens: (i.) A ? on June
1st, near Clapham, which may be described as ab. radiata-caerideoand (ii.) a $ on
punctata, as it combines both these named forms
August 17th, near Storrington, which has the outer part oiE the coppercolouring on the right forewing bleached, while the submarginal spots
on both forewings are rather elongate. Ab. caeruleopunctata was not
,

;

uncommon
Alicia

,

in the district.
iiiedon.

—

First brood,

May

21st

;

second brood, July 24th.

Clapham, Lancing, and Edburton. Not so common as one might
have expected considering the abundance of its food plant, Relianthe-

mum

chamaecistus.

Coenoyiywpha paviphilus.
district.

Nisoniades tages.

— May

— May
21st.

21st.

Common

Plentiful in

many

throughout the
localities on, or
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near, the

common

Downs

also

;

by the sea near Goring, and frequenting a

near Fittleworth.

—

Polijonnuatiis icarus.
First brood, May 24th
second brood, July
14th.
Abundant throughout the district, especially on the Downs.
Ab. arcua was not uncommon, and I also took a very fine example of
Another
ab. melanotoxa, on the Downs near Steyning, on June 5th.
rather interesting specimen was a $
taken on August 7th, near
Sompting, which has only five submarginal spots on the forewings, the
last being absent.
Pararge aegeria. May 24th. Very scarce in woods near Made;

,

—

hurst and Angmering.

—

Colias ediisa.
The first one I saw was on June 1st, at Clapham,
flying rapidly, and, apparently, on a " non-stop run " to the north
!

saw no others until the fresh brood put in an appearance on July
31st, when I saw two flying along the side of the road near Lancing,
whilst I was cycling, and although 1 visited several clover and lucerne
fields, hoping to obtain some " Cloudeds," I only saw two others in
Sussex, one, a fine 2 which I netted in a chalk pit near Lancing, on
August 3rd, and the other near Portslade, seen from the train on
August 24th, when we were leaving the county.
While mentioning this species it may be of interest to note that we
came across it again in Devonshire, near Teignmouth, where we saw
at least half-a-dozen, and my eldest son netted a ^ at Stoke-in-

I

,

Teignhead on September 8rd.

—

Agriades thetis.
First brood, June 2nd; second brood not observed.
The first brood
Local, but in a few places abundant, on the Downs.
was on the wing well into July, aaid during that time I must have
netted and examined a goodly number, but most were allowed to
depart in peace as only a certain amount of variation was noticed, such
as ab. puncta, not uncommon amongst the 3 s, and the more or less
conspicuoasness of the orange-coloured crescents on the outer margins
In fact, no very remarkable aberrations were
of the wings in the ?
However, I will briefly describe a few forms obtained which
taken.
(i.) Four $ s, more or less powdered with
may be of some interest
blue scales, principally on the basal portion of the wings, and in one
specimen tbe blue scales on the forewing spread below, and beyond the
discal cell, (ii.) A $ taken near Steyning on June 9th, on the underside of which the 2nd and 3rd spots of the outer series are connected
with the discoidal spot by white streaks running along the veins con(lii.) A ?
which is a more developed form
taining small black dots,
of the last, and taken at the same time; the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th spots
of the outer series are cuneate, the points of the wedges approaching
.

:

—

,

(iv.) A
closely the discoidal spot,
spots between the discoidal spot

$ same locality and date, with no
and the base of the forewing, a
,

parallel aberration to P. icarus ab. irarmiis.
First brood, June 8th
L'ujiido iiiiniiiiiis.

—

second brood, August
Sullington and Fulking.
As a rule to be found in sheltered hollows and chalk pits, but I found
one colony on the borders of a field on Kitswell Hill, late one afternoticed these little butterflies in their sleeping positions
noon, where
amongst the long grass, the position generally chosen being rathdr low
down on the stems. I came across a few of the second brood in a
This species doeschalk pit near Lancing, between August 3rd-llth.
not appear to vary much except in size.
3rd.

Locally

1.

common on

the

Downs between

;
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June 9th. Common in many localities, more
on the Downs.
Kpinephele jnrtina.
June 11th. Common throughout the district.
Brenthis selene.
Very local, but plentiful in two
June 15th.
localities only
in a marshy corner of a common near Storrington, and
in a heathy hollow on the Downs, near Sompting,
I fancy that members of the latter colony were generally smaller than those found at
Auf/iades sijlvantis.

especially

—

Storrington.
Melonari/ia

—

galathea.

— June

Steyning and Lancing.

A

25th.

abundant

between

^ was found

at rest as

Locally

single example, a

,

June 25th, and on going to the same locality three days later
found plenty more <? s out, but not a single $ could I see. On July
2nd, however, both sexes were well out, and it was a pleasing sight to
see this handsome butterflj'^ so remarkably abundant.
A visit to one
of its principal haunts was made on August 11th, when I found a few
still on the wing, but getting very worn.
With the exception of one
yellowish 3^ I noticed no great variation.
June 29th. Met with sparingly in the woodArffi/nnis cydippe.
lands near Patching, Angmering, and Storrington.
June 30th. Not very common, but met with
Arf/jpmis ac/laia.
on the Downs near Sompting, Lancing, and Edburton. On June
30th, near Sompting, I netted a male with the spots inclined to be
greenish, which gives to the markings a remarkably soft appearance.
Sussex specimens appear to be smaller than our West Somerset race.
early as
I

,

—

—

—

Ap/iautopiis hyperantus.
July 3rd. Locally common, near West
Grinstead, Storrington, and Angmering.
Epiuephele titlw7vis.
Plentiful in most parts of the
July 9th.
district, but, apparently, not very variable.
Ayriades coridon.
July 9th. Locally plentiful on the Downs, but
disappointing, as I obtained no striking aberrations.
It may be worth
recording, however, that in a chalk pit near Lancing I met with a few
dwarf specimens, and also the following forms were taken
(i.) A $
with broad blackish borders on all the wings containing whitish ringed
spots, Avhich, on the hindwings, are clearly defined, but less distinct on
the forewings.
The clouding of the borders also invades the fringes
and increases the black chequering, especially towards the apex of the
forewings.
(ii.) A
? strongly powdered with blue scales within and
below the discal cell on the forewings, and between the veins on the
hindwings, forming blue streaks from the base of the wing to the edge
of the submarginal spots, the latter being ringed with dull orange, also
the discoidal spot on the hindwings is ringed with blue.
Liinenitis sihilla.
July 12th. It was unfortunate that the weather
at the end of June and the beginning of July was unfavourable for
collecting.
However, on July 12th, ]3th, and 14th, when the sun, at
intervals, made efforts to assert itself, I tried for this species in a wood
near Angmering, where I found it not uncommon, but in ragged condition, and rather hard to capture, as it frequented the bramble
blossoms which happened to be in the densest portion of the wood
where it was difficult to wield one's net.
Dryas paphia. July 12th. Plentiful in woods near Angmering.
I saw one very dark J
perhaps ab. valezina, pursued by four or five
$ s, but, unfortunately, when attempting to net her I only succeeded
in bagging one of the suitors.

—

—

:

,

—

—

,

—

,

—
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Bitliys querciis.
July 14th. I only came across one example, a,^
which I netted, in a wood near Angmering.
Adopaea fiava. July 12th. Remarkably abundant in a marshy
part of a common near Storrington, where it was to be seen flying
about in swarms and settling on the rushes (JunciiH) also found, less
commonly, near Angmering, and on the Downs between Lancing,
Steyning, and Edburton.
Hippaichia seiiiele.- ^July 16th. Locally common on the Downs
near Edburton, and at Wiggonholt Common, also found sparingly on
the Downs near Steyning, Lancing, and Sompting, in a chalk pit near
Clapham, and on a heath near Storrington. I was interested in observing this butterfly late in the afternoon on August 13th, at Wiggonholt Common, as they flew around and settled on the sunny side of
,

;

—

the trunks of a group of silver birches, perhaps seeking a resting place
for the night.
Whilst watching them several flew to inspect me, and
one even settled on my arm. I noticed a considerable amount of
variation in the undersides of this species, and it is rather surprising
that my darkest specimen was taken on the chalk Downs, while the
lightest was netted on a sandy heath.
I also captured on July 81st,
near Lancing, a ^ with a small extra spot on the upperside of the
forewings, between the two usual ocelli.
Plebeiiis aeqon.
Locally abundant on sandy heaths near Storrington and Parham.
I was rather too late in trying for this butterfly, so
found the majority decidedly passe, but I managed to pick out a short
series in fair condition.
Two 2 s, taken at Storrington on July 16th,
may be worth describing: (i.) With four blue spots on the hindwings
just above the band of orange marks, similarly situated as in B. phlaeas
ab. caeruleopunctata.
(ii.) With the forewings, as well as the hindwings, conspicuously bordered on the outer margins with large, bright,
orange marks a very beautiful form.
I will now conclude with a few notes on some of the Heterocera
recorded, noting at the same time the dates of the first appearance of
the insects
Zyijaena filipendulae.
The first specimens on the wing were
observed on June 10th, by the sea near Goring, where plenty of the

—

—

—

:

—

were found at the same time, some comparatively small. This
abundant species was seen in many localities on the Downs and was
noticed in the imaginal state up to about the middle of August.
A
large colony on the slopes of the Downs, near the Devil's Dyke, was
remarkable for the smallness of the cocoons, and from some of these I
bred some very dwarf specimens during the latter half of June and
the beginning of July.
Many from this locality seem referable to the
form hippocreiridis. Z. trifolii. June 2nd. I met with this species
very sparingly on the Downs near Steyning and Sompting, just one or
two here and there flying about, or settled on the stems of grass, etc.
larvae

—

came across a small colony in a marshy part of a heath near
Storrington, on June 15th, where I noticed a few empty cocoons on
In this locality I obtained a 2 as late
the stems of J uncus coriwiunis.
On June 7th, near Sompting, I took, at rest on grass,
as July i6th.
Sp/dnx
a very fine and bright-coloured example of ab. nnnnides.
One larva on July 14th, half grown, on High Down Hill,
lignstri.
Heda stellataruvi. June 2nd. Only one seen,
feeding on privet.
going to the flowering weeds growing in an arable field on the Downs
I also

—

—

s
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near Steyuing.

Hepio.luH lupulina.
June 1st, a 2 netted flying about
on the Downs, near Clapham. Miltuchrista miniata.
in fine condition, on a paling at Broadwater.
August 7ch, a 5
Lithoda sororcrda. May 26th, a J clinging to a grass stem, in an oak
Diacrisia sanio. -June 17bh.
wood near Patching.
Several 3'
" walked up " on the Downs near Steyning, Lancing, and Sompfcing.
Arctia villica.
May 33 st. Odd specimens found at Steyning and
Angmering, one, a ? was netted flying along a lane in the daytime.
Malacosoma neitstria, A few nests of larvfe noticed in the hedges
Macrothylacia rubi.
near Goring and Sompting.
June 3rd. One ^
netted and a number observed flying on the Downs near Steyning,
Sompting, and Sullington, and found in the larval stage near Lancing.
Cosniotricke potatoria.
On June 17th, near Lancing, I found a cocoon,
high up on a grass stem in a meadow, looking very huge and conspicuous in comparison with the smaller cocoons of Z. fiUpencbdae,
which were abundant all around. A <? emerged on July 7th. Drepana
May 26th, beaten out of birch near Patching. D.
falcataria.
lacertinaria.
I found a nearly full-grown larva on birch near Storrington, on Jane 15th, from which I bred a ? on July 11th, a rather
interesting specimen as it is plain ochreous brown without any trace
Acronicta lepoHna.
of the usual dark frecklings.
A full-fed larva
found on August 17th near Storrington on birch.
It changed colour
and entered a piece of wood for pupation on the following day. Ayrotis
ypsilon.
August 10th, at Worthing.
A. strignla.
July 16th, a few
disturbed from heather near Storrington. Mavietitra persicariae.—JanQ
Leucania inipura.
27th, at Worthing.
August 6th, one found in the
daytime, resting on wild carrot blossom, while searching for Spilodes
Cticiillia chamoinillae.
palealis.
Two nearly full-grown larvfe on
Anthemis, near Sompting.
Pliisia ganiitia.
During the spring and the
early part of the summer a great many were seen, probably immigrants
The new brood was met with from July 3rd in
from the continent.
astonishing numbers, in fact I cannot remember having seen this
Acontia luctnosa.— On June 17th, a dull day,
species more abundant.
I netted a fine J" which I had disturbed from the herbage in a chalk
pit near Lancing.
A careful search on this and following days
amongst the Convolvulus arvensis resulted in no more specimens. BryoJuly 3rd. Apparently not common in the district, a dozen
phila peiia.
or so only observed in the town at Worthing and Broadwater.
Prothymnia viridaria. First brood, June 8th; second brood, July 24th.
Found sparingly on the Downs near Burpham, Steyning, Lancing,
and Edburton. As usual, specimens of the second emergence were
Anarta myrtilli. August 17th, although a
considerably the larger.
dull day, several were seen flying about the heather near Storrington.
EucUdia )iii. May 28th. Common on some rough land near the sea
at Goring, and also met with in a grassy lane near Angmering,
and sparingly on the Downs in a number of localities. Zancloynatha
June 17th. Lancing, Worthing, and Storrington.
yrisealis.
Venilia
May 20th. Not uncommon near Clapham. Angmering,
maculata.
Bapta biiiiaculata. May 24th, near Bury.
Patching, and Bury.
August 13th. Two <y s beaten out of bracken
Semiothisa notata.
growing under trees on Wiggonholt Common. S. liturata. July 16th.
Lozogramnia petraria. May
Scarce amongst pines near Storrington.
Patching and Madehurst. Strenia clathrata. June 14th to
24th.

—

in the sunshine
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August 16th. Occurred sparingly near Sompting, Angmering, Lancing,
Clapham, and Goring. Bupahis piniaria. June 6th. Storriugton.
May 28th. Not common at; Goring, by the sea
Aspilates ochrearia.
and on the Downs, near Clapham. Teplirosia inmctidaria. May 1.5th.
On tree trunks at Storrington, Patching, and Angmering. Bnarmia
On May 26th I found a <? on an oak trunk in a wood
consortaria.

—

—

;

—

—

near Patching. Is not this a very early date for this species ?
Hemerophila abriiptaria. May 14th. One specimen only seen on a
Pachycnemia hippocastanaria.
July 16th.
A ^
paling at Worthing.
Abraxas grossnlariata. June
disturbed from heather near Storrington.
Very common, and I think inclined to be strongly marked,' at
Qih..
Worthing about the Euonymns. One of my sons brought me a specimen
Pseudoterpna pruinata.
July 16th.
of ab. nigrosparsata on June 25th.
May 26th. Patching. Hemithea strilodis lacteana.
Storrington.
qata.
May 31st. Patching and Clapham. Acidalia 'Hinidiata.
July 14th. A number beaten out of Clematis on High Down Hill.
A. virgidaria. June 22nd. Common at Worthing. Eiilype haatata.
May 22nd. Not common about birch in Woods near Angmering
and Patching. Xanthorho'e rivata. June 28th. One specimen netted
MelantJda procellata. July 14tb.
in a chalk pit near Lancing.
Several beaten from Clematis on High Down Hill. Asthena candidata.-Angmering, Clapsecond brood, August 5th.
First brood, May 22nd
ham and West Burton. Minoa miirinata. May 11th. Seen on the
wing in a wood near Arundel. Perizoma affinitata. May 22nd. A
few beaten from bushes in woods near Angmering and Patching. P.
Dysstroma [Cidaria) citrata
Patching.
May 26th.
flavofasciata.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

{imnuinata).

May

— Jxx\y

14th.

Angmering.

Anaitis plagiata.

— First brood.

second brood, August 5th. Clapham, Patching, and
A solitary specimen of the
Mesotype virgata. July 24th.
Ortholitha plumsecond brood netted in a chalk pit near Lancing.
Only met with in a heathy hollow on the Downs
June 25th.
haria.
near Sompting. I took one 5 with the black central spot on the
June 28th, Common on the
0. bipunctaria.
forewings obsolete.
0. Umitata.
July 19th. On the Downs
chalk in many localities.
near Lancing and Edburton, and by the sea near Goring. Eupithecia
One specimen seen in April on a paling by some holmabbreviata.
E. sobrinata.
August 7th. Abundant
oak trees at Worthing.
amongst juniper near Sompting. E. pnmUata. July 16th. StorringObserved on the slopes of the Downs. Ebulea
ton. Herbula cespitalis.
Several met with in a chalk pit near Lancing.
July 24th.
crocealis.
A search amongst wild carrot and on the flowerSpilodes paleaUs.
ing heads of thistles near-by, in a rough meadow near the sea at
Goring, produced five specimens of this insect.
21st
Steyning.

;

—

—
—
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—

Nomenclature.^ Polyomjjatus icarus. In Ent. Bee, vol. xxxii.,
191, I recorded the capture in May, 1920, of the ab. figured in
South's Jjttttertlies, plate 119, fig. 5, at the same time enquiring its
correct name, to which the reply was that it is usually identified with
ab. persica, Bienert, but is separated tentatively by Tutt as ab.
p.

.obsoleta.

In the article in this month's issue of Ent. Rec.

(vol. xxxiii.),

on

——
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the "Butterflies of N.W. Persia," by Mr. P. A. Buxton, the latter
remarks under the heading PoDjominatiis icariis, page 32, as follows
" The race generally known as persica, Bienert, is that of the
Persian plateau Tutt has shown that Bienert's name persica can only
apply to a rare aberration, which is of no geographical significance,
and it appears that the plateau race referred to as persica, Bien., by
many authors, from Butler to Le Cerf, should be called futjitiva,
Butler."
To amateur entomologists, -whose spare time is not sufficient to
allow them to investigate the history and system of the nomenclature
of Lepidoptera, an article in an early forthcoming number of Eiit.
Rec, dealing broadly with the general conditions under which the
existing system of the nomenclature of Lepidoptera has grown up
would certainly be of great interest and assistance.
Taking, for the sake of example, the above case of Poh/u)iuiiatiis
icariis, the line of thought that presents itself to the writer as one of
the aforesaid class of amateurs, is somewhat as follows
Presumably the name persica was first given by Bienert to that
particular race* or form of icanis which most generally occurs in
Persia, seeing that the name itself implies an intention on the part of
its author that it should indicate that particular geographical area,
while on the other hand the name in itself most certainly does not
indicate any intention on the part of that author that it should be
applied to a mere aberration of no particular geographical significance.
(a) What then is the exact system or authority under which it has
been decided that Bienert's name persica was not intended by him to
indicate the normal form of Folyoinmatus icariis as occurring in Persia,
but that what he really intended to indicate was the rare aberration
above referred to.
(b) If he did intend it only to apply to that ab., why did he use the
name persica if the ab. occurs in other geographical areas than
Persia ?
(c) How, or under what rule or theory of nomenclature, does the
name of the Persian race of icariis come to be altered to fuf/itiva, seeing that the original name persica seems to be so much more
appropriate ?
{d) Why has the name obsoleta been suggested for the variety or
aberration when the variety is still extant and obtainable ?
(e) Are the specimens of the before mentioned variety which are
taken in this country emigrants from Persia, or are they aberrations
of the English race of Polyommatus icarus /
R. Barnard Cruickshank,
February 22nc/, 1921.
Alverstoke, Hants.
[If Tutt's Brit. Lep., vol. xi. {Brit. Butt., iv.) be consulted under
the indices persica, fiigitira, obsoleta, there will be found a very full,
complete, and to me satisfactory, discussion of this case.
Hy. J. T.]
:

—

;

:
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:^OTES ON COLLECTING,
Dytiscid larv^ as food in Burma.
of

— The

Etc.

Deputy Commissioner

Lower Chindwin

Museum two

Dist., Monywa, Burma, recently sent the Indian
large boxes containing the larvfe of a Dytiscid, and a

* [No: "this
H.J.T.l

is

a very distinct a&erraiion," Bienert.

The

italics are

mine.-^

—
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numbec

of adult beetles, collected in

the lake at Twin, where they

appear during the rams in exceedingly large numbers.

I

have

identi-

the beetles as Vnectes gnseus, Fab., and the larvfe, probably belong
the fact that
The interest of the donation lies
to the same species.
these larva? are eaten by the natives of the district, probably under the
I am informed that Dytiscid
impression that they are small shrimps.
larvae, collected from ponds, are also occasionally eaten by the natives
Cedrxo Dover, Calcutta, India. January
of various districts in India.
jfied

m

13i/i,

1921.

—

Mixture. My son made a special journey to SherMarch, 1920, on purpose to obtain melanic Phigalia
pedaria for breeding purposes, but he only took one melanic female.
There were plenty of types of both sexes. The melanic female dethey
posited a nice batch of ova, which hatched out in due course
fed up well on hawthorn, and I was in great hopes of rearing some
melanic forms from them. The first to emerge was a rather small
typical male, on December 22nd. They continued by single specimens
to emerge daily, but all males, till on December 30th one typical female
emerged, but on January 29th, 1921, they came out with a rush.
About thirty came out, sexes about equal in number, males typical, but
These I have placed with six of the
six of the females were melanic.
best marked males, to try my luck again in breeding melanic forms.
The larva of Halia wavaria were rather common in some gardens,
and a second brood was produced. I took the first one on September
They rather increased in numbers up to the end of September.
24th.
I took eight specimens and took out eight of the summer brood from
my series and replaced them by eight of the September brood, on the
whole they are rather smaller than the summer brood. On the evening of September 30th one flew into the kitchen and made a most
determined attempt to offer itself up as a burnt offering at the kitchen
light.
At last it effected its purpose, I hope to its own satisfaction
there was just enough of its cremated remains to prove it had been
Halia icarana.
Larv£e of Abraxas grossulariata were not so numerous as usual
those I fed up from my own garden did not produce me any vars., but
I had better luck from larvae I collected from a currant bush growing
wild in a fence, for one produced a nice form, the olack on the wings
was normal, but the wings are dusted over with most minute black
atoms, which give it a very dusty look. It is one of my best vars. I
think it is rarer than the form vadeyata.
The gooseberry sawfly larva was a pest, it did not give the larvae
that fed on the gooseberry foliage, such as H. ivavaria and A. f/rossuI found the best way to settle their account
lariata, a chance to feed.
was to give the main stem of the tree on which they were feeding a
good sharp blow with the handle of a spade or fork, the more sudden
the blow the more effective it proved in dislodging the larvae, and
have ready some quick lime and throw it over them.

A Mansfield

wood Forest

in

;

;

I think the only larva that occurred in its usual numbers in my
garden was that of PUisia moneta. In 1920 I took about two dozen
the larva) are the easiest to get through to the
larvaj and cocoons
imago that I ever kept, they are similar to pigs, only give them plenty
of food they will thrive and hasten their own end.
;

—
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the young flowering spikes of the monkshood,
had three small lots on the spikes, in small webs, bat I
found that they wandered away after the first moult if there were any
Delphiniums near. In 1919 I was very puzzled by the disappearance

The ova are placed on

and

in

1919

I

thought the birds had made a discovery, but I soon after
solved the puzzle by finding both the full fed larva and the cocoons on
The Monkshood and Delphithe underside of Delphinium foliage.
niums grow close together in my garden. I do not take the trouble to
look for them in the first stage, but if any friend requires a few I now
look for them in the advanced stages.
I have never found them in the
webs on Delphinium. During the last season I have not seen either a
William Daws, 39, Wood Street,
Vanessa to or Kuchlo'e cardaDiines.
Mansfield, Notts.
of the larvffi, I

—

NOTES

(ifelURRENT

AND

SHORT

NOTICES.

The Entomological Society, London, held its inaugural meeting in
its new premises on March 2nd, when quite a hundred Fellows and
their friends were welcomed by the President, the Rt. Honble. Lord
Rothschild, M.A., F.R.S.
General satisfaction was expressed at what
A large
had been done by the Housing Committee of the Society.
number of exhibits were discussed and after the usual conversazione,
the spacious library, the meeting closed at a late hour.
of the Society will be closed to borrowers
during the rearrangement, although visitors may even now be able to
consult the section devoted to periodical magazines, most of the volumes
of which have been placed.
In the Ent. News for November last is the report of an occurrence
Mr. Mann of the U.S.
of what we may term a case of pseudophoresy.
Bureau of Entomology, Washington, recently received " specimens of
tea, etc.,

in

For a time the Library

and one of TricoQuebrada La Camelia, Colombia, attached to

Mallophafja, several of a small species of Gyropus,
dectes,

which he found

at

Gyro/vis species are said to live
a dragonfly, Ischnogouiphus jessei."
exclusively on small terrestrial rodents, and the dragonfly has a habit
of alighting on the ground and on low objects, hence we must infer
that the insects became attached when the dragonfly may have settled
on a dead rodent.
In a note on Mental Attitudes towards Insects the Editor of the
Etit. News gives a personal illustration.
He had been trying to realise
what must have been the mental attitude of many a cultured Egyptian,

The
Greek, or Roman towards insects, when the local butcher came.
Editor continues, " His business transacted, the butcher observed that
the coming winter was likely to be cold only in the latter part
because he had been feeling the caterpillars along the road and they
were hard to the touch only at their land ends."
In the November number of the Can. Ent. there is a very
interesting account of the life-history and metamorphoses of a " stickinsect,"

Diapheroiiiia

basswood and hazel

in

manner of copulation
are given at length.

;

found defoliating oak,
an illustration of the curious

feniorata

{Phasiiridae),

Quebec.

There

full details of

is

the oviposition and early stages

SOCIETIES.
Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.
November 15th, 1920.— New Members.— Mr. G. H. E. Hopkins,

—
68
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Shevington Vicarage, nr. Wigan, and Mr. A. R. Davidson, Foster
Road, Formby, were elected members of the Society.
Paper. —A paper was read by Mr. S. Gordon Smith, F.E.S.,
In this most
entitled " A year's collecting of Macro-Lepidoptera."
interesting paper Mr. Smith related his experiences in pursuit of
Lepidoptera from the autumn of 1919 until October of last year.
Delamere Forest came in for a good deal of attention and by persistent
hard work Mr. Smith has obtained some lovely sets of variable
insects
he shewed that Nyss-ia hispidaria, previously considered rare
in the forest, was quite a common insect, and had further established,
by counting a large number of moths on the trees, that Plwjalia
pedaria var. nwnacharia occurred in the proportion of about one to
three of the type in this locality.
A large part of the paper was taken
up with the results of breeding large numbers of the larvfe of the
Vanessidae in particular passed through the cages and yielded Some
fine varieties.
Probably the most interesting section of the paper was
The authoi- had
that dealing with the visitors to electric light.
installed a 2000 C.P. lamp on the balcony of his house overlooking
the River Dee, and the flat, open country beyond. Records of
temperature and weather were kept and their bearing on the number
;

;

Jhamnonojiia hrunneata, Acronicta aim and its black
aberration, Cirrhuedia xerampelina and Dicrannra fnrcnla were ampng
A discussion ensued in which
the species that came to light.
Professor Newstead, the Rev. F. M. B. Carr, and Mr. Wm. Mansbridge
tool< part.
A vote of thanks was carried by acclamation.
Aberrations of British Lepidoptera. Mr. Carr exhibited a

of insects noted.

—

of Xanthia fernifimea,
Calocampa exoleta and C. vetusta, all taken in his garden at Alvanley
on sugar and rotten fruit, and from Prince's Risboro' a series of
Tkera juniperata.

variable

series

of

Peridromia

saucia,

also

—

Annual Meeting,— -Address. The President read
he also
of Wicken Fen "
Other exhibits of Fen
exhibited series of insects in illustration.
insects were made by Messrs. Wm. Mansbridge, C. P. Rimmer, and
S. Gordon Smith.
New Member. Mr. J. B. Garner-Richards, the Liverpool Collegiate
School, Shaw Street, Liverpool, was elected a member of the Society.
December

20^/t.

an address entitled " The Lepidoptera

;

.

—

The South London Entomological

—

Society.

—

New Members. Mr. J, J. Joicey, F.E.S., The Hill,
December dth.
Witley, Mr. G. Talbot, F.E.S., The Hill Museum, Witley, Mr. A. J.
Wightnian, 35, Talbot Terrace, Lewes, and Mr. L. Ford, Park Hill,
Bexley, were elected members.
Mr. Sperring exhibited a Cassid, Aspidomorpha sp., from Central
Uganda.
Mr. Main made a

series of

remarks on the keeping

of ants in

artificial formicaria.

Mr. A. A. W. Buckstone, further series of dwarf At/riadea coridon
from Surrey and a second brood of Euphyia picata.
Mr. Bowman, aberrations of Polyumviatus icariis from Folkestone.
Mr. B. S. Williams, liii/u/s qiiercm ab. mcyo?- from Cornwall and an
asymmetrical (.'(xnioni/mji/ui pcDnphiliiH.
Mr. Goodman, a pupa of Hyles euphorbiae from a Courmayeur larva.
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Mr. K. G. Blair, ab. parvipiaicta of Ruinicia 'pJilaean.
Mr. R. Adkin, a series of ftychopoda dimidiata {scittnlata) with their
cocoons and read notes on the pupation, showing the natural position
to be among rubbish on or near the surface of the ground.
Mr. Hy. J. Turner, a small collection of butterflies from W. Java,
;

notable for brilliant Pierid species.
Mr. Adkin, the Society's Delegate to the Conference at the British
Association, read a short report of the Meeting.

^KIEVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Le Monde Social. des Fourmis da Globe compare a celui de V Homme.
Tome Her,
Dr. Auguste Forel, Geneva, Librairie Kundig, Editeur.
1921.
Pp. i.-xiv. and 192 2 coloured plates, 1 black and white plate,
and 30 figures in the text.

By

;

volume of this interesting and comprehensive work on
World has been sent to us to review. The book will be
completed in five volumes, and we advise all students, not only of
Hymenoptera, but of Entomology in general, who can read the French

The

first

the ants of the

language to obtain it as soon as possible. The price 10 francs a
volume (which is very moderate especially taking into consideration
the great cost of publication everywhere at the present time) should
bring the work within the reach of everyone.
Volume I. deals with the genesis of ants, their anatomy, general
classification and geographical distribution.
Chapter I. Phylogeny (evolution of the species of ants of the
geological epochs up to the present day).
Chapter II. Ontogeny (evolution from the egg, and larva to the
:

:

adult state).

Polymorphism

(the

three or four kinds of individual

adults).

Exterior anatomy (skin, hairs, sculpture, limbs).
anatomy (digestive canal, nervous system,
brain, glands, muscles, etc.).
General summary of Classification.
Chapter V.
Chapter VI. Geographical Distribution. Migrations ancient and
modern, local faunas.
Chapter VII. Fossil Ants.
The beautiful coloured plates as well as all the other illustrations
both original and reproductions are by Mons. E. W. Heinrich and
deserve great praise.
The arrangement of the figures in the text is not good, and gives
The figures are not in order but
considerable trouble to the student.
for examples-Fig. 20 is on page 115,
dotted about all over the book
Then in the
Fig. 25 on page 43, etc.
but Fig. 22 is on page 49
text when one is told to see Fig. "so and so," one has to turn to the
index and find out on which page it is, and then turn for that page,
and lose one's place, and the sequence of one's thoughts, etc.
It is not our purpose here to discuss the whole work in detail, nor
would the space at our disposal allow of it. We can only touch on a
very few points
but the reader may rest assured that every problem
concerning ants is mentioned and expounded by the author.
In the preface the author gives a short account of his earliest
experiences with ants at the village of Lonay pres de Morges, where
he spent the first eight years of his life. He also records that at the
age of eleven he was given Pierre Ruber's work on the habits of ants.

Chapter HI.
Chapter IV.

:

Interior

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

!

—
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which explained many things he had already noticed himself.
that time he determined to become a Historian of ants all his
resolve which he has always kept.

From
life

—

with regret we notice in a list of names of myrmecologists
whom the author says the science and he himself owes
much, that only one Englishman is mentioned [he being a big game
this we trust is only a,n, oversight.
hunter and not a myrmecologist]
The author considers that the Ponerinae is the most ancient subfamily, and the other subfamilies are directly descended from it. This
is the view we hold ourself, though it is not the one held by all the
first myrmecologists.
perhaps it is a
Forel states the male ant only lives a few days
little hypercritical to dispute this statement, as he is probably speaking
generally, or in comparison with the lives of workers and females.
Nevertheless male ants can be kept alive for months after the marriage
flight as we have shown [British Ants, p. 27), and this can also take
place in nature [I.e., p. 207).
As fecundation only once takes place in the life of a female ant,
Forel calls the female a kind of secondary hermaphrodite, who
fecundates herself every time she lays.
In referring to the rapility with which, and the vast areas over
which, Iridomyrmex aumilis has spread in recent times the author
In
says, it has already been recorded from the centre of France.
British Ants, p. 342) we have shown that it occurred as a considerable
pest in Belfast in 1900, and that it had been sent to us from Edinburgh
Since this was published we have received it from Enfield
in 1912.
Eastbourne, where we understood a number of houses have been
practically rendered uninhabitable by it, and Guernsey.
In the chapter on Fossil Ants references are made to most of the
writings on the subject, including that of Westwood in 1854, who the
author remarks made many mistakes. He however does' not appear to
be aware that nearly all the British fossil ants have recently been
see Cockerell Proc. U.S. Nat. Mvs.
described and brought up to date
i9 483-86 (1915); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist, (s.9) 6 277-78 (1920j
Donisthorpe Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist, (s.9) 6 81-94 (1920).
In bringing this short notice to a close we quote one or two remarks
of the author's, which it may be hoped will encourage more students
to take up the study of ants— the most fascinating of all insects.
" Let us grant at once that the detailed anatomy of the eggs and
It is

(p. xiv.)

to

;

;

;

—

;

is still to be made."
" Is there enclosed in the egg (as with Termites) the power or the
structure to differentiate the diverse polymorphic forms which spring
from it ? It is possible, but it is not yet proved."
" Nothing has yet been proved to show if all the eggs of an

larvse of ants

impregnated female are fecundated when

laid, or if

some

of

them

are

rot fecundated."
" I repeat that the anatomical and ontogenetic study of ants
is still nearly entirely to be made, and we do not know where and
when the differences of the individual polymorphic ?, J, ^ If
commence with them."
" Here is a metamorphosis as complete' as possible, but the
anatomy of this transformation is not yet known that is to say the
Here again is a world to be discovered, a
details of its ontogeny.
world in which the larval body is transformed in a few days, into a
body ready to become an ant." Horace Donisthorpe.
,

;

—

—

—

—

—
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— Varleyata

series.
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Good

and other
Spilosoma

local forms.

Tortrices

varieties of
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Grossulariata.
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Advenaria, and other ordinary species to
Geo. T. Porritt, Elm Lea, Dalton,

and Tineae.

—
—
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Crata3gata, Sambucaria, condition immaterial. Duplicates.
Dominuia,
mendiea, and numerous common species.—S. A. Cockayne, 65, Westhourne Terrace. W.2.
Desiderata.
Foreign examples, local races, vars. and abs. from all parts of the
world of any butterflies included in the British list. Setting immaterial exact data
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;
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iEthiope, Selene, T. rubi, Phlffias, Hectiis, Perla, Chi, Nictitans,
Duplicates.
Boreata, Cambrica, Immanata, Olivata, Tristata, Dotata, Pedaria, Satyrata, Adseqaata,
Mercurella, Angustea, Dubitalis, Ambigualis, Decrepitalis, Kuehniella, Fasca, Margaritellus, Phryganella, Solandrinana, Sponsona, Eivulana, Urticana, Aurana, Dubitana,
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—
,

—

Bensham Manor Road, Thornton Heath, SurreTj.
Change of Address. — S. G. G. Russell, '^ Roedean,'^ The Avenue, Andover

llSa.,

Junction,

Hants.
Mr. Donisthorpe will

still be glad to receive ants and Myrmecophiles from all parts
and to name any such foi- anyone who is kind enough to send them to
him. He would however suggest that ants from any other parts of the world be sent to
his colleague, j\Ir. W. C. Crawley, 29, Holland Park Road, W. 14.
Mr. Crawley is
specialising on the ants of the world, and it is a matter for congratulation that we should
possess an Entomologist in this country whose whole attention should be concentrated on
this branch of Entomology.
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A WEEK AT LE MONT DORE.

By

G. T.

A week at le Mont Dore.
BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S.,

61

F.E.S.

After long abstinence from Continental travel my wife and I
looked forward with much pleasurable anticipation to a sojourn in " la
belle France," having made up our minds to spend most of our holiday
in Provence.
A short stay, however, at le Mont Dore Auvergne— might prove
a pleasant half-way house and a very convenient locality wherein to
take a brief rest before going further afield and setting to work on the
Lepidoptera of southern France.
Le Mont Dore is one of the greatly frequented " watering " places
on the other side of the channel, for it possesses a sumptuously
arranged " etablissement thermal," which is famed for its hot sulphur
springs as also for other kinds of medicinal waters.
It is an easy
journey from Paris, for we left there at 8 p.m. and arrived at our
destination at 6 in the morning.
Our first day was dull and cool and slightly rainy, but after eleven
o'clock the drizzle ceased.
This was the only grey day we experienced
during our trip which lasted about nine weeks.
The next day, 'June
20th, was brilliant and very warm, and we took a walk in the morning
up the side of the hill towards " le Capucin," a high dome shaped
summit 4,800 ft. high, and in the afternoon a walk up the hills on the
opposite side brought me to a high mountain pasture about 4,000 feet,
where BWehia epiphron was not uncommon. The only 2 taken is of
the cassio/ie form with white pupils, the males, however, were variable,
some with the black spots reduced to mere points, or with only two
sub-costal black spots, whilst others had the full complement of four
well marked spots on both wings.
E. stygne was common everywhere,
and these were the only two Krebiae I saw. Heodes hippotlio'e was just
emerging in first class condition and generally of the typical form,
though I took one female almost of the var. eiirybia, but with
the spots elongated into sub-sagittate dashes.
Ino statices was
common in both sexes on the scabious flowers. Insects generally
were by no means plentiful, but the reason was not far to seek, for the
general formation is, I think, granitic, though the height of the
village (le Mont Dore) is not more than 3,400 ft., yet the aspect facingnorth is cold, and June the i20th to the 26th was evidently too soon
for any except quite the early emergences.
I was specially desirous of
obtaining Zyf/aenidae, but not one did I see of the genus Zycfaena,
though I searched assiduously both in the valleys as well as on
the hillsides.
The scenery is delightful, and a glorious excursion by automobile
past Lac de Guery to the village and wonderful old church of Orcival,
on through the famous gardens of Chateau Conde will not easily be
forgotten.
The church, a double storey one, has the same accommodation below as on the ground floor, for it is possessed of a large,
interesting crypt that provides this curious arrangement
perhaps the
thing that struck one most was the brand new statue of the recently
made Saiute Jean d' Arc, which was in every church we visited. The
-country we passed through, all too quickly alas, contained some of the
most beautiful sub-alpine views that I have seen, fortunately on our way
back we were able to stay a short time at the Lac de Servieres
April, 1920.
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surrounded and sheltered by a belt of firs and pines of
various sorts, where I again took Erehia epiphron and here captured
the type as well as the variety cassinpe, as also the hospita form of
On another day we went to the Puy de Sancy
Paraseiiiia plantaginis.
My
6,185 feet high, and the highest mountain in Central France.
wife remained in the meadows at the immediate foot, whilst I made a
most interesting ascent, BrentJiisenphrosyne was quite fresh and 1 took my
first (Jolias croceus [edusa] in this district, but as I mounted higher insects
became scarcer and soon Psodos quadrifaria put in an appearance, the
E. epiphmn was of
first herald of the approach to Alpine conditions.
course again on the wing, and soon after I encountered the first small
patch of snow, and on rounding the shoulder of an outlying buttress
there lay in front of me and above a great mass of some largish yellow
flower that was too far off to decipher though it was a lovely sight
gleaming in the sun, but it was not long before I crossed the rocky
intervening distance and then I found a meadow of daffodils in full
flower, the deeper yellow cup being quite hidden by the primrose
leaves of the calyx until one came quite close, after this more and
more abundantly did they appear up to perhaps 5,000 feet or thereabouts, but above this they gradually became scarcer and scarcer, and
the true Alpine flowers began slowly to show themselves it was
indeed a pleasure to see Gentiana acanlin after so many years absence
Farasemia plantaginis and its white form
from the higher Alps.
hospita soon fell to my net, both taken near together, but as I neared
the summit butterflies disappeared with the exception of a stray
Then
Aglais nrticae, which I captured for the sake of the locality.
came the final stony stretch leading to the top, from whence a
Here,
splendid view is obtained north and south, and east and west.
right on the summit and also on the knife edge southern ridge and
just below it was one of those clouas of ants we occasionally
see in their winged state, which settled temporarily on one by
around the swifts were busy in very large
all
the dozen
numbers, and so intent were they on the abundance of food
to and fro in
that they were quite regardless of my presence
silence they winged their way, ever and anon circling around
me, and so close did they often fly that the movement of the
air was quite perceptible on my cheeks as their wings clove the air
"en passant." Anemones were abundant immediately below the
partially

;

;

;

summit, an occasional sulphur one past its b^st was now and then
seen, but the white were in abundance, some going over and others in
stages of growth, so that they made me quite rejoice at once again
being in an Alpine region. The stay, however, was too short and the
region too small to procure the wished for Alpine fauna, and so
reluctantly the descent had to be made and nothing fresh was added
to my list except more hlrehia stygne and Adopam flava {thaiunas),
together with one or two species of the Botydae.
Another day was devoted to the Pic du Capucin, up the first few
hundred feet of which a funicular railway is run to the fashionable
tea gardens of the locality, where a small pasture beautifully
surrounded by wooded eminences is turned into skating rinks, and
caf6 restaurants and all sorts of temptations wherein to wile away your
all

—

time and part with your money and
the pleasant shade of the trees whilst

my

wife preferred to rest under
the sun to complete the

I faced

A

NEW

PAL.T:aRCTIC species of

the

LYC.ENIN.'R.
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A much softer mountain is Capucin (4800 feet) than the
de Sancy, for all its dome shaped Pic is green to the summit, with
Here
grassy slopes and bilberries and all sorts of low growing plants.
I took PornassiKS apollo, and the only one I saw during my week's
sojourn; Erehia stygne and E. epiphron, again the only ones of their
genus, were not uncommon, Coenonynipha pa)irphihis was also taken
and a few Geometers as yet unnamed Brenthis euphroayne was in fine
condition and also of considerable size, a few Issoria lathonia occurred
and one or two MeUtaea parthenie, whilst A. flava (thatniiax) was
rather rare.
On the other side of the valley much the same sort of captures
were made, only there, in a stony localit}^, Pararge maera and its form
adrasta were not uncommon, perhaps the adrasta is scarcely typical,
but it belongs to that race rather than to the parent stcck.
A single
Aphantopiis hyperantus was taken on this side of the valley.
The
Hesperiids were, however, very scarce, only three Aiiyiades ^ylraniis
fell to my net and but one Hesperia fritillum, race cirdi and one H.
inalvae.
Of Nocture I took but two, Endidia nlyphica on the wing
and a beautiful black Noctuid, as yet unnamed, at rest close by the
grand cascade.
Perhaps I ought also to record a single specimen of
Craiiibiis diyitellns on the Puy de Sancy.
The extraordinary paucity of species is worthy of note, there was
almost a complete absence of the Plebeiinae and Polyoiiniiatinae, for I
only took two specimens, both of which attracted my attention by
their extraordinary appearance, they were evidently blues, but what ?
They had no colour at all and when I boxed them they were too worn
to decipher, now that they are set I find they are absolutely scaleless
in all the internervular areas, there being only a vestige of the lower
layer of brown scales along the veins of the wings. The genitalia tell me
they are Polyouimatus euiiiedon, but it is quite impossible to determine
them by their pattern. As I look at them now I ask myself is it
possible for a Plebeiine to hibernate.
I suppose it is not possible, but
the abnormal condition of these two specimens in mid-June compelled
the thought.
From here we went on to Provence where we spent the remainder
of our holiday, our next resting place (apart from single nights) being
la Sainte Baume, but this must be deferred for a later paper.
ascent.

Puy

;

A new
By G.

T.

Palaearctic species of the Lycaeninae.

BETHUNE-BAIvER,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

H. D. Peile, who has returned home recently after spending some time in Mesopotamia with the army of occupation, has brought
a most interesting collection of Rhopalocera from that region and
among them is an extraordinary and beautiful new Lycfenid belonging
to the dcoiia section of the genus Pulyowmatits, which I have much
Lt. -Colonel

pleasure in dedicating to

its

fortunate captor.

—^

Both wings yellowish tawny colour
colour is very difficult to describe, at first sight it looks
almost orange), the prevailing tone is deep yellowish. Prniiaries with
an abundant supply of greyish androconial hairs and small scales,
which give the wing an unusual aspect.
The secondaries are almost
free of these scales except in the basal area.
Fringes grey, the basal
Polyoiiniwtiis peilei, sp.n.

(the exact
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Underside. Both wings
half being darker than the terminal portion.
cream colour with a slight pinkish tinge, with blackish spots palely
encircled.
Primaries with a dark crescent closing the cell, a postmedian line of six spots, the lowest one being double, those in the
radial area are excurved, the fourth and fifth spots recede sharply basewards, the sixth (double spot) is shifted outwards.
Secondaries, with all the spots very small and inclined to
obsolescence, but the two sub-costal ones, viz., that near the base and
that half-way along the costa, always present and definite though
small, the spots in the postmedian row are reduced to mere points and
are often absent, there is a trace of a submarginal row of dashes of the
ground colour edged with a tone of cream colour paler than the
ground.
5 Pale brown colour, otherwise like the male on the underside.
Expanse <y 38-42, ? 38 mm.
July (H. D.
Habitat, Karind Gorge (N.W. Persia), 6,000 ft.
Peile).
Types in the British Museum, six ^ 3- and one 5
The Karind Gorge is just over the Persian frontier.
Lt. -Colonel Peile has generously and patriotically presented the types
to the National Collection whilst he has also been so good as to give me
a specimen.
It is I think the most extraordinary Palffiarctic species of the true
Lycaeni)(ae ih'&H\ixio\y,\is colour separates it from everything, but
the underside pattern shows it to be a near ally of that beautiful
species that Staudmger called clavia, with which indeed it was flying
The androconial scales also
when Lt. -Colonel Peile captured it.
connect it closely with the dolus group.
.

with a
woodi
a Species of Coleoptera new to Science
Table and some Remarks on the British Species of Clonus.

Clonus

:

;

By HORACE DONISTHORPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S., etc.
The Eev. Canon Wood asked me to try to identify a couple of
specimens of a large species of Cionm, which he had taken by
sweeping on the shores of Lake "Windermere in 1914, and which he
had been unable to make agree with any of our known British species.
Having failed to name the insect with any of the books I could get
hold of, or from specimens at the British Museum, 1 sent one of the

He
Sainte Claire Deville for his opinion.
that he had never seen anything like it
before, and that it did not agree with any species in the latest work on
Cionnii by A. Wingelmliller, " Monographie der Paliiarktischen Arten
[Miinchener Koleopt. Zeitschr. 4 166-237
der Tribus Cionmi."
specimens

returned

it

to

to

Major

me remarking

(1914)].
I have to thank Mr. G. li. Marshall who has recently acquired
this work, for kindly lending it to me.
Superficially this new species bears a close resesemblance to our

C

tiibercnlosns, Scop.
but it would
two species C. >^cri>p]udariae,lj. and
not come in the ."^ame section in Wingelmiiller's table.
In bis table it runs down nearest to Ciontis lavyicoUh, Bris., var.
iituntaniiii,

Winglm., from which however

According

to

;

it

is

abundantly

distinct.

Wingelmiiller his var. viuiitamis

is

the insect

we have

Q5

CIONUS WOODI.
called low/icollis, Bris., in all the

He

Biitish records of the same.

form only occurs in the western Mediterranean
The var. )iiontanm,
the South of France and Spain.

states that the typical

region,

in

i.e.,

which he described in his paper (pp. 195-6), extends over the
mountams and hilly parts of Austria and Germany, but appears to
entirely

fail

in

the

He

plains.

possesses

pair

a

of

the so-called

from Portsmouth, and he says these are his var.
montamis, which is a larger and more robust insect than the type.
I have described the new species, which I have called woodi in
honour of its discoverer and have drawn up a simple table of all the
British species of the genns to fit in with that of Fowler, including
both the new species, and the var. montanna, Winglm., of G.
lonijicollis,

Bris.,

;

loiKjicollh, Bris.

Table of the British Species of Cionus.
its anterior margin,
second joint of funiculus of antennae elongate, as long as the first.
1. Elytra with two common circular black velvety spots, one before
middle, and the other at apex.
A. General colour of elytra black.
a.
Thorax furnished with thick pubescence.
thick yellowish- white
aa. Thorax entirely covered with
(A scrophnlariae, L.
pubescence
bb. Thorax with sides only clothed with thick yellowish-white
pubescence disc bare
C. tnhercnlatns, Scop.
only sprinkled with very
b.
Thorax without pubescence
G. woodi,' sp.n.
small scales
B. General colour of elytra grey or greenish-grey.
a.
Kostrum roughened and pubescent nearly to apex in
both sexes.
legs and rostrum
aa. Elytra longer, more parallel- sided
thicker
insect larger, more robust

Prosternum concave and deeply incised on

I.

.

;

.

;

;

;

G. lonr/icollis, Bris., var. montanini,
bb.

.

;

b.

Winglm.

Elytra shorter, less parallel sided; legs and rostrum less
r^. tJiapsus, P.
thick
insect smaller, less robust
Rostrum with distal half smooth and shining in ?
.

G. hortidanKs,

.

Fourc

Elytra with a large irregular patch behind scutellum and a
sharply defined circular spot at apex, black the former often
more or less brown prevailing colour of elytra white
G. alanda, Hbst. [hlattariae, F.).
Prosternum not excavate before anterior coxte nor excised on its
prevailing colour of elytra
anterior margin, {Gleopiis, Steph.)
brown, with three longitudinal patches at scutellum, a transverse
fascia behind middle, and a small spot before apex, brown
G. pnlckelhis, Hbst.

2.

;

.

;

II.

.

;

Gionus woodi, sp.n.
at apex, long, slightly curved, a little broader at apeX,
rugosely longitudinally punctured nearly to apex in both sexes, longer in ? than
in (? furnished with sparse golden hairs after insertion of antenna, which are
Antennae reddish, with darker club, inserted beyond
slightly more abundant in c?
the middle of rostrum, slightly nearer the apex in <j . Head black, longitudinally
punctured, clothed with sparse yellowish scale-like hairs. Eyea black, large, flat.

Rostrum black, reddish
,

.
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Thorax black, somewhat shining, closely and finely punctured, superficially
entirely bare, but under the microscope it is seen to be sprinkled all over with very
small flat roundish yellow scales.
Elytra much broader than thorax, with well
shoulders, which are reddish at apex
striae with deep large round
punctures interstices with fine very close punctures, the 4th interstice with coarse
irregular punctures on apical half, 6th interstice broadly dilated behind middle and
with numerous coarse punctures on apical third, 8th interstice with coarse punctures
on apical third alternate interstices elevated and furnished with longitudinal deep
black velvety patches of hairs, and alternate golden scale-like hairs; the sutural
and apical circular spots, which are large and of the same size, are covered with
the same deep black velvety hairs as those on the interstices. The general ground
The scutelium is fringed
colour of the elytra is brown with a slight violet tinge.
with golden hairs, as are also the two circular spots, more especially at the base.
Legs reddish, furnished with golden hairs intermediate and posterior femora with
very strong teeth. Underside of breast black, sprinkled with similar scales to those
Abdomen black, closely punctured, and furnished with sparse golden
on thorax.
with rostrum 5mm., ? 6'2mm.
hairs.
iLo»(7, 4-5-5mm. without rostrum,
cj

marked

;

;

;

;

Described from a <? and ? taken by the Eev. Canon Theodore
the shores of Lake Windermere.
,

Wood on

Distribution, etc., of the British species of Cionus.
S.
L., occurs on. Scrophularia aqiiatica,
It is widely distributed in England,
nodosa, and VerbasciDii thapsits.
I have taken it in the New Forest, and at
Scotland, and Ireland.

Cionns scroplndariae,

Weybridge,
Clonus

etc.,

in June.

tubercidosiis,

in

Scop.,

marshy

-places

on

ScropJndaria

Fowler gives the following
Hammersmith, Notting Hill, and Battersea Fields; Merton,
localites:
Barnes, Eipley, Wimbledon, Lee, Greenwich, Cowley, Forest Hill;
Hertford Hastings district Glanvilles Wootton Swansea, Bretby
In the
Scotland " Dollar," Forth district.
Wood near Eepton
supplement we add Kingston-on-Thames; Newbury; Scotland, Loch
Fochan, Argyllshire. I have only once taken this species, when it
was not uncommon on Scro/ihiilaria aquatica at Kingston-on-Thames,
June 19th, 1896.
Cionus tluxpsus, F.
On ScrojiJiularia nodosa and Verhascuui t/tapsus.
Decidedly rare. Fowler gives Micklehani, Portsdown, Glanvilles
Wootton, and Llangollen. The supplement adds Streatley, Berks,
and Framingham Pigot, Norfolk. I believe it to be more partial to
the black Mullein Verbascum nigrum, on which plant I took it in
numbers on August 22nd, 1906, when in company with P. Harwood
aquatica,

S.

—

and

nodosa,

;

Verhascinii.

;

;

;

at Streatley.

This sub-species
Cionus loni/icollis, Bris. var. viontanus, Winglm.
has occurred at Portsdown Hill, Portsea Harewood Forest; and
Barton Mills. In the last locality it is very abundant on Verhascum
thapsus.
I have taken it there in May, September and October 1917
and 1920. I sowed seeds of the plant in my garden at Putney iii
1917, some of which came up in 1920, and I introduced a number of
It will be interesting to see if the insect will
the beetle on to them.
;

survive in its new home.
On Scropliularia nodosa and Verhascuui
Cionus liortulanus, Marsh.
thapsus; widely distributed from Norfolk and the midland districts
southwards. Langvvorlh Wood, Lincoln, appears to be the most
northern locality and it has not been found in Scotland. Ireland
widely distributed. I have taken it in June, July and August in the
New Forest; Hastirigs district Richmond Park, etc.
;
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Cioniis alaudn,
S. nodona,

common

Hbsb. {hlattarlae, F.).

On
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Scrophidaria aqaatica,

and Verbasnini. jiigriiiii. Generally distributed and not unfrom Norfolk and the Midlands southwards, rarer further

north, Yorkshire, Northuniberland,

and Forth areas.
I have taken it

in

Scotland scarce, Tweed

Durham.

June and August

Sevenoaks,

at Oxted, Battle,

etc., etc.

On Scrophidaria nodosa. Local:
Ciontis {Cleopi(s) pulchellus, Hbst.
Scotland,
but widely distributed from Northumberland southwards.
rare, Solway district.
Ireland, Kerry.
I have taken it in May and
July in Coombe Wood, Guestling Wood, Buddon Wood, etc.
Notes on Collecting Butterflies at Hong Kong.
By Commander G. C. WOODWAED, R.N.

Hong Kong is situated about 70 miles inside the tropics. The
island itself is about seven miles long by about four miles wide, and
rises to a height of over 1,000 in the centre of the island.
The island is covered with dense vegetation, but there is
nothing much in the way of very large trees, the great majority
being small firs.
The island is well looked after by the Aflbrestation
Department, which prevents the natives cutting any timber, brushwood,

etc.

The mainland is mostly bare, owing to the habit of the natives of
cutting down everything in the way of firewood as fast as it grows.
The seasons roughly divide themselves into a wet and a dry,
the wet season lasting from April to October during this period the
weather is very hot and moist, with much rain, and the island is
frequently visited by those very violent storms called typhoons, which
sometimes do a large amount of damage. The curious feature about
these typhoons is that they do not seem very destructive to insect life,
as a very few days after the visit of 'one of these storms, butterflies
appear again in the greatest profusion, and in an undamaged state.
The dry and cold season lasts from November to March, Avhen the
temperature is of temperate description, the thermometer falling
These cold snaps somerapidly sometimes down among the forties.
times last several days.
Generally speaking the wet season is the best for collecting Lepidoptera, April and May and again in September and October being the
best months
but a spell of warm weather in the dry season seems to
produce its quota of insects, of which a few seem to have different
forms in the wet and dry season.
Hong Kong
Among the most brilliant of the butterflies found
These splendid insects are well
are those of the family FapHioiiidae.
represented on the island.
Among the common and most brilliant is
Papilio paris
this insect I found to be abundant in the Happy Valley,
where it flits about between the trees with a fairly rapid flight, occasionally stopping to feed at the flowers of Lantana caniara, a very
common shrub on the island, and of which most butterflies seem uncommonly fond. The commonest Papilio on the island is, I think,
P. helenus.
This insect appears everywhere, and seems to be the only
Papilio found here during the dry season, when it sometimes appears,
but is somewhat scarce at that time of the year. The largest species
:

;

m

;

—

"
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P. memnon, which occurs fairly frequently in the naore
it has a peculiar loping sort of flight, and
is generally travelling much faster than it appears, when one tries to
get ifc into the net.
The other species of the black forms of Papilio found here are
P. protenor, P. polytes, which is common in most places, P. Manor,
which looks somewhat like P. parts when on the wing, and P. aristolochiae, which is said to be rare, although I succeeded in obtaining
three examples in one daj^ at the Happy Valley
the Hong Kong
specimens are of a much larger and brighter description than those of
my collection from India and the Malay Stites. I think that this
species may often be mistaken for the "red" female of P. polytes,
which is of frequent occurrence here.
The next three species that I collected belong to the " Sarpedon "
of this family

wooded parts

is

of the island

;

:

;

P. sarpedon, P. a(/ameiiinon, and P. eurypilns. These insects
here, but have an extremely rapid flight, and one's
only chance of netting them is when they are poised in front of a
flower engaged in feeding, and even then the utmost caution mast be
observed in the approach, as once they are alarmed they are oft" like
the wind.
Another strikingly handsome Papilio found here is P. antiphates,
which occurs in the rainy season, but did not seem to me to be very
common I only found it during the month of July, on the mainland.
P. clytia, in the black and white form, is also fairly frequent. This
insect appears to mimic certain species of the Danaidae, which are of
such common occurrence here. The last of the " swallow-tails
here is P. demoleiis, a fairly common species, and found on waste pieces

group,

viz.,

are fairly

common

;

of ground.

From the foregoing list it will be seen that the genus Papilio is
well represented for so small an area.
It will also be observed that
although Hong Kong is nearly outside the tropics, and has a temperate
and sometimes quite cold winter, the species are nearly all tropical and
not Palaearctic.
I have not found that the Fam. Pieridae is so well represented as
one would suppose. I only succeeded in obtaining nine species of this
large family during my stay here, although I expect that there were
other members of the family that I did not succeed in obtaining.
About the most brilliant of the Pierids I found was Delias Jiierte,

was uncommon, and when seen was generally flying
around trees. D. pasitho'e I noted in the month of
February, it seemed local, but common enough when found. Terias
hecabe is about the commonest insect here, it seems to be everywhere,
flitting here and there low down over the ground. Other species I have
collected here are Ixias pyrene, Hebonioia glandppe, which generally
flies fairly high up amongst the trees, and the two Catopsilia, C.
pyranthe and C. pornona, both of which are common on waste ground.
Of the genus I'ieris, P. canidia and P. coriDiis are the ou\y two I
have captured here, both of them very common at the right season.
Among some of the more striking of the Lepidoptera found here are

which

I discovered

at a great height

Sub-Fam. Panainac, the commonest species being
which abounds everywhere. The other species of the
black and greenish Danaids I have obtained being />. liinniace and D.
septentrionis, which, while fairly common, are not so frequently met
those

TJanais

of

the

si)iiilis,
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as the first one.

•with

D. plexippus

is

common

a very
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insect,

one that appears in the winter should the weather become

and

warm

D. chrysippus is here, as elsewhere in the eastern tropics,
very common.
The genus Enploea is well represented by individuals, these conspicuous insects being very abundant. They have a floating lazy kind
The two species I found
of flight, and are quite easy to capture.
common are ]*]. midanius and E. aiiiymone.
The Satyridae are represented by the genera Lethe, Mycalesis,
Melanitis, and Yptldiiia.
Of the first-named genus, Lethe eiiropa, is the
representative, this insect is very common, especially round clumps of
Another insect extremely common in similar situabamboo.
it has a very weak and jerky sort of flight,
tions is Mycalesis minens
and flits in and out among the undergrowtb. Of the third genus the
not note it very comI did
species found is Melanitis leda.
monly, and it appears to have two separate forms, one found in the dry
The last species is that extremely
.and the other in the wet season.
abundant little butterfly Yptliima avanta, which seems to turn up every-

-enough.

;

w^here in the greatest profusion.
Among the Nyinphalinae, there appears to be quite a large number
of species found in Hong Kong.
Among the commonest is Cupha erymanthis, which I found likes to
keep to the more wooded portion of the island also Atella pludantha,
which inhabits similar localities. Another pretty little butterfly found
here is Symbrenthia liicina, but I think it must be rare, as I only saw
one specimen. Pyrameis cardni occurs, as in most other places of the
world, but not commonly.
The genus Precis is well represented, I
have taken the following, P. orythia, P. almana, two forms, one wet
and P. oenone.
^season and one dry, common
P. lenionias, common
Of the last-named species I only took one specimen, so I conclude it is
:

;

uncommon most

Two
common

species of Neptis, N. eurymmte

years.

coliwinella, both fairly

;

;

Athyuia

iiefte

and A.

perius,

and N.
both rather

Euthalia phemiiis I found fairly commonly, it is
to capture.
fond of sitting on leaves of trees rather high up.
Among the genus
Apatura Inoted A. parisatis, the $ more frequent than the ^. I have
nearly always taken it settled on the ground.
Among the Charaxes,
C. pjolyxena appears to be the representative here, it is found in the
wooded localities. Of the Sub-Fam. Nemeohiinae I have taken Abisara
echeriiis, which appears to be out even on the coldest days, and seems to
be a sluggish little butterfly, which flits about close to the ground,
settling every few yards.
Among the Lycaenids there are some I have not yet been able to
identity, but the following are the species I have named so far
Curetis dentata Zizera ma/ia, to.und commonly in grassy places, flitting

hard

:

;

•close to the

mon

ground

;

Jafiiides bochiis,

uncommon

;

Le/iera eryx,

uncom-

Spindasis lohita, and Chilades laiiis, fond of grassy places and waste
ground. This brings my list of Lycaenidas to an end, owing to lack of
means to identify species but I have several species in my collection
I took at Hong Kong I have not yet been able to identify.
Hong Kong appears to be very rich in Hesperiids. Among the
species I took there is Parnara yuttatits, the others I have not yet had
rtime to identify.
Taking into consideration the fact that being
in a ship at Hong Kong for only short intervals, and therefore not
;

;

—
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having such good opportunities for collecting in one given spot as if
one were stationed ashore, it would seein from these short note&,
that considering its small size, the Island of Hong
extraordinarily prolific in its lepidopterous fauna.

Kong must

be-

Lepidoptera in Peninsular Italy during the year 1920.
By 0. QUEECI.
(Continued f7-om page 29.)

/

1920, my son-in-law, Dr. Enzo Romei left for the
Monti Sibillini to complete the researches begun by my wife and
daughter in 1912 and continued in 1913, in 1918 and in 1919. The
Monti Sibillini afford a lepidopterogical fauna very rich and varied,
but every species is localized and to collect many species it is necessary
to walk long distances by difficult and fatiguing paths and often, on
account of the long distances, to sleep on open mountains.
My wife
and daughter, though active and indefatigable walkers, often found
themselves confronted by difficulties which they could not surmount.
Dr. Romei, a young and energetic army officer accustomed to the hard
life of the Alps during the war and inspired by great love of lepidopterology, was certainly in excellent condition to reach the furthest and
most difficult localities and to complete the entomological study of the

On August

Isfc,

Sibillini.

As in the whole of peninsular Italy so also in the Sibillini mountains
the emergence of lepidoptera takes place in two periods sharply
divided by the summer pause, which corresponds with the time of
greatest heat and drought.
In normal years the first period lasts from
June 15th to July 20th, and in this period there emerge: Syntoiiiisphegea, L., race pfiiiemeri, Wacq.
S. vjarjana, Stauder, race qnercii,
Vrty.
Procn's statices, L., race not identified.
P. globiilariae, Hb.,
vdiCQ notata, Z.
P. co//nrt^a, Ramb., race not identified.
P. tenuiconds,
Z., race not identified.
P. ijert/DV, Hb., race not identified.
Zyuaena
Hb., race nibiciimlns.
Z. piirpiiyalis, Bninn., race fioriiy
Costantini.
Z. scabiome, Schev., race orion, Calb. Z. acldlleae, Esp.,
race aestivalis, Obth,
Z. Inniceiae, Schev., race vivax, Vrty.
Z.
stoec/mdis, Bkh., race viontivaga, Vrty.
Z. transalpina, Esp., race
altitndinaria, Trti.
Z. oxytropis, B., race sibylliua, Vrty. Z. carniolica,
Scop., race incerta, Rocei.
Niso7riades tages, L., race clanis, Carad., I.
gen. tages.
PJ. baetica,
Erynnis larat/ierae, Es^p. vace aiistialior,Yvty
Ramb., race roataynoi, Vrty. hfsiieria serratidae, Ramb., race senatulae.
Ij. iiialvoides, Elw. and Edw., race psettdoiiialrai', Vrty., I. gen.
pseudomalvae.
Povellia sao, Hb., race graolis, Vrty., I. gen. sao.
Augiodes sylvaniis, Esp., race 'sylvanvs (only one generation in the
Sibillini).
Ruinicia
ChrympJianus hi.pjwthoe, L., race italica, Calb.
phlaras, L., race eleiis, F., II. gen. initia- can data, Tutt, and eleus, F.
ritbiciindits,

.

,

Loweia

alcip/iron,

Rott.,

race

cyllanis, Rott., race pauper, Yvtj.

romanonini,

Fruhst.

Glancopsyche

ScolitantideHbato7i,ligstv., vace baton

Ayriades thetis, Rott., race
A. ther.sites (Cant.), ChapPolyoniiiiatiis
man, race meridiana, Vrty., I. gen. hibernata, Vrty.
Celastriva seiiiiargus,.
icaras, Rott., race zelleri, Vrty., I. gen. zelleri.
fJirsiitina daiiion, Schiff., race atisonia,
Rott., race jiorrerta, Vrty.
Kliiyia spini, Schiff.,
Vrty.
Jjithys rjuercus, L., race interjecta, Vrty.
(only one

generation in the Sibillini).

ajteiiiniiiyena, Vrty., I. gen. apennini(iena.
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Libythea celtis, L., race cdtis.
race min.uta, Vrfcy.
LeptoHia si)iapis,lj.,
Fieris rapae, L., race rapae, I. gen.
race bivittata, I. gen. laihyri, Hb.
metra, Steph.
P. napi, L., race vult/aris, Vrty., I. gen. napi.
P.
brassicae, L., race lepidii, Rob., 11. gen. lepidii.
Ajioria crataef/i, L.,
Parnassiiis mnemosyne, L., race friihstorferi, Trti.
race vii'nor, Vr|y.
Coenonympha tiphon, Rott., race italica, Vrfcy. C. pa)iipJiiliis, L., race
emiaustralis, Vrty., I. gen. einiaiistralis.
Erebia ceto, Hb., race obsciira,
Ratz.
E. styyne, 0., race rUhli, Frubst. { valesiaca, Elw.). E.f/orye,
Melanaryia (jalatkea, L!, race monticola,
Esp., race cdrboncina, Vrty.
Vrty.
M. japyyia, Gyr., r&ce niedioitalica, Yvty, Pararye megera, L.,
race megera, I. gen. nieyera.
P. viaera, L., race apennina, Vrty., I. gen.
apennina.
Satyrns cordu.la,Y., race calabra, Costa (^=^acteina, Obtbr.).
HipparcJiia seiitele, L., race teres, Frubst.
Melitaea atlialia, Rott., race
tennicola, Vrty.
M. raria, Meyer-Diir, race varissima, Vrty. Aryynnis
aglaia, L., race apenninicola, Vrty.
A. niobe, L., race apenninica, Vrty.
Pyrameis cardiii, L., race carihielu, Cr.
have never found the I. gen. of R. phlaeas and P. brassicae
which perhaps emerge very early in the season.
In the second period, from August 3rd to September 20th, emerge:
Z.
stoechadis,
Bkb.,
montiraya,
race
Vrty.
(the
individuals
whose development was delayed by the summer pause).
Z. transalpina, Esp., race altitudinaria, Trti. (same as before).
N. tages,
L., race darns, Carad., 11. gen. darns.
H. carthaini, Hb., race
carthami.
LI. alreits, Hb., race centralitaliae, Vrty.
H. foulqiiieri,
Obthr., race picena, Vrty.
H. onopordi, Ramb., ra,ce fnlrotincta, Vrty.,
II. gen. fiilrotiiicfa (the I. gen. has never been found in the Sibillini).
H. armoricanus, Obthr., va,ce fidvoinspersa, Vrty., II. gen. fulvoinspersa
(same as before).
H. malvoides, Elw. and Edw., race psendoniahme,
Vrfcy., II. gen. malvoides.
P. sao, Hb., race yracilis, Vrty., II. gen.
gracilis.
A. fiava, Briinn. { thanmas, Hufn.), race iberica, Tufcfc.
A.
acteon, Rott., race acteon.
Urbicola coiinna, L., race alpina Bath.
H.
virgaureae, L., race apennina, Calb.
R. phlaeas, L., race eleas, F., III.
gen. eleus.
A. coridon, Poda, race sibyiiina, Vrty.
A. thctis, Rott.,
race apemriniyena, Vrty., II.- gen. apenniniyena.
A. thersites (Cant.),
Chapman, race meridiana, Vrfcy., II. gen. tiieridiana. P. icarns, Rott.,
race zelleri, Vrty., II. gen. aestivalis, Tutt.
P. vieleager, Esp., race
squalida, Vrty.
P. tithuuiis, Hb. {
ei-os, 0.), race italica, Obthr.
H.
daman, Schiff., race aiisonia, Vrfcy. (the specimens whose development
was delayed by the summer pause).
H. dolus, Hb., race virgilia,
Obthr.
A. medon, Hufn., race ayestis, W.V., II. gen. aestira, Stgr. (we
have never found the I. gen.).
aegon, SchifT.), race
P. aryus, L. {
apenninicola, Vrty.
Nordmannia ilicis, Esp., race inornata, Vrty.
Colias croceus, Fourc. {
edusa, F.), race croceiis. III. gen. croceus (the
I. and II. gen. have not been found in the Sibillini).
L. sinapis, L.,
race bivittata, Vrfcy., II. gen. bivittata.
P. napi, L., race vulgaris,
Vrty., II. gen. napaeae, Esp. (the III. gen. seems to be wanting in the
Sibillini).
P. rapae, L., race rapae, L., III. gen. autumnalis, Stauder
tertia, Vrty.)
(the II. gen. emerges in very few individuals during
{
the summer pause).
P. brassicae, L., race lepidii, Rob., III. gen.
autumnalis, Stauder {
tertia, Vrty.).
P. apollo, L., race euapenninns,
Vrty.
C. pamphilus, L., race emiaustralis, Vrty., II. gen. aestivalis,
Rocci.
Hyponephele lycaon, Rott., race analampra, Trti.
Erebia
jurtina, L., rSbCe janira, L.
E. neoridas, B., race sibyiiina, Vrty. E.

=

We

=

=

=

=

—

;

=

'
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K. tyndarus, Esp., race majellana, Fnihst.

race sucia, Fruhst.

— iyifrargenten,

S

:

race megera, II. gen. /ilipluma,
Scop. { = hermione,- Siwct.), race major, Esp.
H. hriseis,
L., race interjecta, Vrty.
L. rividaris, Scop. [
Camilla, auct.), race
riciilaris, III. gen. prodiga, Fruhst. (the other gen. seern to be wanting
in the Sibillini).
Melitaea didgma, Esp. (only one individual was found
in August, 1919).
A. cydippe, L., race clarens, Vrty.
Dryas paphia,
L., race Diagnata, Vrty.
Polygonia c-albinn, L., race c-albam.
Dr. Eomei immediately began his researches on the summits of
the mountain mass of the Sibillini, specially looking for P. apnlln, E.
ligea and E. tyndarus, but he found absolutely nothing.
Pursuing his
researches in the less elevated localities he collected from August 2nd
to 13th a few specimens of H. foulqaieri, A. comma,
virgat(reae, A.
tlietis, P. irariiH, P. Injlaa,
transalpina, and a great number of A.
coridon and E. neoridas.
All the other species of the second period
were absent notwithstanding that the epoch was just that of their
{

Ball.

*S'.

Vrty.).

nieiiera, L.,

fogi,

—

H

Z

.

.

emergence.

My son-in-law had collected with us on the Monte Sumbra many
A. coridon in July, and now he found the same species which emerged
later on account of the greater elevation of the mountain mass.
The
conditions of capture were also changed on the Sumbra the A.
coridon could take refuge in the evening on the stems of grass and
their capture was much easier
on the Sibillini instead all the grass
had been destroyed by the prolonged drought. An infinite number of
A. coridon flew near the ground without finding convenient resting
places.
In order to capture them with greater ease Dr. Romei
diverted a stream of water and inundated a zone of ground, the thirsty
A. coridon hurried to it and could be captured in masses by beating
the ground with the foot, making them fly and taking them on the
wing. In this way he was able to bring back about two thousand
very perfect specimens, amongst which were some notable specimens
of the form dim us, Hb., and corydonis, Bgstr.
Towards August 20th all emergence of insects ceased, and on
September 1st my son-in-law returned to Florence and we went
together to see if by the effect of the rains the " pause" had finished
at the Pian di Mugnone.
The ground had greened over, many
flowers had come out, and the absence of Lepidoptera was not so
marked as in the preceding months of June, July and August.
From September 5th to 20th there was a great emergence of the
species which in normal years appear in August.
At first Dr. Romei
and I, and afterwards also my wife and daughter, who had esca.ped
from the earthquake of the Garfagnana, collected assiduously, and I
give here the list and the comparison with the preceding years:
A^ tages, L., race darns, Carad. II. gen. clams.
Only one pair
:

;

—

male and female.
h'.

althcac,

Absent.
E. alceae,
one male.

Hb., race australiforinis, Vrty.,
Esp.,

race

avstralis,

Z.,

II.

II.

gen. anstraliformifi.

gen.

anstralis.

—

— Only

—

IJ. onopordi, Ramb., yucq fnlrotincta, Vrty., II. gen. fidrotincta.
the
Several individuals, but the underside is not so fulvous as
specimens of the Camaione valley.
H. armoricanns, Obthr., race fidvoinspersa, Vrty., II. gen. fulvo-

m

inspersa.

— Same as before.

—
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H.

Elw. and Edw., race psendonialvae, Vrty.,

malvoides,

malvoides,

— Absent.

73^

gen,

II.

—

Only one male.
P. sao, Hb., race gracilis, Vrty., II. gen. gracilis.
U. coni.nia, L., race apennina, Rosfcagno.
Absent.
Only
A. sylvanus, Esp., race sylvanits, II. gen. viintita, Vrty.

—

one

—

pair.

R. phlaeas, L., race nigriorelens, Vrty., III. gen.

nigrioreleus,

Very few individuals.
Loweia

dorilis,

Hufn., race italoram, Vrty.,

Only one female.

II.

gen.

ifaloruin.

—
—

—

Absent.
5. baton, Bgstr., race baton, II. gen. baton.
A. arat/onensis (Gerh^) Vrty., race fiorentina, Vrty., II. gen. altera,Abundant.
Vrty.
Scarce, while
A. thetis, Rott., race etrusca, Vrty., II. gen. etnisca.
in August, 1917, it was very abundant.
A. thersites (Canfc.) Chapman, race nieridiana, Vrty., II. gen.
meridiana, Vrty.
Abundant. Several specimens are very small.
We
P. icarus, Rett,, r^ce zelleri, Vrty., II. gen. aestivalis, Tutt.
collected more than 2000 specimens, but we did not find any aberration.
Aricia medon, Hufn., race pallid e fair a, Vrty,, II. gen. pallidefnlca.
Emerged in greater numbers than in the preceding years.
Everes alcetas, Hb., race alcetas, II. gen. alcetas.
One pair onlj'.
Celastrina argiolus, L., race calidogenita, Vrty., III. gen. canicularis,
Vrty.— One female only.
Raywardia telicanns, Lang., race telicanus. Frequent.
Lainpides boeticus, L., race bueticus.
One pair only.
Gonepteryx cleopatra, L., race enropaens, Vrty., III. gen. tertia,
Absent.
Vrty.
Absent,
6f. rhainni, h., race transiens. Vrty., III. gen. tertia, Vrty.
A few specimens.
C. croceus, Fourc, race croceus, III. gen. crocens.
Absent, whilst in
C. hyale, L., race calida, Vrty., III. gen. calida.
the preceding years it was very abundant.
Absent.
L. sinapis, L., race bivittata, Vrty., III. gen. bivitt at a.
Fontia daplidice, L., race daplidice, III. gen. daplidice.—A few
specimens.
Pieris napi, L., race vulgaris, Vrty., III. gen. napaeae, Esp.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

—

—

—

—

—

Very

scarce.

F. manni (Mayer), Trti., race
Absent.

(^

rossii, Stef., III.

gen. tertia. Vrty.

P. brassicae, L., race catoleiica, Rob., III. gen. antamnalis, Stauder
Absent, whilst in the preceding years it was
Vrty.).

= tertia,

—

abundant.
Papilio niacliaon, L., race einispJdrus, Vrty., III. gen. aestivus. Z.
Absent.
C. paiiiphilus, L., race australis, Vrty., II. gen. emilyllns, Vrty.
Two specimens.
C. arcanins, L., race tenuelitnbo, Vrty., II. gen. gracilis, Vrty.
Absent, whilst in the valley of the Camaione it has been very abundant
this year.

P.

niegera,

L.,

race

megera,

III.

one specimen.
S. statiliniis,

gen.

tilipUnua,

—

Ball.

Hufn., race intermedia, Vrty. One male only.
Esp. A few specimens.

S. fagi. Scop., race major,

—

— Only

—

—
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H.
H.

seiiiele,

L., race teres, Fruhst.

L. rivularis,

— One male.
— One male.

race demlnnta, Fruhst.

briseis, L.,

Scop.,

race rividaris, III.

gen. prodiga, Fruhsfc.

few specimens.
ill.

phoebe, Knoch., race pauper, Vrty., II. gen. pauper.

whilst in 1917

it

—-A

— Absent,

had been very abundant.

M. didyma, Esp., race protea, Vrty., II. gen. cahlaria, Vrty.
Frequent.
Brenthis dia, L., race laetlor, Vrty., III. gen. fiavens, Vrty.—
Frequent.
D. paplda, L., race luaynifica, Vrty.
Absent.
It is to be noted that in this second period of emergence in the
neighbourhood of Florence there was a delay of a month in the
renewal of the development of Lepidoptera compared with the normal
epoch, as well as an absence of the commonest and most diffused
species.
Only P. Icarus and A. thersites emerged in greater number
than in the preceding years.
In the first fifteen days of October there was a period of rains, but
on the 14th, 15th, and 16th the fine weather returned and we

—

collected

:

H. arnwricanus,

A

L., rdnce falvoinspersa, Vrty., II. gen. fulvoinspertsa.

—

few specimens.

R. phlaeas, L., race niyrioreleus, Vrty., IV. extraord. gen. initiacaudata, Tutt.
Several specimens.
A. thersites (Cant.) Chapman, race meridiana, Vrty.
Extremely
-small "tardy " individuals of the second gen. meridiana, Vrty.
A. thetis, B,ott., race etrusca, Vrty.
"Precocious" autumnal
individuals of the I. gen. maja, Vrty.
P. icarus, Kott., race zelleri, Vrty., II. gen. aestivalis, Tutt.
Small
individuals.
C. hyale, L., reice calida, Vrty.
"Precocious" autuumal individuals
oi the I. gen. vernalis, Vrty.

—

—

—

—

—

—

C. cruceus, P'ourcr., race croceus.
" Precocious " autumnal individuals of the I. gen. vernalis, Vrty.
P. vianni (Mayer) Trti., race rossii, Stef.
"Precocious" autumnal
individuals of the I. gen. farpa, Fruhst.
The weather was once more fine from November 11th to 15th,
but no Lepidoptera in perfect condition were found in the country, now
covered with dried leaves fallen from the trees.
Our collecting for
1920 was at an end.
I have collected Lepidoptera for many years in Italy, but I do not
remember another year so adverse to the development of insects. Not

—

only

were scarce, but also ants, dragon flies and
Only the
crickets were not so abundant as usual.
appeared in considerable quantity, and we collected many

Lepidoptera

Coleoptera.

Diptera

The

species in Florence, in Calabria, in Garfagnana,

Valley of

and especially

in

the

The Diptera were wanting on the Sibillini
Dr. Romei only brought back about 40 specimens,

Camaione.

mountains, so that
chiefly 'I'abaaidae.

A

similar season occurred in 1890, and I remember that in the
of June I made long excursions in the Koman Campagna and
in the Alban hills near Home without seeing an insect except swarms
of crickets.
In 1909 we collected every day in the Aurunci mountains

month

.
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in the month of June of that year we took less than 100
Ehopalocera and in July none at all, while in June, 1911, we caught
on the same Auvunci mountains more than 5,000 Ehopalocera.
In the months of May and June, 1918, both in Florence and in the
Mainarde mountains (Neapolitan Apennines) the Rhopalocera were
scarce, but in compensation the Zijuaenae were abundant, whilst this
year also they were wanting.
A sudden cessation of development in the analogous species in
which it happened this year in Florence, Calabria, and in Garfagnana,
happened to my wife and daughter in Sicily in June, 1918, and
another in the Mainarde mountains on June 17th, 1919. My family
then left the Mainarde hoping to find better sport in higher mountains
and covered great distances on the Maiella (Molise) and on the Gran
Sasso d'ltalia (Abruzzi) without finding a trace of Lepidoptera on
the other hand, in the August of the same year, they were able to
make abundant collections in the Sibillini, whilst this year also this
locality gave negative results.
The collections of this year have not furnished any data for exact
determination of the number of broods of Rhopalocera, because many
species, whilst generally emerging several times in the year, have only
had one single period of development, and some have not appeared at all.
Thus the question of the number of broods of G. cleopatra, to which
Mr. J. A. Simes alludes in the number for November, 1920, of the
Ent. Rec, has remained unsolved.
I think that Dr. Verity is right in
attributing three broods to this species, at least in Tuscany, which is
without doubt the region of Italy most favourable for the development
of Lepidoptera.
I consider that Mr. Simes has been led into error by
the phenomenon of the suppression of emergence which is so frequent
in the high mountaiTjis, in the hills of Southern Italy, and along the

i(Naples)

;

;

shores of the Mediterrsnean.
I take this occasion to declare that Mr. Simes is perfectly right
when he asserts [Knt. Rec, 1920, p. 191), that the number of females
Dr. Verity has not
of M. arge is about one-fifth of that of the males.
personally collected this species, and he was led into error by the notes
which I furnished on my collecting of M. arc/e made at Formia
(Naples) in 1910 and 1911.
In those two years the number of females
was actually greater than that of males, but the season must have
From May 10th to 20th
•contributed to produce this abnormal fact.
in the years above mentioned, whilst the males of M. arge were
emerging, rain fell without interruption and the males could not
develop their wings. From May 21st to 30th the weather was
excellent and the females were all able to reach development.
That
this happened is shown by the fact that in 1919, in which the weather
in the month of May was always fine, the r. umber of males was at
least five times that of the females, and the same proportion occurred
this year in Calabria where the M. arge offers the beautiful race turatii,
Rostagno { c>icuzzana, Stauder), and is considerably more scarce

=

than

at

Formia and

Brindisi.

OTOLEOPTERA.
—

Records of Coccinella 11 -punctata, L. With reference to Mr.
Long's note on records of this Coccinellid on p. 34 of the present

—

—

—
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have overlooked my notes on Coccinellidae
have already recorded two specimens of
ab. tauuiricis, Ws., taken in August, 1919, in this district.
I have since
taken another specimen at Ashtead Manor (March, 1920) and my
brother, Mr. S. C. Leman, also took one at Southsea (April, 1920).
I have also in niy collection a hybrid specimen taken here in 1919
showing typical spots on right elytron and those of ab, tamaricis, Ws.,
on left elytron and which for purposes of distinction in my collection I
call by the MS. name of sinistro-tamaiicis.
Hybrids in this Coccinellid seem not uncommon as I have other
specimens in my collection, which on the analogy of the above MS,
name I distinguish as dpMro-confluenn, ainistro-coiLflaens, Haw., dextrocakile^, 'dnistro-cakiles, Ws., dextro-tri punctata, L., triniseHqni-dextrojamctata, mihi., sinistro-salsoLo'e, Ws., and sinistro-9-pimctata, L.
I have not taken however ab. aaholoe, Ws., yet.— G. B. C. Leman,
152, West Hill, Putney, S.W. 15.
volume, he would appear

to

(vol. xxxi., p. 213), v/here I

:

Addendum and a Correction.

— In my note

for Dn/ophilna anobioiiles, Chevr.,

on " A New Locality
and some other Coleoptera from

Mills, I'^nt. Rec, 32 152 (1920) when giving
the British localities for the Dryophiliis I omitted to mention its
capture in June, 1914, by Messrs. Morley and Elliott at Palmer's
Heath near Brandon. In the same paper when recording the species
taken on broom I wrote " Brnclins loti, Pk.," when I intended to have
and '' Apion rufirostre, F.," instead of
written Brnchns ater, Mavsh.
Horace Donisthorpe.
writing Apion fnscirostre, F.

Freckenham and Barton

;

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Broods and Differentiation of Gonepteryx cleopatra and G.
Being now in Zurich I am naturally reading up Swiss
rhamni.
entomology, noting chiefly what Frey says about those species of
Lepidoptera which one may hope to meet \xith in early spring. I find
he was of the opinion that Gonepteryx rhamni has two broods, one in
June-July and a second from August onwards which hibernates.
Frey also doubted if G. cleopatra was really a separate species. (Frey,

—

Lepidopteren der ScJiweiz, p. 9, 1880.)
This latter point causes me to pen these few lines. On one of
tho?e delightful and instructive Sunday evenings that we used to
spend at the late Mr. Tutt's house, the question arose as to what
difference there might be between the 5 of 6^. cleopatra and that of
Tutt got out his series of both and on looking at the underr/unnni.
sides I noticed that the costa of the hindwing was convex in cleopatra
test this feature Tutt
drawers containing the
series so that I could not see the data and then brought me specimens
to name, this I was able to do correctly by observing the shape of the
hindwing only. As far as 1 remember no note was made of this at
Alfred Sich, Zurich, March Ith, 1921.
the time.

and nearly straight

in

Nomenclature.

In order to

rhaurni.

made me stand with my back

to the cabinet

— Polyommatus

icarus

difficulties are easily explained
The " presumption " is incorrect,

above

" aberration."

[see ante,

p.

54]

.

— All

the

:

Bienert definitely calls persica an

"

CURKKNT NOTES.
(a)

The authority

is

his

own
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description of the insect in question.

Nothing is, as a rule, more futile than to puzzle as to the "why
and wherefore" of nomenclature; it is frequently meaningless, and
when it has a meaning is sometimes quite misleading in this case,
(b)

;

however, Bienert obviously called it pemica because he took it in Persia,
a fact which would certainly not preclude its occurrence elsewhere,
which it Avould be almost certain to do even if it were (which it is not)
the dominant form in Persia.
(c) Because fuf/itiva is the first name which was ever applied to the
Persian race
its appropriateness or otherwise cannot be taken into
consideration.
(d) Obsoleta refers to the .s/wf.s, not to the insect.
(e)
Of course aberrations of the English race, corresponding with
an aberration of the ftif/itira race, which happened to be the first
;

example named.

— G.

Wheeler.

COLLECTING, Etc.
Pyrameis atalanta. — Mr.
Greenwood

J^OTES ON

Gynandromorph of
C.
of
Bristol has been good enough to send me for inspection, an example of
this butterfly bred by himself last season that has every appearance of
The wings on the left side are much
being a gynandromorph.
smaller than those on the right, the difference in size being most
marked there is no sign of deformity, all the wings being perfectly
formed.
The markings on the underside do not quite agree, and the
I am of opinion that this is a
body appears to be of female form.
true hermaphrodite, but owing to the similarity of marking in both
sexes only an examination hy such an expert as Dr. Cockayne could
definitely decide the point.
;

In the list of gynandromorphic butterflies published by Mr. H. J.
Turner in the Ent. Eecord, vol. xxvii., p. 58, one example of Pyraiiteis
atalanta, apparently of continental origin, is included, and this is the
only record I know of.
No doubt, gynandros of the Vanesndae would
escape observation owing to the similarit}' of both sexes this I assume
S. G. Castle-Russell, Andover,
accounts for the paucity of records.
Hants.
;

—

—

On November 5th of
year I found a shrub {Cotoneaster sp. ?) in nay garden at Putney
was infested with a large number of the " woolly apple aphis
Mr. Laing, \vho kindly identified this aphis for
{Eriosoma langermn).
me, tells me that the species has not previously been recorded as being
found on this shrub. H. Donisthorpe, Putney, March, 1921.
A NEW RECORD FOR Eriosoma langerum.

last

—

^^iURRENT

NOTES

AND

SHORT

NOTICES.

Our colleague, the Rev. Geo. Wheeler, M.A., has unfortunately
met with an accident in the street which, although not apparently
serious at first, seems to have considerably upset his nervous system,
so that he feels himself with much regret compelled to give up the
now very onerous duties of Honorary Secretary of the Entomological
Society, London.
Mr. H. Rowland-Brown, M.A., has succeeded hmi

—

—
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We

may note, in this connection, that all communicaas Secretary.
tions for the Society should be addressed to 41, Queen's Gate, South
Kensington, S.W. 7.
The Eeport of the Council of the Eay Society is to hand. The
President is Professor W. C. Mcintosh, M.D., L.L.D., D.Sc, etc.
There is an increase of membership for the year 1920, but to
adequately carry on the activities of the Society will need a considerably (oreater increase in subscriptions and income in the near future.
The Rt. Hon. Lord Rothschild, F.R.S., Avas elected a Vice-President,
and Mr. E. E. Green, F.E.S., a member of Council. The Hon.
Secretary is Dr. W. T. Caiman, D.Sc, F.L.S., F.Z.S., 1, Mount Park
Crescent, Ealing, London, W. 5.
The Publishers of the Genera Insectorom announce the issue of the
fascicule on the 'Vahdiiidae (Dip.).
We are pleased to announce that the Fellows of the Entomological
Society, London, can now obtain books and separata on loan as usual.
Although much still remains tc be done in the re-arrangement and
equipment of the Library, it is possible for the sub-librarian now to
find most of the items which have been applied for during the past few
months. Of course Fellows understand that the postage both waj^s is
paid by the borrower.

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society of London.
Election of Fellows.- -Messrs. A. M. Altson,
Addison Mansions, Blythe Road, West Kensington Hubert Mere-

October 6th, 1920.
26,

;

dydd Morris, M.Sc, Institute of Plant Pathology, Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden Sydney Douglas-Crompton, Villa Helvetia,
-J.
Costebelle, Hyeres, France
C. M. Gardner, Entomological Dept.,
Royal College of Science, S.W. 7 Bernard Sinclair Goodban, Braemar,
Belvedere Road, Upper Norwood, S.E. 19 Harry Hargreaves, Entomological Dept., Royal College of Science, S.W. 7 Charles McFarlane
Inglis, M.B.O.U., F.Z.S., Baghownie Factory, Laheria Sarai, Bihar,
India Douglas .Johnstone, Brooklands, Rayleigh, Essex; Capt. Arthur
Leslie Kent-Lemon, York and Lancaster Regt., c/o Postmaster, Khartoum, Sudan, and Blytheswood, Ascot, Berks Messrs. W. H. J. Prior,
Culham, Main Road, New Eltham, Kent Philip Bernard Richards,
Agricultural Dept., Kuala Lumpur, Federated Malay States, and 52,
Longridge Road, Earl's Court, S.W. 5; Lieut. J.
Seabrook,
H, Warwick Place, S.W.I
and Mr. John William Spencer, 5, Dogford
Road, Rayton, Oldham, Lanes., were elected Fellows of the Society.
The Society's New Quarters. The Treasurer gave an account of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

new quarters for the Society, saying
Queen's Gate was now almost certainly secured, the cost
the negociations for

that No. 41,
of the Free-

hold, re-decorating and furnishing would be about £9,000, towards
which a considerable sum in donations and loans had already been
promised.
He urged upon the Fellows the duty of supporting the
project.

—

Ornithoptera rubianu.s. Mr. A. Dicksee exhibited five
lilxHiBiTS.
males of O. nihianua from Ranonga, the westernmost of the Solomon
Islands, two specimens only being previously known.
He pointed out
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that no two specimens were, alike

they were taken in January and

;

February.

MeRMITHOGYNES of xlcANTHOMYOPS NIGER, AND AN EaRWIG WITH RUDIMENTARY Forceps. Mr. Donisthorpe exhibited a number of mermifcho-

—

gynes of Aranthounjojis [Donisthcvpea) nic/er, L., taken in a populous
nest of this ant situated under a large flat stone near a small stream
running into the sea at Mother Ivy's Bay, W. Cornwall, on July 7th.,
Also a number of the worms extracted from the gasters of the
1920.
One or two worms occurred in each ant. Mr. Donisthorpe
ants.
further exhibited a live specimen of the common Earwig {Forficula
auricnlaria) taken near Wellington College on September 13th last, the
forceps of which were practically absent, being represented by the
merest rudiments.
Heterocera and Diptera chiefj>y from N. Italy. Lieut. Ashby
exhibited a number of moths taken during the summers of 1918 and
1919 in the districts of Vicenza, Arquata Scrivia, and Turin also a
few from France, including Lifinivolor fiinmta from St. Martin Vesubie,
and from La Granja, Spain. He also exhibited a large number of
Diptera from the above Italian localities.
The full-grown Larva of Lycaena eiipheinus, Hb.," by T.
Paper.
A. Chapman, M.D., F.R.S., etc.

—

;

—

'•'

—

—

October 2Qth.
Election of Fellows. Dr. F. G. Rambousek,
Prague, Czeckoslovakia
Messrs. William F. Schlupp, B.Sc The
School of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Potchefstroom, Transvaal
George Harold Skaife, M.A., Agricultural College, Cedara, Natal,
S. Africa; and Robert Owen Wahl, B.A,, Groot-fontein School of
Agriculture, Middleburg, Cape Province, S. Africa, were elected
Fellows of the Society.
;

;

The New House.
statement as

to

.»

— The

Chairman, as Treasurer, made a further
the new house and mentioned that the cost of the

freehold was £6,250.
Exhibitions.
Aberration of Brenthis selene. Mr. E. E. Green
exhibited an interesting aberration of B. selene, taken at Camberley on
June 24th last. The aberrant characters are more conspicuous on the
The spot at the base of the forewing is missunderside of the wings.
ing, and the markings of the outer border are dift'used.
On the hindwing the ground-colour is silverj^ white, with a faint greenish tinge,
while the usual red markings are largely replaced by a suffusion of
black scaling.
The upper surface has the black pattern on the hindwing diffused, with the spots more or less confluent, those of the
median series being united to form a continuous transverse band.
Butterflies (Delias
Pierinae) migrating in evening from one
valley to another in Selangor, p. M.S., and back in morning, accompanied BY MOTH MIMICS (DySPHANIA (EuSCHEMa) GeOMETRINAe) AND THESE
again by THEIR MOTH MIMICS (PsAPHIS
ChALCOSIINAE
ZyGAENIDAE).
Prof. Pouiton exhibited the following Lepidoptera from Bukit Kutu, in
Selangor, close to the borders of Pahang, about 35 miles N.N.E. of
Kuala Lumpur a part of the collection made by Mr. A. R. Sanderson.
Delias ninas, Wall.
3 3'
Delias pyrawiis, Wall.
2 5" 1 $
Dysphania {Eiischeiiia) i/laucescens, \Na,\k. [regalis, Butl.).
1 cT 2 2
Dt/sphania (EtischeDia) niilitaris, L., f. selanyora, Swinh.
1 J

—

—

:

:

—

—

—

:

•

.

—
—

.

•
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Psaphis {Canerkes) camadeva, Dbl. [semiplena, Walk.
resH)iipte>\
Walk.).-1<?.
There could be no doubt that, as Mr. Sanderson states, all the
for the deep red of
species would resemble each other upon the wing
the Delias would then be the least conspicuous element in its pattern,
while the general distribution of the black and blue-grey on all wings
and yellow upon the hind, is similar in the Pierines and Geoiheters,
;

;

the resemblance being heightened durmg flight by the likeness between
In the male Chalcosiine
the patterns of upper and under surface.
mimic, however, the resemblance depends almost entirely upon the
under surface where alone is developed the essential feature contributed
by the yellow. The female Psaphis vaviadeca, with the yellow markings strongly developed on both surfaces, was very similar to Canerkes
scotais, Jord., and the larger species, ('. enscliemoides, Moore, all three
C. eusche)iwides, from Assam and
being close mimics of Dysphanias.
" India," resembled I), exciibitor, Moore, and the Indian form of D.

C. scotais, Jord., from Borneo D. subrepleta. Walk.
the
militaris, L.
female of P. camadeva in Malacca, Borneo, and probably in Java L>.
subrepleta, and in the Philippine Islands the allied D. plena, Walk.
The combination was typically Miillerian, Psapliis belonging to a
specially protected Family and Subfamily, Bysphania acting as a
model as well as a mimic, Delias being well-known as a model for
other Pierines, for Elymniines, Nymphalines and Chalcosiine moths
other than Psaphis.
The insects passed over from a deep valley about 5.30 p.m. to 6.45
p.m., sometimes two or three together at intervals of about one to two
minutes and occasionally appearing in a more or less continuous
Generally a maximum
straggling line for ten to twenty minutes.
number passed over in approximately an easterly direction about 6 p.m.
;

;

"

The phenomenon was repeated in the opposite direction in
8 a.m., the numbers being approximately

mornings, 6.30

—

the early
the same,

so far as I could judge."

The colour

—

of the

larva

of

Smerinthus ocellatus, on wild

Prof. Poulton said that during the past September he had had
GRAB.
the opportunity of confirming his early observation that the larva of
N. ocellatus, when feeding on the crab, gains a shade of green entirely
The
different from that produced by the ordmary cultivated apple.
latter, with their white undersided leaves produce larvas of a bluishgreen tint below, becoming very pale, almost dead white, but still very
while the crab leaves with
faintly tinged with bluish-green, above
green under surfaces produce bright yellowish-green larvte with a pale
It was the recognition of the difference
yellowish dorsal surface.
between ocellatus caterpillars on Siberian crab and other apple trees, in
his father's garden at Heading nearly fifty years ago which had first
directed his attention to the power of individual colour adjustment in
also inspired by the late Prof. Meldola's notes in
larvirB, and,
Weisman's " Studies in the Theory of Descent," had led him to
observe and experiment largely upon the species. {Trans. Ent. Sac.
1885, pp. 305-307; I'nn: Roy. Soc, Vol. xxxviii.,
Land., 1884, p. 35
;

;

1885, pp. 298-306; Vol.

xl.,

1886, pp. 135-173.)

—

.

—

—

—

—

Subscriptions for Vol. XXXIIi. (1 O shillings) should be sent t!>
Mr. Herber't E. Page, " Bentrose," Geiiatly Road, New Cross,
S>E. 14 [This subscription includes a^ll numbers published from
January 15th to December 15th, 1921.]
Non-receipt or errors in tiie sending of Subscribers' magazines should be
Mr. Herbert E. Page, " Bertrose," Gellatly Road, New Cross, S.E. 14
of Books and Insects for Sale, or Books wanted will be insei-ted iit a miniirmm
charge of '2s. 6i1. (for ifour lines). Tjonger Advertisements inproportioii. A. reduction made for a series.
notified to

ADVEnrisuMENTs

PavMoulars of Mr. Herbert B. Pago, " Bertrose," Gellatly Hoad, New Gross, S.E. 14
Siibscriliors who change their addresses nuist report the same to Mr. H. 15. Paor "Bertrose,"
Oellatly Itoad, Npw Cross, jondoii, P.E., otherwise their magazines will piolialily be delayed.
1

New

—

and

Cabinets
Apparatus. Note Finest make only, and be^t
mateiial only used.
12, 20, 30 and 40 drawer Cabinets in polished deal or
ihogany. Specifications
and prices on application.
Standard make Store Boxes, 10x8, 5/6; 13x9, 7/-; 14x10, 8/-; 16x11, 9/-;
postage 6d. extra.
Special price by taking 12 or niore of one size.
17.| x 12, 10/Insect and Egg Cases, Jointed Nets, Pins (Taylev's), Zinc Collecting Boxe.s, Setting
Boards, Killing Tins, etc., etc.
Write for complete lists of set specimens, apparatus, larvaa aiiil pupte.
LEONARD TATCHELL, Lepidopterist, 43, Spratt Hall Road, Wanstead, E.il.
:

m

;

Diiplicnti's.

varieties

and

— Varleyata

local forms.

Good

renew old series.
Hmhlevs field.

—

and other vai'ieties of Grossulariata.
Desiderat't.
Good
Spilosoma urticte, Advenaria, and other ordinary species to

Tortrices

and I'meae.

Geo.

T.

Porritt,

El.m.

l.ea,

Dali.on,

— Cratasgata, Sambucaria, condition immateiia.. Duplicates. —Dominula,
mendica, and numerous common species.
E. A. Cockayne, 65, We^thoariie Terrace. W.2.
Desiderata. — Foreign examples, local races, vars. and abs. from
paits of the
world of any butterflies included in the British
Setting immaterial
exact data
indispensable.
Liberal return made. —
G. Pether, " Tlwlmn,"
Willow Bridge
Poad, London, N. 1.
Duplicate.^. — ^Ethiope, Selene, T. rubi, Phlasas, Hectiis, Perla, Chi, Nictitans,
Desideratd

all

list.

rr.

;

4,

Boreata, Cambrica, Immanata, Olivata, Tristata, Dotata, Pedaria, Satyrata, Adsequata,
Mei^curella, Angustea, Dubitalis, Ambigualis, Decrepitalis, Kuehniella, Fusca, Margaritellus, Phryganella, Solandrinana, Sponsona, Rivulana, Urticana, Aurana, Dubitana,
Herbosana, Mjllerana, Octomaculana, Vaccinana, and Perlepidana. Desiderata.
Numerous, especially Tortricina. A. A. Dalglish, 7, Keir Street, Polloksliields, Glasgow,
Duplicates.
Aglaia, Adippe, *Io, T. quercus, Coridon vars., *Fuliginosa (Eeacling),
Tilise,
Menthastri, *Linariata, Aurantiaria, Leucophaearia vavs.
*B. quercus ?
Paniscus. Desiderata.
Pupse of Dictreoides
Imagines of typhon, palpina, camelina
(dark), Curtula, Pyra, and numerous others; Ova of Hispidaria.
Harold B. Williams,
112\\, Bensham Manor Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Change of Address. <S'. G. C. Russell, " Roedea7i,'^ The Avenue, Andover Junction.,
Hants.
Mr. Donisthorpe will still be gla^l to receive ants and Myrmecophiles from all parts
of the British Isles, and to name any such for anyone who is kind enough to send them to
him. He would however suggest that ants from any other parts of the world be sent to
bis colleague, Mr. W. C. Crawley, 29, Holland Park Road, W. 14.
Mr. Crawley is
specialising on the ants of the world, and it is a matter for congratulation that we should
possess an Eutomologif.t in this country whose whole attention should be concentrated on
•

—

—
,

—

;

—

this

branch of Entomology.

~~~

~~

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Entomological Society of London. —
Princes Gate, South
41,

iS

May

p.m.

Kensington, S.W.7,

4th.

South London Entomological and Natural History Society, Hibernia
Chambers, London Bridge. Second and Fourth Thursdays in the ixonth, at 7 p.m.
Hon. Sec, Stanley Edwards, 15, St. German's Place, Blaekheath, S.E. 3.
The London Natural History Society (the amalgamation of the City of London
liinlomological and Natural History Society and the North London Natural History
Society) now meets in Hall 40, Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.C. 2, first and
third Tuesdays in the month, at 6.30 p.m.
(No Meetings in July or August.) Visitors
welcomed. Hon. Sec, W. E. Glegg, 44, Belfast Eoad, N. 16.
Tlie

MS. and

and all proofs returned to Hy. J. Turner,
Cross, London, S.E. 14
We must earnestly request our correspondents not to send us couimunicatious idknticai,
with those they are sending to other magazines.
liislR of Duplicates and Dj'.siderata should be sent direct to Mr. H. E. Page,
Burtrose, Gellatly Eoad, New Cross, S.E. 14
All

98, Drakefell

editorial nuitter should be sent

Eoad,

New

—

—
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OVA, LARNVE,
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H.
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Full

Lepidoptera in the British Isles

W. HEAD,

BUIRNXSTON,
List of Oro, Larvae,

Nr.

and Pupae,

Britisli
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#ntoinoloau^t.
Sey^RSOROUGH.
also Lepidoptera, Apparatus, Cahhietn

sent oji apjilication.

etc.,

Many Rare

-

Species and Good Varieties for Sale.

JM[:iPO:EiTANT
TO ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES and MUSEUMS.
BACK VOLUMES OF

The Entomologist's Record
and Journal of Variation.
(Vols.

CONTENTS OF

Vol.

I-XXXII.)

{Most hnportant only mentioned.)

I.

— Variation of Smerinthus
3 coloured plates
and aurelia — The Doubleday collection
Parthenogenesis— Paper on Tut;)!iocawijjfrf«e— Phylloxera— Practical Hints (many)
Parallel Variation in Coleoptera— Origin of Argynnis paphia var. valesina — Work for the
Winter— Temperature and Variation — Synonymic notes — Eetrospect of a Lepidopterist
for 1890— Lifehistories of Agrotis 2^yyopldla, Epvnda lichenea, Heliophohvs hisindus—
Captures at light— Aberdeenshire notes,
360 pp.
CONTENTS OF VOL. II.
Melanism and MuLANOCHr^oisM —Bibliography — Notes on Collecting — Articles on
Variatiok (rnany) — How to breed Agrotis liaiigeia, Sesia spliegiformis, Taeniocampa opima
— Collecting on the Norfolk Broads — Wing development — Hybridising Aniphidasys
jyrodromaria and A. betiilaria — Melanism and Temperature^Differentiation of Dianthmcias — Disuse of wings — Fauna of Dulwich, Sidmouth, S. London — Generic nomenclature and the Acronyctidac — A fortnight at Kannoch — Heredity in Lepidoptera — Notes
on Genus Zyg^na {Anthrocero)-— Hybrids — Hymenoptera — Lifehistory of Gonophora
G'ETS.vs

Acronycta and

its allies.

tiliae,

Differentiation of Melituea atlialia, parthenie,

etc., etc.,

denisa,

etc., etc.,

312 pp.

To

be obtained from

to

Mr. H. E. PAGE, "Bertrose," Gellatly Road, New
whom Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable.

LEPIDOPTERA

LIST

Cross, London, S.E. 14

OF LOTS

No. X.
published, very moderate prices quoted

in Shillings, contains
Special offer in rarities,
62 Exotic Lep. lots.
books, used cabinets, utensils, complete collections of Lepidoptera, Coleoptera and other injects.
List gratis on demand.
Jus!,

50

Palit'iuctic

Dr. 0.

Lep.

lots

;

STAUDINGER &

A.

BANG=HAAS, Dresden =Blasewitz.

:

.

Subscriptions
XXXIII.
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CDc
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"type" specimens

of the
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B. C. S. Warren, F.E.S

Collecting Notes
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91

— Gavarnie Notes,
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95
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— " The Lepidoptera of the Congo," by W. Holland,
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Review
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TEN SHILLINGS.
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PAGE,
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Communications have been received or have been promised from Rev. G. Wheeler,
J. Turner, H. Donisthorpe, Dr. Verity, Capt. Burr, G. T. Bethune-Baker,
J. H. Durraut, Orazio Querci, Alfred 0. Hedges, G. B. C. Leman, with
Reporty of Societies and Reviews.
Messrs. Hy.

E. B. Ashby,
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WATKINS & DONGASTER,
Naturalists and Mamifactnrers of Entomological Apparatus and Cabinets.
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An Essay on
Zygaena

the Systematic Study of Variation in the Races of
filipendulae, L, and of its subspecies stoechadis, Brkh.

By

EOGEE VEBITY,

M.D.

The literature dealing with this species is chaotic to a point, which
This is evidently due to the extent
equalled by few other instances.
of individual variation in some of its southern races, to its geographical
variations, and also to its resemblance in some regions to Z.
I have again quite lately received from well known and
tramalpina.
clever entomologists series in which the two species were mixed up
together under one name, showing it needs practice to separate
them, although to a trained eye the position of the spots on the forewing, which I have described dealing with Z. tramalpina {Ent. Eec,
xxxii., p. 29), seems such an easy and sure differential character that
no others are required. No wonder that ancient authors should have
Until the beginning of this
got so hopelessly mixed in this genus
century collections were made up of striking individual variations
those which had been named were eagerly sought for and one or two
specimens were thought quite sufficient to represent them and to constitute a " complete collection " intermediate specimens were generally
discarded; labels were by many avoided, so as not to spoil the effect
when a record of localities was kept, such indications
of the cabinet
as " England," " Italy," " the Alps " were considered quite sufficient,
and dealers carefully avoided revealing the source of their specimens.
With such a material to work on it is easy to understand that a genus
like Zi/gaena, in which individual differences are in some cases much
more striking than specific ones, could not be unravelled. As late as
1899, and in an author such as Tutt, we still find the greatest
uncertainty as to the limits of species and, to the present day,
Staudinger, Seitz, Dziurzynski and others have maintained a number
of them, which certainly do not exist, although the two latter writers
have much reduced them, as compared with the first, in connection
with the Eastern regions. Lack of material to work upon and of field
observations is evident in their writings
races, individual forms and
aberrations are treated on the same footing
localities are quoted
without making any distinction between those where a form constitutes
the majority of individuals and characterises the race and those where
it only occurs as an extreme variation.
M. Charles Oberthiir was the
man who really cast new light on the subject in his Etudes de Lepidopteroloiiie CoiiiparSe, vol. iv. (1910).
He first of all collected an
adequate material (18,000 specimens of Zijgaena) and he then compared large series from all sorts of localities, effectively outlining a
picture of their individual and geographical variations.
Bj^ a critical
study of original descriptions and figures he then endeavoured to disentangle the perplexities of the literature on this genus and to establish
The object of this paper is to
the names of the different races.
summarise his conclusions and to try and carry his method a little
further, suggesting one or two alterations in nomenclature in accordance
with the rule of priority, and describing other races, which I have had
an occasion to examine. I have been fortunate enough to be able to
avail myself of the thorough " field experience " and knowledge
acquired by Signor Orazio Querci in forty years' collecting on a large
scale in Central Italy and of the fine series of specimens with which he
May 15th, 1921.
is

!

;

;

;

;
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my

has enriched

Italy

collection.

is

certainly the richest country in

Zygaena and a contribution of this sort has enlightened many obscure
points and revealed unsuspected errors of the past.
The first remark I must make about the species we are here
dealing with

is,

that

it

is

quite surprising

how

hitherto filipendulae

and stoecJiaclis should have been kept separated into two distinct species.
There are for this absolutely no positive reasons, and indications to the
One seeks- in vain for
contrary are instead numerous and conclusive.
All
a character by which to constantly distinguish these two insects.
their different features suffer notable exceptions and combine mixedly
As a rule the characteristics of fitoechadis
in certain cases.
as compared with filiiiendulae are, its larger size, more robust
structure and tendency of the dark scaling of the wings to spread
more extensively thus, the body and antennae are thicker, the wings
broader and more rounded the sixth red spot of foreAving may be
obliterated either above alone or on both surfaces, the hindwings
constantly have a broader dark marginal band with its internal outline
more waved, and this dark scaling can get so extensive as to cover the
finally, the red sufi'usion connecting the spots on the
entire wing
underside of the forewings has a much lesser extent and may often be
Concerning the habitats oi Jilipendidae and
entirely absent.
stoecliadis it must be noticed that they always exclude each other, the
first ranging from the Arctic regions to the southern portion of
:

;

;

Central Europe, the second replacing it entirely in Southern Europe.
These two areas, however, are separated from each other by a broad
belt of ground which extends from the Pyrenees to the south of France
generally and to the basin of the Po (with its northern boundary on
the watershed of the Alps and its southern one on that of the
Apennines), and which thence stretches across the Balkan Peninsula
In this belt Ave find both filipendulae and stocchadis,
to the Black Sea.
and we find races which exhibit the mixture of characters mentioned
above (these I will describe more at length when dealing with difi'erent
(a) Pure filipendulae are found in the Pyrenees and in the
races)
Alps at high altitudes, chiefly under the form of races manni and
paulula pure stoecliadis is found in S.E. France (race major) and in
:

;

and stoechadis). (b) A race of filipendulae
transitional to stoechadis is known from the
Bouches-du-Pihone (race anceps) and races of stow/(«(//.s exhibiting some
(c) A
filipendulae characteristics are found in some Alpine localities,
Piedmont

(races medicai/inis

exhibiting

characters

race in which pure filipendulae and pure stoecliadis occur commonly
together as extreme variations and in which the majority of
individuals constitute a gradual transition from one to the other, has
been discovered in the Modenese Apennines. Finally I can add that
the Sicilian race siciliensis of stocchadis resembles filipendulae constantly to a degree, which might induce one at first sight to consider
it

one

of its races,

and

it

Aveaklings, indistinguishable

of

the

latter.

now and then individuals, amongst
from the most robust and gaudy races

produces

its

This need not surprise

us,

because also the

race

Vrty., of Z. loniceiae, Schev., and the Sicilian races of
several llhopalocera show a decided resemblance to those of Central
Europe and are more similar to them than they are to the races of
Central Italy, but this very fact seems a conclusive proof that
trinacria,

filipendulae

and stoechadis are only two groups

of races of

one species
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I
other words, two sub-species, as compared with each other.
think the above evidences are more than enough to show that real
transition exists between them. This brings me to speak of a
phenomenon, which is more frequent in the genus Zi/i/aena than in
most other genera, and which constitutes one of the chief difficulties
one meets in dealing with them. My experience in the matter has
evidently been shared by two of the cleverest Lepidopterists, Tutt and
Oberthiir. " I do not doubt that the rest have gone through it, but, as
their writings consist in catalogues with short formal descriptions,
they have carefully avoided acquainting us with their difficulties by
not giving any explanation and justification of many doubtful general
conclusionfi.
Individual variation is, as a rule, very extensive in the
Zygaena, and in some species and races particularlj'-, it produces
differences of aspect far greater than are several of the specific ones
compared with each other
in nearly all the species, however,
characteristic and individual variation follow most definite plans and
The result of this is that
are quite similar throughout the genus.
several species resemble each other very much, races and individuals
being produced which resemble kindred species more than they do the
When two
other more usual races and individuals of their own.
species of this sort are found in the same locality and one sets to work
to separate a series of specimens, part of them are easily grouped into
two sets, but the remainder, to all appearance, constitute a continuous
series of transitions from one to the other, in which no break is
discernible.
These apparent transitions were in the past
explained in a wholesale fashion by the very convenient " hybrid
theory," and entomologists, at this, set their minds at ease about them.
With the increase of knowledge this theory has steadily, been losing
ground, and I think I can now safely state, that it only survives in
the minds of those who are not sufficiently acquainted with this genus.
No one has certainly ever collected as many Zytjaena as Querci in his
forty years' experience in Italy, and yet neither he nor I in tens of
thousands of specimens examined have ever been able to detect one of
these precious monsters, in spite of the fact that pairing between
different species was several times observed in nature both by him and
by myself. The counterpart of this negative evidence is to be found
in the fact that specimens, identical with the most tempting ones
collected, where two species occurred together, were also found as
extreme variations in series collected in localities, where only one of
the two existed.
These examples have been chiefly afforded by
filijyendulae and lonicerae, which have proved treacherous even to the
most experienced. In 1899 we still find Tutt utterly bewildered in
His chapter on the
his attempt to make out the Zygaena species.
" Anthrocerid species " at the end of vol. I. of the Brit. Lepid. is most
or, in

;

and instructive, for it shows what difficulties one meets
with when one tries to see one's way through " this unwdeldy
genus," as he puts it, even if one resorts, with the greatest
accuracy, to a study of the early stages and of the structure
of each insect.
Tutt's brain-power w^as wonderful in the most
minute systematic analysis and in patiently collecting and classifying every possible information upon a subject, but it evidently
exhausted itself in this particular direction he rarely drew^ enlightening
conclusions from his long labour that evidently is W'hy he failed here,
interesting

;

;
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when he

strove to clear

S

up the number

RECORD.
of British species

and

their

although he probably was the first to investigate them in all
the genus Zygaena affords
their stages as thoroughly as he has done
an unlimited field for analysis, but synthesis is the bard nut to crack.
His stumbling-blocks in the particular case of filipenchdae and
lonicerae-trifolii were the five-spotted form of the south in the former,
in which he saw a transition to the latter, and the British insect which
he called hi}ypocrepidis, Stephens, and which Rebel rightly renamed
tutti, because that name had been created by Hiibner for quite another
Tutt makes a separate species of it, mentions it in the
Zygaena.
description of fili.pendulae as a race (p. 509), places it at the end of this
species, and then at p. 544 actually says " we have been unable, on the
strength of our field observations, to come to any other conclusion than
that A. hippocrepidis is a near ally, if not direct offshoot of A. trifolii."
The
He was evidently in a very unsettled state of mind about it
reasons he gives for his last conclusion are so excellent that I think
They correspond to the
they leave little doubt as to its correctness.
fact repeatedly observed by Oberthiir and others in N. France that
This is in no
trifoUi and palustris, Obfch., produce a six-spotted form.
The Zygaena nearly all vary so much and in so
way surprising.
similar a manner that it would have been more surprising never to find
six spots in such a near ally of Jilipendidae as the lonicerae-trifolii
We now know that also Z. angelicae, 0., produces quite
group.
commonly a six-spotted form, which hitherto would have been ascribed
it has been described by Burgeff in Mitt. d. Mi'mchener
to ftlipendidae
Ent. Ges., 1913, and named by him rhatisbonensis [I.e., 1914, p. 66.).
I can furthermore add
I possess it from Regensburg and Bucharest.
that I have received a series of specimens evidently referable to the
Zygaena from Bilbao, which Oberthiir has called seeholdi (1910) and
which probably is also partly r}ihra, Dziurzynski (1908), and that lam
perfectly convinced it is not a race of stoechadis, as hitherto supposed,
but a lonicerae, producing frequently a six-spotted form especially in
I have acquired this certainty not only from the look
the female sex.
of these insects, but also from the fact that a year later, no less than
one hundred specimens were reared from larvse obtained from the same
locality, if not exactly the same spot, as the series mentioned (Oviedo
in the Asturias) and not one exhibited any trace of a sixth spot on
I might also add that some of these individuals have
either surface.

limits,

;

!

:

It thus became quite obvious to
quite the build and aspect of trifolii.
me that seeholdi is a Spanish lonicerae and that it may produce a
variable number of six-spotted individuals, according to localities and
years, just as form tutti appears in numbers or entirely vanishes
amongst the trifolii of the N. of France and England. I will deal with
seeholdi more at length in a paper on lonicerae and also point out that
there exists in Calabria a race quite intermediate between it and the
race vivax, Vrty., of Central Italy it has been called silana by Burgeff
and herthae by Stauder. Another race, which puzzled Oberthiir considerably and which he calls " extremely enigmatic," is that of the
Bouches-du-Rhone and the Var he expressed it by calling it a7iceps
he states he felt very ill at ease about it because it consisted in a
perfect mixture of lonicerae, trifolii and lllipendidae, which could in no
way be discerned from those of many other localities .of distant
Provence, and in a larger number of transitional individuals, so that
;

;

;
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This phenomenon seemed
I begged M. G.

so wonderful that I very much wished to see it
Foulquier to collect a large series of specimens for

same

L.

them

;

me

in exactly the

I could for

some time

make nothing more than

the latter of them, but as I made progress in
puzzling out the difficulties in my Italian series, the truth dawned on
me also concerning anceps. Another difficulty, which, as he recounts
at length at pages 549 and 550, troubled Oberthiir very much, was
that of a series collected by himself and his brother at Cauterets: here
49 specimens were most typical lo)iicerae, 75 "could well be tilipendnlae,"
but 15 others could in no way be grouped either with the former or
the latter, being perfectly transitional.
This is exactly the experience
which I went through in attempting to classify my Italian Zyijaena,
I had in several localities of Tuscany (Abetone, Piteglio, Covigliaio,
Mount Senario) collected stoediadis and lonicerae together, the second
beginning to emerge when the mass of the first was on the wing. I
had invariably found a small number of specimens, which it seemed
absurd to separate from the lonicerae, as they resembled it in every
respect, but which exhibited on the other hand some slight trace
(sometimes scarcely perceptible, but still unmistakeably there) of a
stoediadis characteristic, such as four or five red scales on the underside
of the forewing in the place of the sixth spot.
These extreme individuals were connected to stoechadis by a gradual series of intermediate
forms, rapidly getting more numerous as they approached the more
usual aspects of this insect.
For some time I could not see how, with
such facts before me, it was possible to deny that there existed two
divergent series of forms, culminating in two species, but still not
so sterile between each other as to hinder the production of offspring
from cross-pairing.
In short it seemed as if we had before our very
eyes an example of the origin of species.
That was more or less the
conclusion reached by Oberthiir and he had to admit it, notwithstanding the greatest reluctance and although, to use his words, " his
spirit revolted at the idea."
Being a convinced evolutionist, I was far from having these
scruples, but, still I quite saw that several points in that explanation
were open to criticism. It was difficult to imagine, for instance, how
two groups of individuals, which interbred so often as to constantly
produce intermediate forms, could keep distinct. Querci too, on the
strength of his field-experience, maintained that lonicerae and
filipendulae must be two perfectly distinct species.
We determined
to clear up this mystery and during the last few years we collected
large series of specimens in every possible locality.
It was only a few
weeks ago, however, that the explanation made itself clear, when I was
struck by the fact that a few individuals of the most extreme
variations of stoechadis, especially in the female sex, from localities
where lonicerae never occurs, were so exactly similar to the latter that
it was in some cases impossible to distinguish them from it, and in
others it required consideration to do so.
It then became obvious that
forms apparently transitional to lonicerae, in localities where the two
species fly together, are in reality only transitions to these extreme
individual variations of stoechadis, which one would unhesitatingly

have classified amongst the- real lonicerae and which
consequence loniceraeform is {Bull. Soc. Entom. Ital.,

I

have named in
74 (Dec.

xlvii., p.
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In Central Italy the line between the species must
1915).
always be drawn amongst the individuals of this description, because
race vivax, Vrty., of lonicerae has particularly limited red spots and
would never produce six-spotted individuals. In Spain the distinction
may be expected to be more difficult, because it has to deal also with
the six-spotted forms.
To s ep ar at e Zo»?'c6?'rtf/'orHr/s from lonicerae
Querci and I have searched
is already anything but an easy task.
in vain for a constant character to go upon
exceptions always occur.
On the other hand, there are several tolerably good ones, and when
two or three distinctly point in the same direction, one feels pretty
In loniceraeformis the dark scaling is of a
sure of one's conclusion.
16ch,

;

and more glossy the red scaling is
more warm and carmine, and when the specimen is held up against
brighter indigo (less blackish)

;

the light, this colour, in very fresh ones, does not turn as pink as do
the more translucent spots of lonicerae the dark marginal band of the
hindwings has its internal limit more waved and less sharply defined
because it tends to shade off in sparse scaling, especially towards the
apex and between nervures C.^ and k.^. The best distinctive
characters are found, however, on the underside of the forewing
in
form loniceraeformis the sixth spot is, of course, absent also on this
surface, but very often a few red scales remain, which may escape
notice at first
when they are detected on closer inspection they are
the presenee of red scales along the hind cubital nervure
conclusive
of the cell may also be considered conclusive in specimens from
Central Italy, because, where vixax is found alone, it never exhibits
them, as do on the other hand, especially in the female, ra,G&silana, seeboldi
and most others finally the two basal spots are reinarkably broader and
longer, so that the distance between them and the median spots
in this case too the difference
strikes one as nmch less than in vivax
does not exist or is much reduced in other races of lonicerae, because in
vivax the red scaling of the forewing is much more reduced generally
than in any other race, evidently owing to its being the variation of
lonicerae, which corresponds to the very dark stoechadis races of
Central Italy.
On the ground of the differential characters just mentioned, Querci
and I nearly always succeed, after a little mutual criticism, in
separating specimens to the full satisfaction of both, but a few, out of
hundreds examined every year, have actually baffled every attempt to
reach a conclusion.
These belong to a form which hitherto would
have been placed amongst the lonicerae with the greatest confidence,
together with many others which we now are sure belong to stoechadis.
Far too great importance used to be given to the presence of six or
five spots as specific characters distinguishing lilipendulae from the
lonicerae -trifolii
only in the most obvious stoechadis was it conceded
This has been the cause of so many
that five spots could be found.
hybrids and transitions having been thought to exist, when facts did
not fit the false starting point.
No one seems to have realised that if
so many were met with by collectors, millions must have been
produced, and that if they were not all sterile, it was absurd to
maintain, as has been done, that /ili/iendtdae, stoechadis, lonicerae and
Burgeff states {I.e., 1914, p. 61) that he
trifolii were four species.
obtained perfectly fertile offspring from a Bavarian wi&Xe oi filipeiididae
and a female .s(«<?c/i(:/r//.s from Genoa; why he calls them "hybrids,"
;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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havan'ca, one does not quite understand
his experiment
the very proof that those insects belonged to one only species.
I
think we can now come to a conclusion which will clear up many of
the mysteries of the past and which will even satisfy Oberfchur's
creationist's convictions
different species can produce iwUvidiiah, to all
external appearance, exactly similar to each other.
Experts of the
various genera will, of course, reduce specimens of this sort to an
extremely small percentage, bat the principle seems a sound one to
start from
admittance of one's incapacity is a good step towards real
knowledge.
A few years ago such a conclusion might have seemed a
wild hypothesis, but the study of the t/enitalia, especially in the
Hesperia, has proved that specific difference can exist withoat revealing
itself by external features in all the individuals.
It may be disheartening, but if we give up the practice of naming single specimens
and we base our judgment on series of them collected together,
hopeless cases will be limited to a very small number of individuals
from localities where two allied species fly together the vast majority
are, of course, recognisable.
Starting from this point of view Oberthilr need not conclude, as he
does at pages 524, 549 and 550, that "at Vernet-les-Bains every grade
of transition exists, in the most insensible and incontestable way,
between dnbia and lonicerae and at Cauterets between lonicerae and
Judging from the experience I have gone through with
filipendnlae.'"
the Italian races, I think he will end by finding, like myself, that the
line can be drawn between the species or perhaps that one or two
specimens of his series will remain doubtful to the naturalist's eye,
although there is little doul^t that their offspring, had they reproduced,
would have belonged distinctly to one or the other species, just as much
as that of any of the most distinct specimens of the series.
As to ancep^, of which I have a series before me, the case is quite
different: both Qaerci and I have perfectly satisfied ourselves that it
contains no lonicerae and no trifolii and that it is filipendnlae, which
varies to an extent very unusual in this subspecies and produces
frequently some lovely lonicerae form is individuals and others which
might be called trifoliiforinis on account of their shorter, broader wings
This
and antennae with a more stunted point beyond the club.
frequency of five-spotted individuals seems very natural, considering
the proximity of the locality of anceps to the region where filipendidae
is replaced by most highly characterised stoechadis.
By these general observations on filipendnlae and its near ally
lonicerae I hope I have taken one step towards showing that the
Zygaena are not as abnormal, compared to other genera, as they had
till now appeared.
In papers on other species I will try and clear up
more problems about them, and in a general paper on the genus I will
try to show what an inspiring one it is, when tlieir variations are compared, and how useful it is to make out the few simple lines they
follow, because it enlightens one on the more complex phenomena
I will now try and summarise the
found in other Lepidoptera.
geographical variations of filipendidae.
Before doing this I must however explain the method I suggest
;

is

:

;

;

.

-

designate the gradations of geographical
variation. We are beginning to have quite a tolerably good
knowledge of the various aspects, that many species acquire in the
adopting to
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and in fact one may say that most
work done by Lepidopterists in the last few years has consisted
in a more and more minute and exact analysis from this point of
Hitherto the most striking local variations have been noticed
view.
In several species however this part of the task has
and described.
been accomplished or is nearly coming to an end. It is now a question

whole

of their area of distribution,

of the

of gradually establishing their distribution.

In endeavouring to do sa

we

are usually confronted by the fact that they blend together in areas
intermediate between the regions, where the most striking races had
been observed. To complete our mental picture of the variations of a

must be taken into account and a way of
recording them and memorising them must be adopted, or observations
about them will be entirely lost. I know this is a sore point for many,,
but my own experience in more than one branch of science convinces
me always more and more that names, and nothing but names, can
fix a phenomenon in our brains and hold it in readiness there for
On the othei' hand it is perfectly true that an infinity of
future use.
fancy names must not be created or they will be more a hindrance
than a help they should be as expressive as possible and convey conI have already
nections and similarity as well as differentiation.
shown in other papers, when dealing with several Rhopalocera and
Zyaaena, that in most cases geographical variation is due to quantitative
rather than to qualitative differences, and that the races we perceive
chiefly consist in the progressive grades of one or more lines of
variation, one of which is primary, in the latter case, and the others
When we have to deal with a race intermediate
collateral branches.
between two already described and named I think the following policy
If the great majority of individuals are found
will be found practical
to belong to intermediate forms and only a few extreme ones, not exceeding a quarter of the total number, are similar to the named races,
there should be no hesitation in giving a new name to the series in
We thus
question, because we can regard it as a distinct grade.
complete a series of grades, all, on the whole, quite distinct from each
other
they will be numerous when individual variation is usually
small in each locality as compared with the extreme variations of the
they will be few in species which in most localities produce
species
many individual forms ranging broadly in the specific variability.
When these distinct grades have been established as a base, cases of
intermediate-looking series are reduced to the following
(«) Individual variation is unusually broad and numerous examples are
Series of this sort I
observed identical with two or more known races.
should designate by a compound name, joining the names of Ihe latter
with a hyphen, (h) The series can on the whole be referred to one of
the named grades {A), but many individuals exhibit distinct signs of
variation towards the next grade {B). I should then use the designation
In other localities race B trans, ad A is sure to
of race A truna. ad B.
be found and thus our nomenclature will cover all the shades of
The following examples of fHipendnlae afford good
variation.
species these shadings

;

:

;

;

:

—

illustrations.

Oriental sub-species or species

allied to /di/iendidae:
do not profess to know the oriental Zyi/ai'nae and I will risk no rash
judgment on figures, descriptions, or a few specimens. I thus leave
aside the interesting ledereri, Stdgr. and Rebel, which Seitz says is

—

I
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meliloti, Esp., as well as gurda^
Led., and ramburi, Led., which German writers consider the eastern
races oirilii'endnlae, whilst Oberthiir maintains their specific distinction.
As to rosa, Obth., I must say it looks uncommonly like
standing to filipendidae as f/rasUni stands to rhadamanthus, Esp., and
would in this case complete admirably the usual gradation from races
nearly entirely red or pink to those nearly entirely dark-scaled found

connected both with filipendulae and

in stoechadis.

Sub-species or group of races

filipendulae,

L.

:

— The

races of this group constitute a series, which gradually leads up from
the thinly scaled and poorly coloured ones of very cold and damp
localities to the gaudy ones produced under more favourable conditions.
Eace mannii, Herr.-Schiiff. This name is generally used to
designate all the small, frail, thinly scaled, dully coloured specimens
In a broad sense this is quite right,
of the higher Alpine regions.
but on examining my series from several localities of the Alps and of
the Pyrenees, I observe that in some the antennae and the wings are

—

and appear thicker and broader, respectively, than is
usual in this species, whereas in others, on the contrary, very slender
antennae and long, narrow and pointed wings exist. Now, in the
original description of iitannii it is distinctly stated to be distinguished
" by its much shorter, less pointed antennae and somewhat blunter
Strictly speaking, the name should, in consequence, be
forewings."
I must also note that spot 6 is
restricted to the first form mentioned.
described particularly as " large," whilst in the narrow-winged form
I conclude these two Alpine
that spot is as a rule reduced in extent.
forms should be distinguished from each other, and I propose the
name of paidnla for the second.
Race paulula, mihi, we shall thus have when the latter predominates in a locality. My " types" are from the Stelvio Pass.
Eace arctica, Schneider, is from the extreme north of Europe
" types " from Groto (68° N. lat.).
It may be similar to panlida, but
evidently Schneider was right in observing that, to his surprise, it did
not correspond in the least to the description of the Alpine mannii
Schneider',
I am not acquainted with it
given by Herr.-Schaffer.
however, makes it clear in his description that " on the average it is
smaller, more slenderly built, the forewings more blue than in A.
filipendulae, and the red spots smaller," and that the hindwings are
" rather narrower than in the type form."
What is required is a
comparison with the slender form of the Alps, which it seems to
resemble more than it does tuannii.
Eace fiiipenduiae, L. The Scandinavian race is the nymotypical
one, because Linneus quotes his Fauna Suecica at the end of his
original description of 1758.
Unfortunately I have not been able as
I suppose it is on the whole
yet to see specimens from this region
similar to the British race, and that, like the latter, it varies considerably, both geographically and individually, ranging from form arctica
Oberthiir
to a form more similar to the ones of the Continent.
informs me that on the coast of Northern France a race is found quite
similar to the English one and he kindly has sent me specimens of it
from Cancale (Ille-et-Vilaine). This, I presume, is more or less,
nymotypical tilipendnlae. It may be described as exactly intermediate
between the races described above and those of Central Europe, which
distinctly shorter

;

;

—

;
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am about to deal with. The body is covered with long, thick hair to
the same extent as in the former and as described by Linneus in
Fauna Suecica the dark scaling is usually more indigo in hue and not
the red
as glossy as is usually the case in the races described below
is not of so clear and bright a carmine, and on the underside of the
forewings it does not form as thick and uniform a red patch, so that
the shiny surface of the chitin is seen more, through the thinner
scaling.
The Cancale examples are even larger than the average
filipendulae, but others I have from the Isle of Wight are smaller.
A race quite similar to the one just described, so that it can quite
well be called nymotypical of nlipendnlae too, is that which is found in
most Alpine localities and which constitutes a transition from the
extreme niamiii and paidida of the highest altitudes to the races of the
lowest and warmest valleys, where pnlchrior is found N. of the waterI

;

;

shed and uiicroclisenheimeri or ochsenheiineri are S. of
variations, observable on
•different regions,

comparing

it,

in Italy.

series of this race filipendidae

Local

from

can be designated as trans, ad arctica, or niannii, or

pauliila, or jiidrhrior.
It is quite surprising that no writer
Race pulchrior, mihi.
should as yet have noticed the sharp difference between the northern
filipendulae and the race, which is generally distributed in Central
Europe, especially in the lowlands. Its characteristics are the absence
of a frontal tuft, its thorax and abdomen devoid of hair and covered
with scaling as glossy as those on the wing, the brilliant gloss of the
dark scaling of the latter, the somewhat clearer, more vivid and warmer
tone of red, the denser scaling, particularly noticeable on the underside
Specimens collected by C. Hofer in the neighbourof the forewings.
hood of Vienna (Kiosterneuburg), in July, are good representatives of
this grade in the variation of filipendulae and I select them as "types."
Many entomologists have been struck by the notable variation in the

The typical size may be said to be 30-31mm. in
In some localities 29 and 30 is the
the male and 34-36 in the female.
prevalent size and these specimens look a great deal smaller than this
size of this insect.

I have some
In many cases one
from the Gumpoldskirche (a hill near Vienna).
might well talk of a subrace paupercula, mihi. In mountains series
of specimens are to be collected which can be described as trans, ad
filipendulae and the same forms are prevalent towards the north,
although marked differences occur in localities even not far from each
Towards the south, on the contrary, as might have been
other.

difference seems to show, because of their frail build.

expected, races describable as trans. a,dpidcJierriiua make an appearance
and these then gradually merge with stoecfiadis, completing the series.
Oberthiir has already noted {I.e.,
Race pulcherrima, mihi.
p. 500) that the most brilliant French race of filipendidae is that of
Dompierre-sur-Mer (Charente-Inferieure), in the S.W. of France. I
have a large series from this locality, collected by P. Boule in the first
half of June and I think no other race of subspecies filipendulae could
be larger and more dazzling in colouring, so that I choose it as typical
Males vary from 81 to 35mm.,
of the last grade, before .sfoec/irtd/.s.
females from 36 to 40mm., in expanse. The red spots are always very
large, often confluent in pairs and even the usually extremely rare
aberration in which they are all united by a broad band along the
The
cubital nervure (ab. conftuem, Obth.) is comparatively frequent.
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race of subspecies lilipendnlae of the Po Valley in northern Italy is very
similar to pulcherriuia and the red scaling is even more extensive.
I
have some beautiful coufiaens collected at Palazzolo suH'Oglio by
Perlini. The exceptional individuals of race siciliensis, Vrty., mentioned
above, also belong to pulcherriuia.
(To be continued.)

On

the occurrence of so called " type " specimens of the
? P. napi in Alpine regions.

By

B. C. S.

WAKREN,

F.E.S.

So much has been published on this interesting species that it is
with some diffidence I write this paper but on more than one occasion
there have been references in the Entomologist's Record to the capture
;

specimens of P. napi in Alpine regions, in company with the
As these records passed without comment, either from
the Editorial Staff or the readers of the magazine, it appears that one
of the most interesting forms of butterfly life in the Alps has been
of typical

var. hrijoniae.

passed over as a common species of the lowlands, owing to a superficial
resemblance between the two forms.
Mr. C. B. Williams, in some notes on Lepidoptera in the Val
Pormazza, writes, " the two varieties {napi and bryoniae) here exist
side by side and probably intercross.
Prof. W. Bateson, who collected
at this same locality in 1895 and 1897, caught females of the type form
along with var. bryoniae."
(Knt. Rec, vol. xxviii., p. 6.)
Mr. D. H. Pearson in a note on butterflies taken by him at Binn
{Ent. Rec, vol. xxi., p. 264) says, " P. napi var. bryoniae were also
common, and flying with them were a few of the lowland form,"
That these white 5 s are type napi from the lowlands, which have
ascended in these localities to the Alpine regions and managed to
establish themselves there, appears to be the accepted idea.
In point
of fact, however, I think there can be no doubt they are nothing of the
sort, but the extreme development of a^beautiful line of variation of
the var. bryoniae.
I had the good fortune to take a few of these
lovely and variable aberrations, a few summers ago
and was able to
study their distribution and characteristics, and so became aware of
what I believe to be their true origin.
In the neighbourhood of
Kandersteg, from the beginning of May to July 20th, 1918, bryoniae
was one of the most abundant and widely distributed butterflies in the
district.
It was to be seen in dozens in the Ueschinen Tal from 4,000 to
aboirt 6,500 ft.
on the Gemmi Pass as far up as, and some way
beyond, Winteregg in the open fields in the Stockenwald
and in a
variety of other localities.
The vast majority were ordinary bryoniae
{i.e., the
? s, with a canary-yellow ground colour, and brown spots
and scahng on the upperside), but everywhere among these, occasional
examples of the so-called " type " occurred, with a white groundcolour
and grey spots and scaling on the upperside but the underside, in the
majority of cases, showed the same characteristics in both forms.
Owing to the great range of variation of the upperside, the underside
of bryoniae has been much neglected.
It is almost as variable as the
upperside, but in the ? s most usually there is a deep tone of orangeyellow which is never seen in na/ri, except occasionally to a slight
extent in ? s from Ireland.
;

;

;

;

;
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uow becomes

necessary to describe ray series of the white forms
In all I have fourteen specimens. Of these
5 in detail.
eight are of the extreme form, which resembles the spring broodspecimens of napi more or less closely on the upperside but underneath, one is of a pronounced napaeae form
two are more or less as
in type napi
and the remaining five approach closely to bryoniae,
having a deep tone of ground colour which would make them
remarkable if they were seen among the lowland race.
Ninth in my series is a beautiful specimen with pure white
hindwings and the forewings heavily scaled with grey from the base to
the end of the discoidal cell, and the whole length of the inner margin,
the usual apical marking being much extended underside as bryoniae.
Tenth, a specimen lightly dusted with grey over all the wings,,
with a very faint sprinkling of brown scales on the basal areas
underside napaeae form, but of a very pale coloration.
The next three specimens are pronounced bryoniae forms, in white
and grey. The ground colour is only visible between the nervures of
the hindwings, but there is a slight dusting of brown in the grey
scaling: underside as bryoniae.
The fourteenth specimen is a complete bryoniae form with the
ground colour only dimly visible here and there near the outer and
inner margins of the hindwings, and a faint brown scaling at the bas&
of the forewings.
Underside as in bryoniae. The last four specimens^
are exceptionally beautiful, and have the appearance of being slatecoloured.
It

of the

,

;

;

;

;

;

I also have four specimens of a transitional form, with the ground
colour neither white nor yellow, and the scaling a mixture of grey and
brown.
Although of a very extreme bryoniae form, they have a
lighter appearance than less heavily marked specimens of ordinary
bryoniae.
Now, of the fourteen specimens just described, twice I took
two in one day, and the other ten were all taken separately in a number
of isolated localities, with a range in altitude of quite 2,600 ft., and on
dates ranging from May 11th to July 16th.
To these can be added
one more white specimen which I saw but failed to catch, making a
total of fifteen.
In every locality where I found these single specimens, ordinary bryoniae occurred literally in dozens.
It therefore
follows, that even if the individuals of the white forms were bred from
eggs laid by a white 2 about ninety-eight per cent, of the brood mast
have been true bryoniae, or have perished.
Add to this the fact that
five out of eight of the extreme white specimens have the underside of
bryoniae, and one that of napaeae, and I think it seems most natural to
conclude thej' all are the offspring of bryoniae.
Now any collector relying on such records as those already
quoted, on capturing this series would have recorded the first
eight specimens as type napi, and the other six as hybrids between
napi and bryoniae.
Accepting this, it follows, of necessity, that
Mr.
as
Williams suggests napi and bryoniae " exist side by
side " in these localities right up to 6,600 ft.
This does not
seem a very satisfactory theory, to say the least of it.
But, let us
consider what it implies.
In every locality where I took either the
supposed types or hybrids, as such their presence implies that a pure
stram of napi exists in that locality and must do so in moderate
numbers otherwise it must soon fail to maintain itself among the
,

;
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If this were so, a certain number must have
as well as the hybrids, which one would expect to be
But what did I find ? Throughout the whole
the rarer of the two.
duration of the flight period of the species (for 1 was fortunately on
the ground from before the emergence began until it was practically
over) I only saw nine of the supposed type examples, of these, one I

swarms
come in

of hryoniae.

my way

already stated) have the underside of hnjoniae
one is of the napaeae form
and can only be regarded as doubtfully typical (for why should napi
produce the characteristic feature of the summer brood of the
lowlands, in May at 5,000 ft. ? and also it must be remembered that
this form of underside is commonly found in hryoniae. $ s), so there
remain but two possible type specimens, from separate valleys, to
represent (with the possible addition of the one not captured) the type
race on which depends the existence of these supposed hybrids.
The
theory that a certain number of napi migrate from lower levels
for apart from the
annually, need not be considered seriously
extreme improbability of individuals reaching great altitudes in so
many small Alpine valleys each year, it would have to be supposed
For if even one or two 2 s were to
that they were practically all <? s.
migrate also, a large number of pure type eggs would be laid as no 2
could travel the necessary distance without pairing before she reached
the hryoniae zone.
No more, I think, need be said of that impossible
theory.
If napi and hybrids between it and hryoniae exist in the Alps,
then the type race of napi must be permanently located there. In the
Kandersteg district there can be no doubt that this is not so and I
should need very strong proof to believe it is in any other part, of the
Alps either. I strongly suspect, too, that if the white ? s which have
been recorded as type napi from other localities were examined, a large
proportion of them
would be found to show some hryoniae
failed to catch

and so must

;

five (as

also be regarded as hybrids

;

;

;

;

characteristic.

That such specimens have only been recorded from a few districts,
to recur in those few localities and not elsewhere, may
be brought forward as proof that they are napi and not hryoniae and
-SO only appear when the former manages to establish itself at high
levels.
On second thoughts, however, it will be seen that this is most
improbable.
To begin with, there is really no proof that these forms
^o not occur everywhere that hryoniae does. That they are very rare
there can be no doubt.
Out of the hundreds of hryoniae I saw in the
neighbourhood of Kandersteg during the best part of three months, I

and continue

;

only came across

fifteen of the pale coloured

•especially looking

for them.

In

localities

forms although always
where hryoniae is not so
;

abundant these aberrations would doubtless be proportionately less in
and it is more than likely that in the past, on many
occasions, collectors keen on capturing dark hryoniae have passed these
white 2 s by under the impression they were 3 s, or if the sex was
noted, just as napi and not worth consideration.
It is then, quite
probable such specimens exist everywhere in the Alps, only they have
not been recorded. Another point to be noted, is that the extreme
white 2 s did not occur at Kandersteg above 5,000 ft. while the
supposed hybrids occurred from 3,800 to about 6,500 ft. This being
so, how is it that the hybrids exist 1,500 ft. above the highest level to
which the type ascended ? Mr. Williams notes that Professor Bateson
evidence

;

;

I
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took type-like specimens at 5,500 ft.
but 5,000 ft. in the Bernese
Oberland is equivalent to an altitude of 6,000 ft. in Eastern Switzerland.
This apparently impossible state of things is, ho^Yever, quite easily
explained if we assume all these interesting forms to be aberrations of
bryoniae.
If a certain combination of meteorological influences, direct
and indirect, tend to produce, aberrationally, a form of bryoniae
approximating to the lowland race it is only to be expected that such
a line of variation should attain its greatest development at the lower
levels, although transitional forms occur at any altitude where bryoniae
;

;

exists.

Mr. Williams actually bred such transitional specimens from eggs
by bryoniae and he especially notes that all the (^ s he observed
in the locality where he captured the ? were very heavily and darkly
marked,
Ekirther, it is most probable that the extreme white typelaid

;

aberrations are the offspring of some of the transitional forms.
Another question now must be considered. How can one reconcile the
fact, that two of my extreme white
2 s have the underside of napiy
and so resemble that race almost exactly, and the certainty that other
such specimens will occur in the future, with the theory that they are
This question is no real difficulty as noted
aberrations of bryoniae /
before, the underside of bryoniae is very variable, and among the 5 s,.
specimens with a very similar underside to spring napi occur occasionally
the two specimens under consideration therefore, are most
probably only the outcome of a simultaneous development of two forms
like

:

;

of variation

When

common

to bryoniae.

of bryoniae are occasionally taken in the
lowlands of Central Europe and in Ireland, it is not suggested that
they are hybrids, for the simple reason that it is obviously impossible
yet in reality it is probably just as impossible that the napilike specimens of the Alps are hybrids either.
One more proposition can be brought forward, namely, that the extreme white
aberrations are napi, and the transitional ones aberrations of bryoniae.
If this were so, then the first eight specimens of my series would be
But of the first eight, those with
called napi and the others bryoniae.
the underside approaching bryoniae would have to be regarded as
The latter has
aberrations tending towards bryoniae, or as hybrids.
already been considered, but if we assume the former, then it is but so
slight a step to the ninth specimen of my series tnat it would have to be
And if so, why not the tenth
considered an aberration of nain too.
and all the others ? That would include those specimens taken at
6,500 ft. which is obviously impossible. Conversely if the transitional
specimens of high altitudes are to be taken as aberrations of bryoniae,
then so must the same forms from lower levels, and so on until we get
and if they are bryoniae it is
to the five specimens we started from
certainly more logical to conclude the two type-like specimens to be a
further development of the same form, than to call them napi, and
assume that that race exists in certain Alpine regions, but can only
produce one or two specimens in each locality each season. That
Indeed
latter conclusion may, I think, at once be called impossible.
it is difficult to see that any sufficient argument can exist for maintaining that najii could ever establish itself in the bryoniae zone for if it
could do so, it implies that the conditions necessary to the white race
of 2 exist in certain Alpine regions, in which case bryoniae would

specimens

;.

;

;
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It seems then, there
•have disappeared in those particular localities.
can be no real doubt that these beautiful pale-coloured forms, whether
white, or completely suffused with grey, or of any intermediate form,
indeed it is to me impossible to see
are only aberrations of bryoniae
how their origin could otherwise be satisfactorily explained.
Having once come to this conclusion, these pale aberrations become
Writing of bryoniae, Kirby, in his
objects of the greatest interest.
" Butterflies of Europe," says
" Some writers consider that this
butterfly is a survivor of the Glacial Epoch, and that bryoniae represents
the form of the species which was then in existence."
There is ample
support for this theory if one considers some of the features of the
European races of napi. We see, for example, the specialised underside of the spring and summer broods
the universal white 5
the
very distinct Irish race, with its strong tendency to narrower and more
elongated wings, the deeper coloration not infrequently seen on the
underside of the $ s, the frequent appearance of a yellowish ground
colour on the upperside in the same, and the occasional hryoniae-\ike
specimens, which also occur rarely elsewhere in the lowlands.
All
these (excepting the aberrational bryoniae) independently developed
features are characteristic of, and typical in, their own sphere and
their own season
yet, a fair series of bryoniae taken in one locality
can produce individuals of each form flying together at the same time,
and without doubt often hatched from the same batch of eggs.
The co-existence of all these characteristics in one race and that
race the one indigenous in the Arctic and Alpine regions is so
suggestive, that one may say for certain that a cold-loving bryoniae
form existed everywhere in the lowlands of Europe at the close of the
The great interest attaching to the pale aberralast Glacial Epoch.
tions of bryoniae will now at once become apparent.
Existing
aberration ally in those days in the plains, as they now do in the Alps,
and favoured by the changing climatic conditions, they increased and
developed.
Who can doubt that we seethe result to-day, and that the
universally distributed ? napi of the lowlands originated in this
;

:

;

;

;

manner

?

When

in the future, a collector has the

good fortune to take one

of these beautiful aberrations of bryoniae, instead of designating

it a
hybrid between two insects which almost certainly do not inhabit the
same plain of altitude, he will know it to be but a simple aberration.
But that humble prefix will be to all who use it, a direct reminder of
the origin and true significance of these white or slate-coloured
bryoniae
which in themselves are an unfailing testimony to the
existence and activity in the present day, of that fundamental but undefinable energy which in past ages responded to the changing
circumstances and gave rise to a new race of insects, to replace the
And so these aberrations are, and will remain, not
disappearing type.
only for us, but for generations of Entomologists yet to come, a living
memorial to the changes of the far past.
;

ON COLLECTING, Etc.
—
Notes. Addenda. — Eeferring to my notes on Gavarnie,

:^*:^OTES

Gavarnie
the January number of the Becord, Mr. B. C. S. Warren has
very kindly gone through my black and white skippers and the result
etc., in
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is

as follows

foulqiiieri

— Luchon,
;

vralvoides.
28?/(,

:

Gavarnie
and Pyrgus

;

H.
H.
March

Hesperia alveus, H. serratulae, and 1
carthami, H. alveus, H. serratulae,

H.

sao.

—Douglas

H. Pearson (F.E.S.),

1921.

^^URRENT

AND

NOTES

The Hon. Treasurer

of the

NOTICES.

Wicken Fen Fund reminds us that we

appeal in the " merry

make an

SHORT

month

of

May

"

for

contributions

towards the cost of a watcher to protect the wild life of the place from
undue attacks, and to see that no encroachments take place which
would be detrimental to the objects of the Trust. At every opportunity the area is added to by the acquisition of any portion which
may come in to the market. Annual subscribers are reminded that
contributions are now due, and others whose ability and sympathies
coincide are hereby earnestly requested to add their names to the list
of supporters by sending to Mr. W. G. Sheldon, Youlgreave, S. Croydon,
the Hon. Treasurer of the Fund.
We have been requested by the Hon. Secretary of the Entomological Section of the Birmingham Natural History Society, of which
our colleague, Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker, is the President, to ask our
readers if during the coming season they could famish either by loan
or gift a living larva or pupa of any local or rare species of British
Lepidoptera to Mr. Foster Newey, who is a delineator of remarkable
accuracy and excellence, and is engaged upon a work on the British
He has already figured the greater proportion of the
Lepidoptera.
British Macrolepidoptera, but there are about 240 species and forms

which are

still

in his desiderata.

of the Entom. News, who is happily able to dwell with
rural surroundings, in the course of his varied occupations, states that
his attention was turned to the long period in the history of civilised
peoples in which progress in Zoology was very slow, and felt how
difficult it was for a present day zoologist to realise what must have
been the mental attitude of many a cultured Egyptian, Greek, or

The Editor

Roman towards insects. He was suddenly called to more mundane
matters by the advent of the butcher, who when his business was
transacted observed that the coming winter was likely to be cold only
" because he had been feeling the caterpillars
in its latter part
along the road and they were hard to the touch onh/ at their hind ends."
The following leading article which appeared in Tlis Tiiiies on
March 3rd last, refers to our esteemed colleague. Professor W. M."
"Wheeler, the eminent biologist and myrmecologist.^ " Highbrow
" Professor W. M. Wheeler, a learned and witty American
Phrases.
biologist, has recently addressed a genial remonstrance to his scientific
His remarks
fellow-citizens on their devotion to resounding phrases.
The
deserve a wider application, and are very pertinent to ourselves.
current watchword of the elect, he says, the "highbrow" toast"

—

—

—

Wayward, individual, pursuit of
is " organization."
It is distasteful to the bureaucratic
out of fashion.
spirit of the age, it tends to overlapping of effort, and it exalts personal
reputations, possibly and regrettably those of obscure unofficial people.
The committee is the thing. The problems must be set, the parts
allotted, the results received, edited, and issued by the authority of
of the

moment,

knowledge

is
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men

There must be sub-committees and supersitting round a table.
committees, joint committees and special committees.
How also
shall we control genius, encourage mediocrity, and secure " teamwork ? " How better can science present a respectable front to
Governments or offer responsible hands for grants-in-aid ? A detached
individual is an unstable creature he may die, neglect to report, get
off the lines, or make discoveries of a very upsetting
kind.
A
committee is safe its existence secures continuity and is a guarantee
against the precipitate production of uncomfortable truths.
But the
Professor fears that the chief product of organization is organizers,
and that in elaborating our machinery we forget its purpose.
Fortunately, however, mankind is wiser than any of its generations
and has a knack of creeping out of the hard shells it continues to
secrete.
"Organization" is the fad of to-day, and will be as
ephemeral as its predecessors. " Culture " was one of these. But
" culture " died, and its corrupt body became decadence when, ceasing
to be a mental attitude, it became an intonation and a set of opinions.
Progress was another but that has hardly recovered from the shock
of the war, which gave us good reason to distrust some aspects of
modern civilization. Now even popular preachers find it safe to mock
The truth is that a conception seldom becomes
at " progress."
crystallized in a phrase until it has outgrown its most fertilizing
activity.
Ideas have their cj'cle of life
they are born of the great,
named by the dull, and killed by common usage." H.D.
;

;

;

;

We

—

again.
American of course. " One of the noblest
decisions on record, so far as bald-headed men are concerned, has
been handed down by the Supreme Court of Maine. It is notorious
that a bald head has a peculiar attraction for the common house-fly.
He prefers to roost there or promenade there to any other place in the
neighbourhood. Now the high court has declared the bald-headed
persons are entitled to protection.
A hotel-keeper sued because the
defendant, who had contracted for accommodations for a certain
period, left the hotel before the time had elapsed.
The defendant
said he was pestered by flies, which were particularly numerous in the
The august court held that the fly is a nuisance and its
dining-room.
disease-carrying characteristics are well known.
A patron of a hotel
was warranted in leaving the establishment, regardless of a contract
for a longer stay, if the dining-room was infested with the pests.
An
innkeeper, it declared, agreed by implication to furnish accommodations compatible with the prices paid, the standing of the hostehy and
the class of persons invited to become patrons.
Accommodations,'
the judges asserted, included apartments, dining service and sanitary
conditions, and if the hotel-keeper failed to maintain these in inviting
and wholesome manner the patron was warranted in seeking quarters
elsewhere, regardless of an engagement to remain for any specified
time."

quote

'

In the Can. Ent. for December there is a plate of figures with
descriptions of six new species and forms of Macro-lepidoptera from
There is also the first portion of an important
British Columbia.
article on the Nervous System of a Lepidoptercn with two plates of
details.

The January number

of the Irish Nat. contains a

few notes on th

——
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Lepidoptera of Poynzpass, Ireland, during 1920, by the Eev. W. T.
Johnson. It is noted that Pararge aegeria was the first butterfly to
appear, on April 24th, and the last to disappear.
It seemed always
turning up even in drizzling rain and the writer was struck with its
hardiness.
This is exceptionally interesting as the species appears to
be disappearing from so many of its English localities. The year was
not a good one for Lepidoptera on the whole as it was so wet with
practically no summer.
Still Pyrameis atalanta put in an appearance
in September.

The Can. Ent. is now edited by Dr. Jas. McDunnough,
Dominion Entomological Branch, Ontario, who is well known

of the

for his

"Contributions to the Natural History of the Lepidoptera of North
America " and the " Check List of the Lepidoptera of Boreal America."
Dr. E. M. Walker has been editor since 1910, when he succeeded the
Eev. G. J. L. Bethune, by whom the magazine was started in 1869.

SOCIETIES.
The South London Entomological and Natukal History

Society.

—Lord Rothschild,

of Tring,

January Vdth, 1921.
and Mr. F. W. Enefer, of

New Members.
2,

Blackheath Vale, were elected members.

—

The rare M. unionalis in Sussex. Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a
Margarodes unionalis taken near Abbott's Wood, Sussex, and gave
notes on the occurrence of this interesting migrant.

—

Local, Coleoptera.
Mr. Blenkarn, local species of Coleoptera
including Henotictis gennanictis, Craven House, Strand, Necrophorns
inferniiJtiis, Box Hill, Ca^sida heviisphaerica, Chiswick, four species of
Hgilroporiis from Coatbridge, etc.

Rhopalocera of California.

— Mr.

Hy.

Turner, a box of butterB. Pearson, from
of the spring gen. galactinus of
Goenonynipha californica, of the dark Melitaea, M. rhalcedon. and
Papilio riitilus, Anthochaiis sara forms, Colias eryphyle, summer form
cKrytlieine, Brephidiinn exilis, one of the smallest butterflies of the
world, (Lycaena) avalon, only found in S. Caterhina Island, S.
California, several Hesperiidae, etc., etc., and read a communication on
the exhibit from Mr. Pearson.
sent to Mr. Sperring by our
California, including fine series
flies

Forms and races of
Papilio qlycerion and
Thibet.

Lyoaena

its

glycerion.— Mr. T. H. L. Grosvenor,
and allied forms from Sikkim and

races

— Mr. B. Williams, Lycaena avion from Cornwall.
— Messrs. H. Main and A. E. Tonge, photographs

arion.

Photographs.

P,

J.

member Mr. G.

items in life-histories of

S.

of

common

insects

and ova

of

Lepidoptera

respectively.

—

January 27t}i, 1921. Annual Meeting. There was a large
attendance.
After the formal business was completed, the President,
Mr. K. G. Blair, read his address, " Insects in Winter," and votes of
thanks were passed.

—
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—

—

Ordinary Meeting. An immigrant Orthopteron. Mr. Step exhia large locust, found alive at large in Covent Garden with a
small crowd of timorous watchers around.
bited

Colour variation
forms

in

—

Mr. Coppeard, a
Donacia sericea.

D. sericea.

of the water-plant beetle

series of colour

Rhopalocera from S. AFRicA.^Mr. Turner, a box of Rhopalocera
sent from near Port Elizabeth, S. Africa, including the cosmopolitan
Lavipides boeticiis, a fine series of the Satyrid Leptoneura clytus, and
species of Pieris, Terias, Teriwolns, Mycalesis.

—
icarus. — Mr.

A winter Neuropteron. Mr. Lucas,
stigma, now common on Esher Common.
Variation in P.
Polyowmatiis icarns,

named from

and Pamphila.

the Neuropteron, Hemerohius

Leeds, 177 different forms of male
the descriptions given in J. W. Tutt's

British Lepidoptera.

;g^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Lepidoptera of the Congo.

By W.

J.

Holland.

Bull. Amer.

pp. 109-369, December, 1920.
Dr. W. J. Holland, Ph.D., L.L.D., Director of the Carnegie Museum,
Pittsburgh, is to be congratulated on the production of this important
It is entitled "Lepidoptera of
contribution to African Entomology.
Mits. Nat. Hist., vol.

xliii..

Art.

vi.,

Congo," being a systematic list of the butterflies and moths
American Museum of Natural History Congo Expedition, together with descriptions of some hitherto undescribed species.

the

collected by the

Since the publication of Professor Aurivillus' " Rhopalocera' Aethiopica " in 1898, no paper on African Lepidoptera has appeared which
The collections
is of such importance faunistically as the present one.
were obtained by Messrs. Lang and Chapin during 1910, and principally

Nepoko River, but many were collected at Mangara
and Faradje in the district of the Uelle River,
Seven hundred and twenty-five forms are dealt with, of which 243

at Medje, near the

Two new genera of Nynrphalidae are described, 37
forms of new butterflies, and 40 new moths.
There are 261 pages of text, nine plates in colours, and several text
figures.
The plates are excellent examples of the photographic
process.
A feature of the work is the very complete index which
gives references to families, genera and species, also species under
genera, to synonyms, and to figures.
New names of genera, species,
and varieties are printed in heavy-faced type, also the main reference
This
is a series of references, whilst synonyms are printed in italics.
sort of index is too rarely found in works on Lepidoptera.
The forms listed are numbered in consecutive order, and the forms
in each genus are similarly numbered.
A list of the localities mentioned in the paper is given with their
approximate longitude and latitude, and we trust that future writers
on Lepidoptera will do the same.
It is often annoying to be unable
to locate a particular place which is very often of too small importance
Another commendable
-to find its way into a map or gazetteer.
feature of this paper is a list of the new forms described giving their
type localities and page reference.
We notice also that Dr. Holland
are butterflies.
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has taken pains to give, wherever possible, a reference to the most
easily accessible illustration of the species.
Again, the actual number
of specimens taken of each species is stated, so that Ave have an idea of
the frequency of the form during the period of its collecting.
We regret that the author does not distinguish between an
individual aberration and a sub-species when writing the name of a
form.
Some distinction ought to be made. If instead of writing
Acraea jyentapolis thelestis, one wrote Acraea pentapolis f, thelestis or ab.
thelestis, it Avould be understood that an aberration and not a subspecies was meant.
Dr. Holland has erected the genus Kallimula for the KcdUma-likQ
forms hitherto placed in the genus Precis. The genus is founded on
the shape of the wings and general pattern.
It occurs to us that since
seasonal dimorphism is a feature of this group, with consequent variation in the shape of the wings, dry season forms, especially females,
acquiring a more falcate forewing, the founding of a genus on these
characters is open to question.
A study of the early stages and of the
genital armature is really necessary in a case of this kind.
The second genus is founded by Dr. Holland on Neptis exaleuc.a,
Karsch, which he places in Neptidomima on account of the structure of
the palpi.
We have no comment to make here. Dr. Eltringharn is
engaged on a study of the African Neptis, and the comparative
anatomy of the genital armature will indicate whether the genus
erected for exaleaca can stand.
We must call attention to the figure of Cymothoe herminia,
Grosesmith, on plate viii. f. 1. This does not represent the type form
which is much more like fig. 2 representing /)oe»s?s, Holland. To our
mind it is doubtful whether figure 8, on the same plate is really the $
of laniji, Holland.
There is as much reason to regard it as the $ of
stcnidivgeri, Auriv.
We are equally doubtful whether the form
represented on plate 1, f. 9, is the <? of Cymothoe angidifascia, Auriv.
It is figured by Hewitson as altmdora, and Ave think it is the ^ of
adelina, Hew.
We do not knoAV why Dr. Holland considers figs. 1
and 2 on plate x. to be sexes of the same species, whilst fig. 8 is
represented as the 5 of a very different species, and regret that no
reason is given in the text.
He has been at some pains to elucidate
the perplexities of this difficult genus, but we must confess that it is
more perplexing than ever.
On page 247 the author gives the name fmnoaus to the dark form
of Papilio ridleyaniis.
This name must unfortunately sink to the
earlier one of finnatiis given by Niepelt
Lep. Niepeltiuna vol. ii., p.

m

23, pi. xxiii., fig. 4 (1916).
Some diflerence of opinion

Avill

,

always exist in dealing with the

status of obscure and difficult forms, so that if the author's treatment
of these forms invites discussion an impetus Avill be given to their
study, and the value of Dr. Holland's Avork cannot be said to be im-

paired thereby.

We commend

this volume to all students of African Lepidoptera, as
our knowledge both of forms and of their distribution.
—George Talbot (F.E.S.), The Hill Museum, Witley, February 28tlu
We regret to hear that Dr. Longstaff passed aAvay on Saturday
evening. May 7th.
J.H.D.
it
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Subscriptions for> Vol. XXXIII. (10 shillings) should be sent t j
Mn. Henbent E. Page, " Bentnoso," Gellatly Road, New Cnoss,
S.E. 14 [This subscription includes all numbers published from
January 15th to December 15th, 1921.]
Non-receipt or errors in the sending of Subscribers' magazines should be
notified to Mr. Herbert E. Page, " Bertrose," Gellatly Road,
Cross, S.E. 14
Advehtisiomicnts of Books and Insects for Sale, or Books wanted will be inserted at a ininiinum
charge of 2s. 6(1. (for four lines). Longer Advertisements in proportion. A reduction made for a series.
Particulars of Mr. Herbert E. Page, " Bertrose," Gellatly Road, New Cross, S.E. 14

New

New

Cabinets and Apparatus. — Note

:

Finest

make

and

only,

best

material only used.
12, 20, 30 and 40 drawer Cabinets in polished deal or mahogany.
Specifieations
and prices on application.
Standard make Store Boxes, 10x8, 5/6; 13x9, 7/-; 14x10, 8/-; 16x11, 9/-;
postage 6d. extra. Special price by taking 12 or more of one size.
17J X 12, 10/Insect and Egg Cases, Jointed Nets, Pins (Tayler's), Zinc Collecting Boxes, Setting
;

Boards, Killing Tins, etc., etc.
Write for complete lists of set specimens, apparatus, larvse and pupre.
LE0N4RD TATCHELL, Lepidopterist, 43, Spratt Hall F^oaJ, Wanstead, E.II.
Duplicates.
varieties

and

renew old

— Varleyata

series.

H udders Held.

and other
Spilosoma

varieties of

Grossulariata.

Desiderat'i.

— Good

Advenaria, and other ordinarj^ species to
Good Tortrices and Tineae. Geo. T. P.rn-itt, Elm Leu, Daltoii,

local forms.

urticte,

—
—

—

Desiderata.
Cratssgata, Sambucaria, condition immateria.. Duplicates.
Dominula,
meudica, and numerous common species. E. A. Cockayne, 65, U^estbourne Terrace, W.2.
Desiderata.
Foreign examples, local races, vars. and abs. from all parts of the
world of any butterflies included in the British list.
Setting immaterial
exact data
indispensable. Liberal return made. -W. G. Pether, " Tliehna," 4, Willow Bridge
Road, Loudon, N. 1.
Duplicates.
^Ethiope, Selene, T. rubi, Phlseas, Hectus, Perla, Chi, Nictitans,
Boreata, Cambrica, Immanata, Olivata, Tristata, Dotata, Pedaria, Satyrata, Adffiquata,
Mercurella, Angustea, Dubitalis, Arabigualis, Decrepitalis, Kuebniella, Fusca, Margaritellus, Phryganella, Solandrinana, Sponsona, Eivulana, Urticana, Aurana, Dubitana,
Herbosana, Mjllerana, Octomaculana, Vaceinana, and Perlepidana. Desiderata.
Numerous, especially Tortricina. A. A. Dalglish, 7, Keir Street, Pollokshields, Glasgoiv.
Duplicates.
Aglaia, Adippe, *Io, T. quercus, Coridon vars., *Fuliginosa (Reading),
Tili^,
Menthastri, *Linariata, Aurantiaria, Leucophsearia vars.
*B. quercus ?
Imagines of typbon, palpina, camelina
Paniscus. Desiderata.
Pupffi of Dictieoides
;

—

—

—
,

—

;

and numerous others; Ova of Hispidaria. Harold B. Jf'ilUaius,
112a,, Bensham Blanor Road, Tliurnton Heath, Surrey.
Duplicates. — SyhiUa., Paphia, lo (2), Selene, Lucina (2), Ocellatus, Illustraria (autumn)
(dark), Curtula, Pyra,

—

Nastata, Roboraria c? Prunaria (4) <? Tipuliformis. Desiderata.
Castreusis d Cueullina,
Cribrum, Cinerea, Ravida, Ashworthii, Notata, Obfuscaria, Smaragdaria and others, also
Harold E. Winser, Kent House, Cranleigli.
vars. and local forms.
Mr. Donisthorpe will still be glad to receive ants and Myrmecopbiies from all parts
of the British Isles, and to name any such for anyone who is kind enough to send them to
him. He would however suggest that ants from any other parts of the world be sent to
his colleague, Mr. W. C. Crawley, 29, Holland Park Road, W. 14.
Mr. Crawley is
specialising on the ants of the world, and it is a matter for congratulation that we should
possess an Entomologist in this country whose whole attention should be concentrated on
,

this

~~

,

,

branch of Entomology.

"

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
—

Entomological Society of London. 41, Queen's Gate, South Kensington, S.W. 7,
8 p.m.
May 18th, Informal Meeting. June 1st June 15tb, Informal Meeting.
The South London Entomological and Natural History Society, Hibernia
Chambers, London Bridge. Second and Fourth Thursdays in the rconth, at 7 p.m.
Hon. Sec., Stanley Edwards, 15, St. German's Place, Blackheatb, S.E. 3.
The London Natural History Society (the amalgamation of the City of London
Entomological and Natural History Society and the North London Nalural History
Society) now meets in Hall 40, Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.G. 2, first and
third Tuesdays in the month, at 6.30 p.m.
(No Meetings in July or August.) Visitors
welcomed. Hon. Sec, W. E. GijEgg, 44, Belfast Road, N. 16.
;

All MS. and editorial matter should be sent and all proofs returned to Hy. J. Tornbu,
98, Drakefell Road, New Cross, London, S.E. 14
must earnestly request our correspondents not to scud us conuuunicalions idkntical
with those they are sending to other magazines.
Lists of Duplicates and Dksidhkata should be sent direct to Mr. H. E. Page,
Bertrose, Gellatly Road, New Cross, S.E. 14
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A Fortnight at La Sainte Bauine (Provence).
T. BETHUNE-BAKEB, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

By G.

{With Uoo

La

Baume

plates.)

but fifteen miles from Marseilles, but except
on Sunday it is impossible to get through in a day as there is only
the early morning motor charabanc.
We therefore were obliged to
take a slow train to Aubagne on June 28th, and in this case indeed it
was slow, for when about half-way there we were pulled up in front of
a stranded train, that on enquiry proved to be the back half of a
heavily laden goods train, whose engine had been unable to ascend the
incline from this point up to Aubagne, where the more level way is
resumed. The difficulty had been solved by uncoupling half of
the train and leaving it on the line with the signals against us and
here we had to wait while the two portions of the goods train that
preceded us were dragged up the hill by the engine whose powers had
been so decidedly over-estimated.
We consequently arrived at Aabagne, a small manufacturing town,
about two hours late, but as we were staying there for the night, time
was less important than it might otherwise have been and we were
content to have arrived there at last, fortunately in plenty of time for
dinner.
The motor was due to start for la Sainte Baume between 7
and 8 o'clock in the morning, and having taken our sea,ts the steep and
wonderful ascent soon began, up and up we went round curves and
angles that none but the most experienced chaffeur could have
negotiated, but the topmost ridge was reached in under three hours
and by about 1 1 a.m. we found ourselves drawn up in front of the
Hotellerie, and M. Pedone ready to receive and welcome us to his
interesting establishment.
Dejeuner would be served at twelve o'clock, so we had time to look
around, to begin to take our bearings and to realise that we were again
in " old Provence," and as we now look back to those delightful days
I am constrained to give the picture so sweetly sung by our good
friend and fellow entomologist writing under the sobriquet of
Oliver Grey.
Sainte

is

.

Beneath my feet a maze
Of gemmed mosaic, where the cistus white
Showers the earth with limpid chrysolite
Hedges of rosemary, and upland wayf
.

.

.

.

;

warm rocks ablaze
Thick-set with lavender
and, flashing bright
red valerian
Among the black-branched ilex, butterflies
Sulphur and scarlet-robed, by poets named
" The Glory of Provence."
With such fair dreams
I charm the solitude that darkest seems
Here in our England when, 'neath sullen skies,
Spring on the threshold lingers all ashamed.
;

With

;

This beautiful spot has already been described elsewhere {Entom.o14), by the late Frank Lowe, but so that my readers may

loffist, xlvii.

be able to visualise it
Hotellerie stands at the
more miles long, whose
an old forest of various
June, 1921.

more

easily

it

will be well to say

foot of a high rocky

that the

escarpment about five or
base northwards is frmged by the remnants of
trees, oaks and beeches, poplars and sycamores,
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and firs of many kinds, whilst in front to the north the ground
gradually rises into low undulating eminences more or less covered
with stunted brushwood, and whose rocky surface is traversed everywhere by deep and long fissures that often require great care to cross,
especially when a much desired butterfly gaily flies over and airily
settles on a bough on the other side and while you warily pick your way
and see your net is ready for the stroke, it daintily soars upward
toward the blue whence it is lost to view. This part of the landscape
in its general features bears a strong resemblance to the scenery

ilex

of Algeria.

The best collecting ground is without doubt along the edge and in
the openings of the forest already referred to.
The uncultivated land
in the near vicinity to the Hotellerie facing north and on each side
was very stoney, but well covered with a carpet of aromatic herbs,
which gave out a sweet scent as one wandered across it, here I turned
up a nice little series of Scolitantiiles baton. Satijnis briseis also
occurred in this area, whilst S. circe was always to be found around a
large tree just outside the hotel quadrangle.
At the back of the
establishment was a field of grain, a very light crop that had just been
harvested when we arrived, and here I took Pcmtia daplidice and Pieris
rapae, an occasional Leptosia sinapis, and both Colias croceus and
C. hyale.
Two or three days after our arrival it was pleasant to greet, after
dinner, Mr. Gerard Gurney, who had also come with a similar object
in view to our own, and the next day we had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Main and Mr. Symes, surely a curious coincidence that we should

meet quite independently in this interesting spot so far awaj' from
home. The edge of the woods at the back, east and west, was a
favourite hunting ground, and there my wife and I often wandered
among the lavender bushes that were so abundant. I was on the look
out especially for any Zygaenidae and for Polyommatus dolus, which
my friend, Frank Lowe, whose death we so much regret, had found
only at Nans. It had now extended its range very considerably and
was fairly common throughout the district. At first it seemed rare
and it was evidently only just beginning to emerge, but soon it became
Zyiiaena astragali var. provincialis was by far the
fairly common.
most abundant species of this genus, Satyrus circe occurred everywhere
though not very abundantly, Epinepliele lycaon was common, and I
obtained some very nice females, both sexes belonging to the form
lupinus, whilst Coenonympha dorns was the commonest of its genus
and very plentiful, I took also C. arcania, a nice large race of the

The three other Coeiionyinpha taken are all three lylliis
not paviphiliiK. I fear I did not take the trouble to catch many
of these for they were present in fair numbers, and I now wish I had
taken more, as I consider lyllus a distinct species, the genitalia being
In these woods Dryas paphia was very
different in certain points.
common, the females being large handsome specimens the form

typical form.

;

valesina also occurred, one falling to my net whilst several others fell
In P'pinephde jurtina race Jdspnlla all the
to the share of my friends.

males I took have traces of tawny patches below the apical ocellus.
Melanargia galathen was abundant everywhere, decidedly darker than
our British form and also darker than those I have taken in the Alps,
It is
but they are certainly not as dark as the southern procida.
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curious that the race of jnrtina should be the southern race whilst
galathea is certainlj^ not the Mediterranean form.
Referring again to
the Argynnidae I took one and only one very magnificent Argynnh
cydippe {adippe), whilst the four specimens of A. niobe are all of the
form eris. Issoria latlionia of course occurred, and I obtained a few
Bventhia dia, though they were evidently on the wane.
Of the genus
Melitaea none were really common, but M. didyuia was the most
plentiful, and all the females I captured were of the pale form, none
at all of the dark or of the green forms.
I took one M. athalia,
Limenitis Camilla was
a few M. cinxia and a few M. phoebe.
generally distributed, but by no means as common as elsewhere.
Leptoxia sinapis was very abundant audits white summer form Jmi^us/s.
Gonepteryx (Rkodocera) cleopatra was very plentiful in both sexes, but
I only took one male Gonepteryx rhanini, and one large beautiful
Culias croceus v. helice was also netted by me.
The lavender bushes
on the edge of these woods were perhaps the most fruitful locality at
least for the Lycaenidae and Zyyaenidae, though PolyoDiiiiatus dolus
was not much attracted to them. The form vittata of this last was by
no means so common as the type form without the white stripe below.
Polyom Hiatus tear us was common, and flying alongside of it and
almost but not quite as plentiful, was P. thersites, at least I have

determined them as

thersites though I have not yet found time to
out the genitalia, but they are evidently the same as my
Polyommatus coridon was very common and the
thersites from Italy.
majority of my long series is of an unusually large size. Lycaenopsis
aryiolus was rare and showed nothing of the depth of colour that
we often get in the second British broods.
A very pleasant day to the Col Bretagne with Mr. Gurney,
produced a nice series of Satyrus cordula, all beautifully fresh, there I
also took two tine large females of Papilio podalirius.
A few Satyrus
seuiele a nice brightly contrasted form in both' sexes were also captured,
but on the other side of the Col a very cold driving wind prevented us
getting Zygaena lavandulae as I had hoped to do.
I took however a
few Pararge inegera, larger and brighter than the English race,
Argynnis cydippe {cidippe) also occurred and Melitaea athalia. On July
2nd my wife and I made an excursion to old Nans, 800 feet below^ us,
on a glorious day and after we had turned down the steep short cut
I captured several Strymonidae that I had not seen before in the
I took a moderate series
locality, also one Fturalis querciis.
of
Stryiuon ilicis, one ab. cerri and two or three Strymon spiiii.
Perhaps the most notable thing on this most brilliant and very hot
day was the song of the Cicadas, it went on without a moment's
cessation and at times its volume and loudness were remarkable
at a
particular spot there seemed to be one that had a very exceptionally
high and loud " note," so much so that I had tried to spot him, there
he was at the veiy end of a branch of a tall fir tree seated right on the
tuft of the fir needles, he looked even at that height three or more
inches in length, but there was no mistaking him looking in the
brilliant sunshine as black as coal, almost like a roll of patent leather.
^After lunch I wandered up the hill at the back of the Hotel de Lorges,
and seeing as I thought a nice Papilio luachaon on a flower head I
went for it and to my delight found I had netted a perfectly fresh
specimen of P. alexanor, this I believe is a new record for this species.

dissect

;

;
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me he cannot trace it being recorded
took a beautiful Zi/fiaena carniulica race
Another day in company with Mr. Main and Mr. Byrnes
occitanica.
we went to the east end of the escarpment and were very successful
with the general run of species already mentioned, but in addition I
took a couple of fine Bm-alis quercm we had been told that Ldeosopsis
roborin wsiS to be found here, but we were quite unable to find it, I
took, however, Zyyaena sarpedon, and one or two Zygaena briseh, also
Z. canriolica, mostly ab. heydenan, whilst two or three Z. faiista were
A couple of fine and perfect Papilio podaliriuH fell to
also captured.
my net and a nice little series of FolyouiuiatiiH escheri, about which I
have more to say elsewhere.
On another day we three went over toRiboux, a plain on the south
side of the escarpment, on the top of which is the chapel of St. Pilon,
here I took more Satyrns cordula and also S. alcyone, whilst lowei'down
among the trees I captured one or two S. hermione. It was an
intensely hot day and we missed the track that makes in zigzags the
steep descent, so we decided to go straight down the side of the hill,
and having covered possibly half or more of the steep scramble downwards we rested awhile, glad of the welcome shade of a few trees.
Here after a few minutes breaihing space on looking round I saw
" Come,"
some delightful rocks bathed in the full blaze of the sun
said I, '' here's just the place for Satynis fidia,'' and suiting the action
to the word 1 got up and almost before I was aware of it, a flash, a
stroke, a back hander, and there was a perfect specimen of the
butterfly
as I looked at the beauty my thoughts travelled back to
before the war to the last time I took it, at Ille sur Tet, in the Oriental
Then we proceeded on our way and ere very long arrived
Pyrenees.
down on to the plain of Riboux and soon found the well we were in
Here were the usual cattle troughs made out of the trunks
search of.
of trees, and as the water .evaporated they were greatly frequented by
wasps and butterflies, prominent among the latter being Polyommatus
dolus, and Hesperia fritilliiui v&.Ge ciraii, H. foidquieri, H. malvoides,dtXidi
In this plain Satynis briseis was fairly common but very
H. sao.
nevertheless I got a nice little
strong in flight and difficult to catch
series, the form however in this hot dry plain is not quite so large as
elsewhere in Provence and is darker than usual. I think we were all
well satisfied with our day and I enjoyed it thoroughly.
Among other insects I took a nice sei'ies of Plcheiiis (aeym) argiis.
P. aiqi/yniino)iio)i also occurred and a nice little lot of Rumicia ]>/daeas
fell to my net mostly of the eleas form, hut some, quite typical of the
first generation, were probably laggards of it.
T/iymeiiciisactenn was not v&re, and Adopa('a fiava {linea) was common
as was also^. liveola; of Krymds [ijarcharodiis) alceael took but one. I
did practically no "dusking" at all and therefore my catuli of the
Heterocera was quite small.
La Sainte Baume is a very interesting spot from more than one
Apart from the natural history of the district and its
point of view.
natural and scenic peculiarities and beauties, it has many old world
interests; the Hotellerie was from the thirteenth century, until the
disfranchisement of 1904, a religious house of the Dominicans, and
many are the legends connected with the famous grotto in the escarpment and with the little church of St. Pilon on the summit. They

My

friend

from

Rowland Brown

this district.

I

tells

also

;

;

;

;
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are all steeped in beautiful stories of Mary Magdalene and her life in
the Grotto, and I gather that there is no place in the south of France
to which so many pilgrimages are made, for the pious and poetical
Proven(;als are able to accept all that is written and come to worship at
the shrine in large numbers.
It was also most picturesque to see the gathered in grain emptied
out in the farmyard (if such you can call the level area just outside
the Hotellerie) and the horses brought to tread out the corn
round
and round they went under the guiding hand of one of the men until
after which tbe whole pile was well covered
the chaff was separated
up waiting for the " mistral " or other strong wind to rise, when it was
again uncovered and forked so that the chaff was easily blown away,
whilst the grain of course fell back and was then " bagged " in the
;

;

I must not close without a word of thanks to Monsieur
Pedone who managed the Hotellerie
a large new wing has been
recently added to the old house and there is now ample accommodation
for all comers, and Monsieur is kindness itself, always ready to help in
case of need or to give any information that he possesses.

usual way.

;

An Essay on
Zygaena

the Systematic Study of

filipeiidulae,

Variation in the Races of
L, and of its subspecies stoechadis, Brkh.
By EOGEE VERITY, M.D.
(Continued from p, 91.)

At

point of the description of the successive grades in the
variation of the species I must make a short digression.
A few words
must be said about the wing-pattern of the Zijriaena i n
general, to make the more complex variation, which follows, better
understood, although I am sorry to have to touch this vast and
difficult subject, here, in an inadequate way.
The markings of the
Lepidoptera are of two sorts: the nerYular soffusion or pattern
and the true or transverse pattern. The former originates on the
nervules and diffuses more or less broadly on either side, forming a
streak, which may be either shaded or sharply outlined
along the
outer margin of the wing these streaks often broaden considerably and
blend transversally in a marginal band, which usually has a shaded
internal outline
they also often blend in a uniform shade at the base
of the wing, but this shade may also be originated by the following
pattern, when it exists.
The true or transverse pattern originates
within the internervular spaces, usually making an appearance under
the form of two dots (one on either side of the central crease or
rudiment of an atrophied and obliterated nervule) the origin of these
spots is clearly shown, for instance, by the minute black specks of
Spilosoma nientliaf^tri, Esp., and of Spilavctia luhricipeia, L.
A
definite number of transverse series of these dots exists in the various
groups of Lepidoptera in the vast majority of cases the two dots are
blent across the crease in one larger spot and very often these blend
transversely also across the nervures into bands, which cross the wing
from costa to dorsal margin, such as in Aretia hebe, L., which can be
usefully compared to Zyijaena fausta, L.
Here again two sorts of true
pattern are clearly discernable, in most cases, and sometimes even
this

;

;

:

;

three.

These

I

should

call

primary, secondary and tertiary
is much more dark in colour than

pattern, because, as a rule, the first
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the two others

these in the vast majority of cases constitute that
which is wrongly described as " the ground colour,"
when the mistake is not carried so far as to call " ground colour " even
the primary pattern, simply because it has more extent than the
secondary pattern.
In the Zi/t/aena the dark' indigo or greenish
scaling is the primary pattern, the red or yellow is the secondary
pattern, and the real ground colour, which is white or yellowish, is
only left uncovered in Z. ejihialtef:, L., or in rings round the spots of
the forewing of other species. In this genus the patterns are of the
very simplest description, and, in fact, they are not much more
complex than in the lowest of the Lepidoptera, the Microjyterygidae,
but the original bands are so fused together that they are not discernible at first sight.
Variation is thus carried on in its very broadest
and simplest lines, making it well suited to a study of its fundamental
laws, as I have already mentioned.
We must note first of all that
there are species of Zyi/aena which never produce the true primary
pattern, the nervural pattern existing alone
this is the purpuralis,
Br., group
the consequence is that the red scaling forms longitudinal
bands and never splits transversally into spots. There are, on the
other hand, species in which the true pattern exists alone and the
nervural pattern is quite absent or very rudimentary: this is
the fausta, Li., fraxini, Men., and carniolica, Sc, groups; the consequence is that the red spots can blend transversally across the
nervures, but never form longitudinal bands as in the group mentioned
above in aberrent individuals, they may be united by one central
band along the cubital nervure, when the transverse bands are
interrupted at this point, but this, too, is due precisely to the absence
of nervural pattern.
Between these twc extreme groups extend all
the other species, in which the nervural and the true primary pattern
exist together and in which variation consists in the various combinations of their different degrees of development.
;

lighter colouring

:

;

;

Eeturning to lilipendidae, we find it stands in the series of species
mentioned and that it combines the nervural and the true
primary pattern.
This explains a phenomenon in its variation that
would otherwise have been puzzling. I think the order in which lam
last

describing the races is the natural one, because it corresponds to the
successive transitions from one to the other as one finds them in
nature.
Now, in this seiies it will be noticed that from vianni or
paiiliila to pidcherrima the dark markings become
and less
less
extensive and the red ones proportionately more and more so, whereas
in the races of subspecies stoechadu, which I am about to deal with,
the dark markings increase from the races closely connected to
This sudden inversion
pidchnrinia to the most distinct stuechad.is ones.
The remarks
of the process of variation would be difficult to explain.
I have made on the wing-pattern of the Zy(jaenae give us the clue by
showing that the inversion is only apparent and that we have, on the
eontraiy, only one progressive series of variation or, perhaps, rather,
two series diverging from pulcherrirna and leading up to arctica or
paulula on the one hand and to stoechadis proper on the other. In the
former it is the nervural pattern which decreases in extent horn jiaidida
to pidcheirinia, in the latter it is the true or transverse primary pattern
which increases from ptdcherrima to the darkest stoechadis. We thus
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see that filipendidae simply follows the fundamental law of
variation of the wing-marl\ings of the Lepidoptera, according to which
in the successive subdivisions of each group the same variations tend
to reproduce themselves on a minor scale, except that character or
those characters, which become more or less invariable in each case and
distinguish that group.
The arctica branch of tilipenchdae corresponds
to the pHvpuralis group of species, the stoechadis branch to the fansta,
carniolica, etc., group.
It must also be noted that these two types of
markings are so generalised in the Lepidoptera, that, under the same
conditions of environment, they are actually produced in as distant a
Family as, for instance, the Pieridae in P. nnpi races arctica and
bryoniae, Vi]} to the extreme iovm. radiata, and the summer broods of
race nieridionalis, Riihl., up to form dubioaa, Rob., whilst in the genus
Pieris in general the napi. group of species corresponds to the
purpuralis group of the Zyijaenae and the rapae group corresponds to

easily

i\xQ fansta,

carniolica, etc., group.

Another distinctive character between filipendidae and stoechadis,
which can be explained by the fact that the true primary pattern is

more developed

former, consists in the frequent
it never disappears even
To follow up the cause of this we
in the darkest forms of filipendidae.
must begin by finding out the origin of the 6th spot. It will be noticed
that in a great many, if not in nea.rly all the Lepidoptera, there exists,
just about the third or hindermost terminal branch of the median
nervure, a zone of wing in which the pattern is reduced in extent,
it should consist in
evidently because that branch is itself atrophic
branches 3 and 4 in which the hind median nervure should' fork, as
the four branches
does the fore median nervure in branches 1 and 2
the atrophy of
all exist in early stages of the wing in the chrysalis
pattern is generally more conspicuous on the underside of the hindwing.
In the Grypocera there exists a fold in these wings, which stretches
across them in front of that nervure and which no doubt is connected
the pattern.
with the phenomenon I am describing
It is in this
intervural space that, for instance, the eye-spot ot the Satyridae is
It is in the next
smaller than in the other spaces, or even absent.
internervular space, just at- the back of the third median nervure, that
the true secondary pattern (the grey or fulvous, so-called, groundcolour) on the underside of the hindwings of the Lycaenidi is often
cancelled and leaves a triangular space of the real, white, groundcolour uncovered.
This important part of the wing I propose calling
the atrophied zone, because it is obvious that the development of
the wing-markings is impeded there and kept some grades back as
compared to the grades reached on the greater part of the wing-surface.
In filipendulae and other Zyyaena the sixth spot is placed precisely
astride of the third median nervure of the forewing and the dark
marginal band of the hindwing is narrower on or just at the back of
the same nervure, when its inner outline is waved and it varies in
breadth.
This seems to show obviously enough that when on the
forewing the dark marginal band becomes so broad on most of its
length as to join and blend with the preceding band (that which
crosses the wing beyond the end of the cell and separates spots 5th
and 6th from each other) it is in some cases kept back in the atrophied
the consequence is it does not
zone and, remains narrower
in the latter

than

in the

obliteration of spot 6th in stoechadis, whereas

;

;

;

m

;
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join the other band there and what, in respect of the dark pattern, can
be called a space, is left between them
What I
this is spot sixth.
wish to point out is that the atrophied zone in the Zygaena does not
affect the true primary pattern or affects it extremely little.
If we
;

examine Z. camiolica, Sc, in which the nervural pattern does not
exist, or nearly so, we find that usually the marginal band and the
preceding one are separated on most of their length by a long kidneyshaped space or red spot
in southern races, where this space gets
obliterated in some individuals by the unusual extent of the primary
pattern, one sees that, whilst the fusion of these bands begins at the
two ends of that space, at the same time the latter gets rapidly much
narrower, being invaded both from the innerside and the outerside, so
that at the end of the process there remains nothing of the space but
two or three minute round specks at quite a distance from spot 5th.
No stage is thus gone through similar to the 6th spot of filipendulae
elongated outwardly. If we now examine series of Z pur}niralis,'S>vvi.,
where the nervular pattern exists alone, we can on the contrary notice
that, when the margmal band broadens, in many individuals it does
;

.

not do so uniformly on all its length, but it exhibits a deep incision in
the atrophied zone.
This incision is not separated from the end of the
red band corresponding to spot 5th, as it is in nlipendulai', because there
exists no primary band to do so, but it obviously is homologous to spot
6th.
These two observations, which are the counterparts of each other,
show very clearly that in filipendulae the marginal band is constituted
both by that of the nervural and that of the transverse pattern, but
that the former is usually (or specifically) narrow in the atrophied
zone, so that spot 6th can only be obliterated when the true pattern
acquires the high degree of development it has in stocchadis.
Another
character pointing to the same conclusion is that when spot 6th is
reduced to a very small size, its last vestige in the darkest forms of
stoechadis is more usually quite at a distance from spot 5th, whereas
in subspecies jUipendnlae and in forms of stoechadh more similar to
filipendulae it is often very near or even confluent with it. In the first
instance it is clear that reduction is due to broadening of that band of
the true pattern, which extends between spots 5 and 6, and that the
nervural pattern has nothing to do with this process.
It seems
reasonable therefore to suppose that also in the second instance the
true pattern as a rule invades the 6th spot by the broadening of its
marginal band and that the nervural pattern only joins in this process
in rare cases, in which it is unusually developed and behaves as in the
darkest achilleae, Esp., tending to abolish the incision of the atrophied
zone from the outer-side inwardly.
Other instructive observations we can make by comparing
successively the underside of hindwings, the upper^ide of same, the
underside of forewings and the upperside of same, especially in the
dark forms of stoechadis.
We find that these are four progressive
grades in the extent of the same markings.
From all these remarks and many others one can, to my mind,
conclude that the principal variation of /ilipemliilae consists in a
dissociation of the nervural and of the true or transverse patterns, and
in the consequent development in the extent of that of the two which
predominates.
Schematically this process, pushed to the extreme,
could be pictured by an entirely red form, having also the forewings

—
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the hindwings of sub-species Jilipendidae, by two series
diverging from it, one exhibiting a progressive increase in the extent
of tbe nervural pattern, the other exhibiting that of the transverse
pattern, and by a number of series between these two, in each of
which both nervural and transverse pattern would exist combined
together in difierent proportions.
But this scheme is not a creation
The two
oi my fancy
it exists in nature
it is the Zyf/aena genus.
extreme series are embodied by that which leads from Z. rubicnndns,

isimilar to

;

;

Hb., up to the davkest jjitrpuralis, Br., and by that which leads from
In a paper on
laeta, Hb., up to fausta, L., caniiolica, Scop., etc.
this genus in general I will show how its variations can be traced to a
beautifully definite and ordinate plan, sufficient to overthrow any
theory on natural selection of fortuitous variations.

Z.

L.,

Races intermediate between subspecies
and subspecies stoechadu, Brk.

filipendulae,

:

Race anceps, Obth., Et. Up. Conrp., IV., p. 551 (1910).
Bouches-du-Rhone et Var (Hyeres, Sainte-Baume, Saint-Zacharie,
Montrieux, Saint-Pons)."
Such are the localities given by Oberthiir
I need
for this very interesting race, which I have already talked of.
only add here that by its build, by the aspect of many individuals
very similar to subspecies Hlipendiilae, by the tone of red and more
especially by the marginal band of hindwings being always narrow it
On the
belongs on the whole more to filipendulae than to atoechadis.
-"

other hand, however, the reduced red suffusion of the underside of
forewings and the numerous five-spotted individuals bring it very near
stoecliadis.

Race alpina, Boisd., Icones

Hist.

Lep.,

p.

65,

pi.

53,

fig.

9

Oberthur discusses Boisduval'^ description arid concludes
(1832-41).
that his insect must have been the one which is found at Digne
Boisduval only gives the " Alpes fran^aises " as locality he thought
Oberthur keeps it
it was very probably referable to anyelicae, 0.
under this heading, but expresses doubts as to its correctness. I do
not know it, but from the lengthy descriptions of these authors I
;

;

a small mountain race transitional between filipendulae
and similar to its neighbour in localities less elevated,
anceps, by its great variability.
Like it, it seems to approach
filipendulae by the marginal band of hindwings, more usually narrow
and by the very extensive red suffusion of underside of forewing in
many individuals, whereas it approaches stoecliadis by being often fivespotted and by a few males having the hindwing broadly darkened.
The angelicaeformis, mihi, form noticed by Boisduval only occurs

should say

and

it is

stoecliadis

occasionally.

This interesting race
Race pulcherrima-stoechadis, mihi.
from the hills above Reggio Emilia (Borzeno) and Modena (Rio
Spigone in the colli di Scandiano) on the extreme southern limit of
subspecies fiUpendidae in Italy, I have already mentioned in dealing
with transitions between it and stoechadis. A large percentage of
individuals belong distinctly either to the one or to the other, and
^ow and then, in the second case, even to forms medicayinis and
stoecliadis, much darker than are ever found in race ochsenheimeri from
Southern Italy and to the five-spotted one. A. Costantini of Reggio
has sent me a large series to examine and he has kindly left me part

—
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Of the transitional individuals some can be described as form
pulcheirima trans ad ochsenlieimeri, the rest as form ochsenheimeri
trans ad pulcherrima.

of

Subspecies or group of races stoechadis, B o r k h.
Before describing the different races I must make one or two
general remarks, which will help to understand the way they are
linked to each other.
To begin with let us note that in the female sex
of this subspecies there exists what might nearly be called a
dimorphism, because the extremes of its variation have very different
aspects indeed
the interesting point is that they correspond to subspecies fHipendidae and stoechadis, just as these correspond on a still
more magnified scale to the extreme variations of the entire genus.
One of these forms can be described simply by saying it is identical to
indcherrima what obliges us to classify it amongst the stoechadia, even
when it is found alone as in race calahra, or it prevails, is that it is
not accompanied by any male of the same form, that sex consisting
entirely of most perfect ochsenheimeri.
It is well represented by that
figure on pi. 5 of Seitz' Grossclnnett, vol. ii., which is, as we shall
see presently, wrongly named ^' hadjina"
size usually very large,
wings elongated and acuminated, scaling less thick than in the
stoechadis which are really characteristic, colouring less saturated both
in the dark and in the red markings, red spots of forewing very large,
sixth spot usually blended with fifth and also projecting outwardly
very much, dark margin of hindwing extremely thin, being limited to
the fringes and of perfectly uniform breadth, red suffusion of the
underside of forewings about as extensive as is ever seen in filipendidae;
it will be found convenient to name this form piilcherriviaefojmis; it
nearly invariably differs from pulcherriuia by the tone of the red,
which is colder, lacking the slight tinge of yellow mixed with it in
the latter.
The other female form stands opposite to this one by
the shape of its wings, the dense scaling, the saturated and brilliant
colouring its markings vary in extent as much as it is possible in any
Zygaena, from a form which only differs from pulcherriviaefornris by
its structure, by its moie limited spots on forewing and by its marginal
band of hindwing (slightly broader generally and widened particularly
at apex and between the cubital and the anal nervures), to the form
with only five spots onforeAving and the hindwing nearly entirely
darkened.
A bird's eye view of the geographical variations of subspecies
stoechadis is interesting
we find that the races one can call on the
whole meJanic extend from the Maritime Alps to Piedmont and
Liguria, and thence along the chain of the Apennine at medium and
high altitudes, as far as the depression which unites the valleys of the
Metauro and that of the Tiber, and which marks the limit between the
Tertiary geological formation of the mountains up to that point and
their Jurassic one southwardly.
The culminating point of melanism
is reached exactly in the mountains above Lucca and Pistoia in
northern Tuscany.
Out of'this region of melanism, the extent of the
true pattern is seen to decrease progressively as one gets further from
it to the W. and to the S., so that the reddest races are found in the
W. of Fi'ance and in Sicily, but to the N. the change is very abrupt in
The Balkans I cannot deal
the Po valley, as we have already seen.
:

;

;

:

.

;

:
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with for want of information, all I read about them being very vague
and confused. Spain I must also leave to future investigation,
because for the present I have found no evidence of the existence of
filipendulae there at all.
Race seeholdi, Obth., which I have seen, as
Oberthiir's description of kinderalready stated, I refer to loiiicerae.
niannii, Boisd., from Barcelona, suggests to me another darker race of
Burgeff's [Mitteil. M'dnchner Ent. Ges., 1914, p. 61,
the same species.
pi. III.) (jeviina from Sierra Segura, collected by Korb, may be a
constantly five-spotted stoechadis, with a narrow marginal border to
hindwing, but even its author's declaration "that the genitalia easily
Turning to
distinguish it from louicerae " does not quite satisfy me.
the Eastern Mediterranean region, we find two races have been
described syriaca, Obth., which does not seem specifically distinct
from stoechadis, and hadjina, Stdgr., from the Taurus Mts. The
" Like f/»6irt, but
original description of the latter is the following
with spots 8 and 4, 5 and 6 of forewings further apart." This
:

:

marked form of oclisenheiweri, and Seitz's figure
mentioned above cannot be correct, as it represents a female with
those spots so large as to be quite close to each other and the two last
quite confluent.
It may belong to a high-mountain race, collected at
a greater altitude than Staudinger's types and standing to hadjina
distinctly points to a

as calabra, Vrty., stands to ochsenheimeri, 0., in Calabria, or else the

female of hadjina
in

some

may

localities,

and

be dimorphic, like the Italian ochsmheimeri is
an individual standing opposite to the

this is

nymotypical form.

Group

of races constantly six-spotted on fore^Ving,
broad red suffusion on underside and with very
narrow or narrow marginal band on hindwing {teuuissimelinibata to latelimbata), but with no other primary pattern:

with

a

—

Race siciliensis, Vrty.

Ent.

1917, p. 222).
This IS the less variable of the races of stoechadis, for all the individuals
of both sexes are most filipendnlae-Wke
so much so, that in my
original description I actually said it was difficult to decide which of
the two it should be grouped with. More material and more experience
show me now that I was right in considering it a stoechadis the larva
is identical with that of stoecliadis, nchsenheiineri and calabra and they
all exactly correspond to Spuler's fig. 25a on pi. ix. of Die lianpen der
Schni. Ear.
in the imago the structure of the body, antennje and
wings and the markings of the forewing above are quite as in those
the
ochseniieiineri individuals which have the red more extensive
female in these respects quite belongs to the characteristic ocJisenhei>neri
and so little does it tend to vary in the pulcherrima direction that one
specimen of i^ulcherrimaeformis, found by the Quercis amongst
hundreds examined, stands out prominently in my series, as if it had
got mixed in it by mistake.
What instead strongly recalls j>»/c7(e?-rr»/a
constantly is the extremely narrow dark margin of the hindwings very
often of uniform breadth even in the male and the dense and extensive
red suffusion of the underside of forewings in both sexes.
Never are
these characters found to such an extent in any male oclisenheimeri; in
the female they are found in form pHlclierriinaeforrnis, but never
associated, as in siciliensis, with the typical ochseuheimeri characters.
My "types" are from the hills of the neighbourhood of Palermo.
{Bull. Soc.

France,

;

;

;

;
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Race calabra, Vrty. {Bull. Soc. Ent. France, 1917, p. 223). At a
very high altitude (Piano di Carmelia, m. 1200, on the Aspromonte) in
Calabria Querci has discovered a most interesting race.
The male is
a grade further on, as compared with that of siciliensis, along the
stoechadis line of variation

with

and

it

can, in fact, be described as identical

but the female is instead a grade further back than
siciliensis and constantly belongs to pulclieiiimaeformis.
The result is a
much greater sexual dimorphism than exists, on the whole, in any
other stoecJiadis race.
Following the usual rule ia Calabrian races,
calabra is of large size and not smaller than ochsenheimeri of the plains,
like the mountain races of Central Italy.
Race calabra-ochsenheimeri, mihi. On the Coast Range, at S.
Fill, at about m. 900, another Calabrian race was found in June, 1920,
which is quite intermediate between calabra a,nd nc/tsenheiineri. A large
percentage of the females belong distinctly either to one or to the other,
the rest are transitional
this compound name designates perfectly the
marked dimorphism of this sex, which characterises the race the
male is, of course, an ochsenheimeri, like that of calabra.
Race major, Esper [Schmett., Suppl. S/ihing., p. 19, pi. xli., fig. 4
(1793, not 1789, as stated by Tutt, because on the same plate is
figured e.vulans, which Esper at p. 17 says was found in 1792)]
It is
quite surprising how all authors quote this name as a synonym of
ochsenheimeri, Z., when it is fifty years older than the latter.
Esper's
figure is rough, but unmistakable, and his description, comparing his
insect " from the south of France " with the Germskn Jilipend ulae, and
and including size, brilliant colouring, broader and more sinuous
marginal band on hindwing, shows once more what a wonderful eye
that entomologist had for his times.
Oberthiir in his Et. Lep. Couip.,
iv., p. 547, includes in ocJisenheimeri, Z., both the Sicilian and the race
from Montpellier, besides the one from Central Italy.
The first I
have shown to be distinct; if the two latter are quite similar to each
other it seems to me inevitable that the name wajor should replace the
one of ochsenneiiiieri.
A closer comparison of adequate series will
however, I believe, reveal some difference, which will make it worth
while utilising the former for the race from the south of France, and
the latter for that of Italy.
oclisenheiineri.

;

;

.

Race ochsenheimeri, Zeller

(hin, 1847, pp. 303-7).
Tutt and
both note that this name was given by Zeller to
Ochsenheimer's description of what he called transalpina, a name
which of course could not stand, having been used by Esper for a
totally different insect.
Oberthiir very rightly applied the name to
those races of stoechadis which are always or nearly always six-spotted
and which have, comparatively to the other stoechadis, a very narrow
marginal band on hindwing. This made things much clearer than
they had been left by Staudinger, followed blindly by Seitz, Dziurzyhski
and others, who kept up an inexplicable distinction between " stoechadis
var. diihia, Stdgr.," and ''Jilipendidae var. oclisenheiineri, Z.," but furnished no clue, either in their descriptions or in their habitats, as to
what they meant by them.
Evidently they had never made
out the distribution of fdijiendidue and of stoechadis, and they
had in mind some wrong idea about them.
In the next paragraph
I
will deal with the name of dnhia, Stdgr., which authors of
the last century found so convenient to cover their difiaculties

Oberthiir
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which in most eases was applied to what should have
Staudinger probably used this
been named major or ochsenhelmen'.
last name for the forms more similar to subspecies filipendtdae, namely
for those I have now named indcherriinaeformis, calabra, and fiicilieims,
and he used the name dubia for the forms with a broader marginal
band to hind wing. This view would not be sustainable, because

and

clearly describes this band as " sinuate " and also
because the broad habitat of " Italy and Southern France " he gives
makes it highly improbable he should have meant to describe the
comparatively rare pulcherruimefonms. or the local calabra and
I quite agree with Oberthiir in referring the name broadly
siciliemis.
to all the races of stoechadis, which are constantly or nearly constantly
six-spotted in the male, as well as in the female, and which have the
hindwings entirely red, with a narrow marginal band as in Seitz's
The distribution of these
figure, but more sinuate than in his male.
races corresponds to the region mentioned by Ochsenheimer, plus the
Balkans and Asia Minor. Now I have separated the Sicilian race, one
can add to the description of the remaining ocJiaenJieiiiieri that in the
male sex the red suffusion of the underside of forewings is distinctly
less extensive than in tHipendnlae, being reduced to a narrow central
streak, which unites the spots, and furthermore that the marginal
streak of the hindwing on both surfaces is broadened into a narrow,
but distinct band with a more or less sharply defined and sinuate
inner outline in Seitz's figure of female it is much too broad. I
have already mentioned that the race of the south of France will
probably be separated under the name of major, Esp. This leaves
continental and peninsular Italy to oc/n-enJieimerl proper.
On' comparing the specimens I have collected in the hot valleys of South
Tyrol, of the Adige and the Isarco, with my series from Latium and
Central Italy generally, I notice in most specimens a distinct difference
the former have a slight tinge of
in the tone of the red scaling
yellow in it which make it more similar to that of ptdclierriwa and
thus more brilliant, the latter are of a colder, more saturated and
duller red.
I believe this difference must have been noticed by
Staudinger and that is why in his Catalog. Lep. Pal. Faiin., 1901, p.
884, he distinguishes a " var. campaniae (Stdgr. i. 1.)," describing it

Ochsenheimer

;

:

The specimen sold by Bang-Haas
as " intensius picta."
name and figured by Seitz, with no description, but which

under this
too dark

is

from the Campania, and the entirely opposite description given
by Dziurzynski in his Fal. Arten der Gatt. Zyijaena [Bed. Ent. Zeit.^
1908), which suits the ochsenlniDieri of the Campania much better,
show that none of them had made out what Staudinger meant. If
this be accepted as a distinct race, the name ochsenheimeri would be
limited to that of the Southern Alps.
As this character is so subtle
and not constant I leave the question open. Caiberla [Iris, viii., p.
218, 1895) describes under the name of judicariae a form with the
red spots surrounded by white rings found in South Tyrol, north of
This would seem a very distinct local race, for in no
the lake of Idro.
locality have I ever seen a tendency to produce this form, but here too
I must leave the question open.
A race, I think on the contrary
to be

should be distinguished, is described in the following paragraph.
Other local variations, besides the transitions to calabra, consist in
gradual transitions to race etrnscn (see below), whi^h begin by the
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appearance of five-ppottecl males and then by a broadening of the
marginal band of hindwings in an increasing number of individuals of
Even in South Tyrol I have seen a few from Terlana and
that sex.
one in the Trent coll. with the hindwings nearly as dark as in nymotypical stoechafHs, but there is, as a rule, no tendency to produce these
dark forms in that region. Those races of Central Italy which
constantly point in this direction can be called race ochsenheiineri
they are parallel to the French pyrenea.
trans ad etrusca, Vrty.
;

Size varies so markedly and
Eace microchsenheimeri, mihi.
contributes to produce two such distinct-looking extreme races, that I
In the Aurunci Mts. (Southern
feel justified in proposing a new name.
Latium) Querci has found a very large and brightly coloured
near Eome and in South Tyrol the size is not so exochsenheiiiieri
On the contrary in the Mainarde Mts., at
cessive, but still large.
Villalatina, m. 500, quite a small race is produced with body and
antennae more slender and with wings narrower, primary pattern
darker and duller, red less bright. Count Turati has kindly sent me in
exchange a series of specimens from Primaluna, m. 550, in Val
Sassina (lake of- Como) which is quite similar to the one of the
Mainarde (the five-spotted form is found in about 6% of the males).
Unfortunately we still greatly lack in knowledge concerning the dis;

tribution of the various races of stoechadis in the Basin of the Po.
Specimens I have seen collected in various localities of Piedmont by
Signor Gianelli of Turin agree perfectly, however, with microchsenheimeii both in size and in the tinge of the dark and of the red
pattern, so thftt those forms, which also agree with it in the limited
extent of the dark markings, do not differ from it in the least; and the
name should be used for the races of that region consisting chiefly in sixshall see that nymotypical
spotted, narrow margmed individuals.
microchscnliehneri
iiiediccK/inis and stoechadis are also from that region
only differs from them by the greater extent of the red secondary
Eaces corresponding to the designation of microchsenheimeri
pattern.
trans ad luedicai/inis or to that of medicaginis trans ad ochsen/ieimeri
will no doubt be found locally and also microchsenheimeri-pulcherrima

We

;

because pulcherrima,

as

already stated,

is

quite frequent in the

Po

basin.

M. Eondou has sent me from Gedre, m. 1000,
Pyrenees a

little

series

which does not

in the Hautes-

differ in the least

from the

Italian ones and contrasts sharply with specimens of lilipendulae race
mannii, H.S., from the same region I can detect no signs of transition
between the two, so that 1 suppose the first is found at the bottom of
the valley of Gedre and the second in higher and colder spots, but
Eondou had not noticed the difference and could give me no informaAs a rale size decreases as altitude increases, but
tion about them.
local causes create exceptions, such as the large race of the Aurunci
;

I possess a
Mts., in Southern Latium found from 400 to 1200 m.
series of microchsenheimeri, some of which of very small size,
collected as high as loOOm., at Casteldelmonte in the Abruzzi, on the
little

Gran Sasso
Eace microchsenheimeri
:

trans ad

montivaga, mihi.

[To he concluded.)

——

—
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Observations on the type

of this Species.

By G. B.

C.

LEMAN,

F.E.S.

In the course of the preparation of a paper on this species, at the
suggestion of Mr. Horace St. John Donisthorpe, (which I hope to
pubhsh later on), I have had occasion to look up Goeze's original
description of his type, and I find that the type has nine spots and
not thirteen spots as subsequent writers appear to have assumed.
Goeze's original description of his type is to be found in his
Entom. Beytr. i. 246 [1777J and is as follows
" I. Zur ersten klasse rothe oder gelbe Fliigeldecken, schwarze
Punkte.
1. Variegata, der Scheckriicken.
Geoffr. Ins. Tom. I. 322. No. 5 [1762].
La coccinelle rouge a neuf points noirs et corcelet varie.
Coleoptris rubris, punctis novem nigris, thorace nigro,
:

,

—

:

antice albo."

have

and his description is as
follows
" 5. Coccinella coleoptris rubris punctis novem nigris, thorace
nigro, antice albo.
La coccinelle rouge a neuf points noirs et corcelet varie."
his Ent. Par. i. 144-5, in giving names to
In 1785 Fourcroy
Geoffroy's descriptions, appears to have overlooked H. cariegata,
Goez., as he gives the name of Coccinella carpini to Geoffroy's No. 5
"5. C. carpini.
La coccinelle rouge a 9 points noirs et corcelet varie.
C. coleoptris rubris, punctis novem nigris, thorace nigro,
antice albo.
I

verified the reference to Geoffrey,

:

m

:

Loc. Habitat carpinum.

and consequently

[Hornbeam]

C. carpini, Fourcr., is a

."

synonym

for

H.

variegata,

Goez.

Within the limits of these preliminary observations it is not
possible to deal with the manj" individual authors who have written
on this species, whether under its original name, or as Coccinella or
Adonia, inntabilis or varier/ata, and I propose therefore to refer only to
some of the more modern writers.

Mulsant (1846) in his Sec. pp. 39-44, Adonia mutabilis, Scriba
the latter's description is incidentally extremely vague and difficult to
follow
states definitely that the " etat normal " has 13 spots
arranged as follows 1, 2, 2, 1 and i (the common scutellar spot),
and relegates the type to his var. G.^. " L'humeral et les trois

—

:

—

derniers."

Mulsant's references include Geoffroy's No. 5, C. carpini, Fourcr.
mutabilis, Scriba, but he makes no reference to Goeze.
in 1879 Weise in his B.-T. pp. 92-94, imder Adonia variegata,
Goez., gives the following formula for the disposition of the spots in
the type
" Flgd. roth, neben dem Schildschen weisslich. mit IB

and

:

Schwarzen P. 1, 2, 2, 1, |."
and includes the type as a varietv under his section
"

f.

Flgd. mit 9 P.

f.

;

—

—

—
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KK(!()KI).

...

P. 1, 4, 6, 6, i {9-piinctata, Schrank)
v. carpini,
Foureroj."
Weise reiterates the above in his 1885 edition so far as the type is
concerned, but in the rearrangement of his sections he includes under
carpini, Fourcr., the following groups, for which there appears to be no
ii.

justification

:

"e. Fid. mit 9 P.
carpini, Fourcr.)

aa.
;

1,

-I

5,

6,

+ 5,

6,

^
-J-;

{Qpuuctata,

Schrank;

cc.

5,

1; ee. 2, 4, 5, 6, i ff. 2, 4
[arenaria, Sajo)
hh. 3, 4, 6, 6,

1, 3, 4, 5,

5,

4,

bb. 1, 4

;

;

V. carpini,

1,

+ 5,
|-

6,

2,

^

3,
;

dd.

•^;

gg. 2, 3, 4,

[biconstellata,

Sajo)

Fourcroy."

Ganglbauer (1899) in Rcif. Mitteleur. follows Weise.
Eeitter (1911) in Faun. Germ. iii. p. 137, also gives the " Normalfarbung " as "mit 1 schwarzen Sch.-Punkt. u. jede Fid. mit 1, 2, 2,
1 Punkten," and his figure 10, " Hippoda)nia varicf/ata," has 13 spots
corresponding with the formula 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ^.
The only record I have so far found of the correct description of
Goeze's type is in the Hist. Col. France of Seriziat. p. 349 (1883)
:

''

A.

.)iii(tahilis,

4

mm.,

tete fauve avec le front noir

;

corcelet

fauve orne d'un dessin noir a quatre branches elytres rouges
portant chacune trois points noirs en triangle sur I'extremite
posterieure et un petit point humeral.
II y a de plus un
petit commun sur I'ecusson."
I should be very glad to receive any data relating to this species
from any collector who has specimens in his collection, with, if
possible, diagrams showing the position of the spots and the thoracic
markings of each specimen. 152, West Hill, Putney, S.W. 15.
:

—

^[g>OTES

ON

COLLECTING,

Etc.

—

Entomological Notes from Putney for 1920. Janaary 20th.
The seven-spot Lady-Bird (Coccindla 7-pnnctata, L.) on my gate post.
It was seen every day for over a week on the gate, fence, and sage
plants near.

—

January 24:tli. The Sage Frog-hopper [Fuptery.r melissae) abundant
on the sage, where it occurs all the year round. On July 18th it was
observed in cop,

when

—
—
—
—

the sexes unite back to back.

January 25th. The honey bee (Api.^ Diellifica) out on path.
Gentry pen spiniger on path.
February Snl.
February 11th. Queen Wasp [Vexpa vulgaris) on pavement;
another seen on the wing, February 13th,
February ISth. The church-yard beetle [Blaps viucronata) on
pavement.
/ipril 5tk.

— Fish Insect

{[yepi.wia sacharina)

common

in the kitchen

This is the first time I have seen it at Putney. It
was also covnmon this year in the house of a friend.
The small White [I'ieris rapae) flying in the High
Apnil I'Sth.
Street, Putney.

near

fire-place.

—
April lith. — The large

White {Pieris brassicae) flying in my garden.
Creophilus viaxillosvs running on pavement
it
April 24.th.
*' feigned death " when touched.
April 25th.
Ai>i<>n radiolns observed to be abundant on the Hollyhocks in my garden.

—

—

;

—
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Megatoma nndata a fine specimen
bedroom in my iiouse.
May 21st. The first Lace Wing Fly noticed in

found

IQth.

in a

May

22)1(1.

40 years since

room

my

in

May

;

was

my garden.
bath-room. It is over
was also found in a bath-

Ptiniis 6-piinctatiis taken in the

I last took this beetle,

when

it

father's house at Earls Shilton.

—
— Clytns
occurred
my garden.
— Gastrophysia
on pavement.
— The stag-beetle [Lucanns
on fence
Putney
— TortrLt pronuhana
road.
On September 24th

Mycetaea liirta this little beetle which is often found
was inhabiting a fungus high up on a plane tree.

23rd.

in cellars,

of this beetle

May

27th.

May
May

28th.

2dth.

Park Lane.

;

in

aiietis

polycfoiii

cervus)

in

cT

flying in
May 30th.
a number of specimens were observed at L15, hovering over a garden
hedge.
June \d)th. The Painted Lady [Pyrameis cardni) in my garden.
June 21st. Hylobius abietis, a specimen was picked up in my road.
July Gth-12th. Anthrenvs [Claviger ?) larva died while I was away.
It was taken in my study in July, 1917, changed its skin in July and
October, 1918, and July'sth, 1919.
Pseudncoccus yahani, this Coccid, which has only been
July 15th.
recognised recently in England, was crawhng on the outside of my
Other specimens were seen in the same situation on
study window.
Octo"'ber 16th and 29th.
July nth. Ehayonycha fulva in garden.
Corticaria linearis flying in garden
August 1th.
also the Red

—
—

—

—

—
—

Admiral (Pyrameis
on October 20th.

;

atolaiita).

— The small
August 23rd. — Ptinus
August

13tli.

The

latter

was again seen in the garden

Tortoiseshell [Aglais urticae)

flying in

garden.

tectus in bath.

Putney

which has spread

of this beetle,

This
all

is the first record for
over the country during

recent years.
August 28th. A grass-hopper (sp. ?) was seen jumping in a road
in the town
on 31st I saw another specimen in my garden.
August 29^/t. The Devil's Coach-horse (Oxypus olens) on road.
September 1st.— The Meal worm [Teyiebrio molitor) on the pavement.
Pentatoma ru/ipes this large bug was picked up
September 15th.
;

in

—
—
—

;

Hazlewell Road.

September 20tit.— A male wasp {Vespa vulgaris) noticed on pavement, and a male and female together on 22nd.
September 2dth.
A wasp ( Vespa vulgaris) worker was observed
flying in the evening with something white in its jaws.
On beingcaptured it was found to be carrying the remains of a moth [Luperina

—

testacea).

—

November Ith. A number of Aphids were taken crawling on a
wooden fence on Putney Common. Mr. Laing tells me they consisted
Tuberolachnus viminalis, Boyer Brachyeolus
of the following species
:

;

frequens, Walker, this species has not been

found since 1848

IherioEuceraphis betulae, Kalt.
aphis betulicola, Kalt,, c? and ? 2
Sipha
schontedeni, Del-Guer. {=^glyceriae, W^alker nee Kalt.), not been found
in Britain since 1846
and Euceraphis carpini, Buckt.
The same
;

;

;

;

species were found

still

walking on this fence on November 14th and

—
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21st,

and

in addition

on the

last date,

Hyadaphus

{Cavariella) capreae,

oviparous ? $ and Tnherolachnus viwinalia, Boyer, numerous alate
and apterous specimens, and a few pup^e.
November 9th. Queditts imjjressus on the wing in the road.
November 10th. Male Wasp [Vespa vuhjaris) on pavement; and
Cyphon variabilis on my study window. H. Donisthorpe, Putney.
,

—
—

—

CURRENT NOTES AND SHORT

NOTICES.

The Interim Eeport of the Mosquito Investigation Committee of
the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies has been submitted to
the Ministry of Health and has been described by Colonel James as
" interesting and valuable."
Will all those who have had Circular
No. 4 dealing with Anopheles plnmbeus and are participating in getting
data on this species kindly communicate at once with the Hon. Sec,
the Rev. T. W. Oswald Hicks, B.A., " Lesware," Linden Road, N. 15.
Information is particularly required (A) of the habits and breeding
places of A. plumbens, and (B) its distribution as a larva and as a
full-grown insect. It is an easy matter to send these " gnats " in
folded paper in an envelope, as they can then easily be identified by
an expert. Copies of the interesting circular are still obtainable from
the Hon. Secretary.
In the Bull. Sac. ent. France for February is a list of the Microlepidoptera of the Island of Oleron (Charente-Inferieure), by C.
Dumont, which he has recently obtained and which brings up the
There are
total number of species of Micros already reported to 280.
included 5 Coleophora, only 1 Lithocolletis, the very local Psychid Lvjfia
lajjidella, 5 Tinea (s. str.), 5 Pterophoridae, 9 Conchylis, 3 Acalla,
including A. cristana from Ulmiis cainpestris, etc.
Through the kindness of our valued correspondent, Mr. G. B.
Pearson, of Pasadena, near Los Angelos, S. California, and a member
of the South London Entomological Society, we have received a copy
of the first number of the South West Science Bulletin, issued by the
South West Science Association of Los Angelos, of which Dr. John
Comstock, the well-known Lepidopterist and Assistant Director of the
Los Angelos Museum, is one of the foremost members. The matter
It
is about equally divided between Entomology (Lep.) and Botany.
contains one plate of nine coloured figures of rare and new Argynnids
Aryynnis malcohiii sp. nov.
to illustrate Professor Comstock's articles.
is near A. numtivaga
race tehachapina v. nov. is a high mountain
form of A. montivaga MeUtaea salina, Wright, of which hitherto only
the type (a wreck) existed and of which Dr. Comstock had received a
numlDer from the Chiricahua Mountains in Arizona, are the species
;

;

and described.
regret to hear that Mr. H. Rowland-Brown, who so recently
the Secretaryship of The Entomological Society, is seriously ill.

illustrated

We
took up

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society

of London.

—

November Srd, 1920. Election of Fellows. Messrs. Thomas
Alexander Barns, F.Z.S., 32, Windsor Court, Bayswater, London, W.
Major
George Bethell, F.R.Hist.S., 11, Chandos St., London, W. 1
;

—
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John Errol Moritz Boyd, M.C., R.A.M.C., Pendavy, Birchingfcon-onMiss Mary Frances Cossart Br'idson, Ford Brow, Dartmouth
Sea
Messrs. Thomas Cockcroft, 111, Owen St., Wellington South, New
;

;

J. W.
Ernest Crabbe, 52, Sarsfeld Road, Balham, S.W.12
The Summit, Liscard, Wallasey Alister Clavering Hardy,
Valentine Knight, Assistant
40, Harlow Moor Drive, Harrogate
Director Raffles Museum, Singapore
Russell James, 7, Broadlands
Hugh
Road, Highgate, N.6 George Lodge, Hawkhouse, Caniberley

Zealand

;

;

Griffin, 27,

;

;

;

;

;

Kenneth Munro, B.Sc, 258, Bourke St., Pretoria, S. Africa; John
Golding Myers, Aramoho, Wanganui, New Zealand Alfred Philpott,
Assistant Entomologist, Biological Dept., Cawthron Inst, of Scientific
;

Research,

Nelson,

New

Zealand

;

Arthur Walter Richardson, 28,

Avenue Road, Southall, Middlesex Dr. Winstan St. Andrew St.
John, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Derwent House, Derby; Dr. John
W.; Scharff, M.B., D.P.M., Tampin, Federated Malay States;
Messrs. Joseph Tinsley, West of Scotland Agricultural College, Burns
Avenue, Kilmarnock
and William Wallace, M.B., 15, Hainton
;

;

Avenue, Grimsby, were elected Fellows of the Society.
New Butterflies from Dutch New Guinea. Mr. G. Talbot exhibited on behalf of Mr. J. J. Joicey a number of New Butterflies from
the.Weyland Mountams, Dutch New Guinea.
The specimens shown formed part of the first collection made by
the three brothers C, F., and J. Pratt, who were sent out by Mr. Joicey
to explore a little-known part of New Guinea.
including an
Lepidoptera from the Cook and Society Islands
analysis of the markings of the females of Hypolimnas bolina,
Professor Poulton exhibited specimens illustrating the followingL.
extracts from letters received from Mr. H. W. Simmonds of the
Department of Agriculture, Suva, Fiji
The five females sent by Mr. Simmonds from Rarotonga showed
great variation.
The chief differences were described below, omitting

—

;

—

:

the central marking of the hindwing which was treated separately at
the end.
(1) This specimen was male-like and, except for its much greater
size, nearly resembled the Tahitian female.
the only one of the five which, in this respect, did
(2) Smaller
darker, the white forenot contrast with the Tahitian specimen
wing bar overspread with scattered dark scales, the series of white
spots parallel with the hind margin slightly developed, as also the
orange ochreous marginal and submarginal lines in both wings,
tending to invade the apical area of forewing.
(3) In this specimen the series of white spots, present on both
wings, was more developed, as also the orange ochreous markings,
especially at the apex of forewing.
(4) Similar, except for the still greater development and richer
shade of the orange ochreous and the slightly less developed series of

—

,

.

white spots.

The white forewing bar overspread

the ochreous
as in (2)
white in the apical area. In the hindwing
the pale ochreous submarginal marking was no longer a line but a
band much broader than in any other of these five females. The
President, however, had captured specimens in Rarotonga with a far
(5)

markings very

pale, nearly

;

,

—
;
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greater development of ochreous, recalling

some

of the Fiji females of

bolina.

East African Danaine butterflies resting, crowded in a bamboo
CLUMP, DURING THE HOT HOURS OF THE DAY.^ ^Prof. Poulton Said that
he had received only that morning a letter from one of their Fellows
Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton, Game Warden of the Tanganyika Territory
and he wished to call the attention of the meeting to the interesting
observations recorded by the writer.
Aberrations of Brenthis Euphrosyne and B. selene. The
Secretary exhibited on behalf of Mr. B. G. Adams a magnificent
collection of aberrations of B. euphrosyne and B. selene, all taken in
different years in a restricted locality in N. Devon about 600 ft. above
the sea.
Amongst these were two specimens which appeared to be
hybrids, the upperside of one being that of B. euphrosyne with the
underside of B. selene, the opposite being the case with the other speci-

—

—

The two species often overlapped.
Diptera from Norfolk. Mr. J. E. Collin exhibited the following
interesting species of Diptera captured on Blakeney Point, Norfolk, from
July 16th-24th, 1920.
Hercostomus praetextatus, Haliday. Described in 1855 from a single
male captured in July, 1854, on the Sandhills of Rossbegh Point,.
(Kerry), and never rediscovered in Britain until Dr. Winifred E.
Brenchley found two females at Blakeney Point in August, 1919, a
discovery which led to the search for and capture of both sexes in some

men.

numbers

—

this year.

Pipunculas minim iis, Becker. A species new to the British List
not hitherto considered distinct from P. littoralh, Becker.
Limnophora aestuum, Villeneuve. Also new to the British List.
Mr. H. W. Andrews has found this species in Ireland, and there were
one or two unidentified specimens in the Yerrall Collection. It was a
common species among the Psomma growing on the sandhills at
Blakeney.
Limnophora maritima v. Roder.
This name so far as the British
List is concerned has been wrongly applied to the next species.
The
females were common on the sandy mud left exposed by the retreatingtide, but only three males were captured.
Limnophora vlryo, Villeneuve.
Only a single female of this
interesting species was captured among the Lsamma growing on the

The name is new to the " List," though previous British
records of L. maritima apply to this species.
Limnophora biseriata, Stein.
A recently (1916) described speciea
which was fairly common on the Psamma-cowered sandhills. It is an
addition to the British List.
Tetanops myojdna. Fallen.
A sea-coast and sand-hill Ortalid not
often fouiid in collections and the only representative of the genus in
Britain.
Papers.
The following papers were read :— " Butterfly Migration
" Preliminary Note on
in British Guiana," by L. D. Cleare, F.E.S.

sandhills.

—

the Interpretation of Insectan and Myriopodan Structures, through a
Comparison with the Structures of Crustacea," by Prof. G. C.

Crampton, Ph.D., F.E.S.

—

——

—

—

—

-
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—
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-Good
A.dvenaria, and other ordinary species to
and Tineae. Geo. T. Porrltt, Ehn Lea, Dalton,

Spilosoma
Tortrices

urticiti,

—

—

Desiderata.
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;

—

Duplicates.
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—

'

—
,

—

;

,

—

,

—

Changes of Address. C. IF. Golthrup,
W. Bowater, 23, HigJtfield Road, Edgbaston.

68, Dovercourt

,

Road, East Dulwich, S.E.22.
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
— Queen's Gate, South

Entomological Society of London.
8 p.m.

October 5th

;

41,

Kensington, S.VV.7,

October 19th.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society, Hibernia
Chambers, London Bridge. Second and Fourth Thursdays in the rconth, at 7 p.m.
June 23rd, Exhibition of Living Objects June 25th, Field Meeting at Chalfont Road.
Hon. Sec, Stanley Edwards, 15, St. German's Place, Blackheath, S.E. 8.
The London Natural History Society (the amalgamation of the City of London
Entomological and Natural History Society and the North London Natural History
Society) now meets in Hall 40, Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.G. 2, first and
(No Meetings in July or August.) Visitors
third Tuesdays in the month, at G.30 p.m.
welcomed. Hon. Sec, W. E. Glegg, 44, Belfast Road, N. 16.

—

;
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A FEW DAYS AT DKiNK.

A few days
B.y

G. T.

at

BETHUNE-BAKER,
{With two
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Digne.
F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

'

plates.)

last year's summer holiday July 31st
the old familiar quarters at Digne once a,gain, but
with this differftnce thnt it was August instead of the end of June and
early July, with the resulr, that 1 was able to take a splendid series
both of SatyriiH nretlniMa and of Erebia nforidax.
Here also as at St.
Martin Vesubie the latter is a larger and handsomer species than those
from the Mende Causse. At the summit of the hill there was as
usual both Pajnlio poihilirlus, very old and worn, and P. machaon
chasing each other wildly around the rock-y apex. I took one great
big female P. iiiacluuni, evidently just emerged, without a blemish, but
the majority had seen better days
it was interesting to watch their
wild flight round and round and to and fro, it did not appear to be
sexual at all, but simply a very '-joie de vivre " in the brilliant
August sun. I have never been on the top of this hill (in summer
time of course) without observing the same thing. On the same hill
though lower down 1 took a single Coiiaa hyale and a beautifully fresh
and dark female C. crncciiH.
Brenthis [Ari/j/niiis'^ ilia was still in quite
good condition and also Melitaea dith/iiia, and i-ather to my surprise
the females were very rare.
Higher up on the Dourbes I got a couple
of Melitaea varia and two M. parthfiiie, the latter past their best.
A
single belated Sati/rits circe, quite perfect, fell to my net, and a nice
little series of Satyms actaea, mostly female?.
I took a single female
of Plipparchia semele and three male Melaiiar(/ia i/alathea, which are
certainly much nearer the procida form than anything else, whilst I
was fortunate in securing one fine ab. lencouudas. A single Paranje
maera and a nice little series of half-a-dozen females of Fjpiiiephele
lyraon were still on the wing and found resting places in my boxes.
Epinepliele tithonus was, of course, on the wing, and Coenonynipha
doriis was not yet over, whilst I took one typical C. painpldliis with a
very dark underside.
Kmong the Lycaejiidae I took three fine Heodes
alc.i/ih run ra.ce f/nrdnis. one with great obsoletion of spots on the undersurface, a few PMuricia phlaeas var. eleus very darkly suffused, and one
H. dorilis. PolyoiinnatHS nieleager among the lavender was very worn
indeed, but strange to say I took one male P. escheri and two quite
beautiful females, this must be unusually late for this species.
1 also
netted two P. hylas, which however are minute specimens but perfect,
and are no doubt the result of starved larvae. One female P. iearm
and one I'leheiiifi inedun (astrarche) also fell to my lot. Both Polyomniatiis coridim and P. thetis were on the wing and in good condition,,
and I captured a number of the former, but of the latter I took four
pairs, all being of normal size; not one of the males are, however, of
normal colour, all are somewhat leaden in hue, whilst two of the P.
coridon are similar, one being almost dark grey.
I have examined the
scales of all these and find they are all ill-developed, being very thin
and curled as is generally the case with these abnormal blue specimens,,
the problem of this phenomenon is very interesting and needs working
out badly.
Polyominatan adnietiis var. ripjartii was also yet on the wing
and 1 was able to secure a fine series.
Turning now to the Hcsperiidae I have but few to record, and here>.
I mubt tender my best thanks to Mr. Rowland-Brown for kindly goingJuly, 1921.

Continuing the record of our

saw us back
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;
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through and naming for me all the difficult Syrichthi, as we used to
call them
from the various places at which we stayed. I took several
nice specimens of 'rh}/)iicliciis aeteoii.
Adopaea fiaca [tJia)niias) had seen
its best days, but Aiujiades si/loamis was still in good condition, whilst
Nisomadea {Thonaoi<) tayen was going ovei'. Of the genus Hesperia my
friend Rowland-Brown tells me I have taken hi. fritilbim (cirsii)
only.
In the few days we stayed here I did not look after Heterocera
at all, but 1 took a typical Coxrinia striata and one " Jersey
tiger " moth.

—

An Essay on the Systematic Study of Variation
Zygaena filipeiidulae, L, and of its subspecies
By

ROGER VERITY,

in the Races of
stoechadis, Brkh.

M.D.

{Continued from p. 114.)

of races which produce commonly both the
and the six-spotted form, in which the red
suffusioQ on underside of forewings is usually absent or
reduced, when it exists, to a narrow streak on cubital
nervure and which have, to a greater or lesser degree, abroad marginal band on hindwiiig (mostly latiorelimbata,
more rarely latissiireliinhata) and the beginning of other
primary pattern markings:

Group

five-

—

Race pyrenes. m\h\ = dnhia,
542 (1910), and III., pi. xxviii..

Comp., IV., pp. 638169-171 (1909). This race would
belong to the orhxeulieiiiieri group, because the hindwings only have a
marginal dark band and are never broadly darkened, but it differs from
the Italian -ones by the frequency of five-spotted individuals and of
those with no trace at all of red suffusion on the underside of forewing;
these two forms are quite exceptional in the races described above.
I
note however that out of two males and four females collected by the
Quercis on July 27th, 1919, at S. Pietro Avellana in the Molise
(Neapolitan disrrict), the two former and one of the latter are fivespotted, have no red suffusion on underside of forewings and the band
of hindwings corresponds to those figured by Oberthiir from Veiiaetlos-Bains, so that there probably exist amongst the Italian races
transitional to etnisca, some very similar to this author's from the
His figure 169, with five spots and a marginal
Pyrenees-Orientales.
band on hindwing so broad as to reach about mid-way between the
margin and the end of the cell c;in be taken as nymotypical oi pyrenes,
although he says fig. 171, with that hand not broader than in
ochaenheimeri, represents the commonest form.; I suggest this because
the former would never be found amongst the pure ochsenlieimeri race
and it thus characterises the Vernet race well, whereas the latter is
quite similar to the scarce five-spotted individuals which occur in Italy
I have proposed the
even where nchsenheiiiicri is best characterised.
new name of pyrenes for the Pyrenees-Orientales race, because, if I am
The
not wrong, that of dnbia, use;l by Oberthiir for it, cannot stand.
name dubia was created by Staudinger in bis Cat. I^ep. Enr., of 1861
no description accompanied it; it was simply placed, with a mark of
interrogation before it, at the beod of a paragraph consisting in
quotations of a most heterogeneous lot of figures of various
authors, which Staudinger evidently was at a loss about referring.
The first figure quoted is inedieayinis, Boisduval, Mun. des
Obt.h. {Et. Lep.

fig.

;
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IV., fig. 5.
It seems to me that dnhia, Stdgr., can in
circumstances only be considered a synonym of this name
and in consequence of medicaf/hiu, Hiibner, with which Boisduval's
Staudinger himself
figure agrees
very tolerably
(see
below).
publishes, in the 1871 and 1901 editions of his Catalogue, the much
older name of niedicaij'niis as a synonym of his own name dnhia
quoting both Hiibner and Boisduval. He makes things still worse by
adding a very short and most indefinite description and giving
" southern Alpine valleys, Pyrenees
in 1871 the following localities
and ? Greece." All this is very confused. Evidently Staudinger
intended to include. the very dark medicaciinia amongst the variations
of his ditbia, but in that case he should not have given the Pyrenees as
one of its localities, beause Oberthiir informs us that no such form is
ever found ihere.
In those days there was great lack of knowledge
concerning the distribution of the different forms of stoec/iadis. More
Zi/tj.,

pi.

these

:

new

correct are the

localities of " Illyria, Istria

and

Italy,"

added on

the 1901 edition of the Catalan, for in these regions there really
exist races approaching the nymotypical one of stoechadi.s and
producing dark forms. Had the name diibia been introduced in
literature for the first time in 1871, together with the descriptions, we
would have been rather puzzled to know exactly how to employ this
very unfortunate name, which has lent itself to such a variety of
interpretations and which has done so much mischief by satisfying
collectors and authors too easily and stopping further inquiry.
1
think we can be thankful that an end is put to its use by the observation I have made above that it is- only a synonym of medicaijinix,
Boirid. (1829).
On the same grounds I propose the new naixie of
pyrenes for the race of Vernet-les-Bains (Pyr.-Orient.), to which
Oberthiir had restricted it, but to which it could not be applied for the
reasons given.
To finish dealing with Hiibner's and Boisduval's
iiinlicaiiinis 1 will remark that in the figure of the first there are six
red spots ou forewing (sixth very small), that the band of hindwing is
so broad as neiirly to reach the end of the ceil and that its inner
outline is rather straighter than in most individuals.
Oberthiir notes
at p. 531 that ' in Nature it is rarely so regularly parallel to the
terminal margin in all its length."
This I quite agree with, but I
cannot follow him where he says one cannot be fully sure that
in

Hubuer's figure is referable to fitoechadiH. Staudinger seems to have
had the same doubt, because he placed a mark of interrogation before
the reference to this figure as a synonym of his dubia.
I have before
me the copy of Hubner's book which belonged to the Grand Dukes of
Tuscany, and I find the figure in question excellent and unmistakable.
I can only presume that all the copies have not been coloured as
accurately and that in some the marginal band is represented by a
sweep of the brush only, which makes its inner outline parallel to the
outer one.
Even in the figure I have here I notice that it is straighter
on the left wing than on the right one. Hiibner's description reads
" Glossy green-black
anterior wings with six small
as follows
carmine spots posterior wings red only halfway. Habitat, Piedmont."
J have seen specimens from Piedmont from which that figure might
have been drawn, so exactly alike were they, and I possess Tuscan
specimens which are as similar to it, although that form is certainly
;

:

;

Boisduval's figure better represents the usual form, in
that the outline of the band is strongly sinuate on account of a deep

less frequent.
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existing in the atrophied zone of the wing, where the band
This figure only has five spots on
forewing, but in the text viedicaginis is described as usually having
six, and it is then added that many individuals have five on the upperside, but always six on underside.
The hindwings are described by
Boisduval as having a " very broad marginal band
strongly
sinuate internally, besides this the nervures stand out in violeL-blue."
If the name chibia, Stdgr., is to survive, it can only be, to my mind,
for this figure and description, as opposed to the slightly different
figure of Hiibner's viedicaciinis.
Seitz's fignie, especially of male
dtibia, represents it very fairly.
Concerning the latter name, there is
another question in which my friend Oberthiir will, I hope, excuse me
if I cannot follow.
Race duponcheli, mihi. In dealina: with the rnces of xtnediadifi,
he uses the name of medtraiiiiin, Duponchel (1835), for that of the
Alpes-Maritimes Department, which, I am about to mention. In so
doing he quite disregards the law of priontv established by the codes
of nomenclature.
Hiibner created the name and any use made of it
must be based on his original figure. Had the doubt expree^sed about
it by Oberthiir really existed, the name might have remained a vouien
incision

becomes mari^edly narrower.

.

.

.

but no one else could have used it with a new desoiipt'on and
Dnponchel's race should anyhow receive a new name. Oberthiir
applies the name of inedicai/ivis, Duponchel, pn.rticalarly to the race of
the " region not distant from the coast of tiie Alpes-Maritimes
Department." Duponchel collected his spf cimens at Nice. Oberthiir
emphasises the points that six-spotted forms are quite rare, that there
is usually no red suffusion on underside of forewing, and that "the
hindwing is red," but " with a very characteristic mass of individuals,
notably those with the hindwings invaded by the blue colouring." In
Duponchel's figure 6 there are five spots and the band is less broad
than in Hiibner's and Boisduval's. Figure 5 is not a tiansalpina,
Esp., as suggested by Oberthiir spot 4 stands well behind spot 3 and
not further out, as it would if tbis were the case it simply represents
a small, weakly diqxmcJtvli, being probably one of those bred by
Duponchel whilst travelling, as he narrates.
Race montivaga, Vrty. [IJuU. Soc. Eni. ItaL. xlvii., p. 73
(December 16th, 1915). In some mountain localities of Central Italy
and more especially at considerable altitudes the size of staecJiadis
tends to diminish considerably and very small individuals are frequent.
Tbis diminutive form was for the first time observed at Bolognola, in
the Sibillini Mts. (prov. of Macerata) at 1200m., and described by me
In the mountains in general and in
under the name of innntivaija.
one in
this race more particularly there are two distinct emergencLS
July, before the " summer pause " and one at the end of August and in
September. The latter is usually called a second generation, but this
is certainly a mistake and, as observed by Querci in his paper on
Ziiiiaena tranaatjiina, it consists in sluggish individuals, which are
fco late in rousing from their winter slumber and in feeding up that
they are struck by the inhibiting effects of the height df summer
before reaching thtir complete development and they only resume their
activity again after the rains which break up the heat and allow the
In the plains the second emergence
herbaceous vegetation to grow.
does not exist or it consists in a few sporadic individuals, but in the
mountains it is in some years quite abundant, presumably when pronii'liDii,

;

;

;
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tracted cold weather impedes the gi-owth of the lavvte till late in the
season.
The second emergence always consists, on the whole, of much

In my typical series from
smaller individuals than the first.
Bolognola most males of the first reach 33mm. in expanse and a few
females reach 38, bat the usual size is 35 to 37 in this sex and as many
as 18% of the males only measure 28mm. and 15% of the females
measure 30mm. they correspond also by their weakly build and pale
The second
colouring to race paiilida of subspecies lilipendnlae.
emergence entirely consists of individuals of this size and aspect and
It is noteworthy
some males shrink to 26mm. and females to 29.
that all the small individuals belong to the ochHenheiiiierl six-spotted
and narrow- margined form.
At Bolognola 60% of the males and
nearly all the females have six spots, as shown by the statistical
table.
It will also be seen by it that more than half the specimens
have a broader marginal band than iiiicrochmnheiineil, but, at Bolognola,
Instead, on
only quite exceptionally as broad as in nteilicar/inb, Hb.
the northern slope of Monte Morello, near Florence, at Fontebuona di
Vaglia, where Lepidoptera often have a high-mountain look, although
the altitude is only 400m., a race similar in size to uiontivac/a, i)ut
distinctly darker, has been found.
Here 20% of the males and even a
few females have the hindwings darkened as in iiiedicarjinis and the
six-spotted form is reduced to 30% of the males and 60% of the females.
This is evidently due to the fact that we are within the limits of the
zone of high melanism of northern Tuscany. I think the designation
which suits this race is that of
Eace montiYaga trans, ad medicaginis, mihi.
Race etrusca, mihi. Duponchel states that the race from Nice he
Oberthiir in his paragraph
calls 'inedica'jinis is also found in Tuscany.
on atoechadis and iiiedica(jinh says the same thing, but in this case he
I think I now possess
does not distinguish these two races definitely.
a sufficient number of series from various localities in this region
to show there exist several distinct races, ranging from the one of the
plains, which is the reddest, to the very dark mountain aferrliiia,
through iiioativai/a first and then through two grades more or less
The
identical to viediccujmis, Hb., and gtoechadis, Brk., of Piedmont.
one of the plains is certainly parallel to diiponeheli and to pyre)ie!< of
France it is a first step from nelnienheiineri towards darker races, just
Both
like these two are a first step from niajur, Esp., to the same.
Querci and I, however, have been struck by its peculiar brilliancy,
which distinguishes it from any other race and calls for a distinctive
name. I propose that of etrusca, taking as " typical " my series from
the Plan di Mugnone, near Florence, collected in the locality so
charmingly described by Oberthiir in his Etudes, iv., p. 597 (m. 119The dark pattern is remarkably greener than is usual in this
274).
These tints
species and the red is of a very clear and bright carmine.
are evidently produced by the dryness and blazing heat of that
In size it is distinctly large, like ochsenheiiiieri. The
locality.
five-spotted form, instead of being only a great rarity found in the
male sex, as in the latter, is found in about 60% of the males and 20%
This distinctly places it outside the group of sixof the females.
"spotted races.
It v^'ill be seen in the statistical table at the end of this
paper that also the extent of dark markings on hindwing separates it
completely from ochsenheiiiieri; only 20% of the males and 5% of
the females resemble respectively its sexes, and even these individuals
;

:

:

—

,
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more like those of ochsenheiiiieri with comparatively broad marginal
band than like the average 50% of the males and 75% of the females
exhibit the broad band, characteristic also of duponcheli and pi/renes,
and the remaining 30% and 20% of the sexes have the very broad band
For the present 1 have only
characteristic of the next group of races.
are

;

seen series of etrnsca sufficiently extensive to

make

sure of the race

from the neighbourhood of Florence, but specimens from Siena
suggest the same one and it presumably extends to all the lower
Southwardly it must somewhere transform
localities of the hinterland.
itself into the ochsenheimeri or cmiipaniae of the Eoman Campania, but
Towards the
the Lepidoptera of the south of Tuscany are not known.
west, along the coast, the moisture of the sea-air, which produces
darker races in most Lepidoptera, also influences stoechadis, and one
I
finds a race evidently pointing to the Ligurian uujantea, Rocci.
have collected it at Antignano, near Leghorn, and during many years

woods of the Forte dei Marmi, near Viareggio. It is one
the intermediate races to which I should give a special name,
because it has constant features and it does not produce nidividuals
identical with kindred races
Race oraria, mihi. By its large size and heavy build, particularly

in the pine
of

:

in the female, it is intRrmediate between etru>ica and
the tinge of dark markings approaches the latter by its
it thus differs strikingly from the
blackish indigo hue, deep and dull
blue indigo of medicariinis from the mountains and it also lacks their
the statistical table shows that the six-spotted form is reduced
gloss
to 10% of the males and 16% of the females, being much scarcer than
in the mountain vicdicaiiinis; the extent of dark markings on hmdwing
approaches distinctly that of iiiedicaciinis, the ocJiseuheivieri narrow
band not occurring in either sex and the very broad one being about
as frequent as in etnisca in the male, but five times more so in the
female, so that on the whole this sex belongs to nearly the same grade
as the other and sexual dimorphism is nearly abolished in respect of
Forms pointing to znnata occur amongst the females,
this character.
showing tendency to vary in the direction of (/u/antea, as will be seen
later.
It is interesting to note how much scarcer the six-spotted form
is here, than is the case in those mountain races which have about the
same grade of development of the primary pattern on hindwing. By
the former character this i-ace would belong to the following group of
by the latter it can only stand here, being distinctly lesser than
races

noticeable
(/v/antea;

;

;

;

in iiiedicaffinin, especially in the male.

Group of races very predominantly five-spotted on
forewing, with no red suffusion on underside and with
'very broad marginal band {latissimdiiiibata) and usually an
extensive primary pattern on hindwing:

—

Race medicaginis, Hiibner {Sa)iniil. Kur. Sclimett., PI. Leji. 11.
I. have already quoted and discussed the
Sii/iiiu/t^s I., fig. 20 [1796]).
original figure and description and said that also Boisduval's iiiedica(/uiiK corresponds to them very well, so that, to my mind, Staudinger's
Hiibner's locality is:
diibid
but a synonym of this name.
is
"Piedmont." I think there can be no doubt that the name should be
applied to those races of that region in which the predominating form
can be described as having the marginal band of hindwing so broad as
to reach, or just fall short of reaching, the end of the cell and the
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remainder of the wing red as a rule some dark streaks exist between
the cell and the dorsal margin and a dark spot exists inside the cell;
individuals
which they are absent, like those figured by Hiibnerand
Boisduval, are scarce.
Collecting has not been carried on fully
enough in Piedmont to determine exactly where races answering that
description are to be found, but from the specimens of various localities
sent to me by Signor Gianelli of Turin and from the few 1 have
collected myself near Turin and near Acqui it would seem as if
vieiiicafii Ill's was a very common and diffused form from the Alpine
valleys to the hills of the Upper Po basin.
Thence it is met with on
the Apennine in the whole of the " zone of melanism " I have described
when dealing with staechadis in general and it predominates here and
there.
For instance, Querci and I have found on the Futa Pass road,
at La Traversa and Covigliaio, ra. 900, in northern Tuscany, a race
which by the extent of the primary pattern corresponds to the description given above and which does not differ from Piedmontese
specimens either in size or colour, being smaller than etrnsca and of a
pure bright indigo (not greenish), larger and more saturated in tinge
than iiiontiva,,a.
In this series 20% of the males and 30% of the
;

m

females are six-spotted.
It is very likely that Illyria, Istria
Dalmatia also produce iiiedicaiiinix in some mountain localities.

and

Eace stoechadis, Borkhausen [Uheinische^ lilaf/azin, i., p. 628
Those readers who might be interested in the unhappy origin
name stoechadis, Borkhausen, I am obliged to refer to

(1793)).
of the

Oberthiir's interesting historical notes in

the Etudes de Lep. Cowp.,

I must limit myself here to quoting Borkhausen's
pp. 527-588.
original description drawn from a figure published by Hiibner in his
iv.,

Beitidge znr Geschiclite der Schiiietteiiinf/e, ii., pi. III., fig. 0.; "The
of the wings of a bluish-green, superior ones with six red spots,
."
The
inferior with two or three and erasion of the base red
localities given are " Languedoc and Piedmont," but the latter alone

whole

.

.

stands good, because the former is a mistake due to the fact that
Z. lavandulae, Esp., is mixed up in the description. Individual forms
roughly answering this description are, of course, to be found almost
anywhere in Piedmont, but the creation of the name medicaf/inis for
less melanic ones has limited stoechadis, as the name of a race, to
those localities in that region in which the majority of male
individuals can be described as having the hindwings entirely darkened
by the primary pattern, except a red spot at the end of the cell and
some marked red rays at their base. As in iiiedirai/inis, the exact
localities of the race answering this description cannot as yet be made
out for lack of material. Probably it will, as a rule, be found more
frequently at higher altitudes than medicaginis, and especially in the
Alps.
Many of the specimens collected by Gianelli at Susa, m. 500,
and at the village of Valdieri, m. 750, belong to this form, l)ut
whether they predominate I do not know
so does the only
individual of this species which I have ever found at the Baths of
Valdieri, as high as m. 1375.
With viediraginis this race extends
along the main range of the Apennines to northern Tuscany, and it is
"
found, generally at high altitudes, all over the " zone of melanism
in the localities where it is not replaced either by inedicaginis or
ateriima described in the next paragraph.
I possess a series collected
by the Quercis at Palazzuolo di Komagna, m. 700, which quite agrees
with the race of Piedmont in every respect
another from the
;

;
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m. 500, near Firenzuola, collected by me on swampy
ground, and a third from Mt. Sumbra, m. 1400, in the Alpi Apuane.
The six-spotted form described by Borkhaasen is extremely rare in the
male sex, but females occur with a small sixth spot still present,
although their hindwings are dark enough to answer his description.
Further south than Tuscany both medicaf/inis and stoechadis disappear even in the main range of the Apennines and they are replaced
either by the small, pale montivaga or, more usually, by inicrochsenheimeri, which is their equivalent in size and colourmg, but constantly
six-spotted and with a comparatively much narrower marginal band
on hindwing, so that from north to south there takes place in the
mountains a transformation parallel to that of the plain from etrufica
Palasaecio,

to ochsenhei))ieri.

Race gigantea, Rocci {Atti Soc. lAuustica di Scienze Natnrali e GeoA remarkable race
[1912] and xxv., p. 220 [1915]).
Dr. Rocci of Genoa has sent me
is found on the coast of Liguria.
specimens collected near that town, at Quezzi, in the locality where
Z. carniolica, Scop., produces its darkest known race roccii, Vrty., and
Here stoechadn, although it
where other Zi/gaeiia are very dark too.
c/rafiche, xxiii.

obscured as much as in the darkest races, usually
high altitudes the moisture of the sea-air is, no doubt, the
I cannot give a full account of the frequency of the various
cause.
individual forms and of the average extent of the pattern, because I
have not seen a sufficiently large series of specimens collected at
Those- males I have all belong to the darkest forms
random.
seiiiijtinrata, higattata and guttata {vide infra), but they may have been
The femal-e sex produces a peculiar form, unknown from
picked out.
any other locality, but not very rare at Quezzi, which Rocci has called
What distinguishes parzonata and which I will describe further on.
Rocci
ticularly, however, this race from any other is its large size.
has well called gigantea the largest female form of Quezzi, a true
giant as compared with any other Zygaena of Europe. His name should
be extended to the entire race, because half the males I have before
me measure 37mm. in expanse, the rest 36 and rarely 34 out of the
hundreds of specimens in my collection only one male of the notably
large race of ochsenheiiueri from the Aurunci Mts. reaches the former
size; usually this race averages 36, race etriisca 34 and the more
melanic races, similar in this respect to the gigantea, only average 32.
These differences iriay seem trifling in figures, but when they are
Usually the darkest
applied to the insects they are most conspicuous.
races of subspecies stoediadin are also the smallest and are found at
high altitudes, so that gigantea is a striking exception in all respects.
The tinge of the dark pattern is of a more blackish indigo even than in
The fact tbat gigantea produces ab. parvigiittata, Rocci,
atenima.
otherwise only found in race atenima, points to its coming very near
it in the proportion of melanic forms.
Race aterrima, mihi. I have already stated that what can be
called the centre of melanism of stoechadis exists in northern Tuscany,
The truly saperb race
in the mountains above Lucca and Pistoia.
found in this region goes so far beyond the nymotypical stoec/iadis of
Piedmont that it must be distinguished by a name and the descriptive
one of atenima well suits it. In size it is about the same as movtiraga
in the female sex, averaging 35 to 37 mm., but the male is distinctly
smaller than in tbat race on the whole (31 mm', on an average), and as
flies at sea-level, is

found

at

;

:

;

STUDY OF VARIATION

IN

THE RACES OF ZYGARNA FILIPENDULAK,

small as 27 mm., especially

in the dai-l^ei' individuals.

The
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latcer are

and with very little gloss. The sixth red
spot of lorewing is only found in about 10% of the females and never
in the male.
OnJy 6% of the males and '25% of the females in my
series can be described as having the hindwings red with a broad dark
margin and dark rays, 10% of the first and 25% of the second as
having them streaked with red and indigo in about equal proportions
Instead, as many as 40% of the males and 10% of
of the two colours.
the females have the hindwings entirely black, with one red spot at
the remainder are like these, but have some red rays
the end of cell
in the females the spot is larger and
at the base, usually very thin
oblong and the rays are longer and thicker. One male and one
female out cf about 200 specimens of this race I possess have no trace
As a rule, hovi^ever, the
of red left on hindwing (ab. iiii/rata, Dziurz).
also very blackish in tinge

;

;

spots of forewing decrease in the same proportion as the single
spot of hindwing, and in culminating individuals, they are all reduced
to one or two dozen pinkish scales, scarcely visible to the naked eye in
extreme male examples these are small, frail, degenerate individuals,
with the dark scales of a dull black tinge, but, though they are nothing
but aberrations, they are produced comparatively often (roughly
the name of ab. parcignttata, Rocci (1914), can be used for
1
100)
five

;

:

;

a Tuscan specimen has been figured by Burgeff {Mitt. Mimchner
Ent. Gen., 1914, pi. III.), under the wrong name of ni(jrata, Dz.
My " typical " series is from Mount Prato Fiorito, collected from the
Fegana Valley, m. 600 to the top, m. 1000, above the Bagni di Lucca.
I have collected similar series at Piteglio, m. 700, above Pistoia.
have thus examined the series of gradually darkening races of

them

;

We

subspecies stoechadis from
fall

sicilienHiti

and calabra

to aterriiua.

average size and following "the same order they
as follows in very natural groups and in successive grades in each

According
of these

to their

:

Very small: montivaga, aterrma.
Small: iincrocJisenheimeri medicayinis-isteechadis.
pi/reaes
sicilienfiis
calabra
major and ochsenheiweri
Large
daponcheli and etruaca
oraria.
Very large (jigantea.
I have of course only mentioned the standard races, which have
been named. It must however, be noted that, owing to the consider;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

able individual variation, especially in the darker races, we are obliged
to include, in each of these, series from various localities not exactly
similar to each other. It would, on the other hand, be quite unpractical
To define
to multiply names on the ground of purely statistical data.
and convey more accurately the aspect of the various series, which may
be collected in different localities, I think the clearest and most
practical way is to establish and name a certain number of grades in
the line of individual variation, and to indicate the number of individuals which can be grouped in each of these.
I will end this paper
with the following attempt to apply this method.
By far the greatest amount of variation takes place on the hindwings and the general impression of greater or lesser development of
the primary dark pattern depends chiefly on their aspect.
must
therefore begin by working out these markings.

We

(To be concluded.)

—

—
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Coccinella 7=punctata.

By

RECORD.

S

ab. divaricata, Oliv. Ent.
1002, No. 21 [1808J.

L.,

LEMAN,

G. B. C.

L

vi.

pp. lOOI,

F.E.S.

Donisthorpe showed me a
specimen of an aberration of C. 7-i)unctata, L., given to him by Capt,
R. Troup, who took it in October, 1918, at Taverham Camp, about
5 miles north of JNorwich.
In sending Mr. Donisthorpe this aberra-

On February

7tb, 1921, Mr.

H.

St.

J.

Troup furnished the following data as to its capture
was taken on a head of barley growing in a field
next our men's lines at Taverham Camp, about 5 miles north of
Norwich. There were numerous other quite ordinary specimens along
the edge of the field but this was the only aberration I have ever seen
of this species.
I unfortunately made no note of the date at the time
as I was too much engaged in my military duties to trouble much
about Coleoptera. ... I am sorry it is not more perfectly set, but I
kept the insect all the winter in the hopes of breeding from it in the
spring.
Although I introduced several ordinary 7-spots, and fed them
on blight, which they all ate voraciously, the ab. died in February,
and this mishap was not discovered for several days."
tion, Capt.

"

it

The

:

7-spot ab.

This aberration proves to be ab. divaricata, Olivier, who described
as follows
" 21. Coccinelle divariquee,
Coccinella divaricata, pi. 5, fig. 67.
" C. noir
elytres rouges avec deux raies sinuees, divariquees, et
:

:

un point

noir.

" C. nigra, elytris rubris vittis

duabus sinuatis divaricatis punctoque

distincto, nigris.

" Magnitudo et statura C. seiitempunctatae. Antennae ruffe. Caput
nigrum punctis duobus albis.
Thorax niger, macula in angulo
anterior! alba.
Elytra rubra, in singulo vitta
Scutellum nigrum.
abbreviata, sinuata, obliqua, punctoque quadrangular! versus marginem,

Corpus nigrum.
"Elle est de la grandeur de la C. sept-points. Les Antennes sont
fauves.
La tete est noir avec deux points blancs. Le corcelet est noir,
avec une tache blanche, de chaque cote, a Tangle anterieur. L'ecusson
est noir.
Les elytres sont rouges, marquees chacune d'une raie noire,
nigris.

sinuee, oblique, courte, et d'un point, vers le bord exterieur, en losange,
pareillement noir.
La raie paroit formee de trois taches presque
carrees, reunies par un de leur angles.
Le dessous du corps est noir.
" Je I'ai trouve sur des arbres,

dans

I'lle

de Naxos."

Olivier gives a good coloured figure of his Coccinellid, but it may
perhaps be noted that this figure shows the existence on each elytron
of a small round red spot in the general upper confluence below the ^
spot, near the suture and in a parallel line with the isolated diamondshaped marginal spot (no. 1), though Olivier makes no reference in his
text to these two small red spots.
Capt. Troup's specimen, however, corresponds with Olivier's figure
67 in having these two small red spots.
1 may add that in the general collection at the S. Kensington
divaricata," recorded as
Museum there are two specimens labelled "
taken at " Bootan " and " Bertan, N. India, Capt. Pemberton," in
which these two red spots are absent.
For localities for this aberration Mulsant, Spec. p. 112, no. 21

C

(1850), gives

:—
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" Pati'ie

:

I'ile

de Naxos (Olivier, Col. Chevr., type), le Grece conI'Drient, le Bengale (Hope, Perroud,

tinentale (Latreille, Coll. Dejean)

Westermann,
I

;

etc.)."

have found no

other

record

nearer

than

Greece

for

this

aberration.

Observations on the

—

Family Coleophorides. Descent and Ovum.
By ALFRED SIGH, F.E.S.

Perhaps among the Palfearctic Tineina no group of species offers
wider and more interesting field of observation than
Very little
the extensive and apparently indivisible genus Coleophora.
Something is known of the
of this field has yet been surveyed.
imagines of this genus, less of the larvfe and their complete cases,
the
early larval stages,
comparatively nothing of
the pupae,
and the ova. Dr. Chapman and the late Mr. Tutt, in their phylogenetic tree, have placed the Coleophorides in the Geometro-Eriocraniid stirps, making them with other families branch off the main
stem above the Adelides. This bough soon throws off' the Tineides,
and later divides into two branches, one carrying the Lithocolletides
and the Gracilariides, the other, which rises higher, bears the Coleoto the student a

Dr. Chapman further
phorides only (Tutt, Brit. Lep., vol. i., pi. i.).
points out that the Coleophorids are derived from the Adelids, the
presence of the large dorsal head plate, and the narrowness of the
prothoiaeic plate in the pupa, are other characters indicating such an
origin, while the ovipositor of some species, though not formed for
cutting but for searching for a nidus for the egg, resembles that of
Both are case
Adelid'^s (Chapman, Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1896).
bearers in the larval stage, and though the Adelid has been content

with a flat case, Avhile the other has adopted a more or less cylindrical
habitation, the initial formation of many Coleophorid cases shows
simply a flat case composed of two pieces of mined leaf laid one on the
other like the first Adelid case.
The crotchets on the larval prolegs
The loss of
are arranged in two rows, resembling those of Tnmrvaria.
prolegs on the sixth abdominal segment, which occurs in many Coleoto point back to ancestors common to them and to
obtect pupa of Colcophora, Dr. Chapman states, has
only the fifth and sixth abdominal segments free in both sexes, and so
has gone up higher than Gracilaria, whose pupa still retains the freedom of the seventh segment in the male, aud comes partly out of the
cocoon on the emergence of the imago. I have briefly mentioned
these particulars because in the study of a family some conception of
its origin affords one of the foundation stones on which to build, and
is also very helpful in the interpretation of the characteristics and
habits of its members.
There is one south European member of the

phorid

larvae,

Gracilaria.

seems

The

Adelides, Crinopteri/x fawiliella, whose larval habits are too interesting
omit here. Dr. Chapman, who reared many specimens, observed
that the larva at first mines in the leaves of Ciattts, and after reaching
the penultimate stage cuts out a case and lives exactly like a CoLeo2)kora, fastening its case beneath the leaf, and making a hole and a
to

blotch precisely like a Coleophora" {Evt. Mo. Mag., 1902, p. 94).

Here

we see at least a habit now obtaining in the two families, and probably
we may recognise in the habit the outcome of a tendency to make this
particular kind of

mine

in

some

of the early ancestors of both families.
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Like most studies, that of tbe Coleophorids is beset with difficulties,
but the paramount obstruction here lies in the woful want of knowledge of the earlier stages.
The ovum is a very important item, and I
doubt whether any observer knows more than a dozen eggs of this
genus.
The little that is known shows that there are at least four
distinct types of egg.
Dr. Chapman has described the ovum of )iiiiri-

moulding itself readily to the position in which
pearly white, no surface sculpturing, the long axis is the
micropylar one, the other two were not detected to be different.
The
micropylar area is a raised mamilla with apparently a scolloped
margm " {Ento)ii., 1901). The eggs from which this description was
made I saw laid in the flowers of Lmula. This I consider is not a
strictly flat Qgg but really intei'mediate between the flat and the upright.
When lying lengthwise it looks like a flat egg, but the two
shorter axes are equal, or nearly so. The ovum of caespititiella appears
to have made a slight advance towards the next type, as if I remember
correctly it has some surface sculpturing, but I can find no description,
and though I have a photograph of two kindly taken by Mr. Tonge, it
does not show sufficient detail, as the eggs were in verj^ poor condition.
The two species last mentioned belong to the rush-feeding section,
which is probably the most ancient in the genus. In the next type
the micropylar end is truncated and the other, rather wider, is evenly
rounded. The micropyle lies in a shallow basin and is encircled by a
raised flange.
Within the basin arise several ribs, Avhich become very
strong as they run over the rim, Mnd they with others run down the
walls of the egg and are cros&ed at right angles by raised lines.
In
this type there is a definite surface sculpture, a id the motbs thrust the
eggs into angles, as those formed by the mid rib of a leaf with the
lamina, or at the base of a leaf stalk.
In the four species that I know
with this type of egg the larva on hatching leaves the egg and wanders
till it finds a suitable situation in which to commence its mine.
The
species I have found to possess ova of this kind are fnscedineUa, henieronipenella as -'very soft,
it

is

laid,

biella, cludcoyranniiella,

and

discvrdella.

In the third type we find, as in tbe ovum of (jri/pJiipennella, a truly
upright egg. It is laid on the surface of the leaf of rose and is tall
nipple shaped, about one third higher than wide, widest at the base,
attenuated gradually to the rounded top where the micropyle lies.
About fifteen ribs run down the walls from the apex to the base and
about tAventy secondary ribs encircle the egg. The ovum of Uneola is
very similar to this.
It is laid also on the leaf of its food plants, and
the larva mines through the base of egg shell into the leaf.
I believe
this habit obtains with all the species of this genus with upright eggs.
It is so with viniinetella, which lays a somewhat similar eg^ to the last,
but it is not so tall.
Very close to this is also the ovum of hicolundla,
obtained by Mr. H. J. Turner {I'/nt. liecord, vol. xxvi., pi. xxii.). Bather
wider and lower is the egg of ibipenndla, Stainton {Proc. ti.L.I-'J.S.,
lyyO, p. 70), laid on the leaf of birch, and lower still, with flatter ribs,
are the two very similar ova of jimi:oleUa and laiiceUa (Turner, Knt.

and Tutt, I'ractical Hints, part iii., pi. 2, fig.
on the leaf of (Icdliina, and the larva bores
through the egg shell into the leaf, while the latter is placed on a
There is yet
needle of Lurix, und has probably the same larval habit.
another distinct form of ovum in this genus. We find solUaridUi has
liecurd, vol. xviii., p. 121,

6).

Tbe former

is

laid
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a rather tall egg, ribbed like most of those previously mcnticmed", and
a wide and deep hollow on the top in which the inici'opyle lies.
Of this upi'ioht type is also
It IS laid on the leaf of Stdlaria /ndostea.
the beautiful egg of iiiveicustella, which is laid on the leaves- of thyme.
The shape is that of a cone, in which the upper third is inverted,

havin,<4'

forming a wide and deep basin,, like a microscopical volcano and its
which is occupied by about fifteen large blunt teeth.
The walls are ornamented by a double system of ribs. This larva and
also that of solitariella eat their way through the floor of the egg shell
into the tissue of the leaf without exposing themselves to the atmosMr. F. Noad Clark and Mr. Tonge have taken photographs of
phere.
some of thescj eggs. This ujinute sample of the Coleophoiid ova shows
a surprising diversity for the same genus, or even for the same family.
We see a nearly flat smooth egg, a nearly flat ribbed egg (which
when laid on glass is placed lengthwise), then a low and a high
nipple shaped ovum strictly upright, M.nd finally an upright volcano
shaped egg. Though the development may be traced, the diiterence
between the first and the last is very greal. E'or I feel sure that if the
eggs only of iiiurinipen nella and iiircirostella were placed before a lepidopterist he would say that they certainly could not belong to the same
genus, and hardly to the same family.
Miirinipeiinella hides its eggs in the flowers of Luzula, where it no
doubt escapes the eyes of many enemies, and so is not so much e.xposed
to the struggle for life as are eggs which are laid on the surlace of
leaves.
It follows then that this egg has probably retained more
ancestral character than those less well hidden.
Its surroundings are
probably much the same as were those of the ovum of the primitive
The ovum of oriuiti/ieniiHlla, whicn I have lately found,
Coleoph(jrid.
The imago, very similar to our LixdLa, is totally
supports this idea.
ditit'erent from any of the rush-feeding group, but the egg, though
larger and tougher, is otherwise quite of the caespititiella type.
Like
the eggs of this type it is well hidden, being laid deep down in the
When the ovum is only partly hidden, as in
calyx of Salcia pratensu.
the angles along the ribs of leaves, we should expect some further
development, and we find it in the eggs of such species as fnsce.dineLla,

crater, the riin of

which are
strength.

distinctly sculptured, the ribs probably giving the shell extra
In those eggs which lie fully exposed on the surface of

leaves we should look for the highest development of which the genus
Among these we find the tall ovum of grypliipennella and
is capable.
the orange egg of nkekostella, which reminds the observer of one of

those brightly coloured species of microscopical fungi that frequently
What other forms the ovum may take in
attack the leaves of plants.
this family subsequent research may reveal, for it can hardly be
expected that the sixteen eggs here mentioned exhibit all the forms
existing in a family containing some hundreds of known species.
{To he continued.)

Notes from La Sainte Baume.
By G. H. GUKNEY, F.Z.S., F.E.S., etc.

have just been reading in the current number of the Ent. Record
Bethune-Baker's very interesting account of his captures la>t July
I was there at the same time, and took one or
at La Sainte Baume.
two species which he does not mention as having seen and which it
I

M-V.
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I found Laeosopis roboris common in
be worth while to record.
one or two restricted spots, and was able to take a good series (July
3rd), though it is a butterfly that very quickly gets past its best, and I
had to relea.se half those I captured as they were too worn to be worth
The late Eev. F. Lowe considered that this species feeds on
keeping.
oak in this district, and I agree with him as I could see no sign of any
Just before the road descends to Nans I took two female Brentliis
ash.
hecate, but this species was evidently over, as these two individuals
were very Avorn.
Another species which Mr. Bethune-Baker does. not mention is
Chattendenia [Tliecla) w-albiiin, which was taken behind the Hatellerie,
Nearer the woods I picked up
a few only, but they were quite fresh.
one or two newly emerged Brentliis daphne, feeding on the bramble

may

flowers.

Chrywplutuua alciphron var. tinrdiim was another species which was
only represented by one or two examples, but I do not think it was
over as those I did see were fresh, but it is probably rare at La Sainte
Baume, and they were a small form.
On July 9th Blthys (Zephi/riis) quercit^ occurred in profusion along
the Nans road, all very fine large examples, many of them being conAt midday
siderably bigger than my largest specimens from Digne.
they were not flying, but sitting quietly on the leaves of the maple trees
and evergreen oaks which bordered the road, from which they could be

shaken in scores.
At Nans, on Jalj^ 11th to 14th, fresh broods of Melitaea didi/ma and
M. deione were common, with many larvas of the latter on a species of
Linaria some of these I collected, and they emerged as fine examples
Satyi-HS fidia was not uncommon and fresh
when I got home.
Polygonia (Grapta) e(jea occurred both at Nans, with fine Ayriades
thetis (bellan/ita), also odd specimens of Pyryns sao and Nuoniadestayei^,
which were rare higher up at La Sainte Baume, though I took
examples of each species on the rough stony gi-ound outside the
My other Hesperiids were the same as Mr. Bethune-Balcer
Hotellerie.
Great quantities of beaui:ifully fresh Papilio podalirius were
mentions.
a feature at Nans on July 12th, with many full-fed larvae on small
while in clearings in the woods, visiting a tail yellow
cherry trees
flowering thistle, the beautiful Sphingid Phryxim Uvornica, was not
By July 14th the plains round Nans were completely
infrequent.
burnt up, and insects became scarce and very localized, retiring to spots
Polynnniiatiis dolus
where they could get a little shade and moisture
was however still quite fresh and very common, all round Nans, at
;

;

;

this date.

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society

of London.

—

In reading the minutes of the previous
Xoreinber ITiJi, 1920.
meeting, the Hon. Secretary observed that it was now known that M.
Semenoff Thi:i,n-Shanski was still living.
Election of Fellows. Messrs. T. H. L. Grosvenor, Walldeanes,

—

Redhill; Edgar E. Syms, 22,

Woodhmds Avenue, Wanstead, E. 11;

and Cyril Luckes Withycombe,
elected Fellows of the Society.

12, Prospect Hill,

Walthamstow, were
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SOCIETIES.

The New House.
41, Queen's Gate,
donation of £1000

— The

Treasurer reported that the contract for

was now signed, and announced the munificent
by Dr. Longstaff towards the purchase.

Further instances of the

mimetic

—

association

between

two

EuPLOEiNEs AND ONE Danaine IN Fiji. Prof. Poulton Said that he had
Teceived from Mr. F. W. Simmonds many more examples of the
species tabulated in Proc. Ent. Soc, 1919, pp. Ixix.-lxxi.
Although
several other Euploeas were recorded from Fiji it was obvious from
Mr. Simmonds' captures that Nipara eleiitho, Quoy, and its mimic
Deratjena proserpiiia, Butl., were the dominant forms, and that next in
abundance among the Danahme, was Tiriuiiala veptimia, Feld., which
flew with and mimicked the far commoner Euploeas.
It was shewn
in the previous communication (p. Ixxi.) that the female />roserpina
was a better mimic of eleiitJio than the male and the series of
neptiima now received proved that here too the female Danaine
resembled the Euploeas more closely than the male, the suppression of
the greenish markings in the central and basal parts of both wings
being carried much further in most examples of the former sex than
in most of the latter.
New Lepidopteka from the Island of Hainan. Mr. G. Talbot,
on behalf of Mr. J. J. Joicey, exhibited numerous specimens of new
Lepidoptera from the island of Hainan.
A Curious Cocoon. Dr. Marshall exhibited a carious flattened
cocoon from S. Italy and the larva which had been extracted from it,
which superficially resembled a Hesperiid, In answer to his enquiry
the Bev. F. D. Morice stated that they were the larva and cocoon of a
;

—

—

saw-fly nearly related to Cimbex.
Melanic Nolidae. Dr. Cockayne exhibited a series of Nola
ciicidlatella, var. fnliginaUs, Steph., bred in June and July, 1920, from
Epping Forest larva3, together with type specimens from the same
locality, including the seven darkest.
The percentage of melanic
specimens was 10%, 84 having been bred out of a total of 339. He
had bred 57 specimens of the hymenopterous parasite Meteirrns fraqilis,
Wesm., from this species. He also exhibited a pair of iX'^. confusalis
type and a pair of var. coliimharia, Image, from the same locality to
show the parallel melanic variation.
New Lepidoptera from Madagascar. Mons. F. Le Cerf exhibited
the following specimens
(1) a new species of Li/mantria, with fleshcoloured hindwings washed with black and grey
(2) a pair of a new
and very large species of Das>/chira, with black and white upper- and
yellow under-wings, another pair of which are in Mr. Joicey's
collection
(8) a new species of Pinacopteryx belonging to the siinana,
Hoff., group, but quite without black markings except at the apex
and
(4) a male Hypolimnas holina, L., from the interior of the island, east
of Manajany, with strongly marked discoidal patches and submarginal
spots.
Probable Heteromorphism of Secondary Sexual Characters in
Trilochana.
Mons. Le Cerf. also made observations on a probable
case of heteromorphism in Aeiieriidae, which he had discovered in Mr.
Joicey's collection.

—

—

:

;

;

;

—

February

2nd,

192L

— The

nominated the following Fellows

President

announced that

he

had

to be Vice-Presidents for the ensuincr
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— Mr.

Bethune-Baker, Mr. J. Hartley Durrant, and
Walker, R.N. He also announced that three
Committees, Finance, Publications, and Library, had been formed in
place of the Business Committee, and the names of the Fellows

year

:

G.

T.

J.

J.

Commander

appointed to serve thereon respectively.
Breeding of C. hirundinis. Mr. A. Bacot exhibited living
specimens of Cimex hi.rundinh, and gave an account of his breeding
experiments therewith.
Dr. K. Jordan exhibited samples of
Stridulation in Saturniids.
the Saturnian genera Holocera, LmJia, and OrtJioiionioptilum, and
demonstrated the presence of a kind of stridulating organ, absent in
the male; also two species of GraiihipterKS, Gr., G. rotnn/latus, Klug, and
G. felletieri, Castln., from Algeria, both provided with stridulating
He said that the latter was found in association with
organs.
Cicindela tniiquii, Guer., and that although the difference was apparent
Dr.
in the cabinet, in nature they were practically indistinguishable.
C. J. Gahan remarked on the great interest in the discovery of these
the only other instance known to him
organs in the female Henticha
being that of Phonaphale, a genus of beetles of the family Bostrichidae.
A RARE LocDST. Mr. 0. E. Janson exhibited a fine specimen of
Marina lujatrix, Westw., a rare and remarkable locust from Costa Rica.
Migration in a Mimetic Association. Professor E. B. Poulton,
F.R.S., a case of butterflies and mimetic moths which had been
observed migrating together from one valley to another in Selaiigor,
F.M.S., and read a letter from Mr. A. R. Anderson, the observer and
captor, as to the conditions under which the exhibited specimens were

—

—

;

—

—

taken.

—

Hibernating Diptera. The Professor also exhibited examples of
Mnara aiitumnalis, De G., found hibernating, as m previous years at
The numbers appeared to be greater than in any
St. Helens, I.W.
winter except that of 1914-15 (cp. Frnc. Ent. Sac, 1915, p. 21).
Habits of Ants. Mr. Donisthorpe brought for exhibition a number
of workers of Acauthowyops (^Dcndrolaain^) fiditiinosus, all of which had
workers of A. iniibratiis fastened by their mandibles on to their legs,
etc., taken at Woking in August, 1915, when a fierce battle was in
It served a good opportunity to
progress between the two species.
establish how soon the Myrmecophils entered the new nest, and those
observed in the five ensuing years were also exhibited.
Breeding of C. dispar race rutilus. Mr. Lachlan Gibb showed
several forms of the female of Chri/so/i/taniis dupar race riitiliift, bred
by Capt. Bagwell Parefoy. After eight years experimental breeding
in this country, it was found thnt the blue sheen on the undersides of
the species approximated more generally to that of the extinct form,
but the broad orange band on the underside showed a tendency
to diminish.
The following papers were read: "Notes on the
Papehs.
Orthoptera in the British Museum. The group of Kiiprepooieinini,"
by Dr. B. P. Uvarov. " Notes on Synonymy and on some types of
oriental Carabidae in various foreign Collections," by Mr. Andrewes.

—

—

—

—

This being the first meeting held at the Society's
2nd.
premises, 41, Queen's Gate. South Kensington, S.W., the President, the Rt. Flon. Lord Rothschild, F.R.S., delivered an address of
welcome to the large number of Fellows and visitors present.
Marrli

new

;
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Election of Fellow. Mr. F. C. Willett, of Sipetong, N.B. Borneo,
elected a Fellow of the Society.
Gynandromorphs. The President exhibited a collection of gynandromorphous Lepidoptera including examples of Orfn/ia antitjua, Sciapteron diapar, Stgr., and Papilio {Troides) haliphron, also examples of
British
caught Culias croceus {ediisa) one having helice forewings and normal hindwings J the other the right side iielice, the
left, normal
and right side S' left ? form of Euchlde cardaminea
from Epping Forest.
Colour adjustment of pupa, and bird attacking dragonfly.
Professor Poulton brought for exhibition an example of marked
irregularity in the colour adjustment of a Pieris ropm pupa to its surroundings also, the wings of the dragonfly ^iisclina grandh left by
a sparrow which had attacked the dragonfly, and eaten the body.
Variation in Andrena species. In the absence of the author.
Professor Poulton then read a paper by Dr. E. C. L. Perkins on
" Variation in Andrena rosea and Andrena trinnnerana," illustrated by
a long series of examples of both species.
Lycaenjds from Provence.— Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker exhibited
specimens of Lycaeninae from Provence (Prance) to show the large

was

—

;

,

;

—

;

—

proportion of those more or less leaden coloured taken in the summer
of 1920.
The scales seen under the microscope were found to be in
all cases of the kind ill-developed.
Various forms of Zygaenids.— Mr. H. J. Turner exhibited an
example of a Zygaenid sent him by Mr. Greer from Tyrone suggesting
hybrid
between Z. lonicera and Z. filipendalae
natural
a
also series of the large form of Z. filipendalae occurring abundantly
on Box Hill, in which the sixth spot was very weak, and the .first to
;

disappear from wear, together with an example of Z. ancepn recently
described by M. Charles Oberthiir from Hyeres, and a short series of
Z. trifolil race albiana, Obthr., from the same locality.
Mr. G. T. Talbot brought a number of
A. Mimetic assemblage.
specimens of Euploea from the Joicey collection, illustrating a supposed
black and white mimetic combination in. the Tenimber Islands, Fiji,
and Australia and a white banded group in the Key and Aru Islands.
The rare immigrant M. unionalis. Mr. Adkin exhibited an
example of Mari/arodes unionalis taken at sugar near Arlington, Sussex,
a native of southern countries, and probably a migrant to our shores.
A NEW British Cionus. Mr. H. J. Donisthorpe exhibited strings
of the so-called "ground pearls," being probably a Margarodes sp. M.
formicaru))!, Guilding from Jamaica, and two examples of a species of
Cionus new to science, swept near Lake Windermere a few years since

—

;

—

—

by the Eev. Canon Theodore Wood.
A NEW British Mosquito. Mr. W. J. Pendlebury showed an
unusually dark form of the Carabid beetle Anchomenus dorsalis taken
in Brecon, and a variety of the mosquito Theobaldia annulata, first
found in Mesopotamia, and described by Capt. Barraud, R.A.M.C.
the specimen exhibited being from Earl's Court, October 27th, 1920,

—

and given the

A

varietal

name

(in

MS.)

—

of subochrea,

Edwards.

Mr. G. Sheldon exhibited a series
collection of p. hastiana.
of 243 bred specimens of Peronea hastiana, L., from Sutherlandshire,
Wicken Fen, the Isle of Wight, and the coast of Lancashire. The
series included most of the named forms, and a number of un -named
forms.

—
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Dr.
Stridulation in Lepidoptera.
from Madagascar, remarkable for

J.

Jordon exhibited Mus)irciina

very strongly clavate anHe compared
tenna, and the development of a stridulating organ.
the process with that occurring in other species of Agarutidae and.
Noctnidae.
He said that MHsiir(iina recalled Pemphigostolo, Strand
(1909), placed by the author with the Castmidae, but which would
on re-examination probably turn out to be Agaristid also.
Papers.
The following papers were read " Notes on the Ehopalocera of the Dollman Collection," by N. D. Riley. "The Male Genitalia
of Merope tuber, Newm. (Mecoptera)," by F. Muir.

laeta

its

—

The South London Entomological and Natural History
February

10th, — Breeding

contrivances.

— Mr. H.

Society.

Main exhibited

a contrivance he was trying in his breeding pots to keep the earth damp
and at the same time to avoid staleness and mould.
Aberration of P. brassicae. Mr. R. Adkin, a Pieris brassicae

—

with the black apices of the forewings radiated by yellow streaks, taken
at Eastbourne in August, 1920.
Mr. Hy. Turner, a series of SeliAberration of S. pluimaria.
doaeiiia pliunaria from Ireland, C. Tyrone, including a curious streaked,
melanic male which he had named ab. interiuedia-fuviona.
A Zygaenid hybrid. He also showed a Zygaena sent by Mr. Greer
from Co. Tyrone as a captured hybrid between Z. loiiicerae and Z.
/ilipciidiilae, and pointed out its characteristics.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Folyo}iniiatn» icani^ ab.
P. ICARUS AB. CLARA.
dara from Cornwall and Ireland.
Mr. H. Leeds, a very large number of
Variation in P. icarus.
undersides of female P. icarm showing 130 named forms worked out
by Tutt's British Lepiduptera.
Mr. K. G. Blair, the barkSpecies of Xyleborus exhibited.
boring Scolytid beetles Xylehonia dispar and X. saxeseni from Kidderminster with burrows in plum-tree, and a Heliocopris sp. from Siam
with its dung-ball cut to show egg-cavity.

—

—

—

—

—

—

New Members. Mr. W. H. Bristowe, Ashford
Fehriiary 24^/^.
House, Cobham, Surrey, and Mr. Hy. Ruggies, 146, Southfield Road,
Bedford Park, W. 4., were elected members.
Lantern slides were exhibited as follows. Mr. Dennis, details
Mr. Bunnett, of the fish parasite
of the structure of an Oribatid mite.
Mr.
ArijiilKs, species of Protura, and the rasp of the field-cricket.
Mr. Main, slides
Step, of Crustacea illustrating devices for disguise.
to show ease of manufacture and urged the advantages and utility of

—

this

method

of illustration.

—

Mr. Leeds exhibited a very long series of
Variation in P. icarus.
the undersides of the male of Polyinniiidtns icarus each identified as a

named form from

Tutt's British Lepidoptera.

M. laektes and T. agrippina.

— Mr. Hy.

J.

Turner, a bred series

and three
expanse, both

of Morphi) lacrtcs with a coloured photograph of the larvae,

one measuring eleven inches
species sent from Sao Paulo by Mr. Lindeman.
An African Hemipteron. Mr. Hy. Moore,
I'lataspis reriiriccllaris from Nairobi.
Tliysauia

(ifiiijipiini,

—

in

the

Hemipteron
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Water-beetle flying tn the sun. Mr. Buckstone, specimens of
the water-beetle Helnplwrus aquaticin', taken flying in the sunshine in
abundance a few feet from the ground.
March 10th. New Members. Mr. J. Bates, Hornsey, and
Major T. M. Cottam, Twickenham, were elected members.

—

—

—

A
many

Mr. Hy. J. Turner,
Special Exhibition of the genus Zygaena.
species representing the different sections of the genus, in the
Palfearctic Region from the British Isles to Japan and from Siberia to
the Himalayas.
Mr. G. Talbot, showing the variation in Z. ephialtes, Z.
fraxini, Z. caruioUrn and Z. transalpina
and extreme confluent
black and yellow forms of Z. frifnlii and Z. filipendiilae (British) with
a specimen of the last with five wings.
Mr. A. W. Mera, British species, including a supposed six-spotted
;

form of Z. trifoUi.
Mr. B. W. Adkin, British species, including Z. filipendtdae with
the sixth spot more or less evanescent.
Mr. Leeds, numerous aberrations of the British species.
Mr. Tonge, British species, including Z. filipendiilae with very
inconspicuously marked sixth spot with very broad hind margin of
hindwing in an Eastbourne example.
Mr. Jarrett, Z. hippocrepidis from N. Wales and a yellow Z.
fiUpendulae.

Mr. T. H. Grosvenor, British species in long series and read notes
on the variations and the rearing.
Mr. A. A. W. Buckstone, very long series of British species
showing racial characters and some hybrids.
Mr. Barnett, series of British species.
Abekrations of British Butterflies.- Mr. B. S. Williams, an
asymmetrical Vanessa to, a Polyoinmattis teams aberration in which the
parvipnncta, discreta and icarlniis were united, and a brown suffused
underside cf the male of the latter species.
Seasonal Notes. Notes on the season were communicated.

—

—

Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.

—

January llth, 1921.— -New Member. Mr. Frederick Wm. Holder,
Hawesside St., Southport, was elected a member of the Society.
The Genus Taeniocampa. A discussion on " The Genus Taeniocampa " was opened by the Rev. P. M. B. Carr, who exhibited his
he also shewed
collection of this genus in illustration of his remarks
photographs of the ova of the different species by Mr. A. E. Tonge,
Reigate.
The following members took part in the discussion and
exhibited their series of the Taeniocainpidae.
Mr. S. Gordon Smith,
varieties of T. f/othica.
Mr. W. A. Tyerman, T. opinia from Wallasey,
At Eccleston
selected from a large number of his own breeding.
Mere, where nearly all the sallows grow in the water, Dr. J. Cotton
had noticed that the moths which fell into the water when r,he bushes
were shaken had no difficulty in swimming to the bank. The
20,

—

;

President described several of the best known localities for collecting
the Taeniocainpidae, such as York, Hereford, Lakeside, etc., and
remarked on the tendency of T. nriniosa towards cannibalism when the
Mr. Tait also
larvae were kept too crowded in the breeding cage.
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exhibited Asphalia diluta, Epanda nigra, Folia chi and Anchocelis
rufina from Lakeside, and Polia flavicincta bred from South Devon
Messrs. J. W. Griffin and A. W. Hughes contributed notes on
ova.
collecting at sallow bloom.

—

—

March 21st. ^New Members. Mrs. O'Sullivan, 10, Cathedral
Mansions, Huskisson Street, Liverpool, and Mr. W. G. Clutten, 136,
Coal Clough Lane, Burnley, were elected members of the Society.
The Competition. The feature of the evening was the competition
for the Society's prizes specially offered for the encouragement of field

—

work and observation.

A

prize of five guineas for the best series of 60 males of Ribernia
engaged the attention of the judges so good were the

defoliaria, first

;

was no easy matter to determine upon the
eventually it was decided to award the prize offered

exhibits in this class that

most meritorious
for an essay upon the
;

it

insect fauna of the sand hills as a second prize

no essay entered.
was therefore awarded to Mr. Chas.
P. Eimmer for his set of the moth from Delamere Forest and Eastham
Woods the second, two guineas, was given to W. G. Clutten, of
Burnley, for a collection made in the neighbourhood of that town.
There were some very beautiful forms shown by the competitors,
Other exhibitors in this
including melanic variations from Burnley.
section were
the Eev. F. M. B. Carr (highly commended), Messrs.
J. W. and G. A. Griffin and W. A. Tyerman.
A prize of five guineas were also awarded for the best six photographs of insects in their natural resting places selected to show the
efi'ect of protective resemblance.
In this competion the prize went to
Mr. Hugh Main of London for a very fine exhibit. These photographs
were much admired, particularly the "Brijophila peda at rest on sandstone wall," this being an exceptionally fine example of protective
resemblance.
Professor R. Newstead, F.R.S., and Messrs. Crabtree
and Mansbridge were the judges in the competitions.
ExmBiTs. Other exhibits were insect preparations under the
microscope by Mr. Chas. P. Rimmer and long series of early spring
Lepidoptera by Mr. S. Gordon Smith the latter included some nice
vars. of Hibernia leucophaearia, B viartjinaria, Nyxsia Jiinpidaria and
N. zonaria, further, the same member showed a fine specimen of
in this class, there being

The

prize of five guineas

first

;

:

—

;

.

Acherontia atropos captured near Chester.

March

21st.

— Paper.— Mr. H. M. Hallett,

a Vice-president of the

The
Society, sent a paper entitled " Parasitic Wasps and Bees."
author gave a review of practically all that is known of the parasitism
of the Hymenoptera, but such a vast subject could not adequately be
Sketches of the life histories of the
dealt with in a short paper.
parasitic Ichnenmonidae,

Chalcididae,

Proctotri/pidae, Chrysididae

and

observation were touched upon and
suggestions for future work advanced for the guidance of students of
these interesting families.
Aberrations in British Lepidoptera. Mr. Chas. P. Rimmer
exhibited a long series of Cerastis vaccinii to show the variation of the
Aciileates

were given,

difficulties of

—

species

at

tetralunaria

Mr. W. Mansbridge showed Selenia
Delamere Forest.
which had emerged in a warm room during February.
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^g^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Lepidoptera of the Amanus. — EiNE Lepidopterenausbeute aus
DEM Amanusgebirge (Alman Dagh). — Von Professor Hans Rebel,
Wien, 1917.
In 1914 Professor Franz Tolg assisted by a grant from the
Imperial Scientific Academy of Vienna, made an entomological
exploration of the Amanus Range, that spur of the Cicilian Taurus
which divides the Antioch Plain from the lowlands of Cilicia and
terminates abruptly at the mouth of the River Orontes.
A paper by
Dr. Hans Rebel dated February 15th, 1917, deals with the Lepidoptera

Amanus by Professor Tolg,
the Austro-Hungarian Army in the great war
was killed by an accident less than two months after Dr. Rebel's paper
had been laid before the Academy.
Professor Tolg visited a large part of the Amanus range between
May 2nd and July 28th, 1914. He worked many different levels
from low lying Toprak Kale at the head of the Gulf of Alexandretta>
to the Diimanli Dagh, 2,160 metres above sea level, the highest point
of the Amanus.
Eight new species or forms are described by Rebel. These include
a white female form of Colias anrorina var. taiirica described as ab. $
leucothea, and a race of Melitaea phoebe, var. amanica n. var. described
from a male taken at Kushdjula, or as I should write it Kushjular (t.e..
The Fowlers), in the Cilician Taurus, and two females from the
Amanus. This form is described as having a less acuminate forewing
than other races, well marked black pattern and an mniform yellowishbrown ground colour. This last character is marked in specimens
from Beirut and the Lebanon in my collection, but these have
decidedly pointed forewings.
Orriyia toigi is an interesting form
grouped by Professor Rebel with the Orgyias but in pattern and
colour somewhat resembling Lijuiantria dispar.
Sciapteron auraritiacinit, and Sef<ia (Charnaesphecia) alniana are new
" Clearwings " described each from a single ^ specimen.
The former
is a large handsome species 32 mm. in expanse, the latter seems to be
allied to S. osmiaefonnis from S. Italy.
A new Pyralid Herciilia
collected at a

who

number

of localities in the

M'hile serving in

—

almanaUs is close to H. incarnatalis. A new race of Cledeohia
bombycalis, Schiff., is described as alrnanica n. subsp. Pyrausta aeralis
has a new subspecies in mncolor, from the Diimanli Dagh.
This form
is near v. iiiauretanica, Rebel.
Of new records for Syria I may mention Melnnarf/ia grumi (though
Professor Rebel does not seem quite satisfied with this identification)
and lolana [Lycaena) astraea, the former from Yarbashi (Jarbaschi)
and Marash, the latter from Yarbashi.
In a note on the faunistic character of the Amanus, Professor
Rebel upholds the view that the Amanus if politically Syrian is
faunistically merely an extension of the Cilician Taurus.
He bases this view on the following considerations.
A. A number of the characteristic Taurus forms occur also in the
Amanus. Thus Parnassius mnemosyne is represented not by the
Syrian form libanotica, Bryk, but by the same author's sheljuzhkoi
Colias aurorina by taurica, RbL, not libanotica, Led.
B. Out of 222 species taken by Professor Tolg 32, i.e., 14% of the
total, do not extend further S. than the Amanus.
;

^
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Here I must disagree with even so great an authority on Near
Eastern lepidopterous distribution as Professor Eebel. The first 15
of the 32 species in question are Ehopalocera.
Of these certainly
Pieris krueperi, Melitaea arduinna, Brentliia daphne, Satynts circe,

and

S.

have not been recorded for
Syria S. of the Amanus.
M. collina, another of the 15, is a little
known species and I may be trusting wrongly to my memory or be
referring to wrongly determined specimens when I say that I think
that specimens from Beirut are in the British National collection in S.
Kensington.
I have taken something very similar to Glancopsi/che
(Lycaena) celestina on the summit of th3 Dahr El Khodib Range
Thestor nogelii occurs at Dlibta near
(10,000 feet) in the N. Lebanon.
'Ghazir in the Lebanon.
As for the
I have a specimen from there.
Lycsenids Plehems aephyrus, PolyommatuH aniandus, and Hirsutina
admetus, which Dr. Rebel says do not go further S. than the Amanus,
both Mrs. M. de la B. Nicholl and the writer have taken all three at
many Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon localities. Miss Fountaine and I
have both taken L. poseidun at the Cedars of Lebanon my specimens
were determined by Dr. Chapman and C. [[joweia) dorilis is recorded
from the Lebanon by Mrs. Nicholl and has been more recently taken
by the writer at Ain Zahalta.
Another criticism may be made here. Is Professor Rebel right in
speaking of Satyms nyriaca as a slightly differentiated form of S.
hermione ?
[ should have thought that the male genitalia as described
and figured by M. Jullien, Bull. Soc. Lep. Geneve, i., pp. 361-365, and
Plate no. 12 are sufficiently different from those of hermione to justifj'
the separation of the two as specifically distinct forms.
I may note
here that all " herwione " from Constantinople and Bithynia in my
Dr. Rebel
collection have, when males, the conformation of syriaca.
bero'e

S. anthelea

with Cigaritis

cilissa

—

—

describes boeticus, Rbr., as a race of Carcharodus (Erynnis) altheae.
gives Hesperia malvoides, Elw. & Edw., as being among the 88
Grypocera and Rhopalocera taken by Professor Tolg. The reader is
still

He

whether this species has been determined by examination of the male genitalia for it is believed by many of us that very
few lepidopterists, perhaps only Professor Reverdin of Geneva, can
entitled to ask

determine )nalvoides without such examination.
To revert to an earlier criticism Professor Rebel
in describing the

Amanus

is

probably right

as faunistically a part of the Taurus, rather

than of the Syrian mountain system, though one cannot accept all the
arguments by which he arrives at this conclusion.
For the rest
Professor Tolg's work will be very useful for future explorers of the
Amanus, which, since it lies for the most part within the " Confins
Militaires " of French Syria, will probably be pacified one day and is

already being supplied with more than one decent road.
But may I
urge intending explorers to beware of malaria at any point below 2000
feet above sea level.
I spent two days at Alexandretta this spring and
heard enough to be convinced that even the notorious Struma valley
is at present run hard by the N. Syrian port as a fever centre.
Still
General Gouraud proposes to drain the Alexandretta marshes and when
that is done the Amanus foothills will be as salubrious as those of

Mount Lebanon.

— P.P.'G.

Bkitish Orthoptera.

By W.

J.

Lucas, B.A., F.E.S. (Ray Society).
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Ifc was with a delightful feeling of anticipation that I picked up my
old friend's book, for I had been waiting for it for nearly twenty years,
and it was a personal pleasure to read it through three times in succession.
The small scope offered by our few Orthoptera has allowed
the author far more detail than would be possible in a work dealing

with a more numerous order, and the mass of personal touches gives
this book a human interest that is usually foreign from such a work.
Few living British entomologists will be able to turn over its pages
without finding some reference that bnngs back to them a flood of
reminiscences, half forgotten, of happy collecting days in congenial
company and delightful surroundings.
Besides, it is a very suggestive book.
It is evident that we are in
measurable distance of the attainment of a complete knowledge of a
finite fauna.
Although one of the so-called " neglected " orders, our
Orthoptera are so few and at the same time so interesting, that there
is now no excuse for our entomologists if they leave any blanks in our
knowledge, and this book should give a marked stimulus to their study.
It is possible that a few species may be added to our list.
I myself
have suggested that the earwig. Chdidurella acanthopygia, Gene, may
be found here there is also the possibility of finding other West and
Central European species, such as Parapleiinis alliacens, Germ., the
;

two species

of C'hrysocharon, (Jhortliippiis dursatus, Zett., and C. lonqiLatr.
Tetiix kieff'eri, Saulcy, if this be really a good species
Phaneroptera falcata, Scop., is recorded under apparently natural conditions, and its definite status should be put beyond doubt this summer.
It is worth a journey to Cornwall on purpose, for it is a striking and
handsonje fellow. Then there are other striking species with a wide
distribution which might conceivably occur, such as the Stick Insect,
BacilUta ijalliciis, Charp., the common Mantis religiosa, L., and Kpliip-

cornis,

;

;

both of which extend to Belgium and to Normandy,
improbable that the sharp eyes of British entomologists should have for so many years overlooked such striking
forms.
But the south of Ireland remains to be explored, and in Scotland we may find some of the boreal forms, as Podisma friyidum, Boh.,
which is common in Norway there is the possibility of turning up the
rare and local SpliinyojwtKs cyanopterus, Charp., which is known to
occur in several widely separated localities in France, Germany, and
Tetrix fnliginosus, Zett., might be found in Scotland,
Scandinavia.
and careful observation may yet turn up Oiiwcestus haemorrhnidalis,
Charp. and StaiimderKS vagans, Fieb. Myri}iecophila acervoram, Panz.,
may yet be revealed by our myrmecologists, and Westwood's record be
verified.
It is very small and excessively active.
Metrioptera saussiireana, Frey, is a west European mountain form, which I have taken in
Normandy, and it might occur in our moorlands it closely resembles
M. brachyptera, L. Perhaps Pachytylus danicus, L., may settle and
breed here, as it has been known to do in Belgium.
Then again, there is plenty of scope in the comparison of our
British with the continental forms, in which special races may be disThis is most probable in Metrioptera albupunctata, Goeze,
criminated.
which is a size smaller than most European forms, with decidedly
southern specimens are quite different in
shorter organs of flight
Observation should prove the truth of the late N.
appearance.
Adelung's contention, that Ectohius perapicillaris, Herbst., and E.

pif/era vitiiim, Serv.,

though perhaps

it

is

;

;

:

I
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lapponicus, L.,
plastic species,

are but the meridional

whose

and boreal forms of a single
found in Baltic amber.

direct ancestor Shelford

The author rather neglects the stridulation of the grasshoppers, one
most charming features of orthopterology. It is a most useful,
and by no means difficult, accomplishment to detect and recognise our
of the

few stridulent species by their note.

Om.

and Om. rafipes,
Charp, and Ch. parallelus,

I

cannot discriminate between

5'^ Uneatus, Panz., St.
unmistakable.
I have
often noted the presence of Pholidoptera griseoaptera, De Geer, with
absolute certainty by its note alone, and it was only by its song that I
ran down a colony of Tettif/onia verrucivora, L., when that fine fellow
was still regarded as one of our greatest rarities.
In one or two passages the author suggests that the frequent winglessness of Orthoptera is a primitive sign, but in my opinion it is
Pantel recently described in great
invariably a degenerate character.
detail an undoubted Ajiisolabis mvmdipes, Luc, with fully developed
In very many species there is a recognised dimororgans of flight.
phism, the fully-winged and the hemiapterous forms, just as the
variation in the length of the lorceps of the earwigs is really only
dimorphism. I prefer not to give varietal names to these, but to refer
in some
to them as the macro- and cyclo-labious forms respectively
species one form, in some the other is normal, while in others again,
The extenonly the macro-labious or cyclo-labious forms are known.
sion of these organs alters the appearance of the creatures so much,
however, that they are often taken for quite distinct species, especially
when we have colour variation and wing variation occurring at the

viridulus, L.,

bicolor,

Zett.,

but

Zett., are

:

same time.
The photographic

plates are very good and interesting, but the
Plate viii. for instance
lithographic ones are somewhat disappointing.
Plates iii. and xi. are
is far from doing justice to our Ectobiids.
It is a pity
quite good, but pi. xiii. again is rather disappointing.
that the author has not given profile views of all our Locustids, as
this is generally more characteristic than the dorsal aspect, as is well
shewn by pi. xvi. Plate xvii. is better coloured, but the brown form
of T. verrucivora might well have been shewn, and the small figures
As there are so many coloured plates it seems
are indistinct.
ungracious to complain, but S. Uneatus and G. uiaculatus would have
been better shewn in profile, and both of these and G. rufus lend
themselves well to colour reproduction.
The author overlooks one or two points, such as Shelf ord's paper
on fossil cockroaches in Baltic amber, and my own on fossil earwigs
from the same origin. He omits mention of the peculiar reversal of
the organs of flight in the nymphs of the saltatorial Orthoptera, and
though he refers to Mouffet's locus classicus on cockroaches, he neglects
Finally, it is a pity that
the old author's quaint remarks on earwigs.
neither Phaneroptera. fclcata, Scop., nor Fachytylus danicus, L., has
A profile view of both these " reputed " British species
been figured.
would have helped and encouraged students.
But the whole work is a splendid contribution to the literature of
our British fauna, and it will be very disappointing if it is not the
direct cause of vigorous recruiting to the ranks of our few Orthop-

terists.— M.B.

—

—

—

—
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Races of

stoechadis,

Brltli.

M.D.

{Continued from p, 129.)

Analytic remarks on the patterns of hindwing.
The most difScult forms to stmly and classify systematically

are
those which lead up from inedica/iiiiis, as figured by Hiibner and by
Boisduval, to stoechadis, as described by Borkhausen
they include all
those varied and beautifully complex ones in which the dark pattern
gradually encroaches on the red of the basal part of the hindwing, the
two intermingling in different proportions. To follow this process we
will have to go into very minute details, but it is well worth it, because
they show the exact similarity of pattern on forewings and hindwings,
which might seem incredible at first sight, and they reveal to us the
origin of the somewhat fixed aspect of the former, affording thus also
the clue to its homology with other genera of Lepidoptera, from all of
which it seems in a way to stand apart. The latter subject, however,
I will have to leave for another paper.
Let us begin by noting that the pattern in question is in no way of
nervural origin, as might be thought by the radiated look of some
individuals.
The terminal branches of the neuration are, often
enough, covered by black scales, which look like capillary streaks
emerging from the inner outline of the marginal band, but this scaling
does not develop any further.
These may very possibly be remnants
of the " nervural pattern."
Such, on the contrary, is not the case with
the much more conspicuous streaks or rays which are to be seen at the
back of the cell, between it and the dorsal margin. At a first glance
they might seem situated on the anal nervures, but a closer inspection
shows that they originate on the crease of the wing existing in the
internervural space
the creases are so much more conspicuous than
the nervures that they might easily be mistaken for them.
The
streaks usually also give the impression of being simply projections,
very long and sharp, of the inner outline of the marginal band
stretching towards or to the base of the wmg.
This again is wrong
they rise from centres quite distinct
the proof of it is that in
some individuals the streak placed just behind the cubital
nervure may be seen to be separated from the marginal band by a
small red space or by a minute red spot situated near the root of the
second branch of that nervure it will be noticed that this is exactly
the position of spot N. 4 of forewing, and that the spot described
on hindwing is nothing else but its homologue; we thus also come to
the conclusion that the streaksin question are homologous with the band
Very often they
of forewing which separates spot N. 2 from N. 4.
blend together in a very large triangular patch, extending behind the
Eocci has
cell, from the marginal band to the base
of wing.
discovered at Genoa a form of the female in which this triangle
is fully developed, reaching the base of the wing, and stands out on
an otherwise completely red hindwing, except for the marginal band,
not much broader than in ocksenheuncyi he has called it form zonata
(I.e., 1914).
As a rule
I have never seen it from any other locality.
the triangle only reaches a similar extent when the marginal band is
September, 1921.
;

;

:

;

;

;
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broader and

The

latter

it is

make

also

accompanied by dark markings inside the

their first appearance as a black

spot at the
outer end of the anterior half of the cell, in front of the median
nervure which divides it in two. A second similar spot then occurs at
the back of this nervure they next blend together and take the form
of a little transverse band crossing the cell as far as the cubital
nervure and leaving a red space or spot at the end of cell, between it
and the marginal band, homologous to spot N. 6 of forewing. Very
often the little band just described stops short of reaching the cubital
nervure and leaves a thin red streak on this nervure, connecting spot
5 to the base of wing, just like the narrow streak of red suffusion
visible on the- underside of forewing of ochsenhermeri.
"When the dark
markings become more extensive the two black spots or the band of
the inside of cell, to all appearances, become very broad and extend as
far as the base, filling up tbe entire cell.
A few rare specimens (such
as the male N. 7 and the ftmales N. 101, 102 and 414 of my series of
stoecharlis in glass mounts) prove instead that here too, as at the back
of cell, there is another centre from which the black pattern rises.
In
these specimens the band is narrow and its internal outline is sharply
defined on a small red space, or on two little red spots (one on either
side of median nervure)
beyond these, between them and the base of
cell, are to be seen two sti'eaks of diffused dark scaling.
There can be
no doubt that this is a perfect reproduction, on a smaller scale, of the
band betAveen spot N. 5 and spot N. 3 in the cell of forewing, of spot
8 itself (sometimes separated into two in the case of hindwing) and of
the band between this and the base of cell.
The resemblance between
the two pairs of Avings is completed most perfectly by the fact that
also spot N. 6 exists (when the marginal band is narrower in the
" atrophied zone"), as a separate spot, with a narrow black band between
it and o (males N. 823 and 350 and female N. 418 of my series).
I take
the two red spots on an entirely dark wing, described by Kocci in his
hifjiittata form, to be spots 5 and 6, because specimens answering this
description, with two little spots, one above the other, do exist,
whereas I have never seen spots 4 and 5 on a wing with no basal rays
such a form would correspond to forms sophiac, Favre, and aemilii,
Favre, of Z. ephialtes, L., where spot 4 exists on hindwing, together
with 5, on account of some particular cause which also enlarges it
Very unusually on forewing this fa,ct furnishes another proof that
[I said "spot,"
they are jDerfectly homologous on lore and hindwing.
.but talking of e/'/t/'a^fcs, I should have said, "space of spot," for this
species stands apart from the remainder of tbe Zygaeva by tbe total
or nearly total obliteration of the " secondary pattern " (yellow or red)
in the majority of its forms and races, the white ground colour
remaining uncovered in all the spaces left by the primary pattern,
except the two basal ones of forewing, where the secondary pattern
As to the " two or three " spots in Borkhausen's
begins to appear.]
description of nymotypical stoecJuidin, I think there can be little doubt
that they were spots N. 4, 5 and 6, the partial confluence of the two
latter probably explaining the " or."
As regards the nomenclature to be adopted for tbe various gradations in the extent of the pattern, I had thought at first of using the
existing names, already applied above to the races, because, as a rule,
each of these corresponds broadly to a grade, but I soon convinced
cell.

;

;

;

;
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myself that this would only have led to carrying on the confusion
The latter are
existing hitherto between individual forms and races.
characterised by size, structure, tinge, etc., as well as by the extent of
The same name cannot be used in one sense for the entire
pattern.
race, including these various characters, and in another sense concerning
only the pattern, or part of it, for an individual form which is found
Besides, when successive grades in the development
in several races.
are to be designated, if we discard for several
reasons the simpler method of numbering them, the names given
should at least be descriptive and show the connection that exists
For these reasons I propose, for
between the forms of the series.
instance, the following names for the increasing breadth of the marginal
band of hindwing, which is such a prominent chara,cteristic of the
In this, as in other characters, the female of each race
various races.
This is
keeps at least one grade back as compared to the male.
another reason for having names independent of sex for individual
The names already existing have always been meant to cover
forms.
I. tenuissimelimbata
only the
both sexes f i-om the same locality.
fringes are black (not uncommon in males of subspecies fdi)iendulae
in subsp. atoechailis exists in female only, namely in that of calahra,
of a single character

:

;

in

someof .sfr///«^«N/s, and

m jnilcherriiuaefonnu)

.

11.

tenuiorelimbata:

in
a capillary streak (the usual male form in subspecies filipend nlae
some females of siciUensis). III. tanuelimbata streak bolder and
better defined (usually in male iiiciliendH and in female ocJiHenheiineri).
IV. latelimbata
a narrow, but distinct band, with sinuous inner
outline at about J of the distance between the border and the end of
usual male ochsenheiinerr
and
tell
(the
female elrusca),.
V.
latiorelimbata band broader, about i or -J of distance mentioned
above (more common male of etrnsca, /lyreiien, as in Oberthiir's iig.
169-170, (hijioncheli, as in Duponchel's fig. 6 and in Oberthiir's fig. 158
VI. latissimelimbata
and 161, and female of inedicaijiiiin).
band
extending over ^ the distsince to cell (in male of inedivaijinis, as figured
by Hiibner and by Boisduva], in many females of stneclio'iu and
ateni.ina and, virtually, also in the darkest forms of both sexes, although
its inner outline may not be discernible).
It will be noticed that in
this series of grades the difference between two successive ones becomes
progressively greater as one proceeds from the first to the last.
This
h;!S come about naturally, because I have established them by a comparison of the ra.ces and not artificially.
The extent of individual
variation within the limits of each grade is seen to increase and this is
evidently the cause of the increasing difference between' its averages.
The other characters of hindwing which lack a name are the spots
inside the cell and the internervural rays described above.
They only
.appear when the marginal band has reached grade V., they become
more and more constant and extensive as that band gets broader and
in grade VI. they are only absent in very rare exceptions, such as,
•curiously enough, Hiibner and Boisduval happen to have figured.
When there is only one spot at the further end of the anterior half of
cell I should name the form macula, employing the qualificative
" or "with the spot"), to havea-Sishort a
name
_ ablative (^" of the spot
as possible to combine with others, when necessary.
When there is a
second spot in the posterior half of cell I should call the form
bimacula and when they blend into a large one, over the median
;

:

:

:

:

.
.

.
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Table of leading individual variations in

Statistical

Extent

S

primary pattern on hindwing.

Comparative
IBreadth of marginal

Grade.

band
(limbiis)

Ro
Bo
Ro
Ro

Mo
Mo
Mo
Mo

tenuiorelinwata
tenuelimhata
latelimbdta

Rn

Mo

latiorelimhata

.

Ro

M,

L,

latiorelivihata

—

L,

maciild
latiorelimhata- -

R,

M„

tenuisnmelimbata

6

.

magnamacula

Ro

Mo

L,

latissimelimbata

Ro

M,

Lg

latissimelimhata

— radiis

—

macula

Ri"

M„

Lg

—
— radiis
latissimelimbata —

latissimelimhatu

magnamacula

R2

M,

Lg

magvamacula

R.

M3

L,

seminigrata

R4

M

L,J

bigvttata
guttata
.

R4
R4

M^
M3

Lg
Lg

[parviguttata'j

nigrata

.

[

— zonula

I

;

'

,

.

.

.
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Grades should be established on the variation of the
by nought when the character is missing.
In this case I have made no artificial division in a series of equivalent
grades, but I just set down those which were suggested by the extent
of variation in the difierent races and by noticeable individual forms.
As I have remarked in the case of the marginal band, the difference
between two successive grades is very much smaller at the two ends of
the series than midway, but the effect in producing a different aspect
of the insect is quite as great.
This, I think, will be found to be
always further.

entire species, beginning

quite a general rule.
In the table, I have enclosed between two horizontal lines two
grades, which constitute a collateral branch of the main line of variation and which are parallel to the ones immediately following, as
shown by the figures of the formula. If the breadth of the marginal
band was to be divided in a larger number of grades about this level,
each of these would involve the creation of a similar collateral branch,
because each is accompanied very often by the cellular spots and by
Form zonata, Kocci, constitutes a little branch of this sort,
the rays.
which would have stood, had it existed in the races dealt with in the
table, just after latelimbata, with the formula: Eg Mq L^.
Form
semimyiata, Eocci, with six spots on forewing, I have marked on the
table, although no specimen represents it there, to show that it does
exist
(nymotypical stoechadh, as described by Borkhausen). Ab.
parvv^nttata, Eocci, I have enclosed in brackets, because it is not in
every way the grade which precedes nigrata, Dz,, having the red spots
of forewing very reduced, as well as the one of hindwing, which is in
no way necessarily the case in the latter. At Piteglio it is not as
frequent as the figure would show.

Summary of the French and of the Italian races of
subspecies stoechadls, Brkh.
(The locality of " types " is marked
The other localities mentioned are those from
by inverted commas.
which

—

possess specimens)
of races constantly six-spotted on forewing, with a broad
red suffusion on underside and with very narrow or narrow marginal
band on hindwing {tenuissii)ielimbata to latelimbata), but with no other
primary pattern
Eace yiiicrochsenheinieri-pulcliei-rwia, Vrty. Basin of Po, locally,
Eace slciliensis, Vrty. " Mt. Cuccio, m. 800, near Palermo."
Eace calabra, Vrty.: " Altipiano di Carmelia, m. 1200, in the
I

:

Group

:

:

Aspromonte (Calabria).'"
Eace calabra-ochsenheiiueri, Vrty.

:

" S.

Calabrian Coast range."
Eace major, Esp. " South of France "
;

;

Fili,

m.

9C0,

on

the

Montpellier, according to

Oberthiir.

Eace

ochsenlieimeri,

Aurunci Mts.

in S.

Ti.:

Latium

"Italy" (''and southern France"); Eome;
valleys of the Adige and the Isarco in S.
;

Tyrol.

Subrace rcnnpaniae, Stdgr, " lioman Campania."
Subrace? judiccmae, Calb. " S. Tyrol, north of lake of Idro."
Eace viicnn-Iisenhehiieri, A^rty. "Villatina, m. 600, in the Mainarde
Mts. in S. Latium "
Basin of Po, locally (Primaluna, m. 550, m Val
:

:

:

;

Sassina, near lake of

Como)

;

Gedre,

in.

1000, in the Hautes-Pyr6nees.
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" CasteldelRace microchsenheimeri trans, ad uiontivana, Vrfcy.
monte, m. 1500, on the Gran Sasso (Abruzzi)."
Basin of Po,
Race microchsenheimeri tvans. ad medicagiiiis, Vrty.
:

:

locally.

Group ot races which produce commonly both the five- and the sixspotted form, in which the red suffusion on underside of forewings is
usually absent or reduced, when it exists, to a narrow streak on cubital
nervure and which have, to a greater or lesser degree, a broad marginal
band on hindwing (mostly latioreliiiibatn, more rarely latisai.meliiiibrita)
and the beginning of: other primary pattern markings:
" Vernet-les-Bains in the
Rsice pyrenes,'Vrty. { = dnbia ot Obth.)
:

Pyrenees-Orientales."

Race
Oberthiir)

Vrty.

daponcheli,

of
{^medicafiinis of Duponchel and
distant from the coast of the Alpes

"Nice"; Region not

:

Mari times Department.
Race ochsenheimeri trans, ad

etriisca,

Vrty.

:

" S. Pietro Avellana,

m. 960, in the Molise (Neapolitan district)."
Race montivaga, Vrty. " Bolognola, m. 1200,
:

in the Sibillini Mts.

(Piceno)."

Race montivaga trans, ad medicaginis, Vrty.: " Fontebuona di
Vuctanido, m. 500, in the Mugello,
Vaglia, m. 400, near Florence "
near Florence.
Race etrusca, Vrty. " Plan di Mugnone, m. 200 to BOO (Florence)."
" Hills above Modena and
Race ptdcherrima-stoecJuulU, Vrty.
Reggio (Emilia)."
Race oraria, Vrty. " Forte dei Marmi, on sea-coast of Northern
;

:

:

:

Tuscany;" Antignano, near Leghorn.
Groups of races very predominantly five-spotted on forewing, with
no red suffusion on underside and with very broad marginal band
on
{latiminelimbata) and usually an extensive primary pattern
hindwing.
Race medicagtnis, Hiib. { — medicaginis, Boisd. =di(bia, Stdgr.)
"Piedmont;" Futa Road, at La Traversa and Covigliaio, m. 700 to
900. in N. Tuscany.
"Piedmont;" Maritime Alps, also on
Race stoechadi», Brkh.
French side; Mt, Sumbra, m. 1400, in the Apuane Alps in the N.-W.
Palasaccio, m. 500, near Firenzuola, north of Florence
of Tuscany
Palazzuolo di Romagna, m. 700, in the N.-E. of Tuscany.
Race gigantea, Rocci " Quezzi, on sea-coast, near Genoa."
Race aterriiiia, Vrty. " Mt. Prato Fiorlto, ra. 400 to 1000, above
the Baths of Lucca;" Piteglio, m. 700, above Pistoia in the province
;

:

;

;

:

:

of Florence.

New
By RICHARD

S.

British Cecidomyidae.

1.

BAGNALL, F.R.S.E., F.L.S., F.E.S., and
HARRISON, D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

J.

W. HESLOP

During the period that has elapsed since our last contribution
dealing with this group much material has accumulated, and we take
this opportunity of presenting, the results of our researches to other
We would particularly draw attention to the remarkably
workers.
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minute or obscure nature of many Cecidomyid galls such
recorded from Lime, Sycamore, Helianthemum, Spirtea, etc.

as

those

Prolasioptera niveocincta, K.

Produces a gall similar to, but less fusiform and a
than that of Perrisia francoisi, K., on Achillea ndllefoliuin

Northumberland and Durham,

larger
larva red.

little
;

coasD, rare.

Rhopalomyia falearum, K.

On

Achillea ptarniica, chaffy bracts of

head swollen

slightly, larva

solitary, white.

Durham, Birtley
Similar

Fordcombe

in

Fell.

(solitary)

larvffi

found in heads of Achillea

Kent apparently belong

Misosjiatha hypogaea, F.

On

at

Loew.

Flowers hardened, discoloured,
sometimes only slightly atrophied; buds also attacked and

Chrysanthemiiiii leucanthemum.

conical,

when

millefoliiiiii.

to the species.

axillary affecting the stem.

Devon, Babbacombe in October, 1918, midges bred immediately;
Sidmouth, September, 1920.
Oligotrophus orii/ani, Tavares.

On Orifianuiii
many red larvffi

Terminal

vnlgare.

gall

formed

of large leaves

with

cocoons white.
Devon, Sidmouth, rare, September, 1920.
;

Macrolahis prunellae, K.

On

Prunella vulgaris, flower deformed, shortened, larvae white.

Durham, Gibside, August, 1920.
Macrolahis lamii, Elibs.

B. and H. 63c.
Macrolahis lonicerae, Riibs.

On

honeysuckle, two or more terminal leaves enclosing
Kent, Tunbridge Wells, September, 1918.
Macrolahis

On

Fiosa piinpinellifolia

and R.

lucetii,

larvaB.

K.

reateri, leaves thickened, folded

and

reddened, larvae white.

Northumberland and Durham,

chiefly

on the

coast.

Arnoldia sanihuci, K.

On flowers* of Sambucus
non -leaping, white.
DousET, near Swanage,

niger, flower closed, slightly swollen, larvee
rare.

Arnoldia geinniae, Rubs.

In galls of Andricus fecundator,

=

B. and H. 399.
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FJiabdophaga geininaruni, Riibs.

On

enlarged buds of

and

Sali.c aurita

S. cinerea.

Durham and Northumberland, widespread

in sub- alpine districts.

Rliabdophaf/a jaapi, Riibs.

On Sali\v repens, small somewhat elongated
Durham, Blackball Rocks.

leaf-rosette.

Rhabdophaga nieheni, K.

On Salix pentandra. Stem very slightly swollen, reddish larvae
feeding in cavities in wood and pith larva hybernates therein, and the
stem blackens just prior to emergence of the midges.
;

Durham, Waldridge

Fell.

Pt/iabdoplunja sp.

On Salix aurita, Houard
Durham, Gibside.

S. 22.

Schiiiidtiella (jeiniiiannii,

Rubs.

Houard No. 125.
Northumberland, Durham, Lancashire and Westmorland.
B. and H. 23.

Scat-

tered in Juniper areas.
Perrisia auritae, Riibs.

On

Salix aurita, S. cinerea, leaves rolled as in P. marginemtorquens\

larvffi distinct.

Northumberland and Durham.
common.

In sub-alpine localities not un-

Perrisia bistortae, K.

On

Polygonuiii biatorta

and P. persicaria

similar to gall of P.

;

persicariae, larvae white.

Northumberland, Bamburgh, Brest wick Carr and Ebchester.
Perrisia bryoniae, Bouche.

By a slip of the pen this species was recorded (B. and H. 105) in
This forms a cerminal irregular rosette of pilose
place of P. parvula.
leaves on Bryonia dioica, larvas white.
Herts, near Letchworth, June, 1920.
Perrisia angelicae, Riibs.

= B.

and H. 365.

.

Excessively abundant on Howers of Angelica.
Morthumberland, Durham and N. Yorks, everywhere.
Perrisia dittricJui, Riibs.

On
~

Silaus pratensis, leaves thickened and crumpled, larvae yellow.

Northumberland, Seaton

Sluice.

Durham,

Perrisia francoisi, K.=:B.

nr. Fatfield.

and H. 394.
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On Lathy rus

Perrma

fainnairei, K. and
Perrisia silvestris, K.

silvestris,

flowers remaining closed, slightly swollen,

larvae red, or yellowish-white.

Devon, Sidmouth, September, 1920, both

species.

Perrisia excavana, Eiibs.

On

honeysuckle, pustule on leaf with excavation on lower side,

minute.
Notts, Barnby Moor, June, 1920.
Sidmouth, September, 1920.

Devon, Hartford Woods near

Perrisia i/allica, K.

On Ule.v, flowers remaining closed, containing apparently
small, semi-translucent, pinkish larvae.

immature

Devon, Sidmouth, September, 1920.
Perrisia injiatae, Eiibs.

Eed

larvae in galls of Perrisia fJoriperda

on

Silene infiata.

Devon, Torquay, October, 1918.
Perrisia jaapiana, Eiibs.

Possibly

= B.

and H. 119.

Perrisia lainiicola, Mik.

On

Lai))iuin alhimi.

Durham, Beamish
nr.

Notts, Barnby Moor; Devon, Hartford Woods,

;

Sidmouth.

Perrisia loeiriana, Eiibs.

B. and H. 220 in part, and

Perrisia parvnla, Liebel.

= B.

Houard No. 3723.

and H. 205.

But see remarks under P. hryoniae on Brynnia
Durham, Lamesley Herts, near Letchworth.

dioica,

;

Perrisia peinei, Eiibs.

In galls of Perrisia sany isorbae with yellow
Durham, Gibside, July, 1920.
It

larvffi.

Perrisia pratensis, K.

On

Latlnjrus pratensis, flowers

numerous white larv^.
Northumberland, Tynemoutb,

showing chloranthia, massed with
July, 1920.

Perrisia rhaiiini, Eiibs.

On Rhamnas

franyida, flowers closed and slightly swollen

ivory white.

Surrey.

Plentiful,

Hindhead, June, 1920.

Perrisia riihiciindida, Eiibs.

= B.

and H. 266,

in part

;

scattered in the North,

;

larvfe
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Ferrisia samiiiana, K.

On Linum

and

cathai'ticiiiii

Devon, Sidmouth,

rare,

Piadiola linoides.

September, 1920.

Perrisia saxifragae, K.

On

Saxifrwja granidata, flower closed, larvae yellow.
in Upper Teesdale.

Durham, Langdon Beck,

Perrisia spadicae, Rlibs.

=

Houard 3723

B. and H. 220 and
P. lueiiiana.

in part.

See remarks under

Perrisia spiraeae, Lois.

On

Spiraea

minutely pilose
..

Durham,

Flower

idiiiaria.
;

remaining

closed,

reddish

and

larvfe solitary, red.

in a lane

between Lamesley and Birtley, July, 1920.
Perrisia teucrii, Tav.

On

Teiicrium scurodonia, October, 1918.

Devon, Torquay.
Perrisia tympani, K.

On Maple.
Devon, Torquay, October, 1918.
Jaapiella [Perrisia) cirsiicola, Riibs.

B

and H. 114.

Jaapiella volvens, Riibs.

On Lathyrus pratensis, galls like those of P. schlechtendali, larv»
whitish-yellow to reddish.
Not rare and generally distributed.
{To be continued.)

Descriptions of four

Ej

new Orthoptera from Macedonia.
UVAROY, F.E.S.

B. P.

The following four new Orthoptera are described from a collection
made by Dr. Malcolm Burr and Dr. B. P. Campbell during the War
and presented by Dr. Burr to the British Museum where
The co-types of three of them {i.e., all except
the types are preserved.
Ancistrura truncata, sp.n.) are in the Hope Museum, Oxford, in Mr.
Burr's and my own collections.

in Macedonia,

1.

Aeolopus burri,

sp.n.

Eather small for the genus, and reminding one somewhat of a
Doeiostaurusin its habitus and in the type of coloration.
Head large and thick, distinctly prominent above the pronotum. Front only
frontal ridge convex, with a very small impression just below the
feebly reclinate
-middle ocellum, sparsely and feebly punctured
the margins of the ridge very
slightly divergent from fastigium downwards, feebly approximated near the latter
and disappearing below it.
Face and cheeks smooth, with sparse and fine
puncturation. (Antennse in the type and in co-types broken). Eyes oval, with the
(J

.

;

;

;
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margin almost straight. Temporal foveolae elongate, trapezoidal, tbeir upper
and hind margins raised and sharp, the front and lower margins obtuse and

fore

interrupted by punctures. Fastigium of the vertex sloping, rotundato-hexagonal,
scarcely longer than broad, with the apex rotundato-truncate, margins sharp.
Occiput convex.
Pronotum slightly longer than the head, feebly but distinctly
constricted in its middle
its maximum width distinctly less than that of the head ;
in profile the pronotum is perfectly straight above
the whole fore margin, except
in the lower parts of the lateral lobes, distinctly incrassate, embracing the head
like a collar; the first transverse sulcus reaches but does not interrupt the median
keel
the second sulcus reaches halfway between the sides of the disc and the
keel
the third sulcus placed scarcely before the middle of the pronotum, cutting
the median keel
metazona distinctly punctured in the disc, as well as in the
lateral lobes, which are smooth in the prozona
hind angle of the disc obtusely
rounded. Lateral lobes of the pronotum impressed a little below and behind the
middle; hi^iher than long their fore margin slightly sinuate; the lower margin
with an obtusely rounded angle in the middle hind margin almost straight; the
fore angle very obtuse, rounded
hind angle a little more than 90°, rounded.
Elytra extending just a little beyond the hind knees
mediastinal area dilated (its
widest part is at the apex of the basal third), extending over two-thirds of the
whole length of the fore margin, with a rather feeble false vein which does not
reach the apex of the area scapular area as wide as the mediastinal, callous and
not transparent in the basal half, with sparse reticulation and an irregular,
interrupted false vein
discoidal area parallel-sided, with the intercalate vein
approaching apically to the radial vein interulnar area nearly twice as broad, in
Hind femora short,
its widest part, as the discoidal, with an irregular false vein.
rather broad, though less dilated than in A. strepens, with the apex scarcely
Supra-anal plate
attenuate.
Hind tibiae slightly shorter than the femora.
Cerci cylindrical,
elongato-rotundate, with a basal longitudinal impression.
Subgenital plate
rather thick, very slightly incurved, with the apex obtuse.
very obtuse.
General coloration dull greyish-buff, with not well defined blackish design.
Fastigium of the vertex with indefinite blackish points and blackened margins
occiput with two scarcely perceptible blackish longitudinal fasciae, which run
from the hind angles of the fastigium gradually diverging and fading towards
pronotum a second pair of black fasciae is behind the eyes. Eyes buff with a small
blackish spot behind the apex.
Disc of the pronotum greyish-buff the X-shaped
design yellowish in its middle and light orange in its fore and hind parts, rather
broad, especially so in metazona, and very irregularly marginated from both the
inside and the outside by diffused blackish fasciae
lateral lobes buff, merging into
dark grey upwards, with a small blackish spot in the middle, somewhat orange towards the bind margin. Elytra greyish bull, hyaline apically, an elongate brown
scapular area sulphurous basally ;
spot in the basal half of the mediastinal area
one near the
discoidal area with a few scattered small brown spots in two groups
base and the second, which consists of confluent spots, at the apex a larger,
elongate blackish spot just beyond the apex of the discoidal area, emitting a short
branch towards the fore margin, across the scapular area but not extending into
the mediastinul area
the apical part of the elytra with a few very pale grey spots.
V/ings hyaline, with the apex scarcely infumaie. Hind femora on the outside
butf, with three very feeble grey hands and a blackish line along the middle of the
basal half of the externo-median area; the inside pale with a small black spot at
the upper part of the base and two black tranverse fasciae, the second of which is
narrower than the first one the lower sulcus sanguineous, with a narrow black
fascia, corresponding to the second inner fascia, and with the apical part pale ;
the knees black all round.
Hind tibiae pale, with the base and a ring at the end of
the basal third black; the apex reddish, slightly blackened beneath; the spines
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

pale with black apical halves.
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The type is from Lembet, 25, vi.-4, vii., 1916 two paratypic
females were taken at the same locality in August, 1918.
One of the females agrees in its coloration with the above described
male, while another female, being entirely identical with it in all the
morphological characters, is green with only feeble traces of the
typical design on the head, pronotum and elytra.
This indicates that
the new species is variable in its coloration, like other species of the
genus Aeolopus, but it is very well defined in its morphological
;

characters.
The chief specific characters of A. burn' are the large and thick
head, the broad and obtusely truncate fastigium of the vertex, the
shape of pronotum and the relative shortness of elytra. The form of

the fastigial foveolte, as well as the position of the- false vein in the
and not sulcate frontal ridge are the characters which
separate A. burri from A. teigestinux, Miihl.
From A. ^trepens the
new species is easily distinguished by the shape of pronotum, which is
not unlike that in A. thalassinits, F., by the form of hind femora which
are short but not dilated as is the case in A. strepens, as well as by
the coloration of elytra which is so characteristic in A. strepens.
The
distinctive characters of A. burri from A. thalassinus, to which the new
species is most closely related, are also numerous and leave no doubt as to
their specific value; the principal distmctions between these two
species are in the shape of the head, and especially of the fastigium, in
the relative length of the prozona and metazona of pronotum, as well
All this proves that the species is
as that of hind femora and elytra.
undoubtedly new, and I have much pleasure in dedicating it to my friend,
Dr. Malcolm Burr, who has done so much to increase our knowledge
of Orthoptera in general.
discoidal area

should propose the following key for identification of the four
species of the genus Aeolopus

I

European

:

Temporal

elongato-trapezoidal.
Frontal ridge not sulcate.
Intercalate vein in the discoidal field approaching apically to the radial vein.
Pronotum distinctly tectiform, without a constriction its disc only
2. (3)
Elytra in the most part black, with two narrow
slightly narrowed forwards.
fascise.
transverse
Metazona one half again as long as prozona. Hind femora
short and much dilated basally, with the apex attenuate
hind tibiffi distinctly
Elytra extending distinctly beyond the hind knees.
shorter than femora.
A. strepens, Latr.
3. (2)
Pronotum decidedly selliform, with a distinct constriction its disc
distinctly narrowed forwards.
4. (5)
Head thick, shorter than the pronotum face distinctly reclinate,
Fastigium of the vertex scarcely longer than broad with the apex decidedly
Elytra only reaching the hind knees. Hind femora short, though not'
truncate.
Hind tibiae distinctly shorter than femora.
dilated.
A. burri, Uvar.
Head narrow, shorter than the pronotum face distinctly reclinate.
5. (4)
Fastigium of vertex distinctly longer than broad, with the apex acute. Elytra
extending far beyond the hind knees. Hind femora narrow and elongate hind
tibiae scarcely shorter than femora.
A. thalassinits, F.
Temporal foveolffi elongato-triangular. Frontal ridge sulcate. Inter6. (1)
calate vein in the discoidal area distant equally from the radial and ulnar vein
along ils whole course.
A. tergesiinus, Miihl.
1.

(6)

foveolfe

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ancistrura, gea. no v. (Phaneropterinae).
Fastigium

of the vertex short, obtuse.
Antennte very long, setaceous.
Selliform
transverse sulcus distinctly behind the middle
hind
margin rather raised, but not inflated, truncate. Elytra free, inflated, oval,
coriaceous
the inner margin not angulate
plicate vein thick, callous, irregular
(T

.

Pronotum

;

;

;

;

;.

)
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no other distinct veins or veinlets. Anterior femora nearly twice as long as the
pronbtum. Mesosternum and metasternum transverse, posteriorly truncate basal
foramina free. Cerci short, cylindrical, feebly incurved, with the apex obtuse.
Subgenitalplate broad, very strongly recurved, its median keel much raised and
produced beyond its hind margin in the shape of a sharp, bean-like tooth.
;

Genotype

Ancistrura trnncata, sp. n.

:

This new genus of the group

from

Odontiirae

related

closely

is

to

strongly by the shape of the
male cerci and subgenital plate. The very little known Odontura
it has been placed by
pulchripennis, Costa, also belongs to this genus
Brunner v. Wattenwyl* in the genus Barbitistes, but that author
himself considered it to represent a rather aberrant species.
Barbitistes, Charp., but differs

it

;

Ancistrura truncata,

2.

sp.n.

Reddish-yellow. Antennte above reddish-brown with the base paler, and
Head with the occiput and narrow postocular fasciae reddish-brown.
pale beneath.
Disc of the pronotum of the same colour, darkened towards the middle line and
a pale median line runs from
hind border, with numerous round brown points
the fastigium of vertex backwards through occiput and pronotum the lateral lobes
longitudinal
fascise
the lobes themselves are
from
the
disc
by
yellow
separated
reddish-yellow, darkened towards the pale upper fascia, with brown points, which
Elytra pale with a
are especially numerous along the lower margin of the fascia.
Abdomen with numerous reddish-brown points.
broad black lateral stripe.
Subgenital plate large, almost vertical, longer than broad, slightly narrowed towards
the apex, sulcate along the middle basally and strongly carinate in the apical half
the carina is beak-shaped and extends well beyond the hind margin which is broadly
hind angles straight
the basal
truncate and slightly emarginate in its middle
the apical half and the
part of the plate and the carina, except its apex, yellow
apex of carina brown. All tibiae with two upper carinas black.
<?

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Length

of

body

13

...

mm.

(much contracted
,,

,,

in the type
probably
about 16-18mm in living insect
3-5
...

pronotum

,,

„ elytra
fore femora
,,

,,

,,

,,

hind

,,

;

4*5

...

6'5

...

16"

...

it was
taken by Dr. M.
1916.
This species is very much like A. pnlchipeunis, Costa, known from
Italy, but in the Italian species the subgenital plate is narrowed apically
while in the Macedonian one it is broadly truncate.

The type of this species
Burr at Lembet, IMacedonia. 6.

3.

is

unique

;

vii.

Saga campbelli,

sp.n.

Small and slender, resembling Saga puclla, Wern. Pale green with a
whitish fascia, running along the lower margins of the pronotum, mesonotum and
metanotum, and with two less sharply defined yellowish fasciie along the sides of
the abdomen.
Face smooth, pale. Pronotum about twice as long as broad its
lateral lobes with the
fore margin scarcely and the hind one very feebly raised
lower margin distinctly dilated near the hind angle which is straight the fore
angle perfectly straight. Elytra and wings absent. Hind femora very slender,
Subgenital plate triangular, feebly
four and half times as long as the pronotum.
Ovipositorattentuate towards the apex which is shallowly rotundato-emarginate.
its
almost straight, rather thick, about three times as long as the pronotum
upper margin in the apical third denticulate, the lower margin with slightly larger
Out'less dense denticuiation in its apical fifth part only.
9

.

;

;

;

;

;

Moiiofp-ajihie der Plmneropteridcn

,

p. 58.
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Hind margin of the pionotum slightly more raised than in the
(paratype).
t?
female. Elytra extending slightly beyond the hind margin of the metanotum
chirping apparatus developed
the raised part and the horizontal margins
coriaceous.
Supra-anal plate small, lanceolate. Cerci large, compressed dorsoventrally,- with acute incurved apical tooth.
Subgenital plate with a feeble median
carina and an angulato-rotundate apical emargination.
;

;
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A considerable amount of current entomological literature has
come to hand during the last few months of which pressure on our
The belated BoUetino
restricted space has prevented previous mention.
Lab. Zool. Gen.

e

Agr., Portici, vol.

xi.,

for 1916. has just been received

and contains numerous studies on predaceous and parasitic species
among " other orders," no less than five of which are by Prof.
There are seven plates and 108 figures illustrating the
Silvestri.
In an interesting article di Majo describes a series of experitext.
ments as to the power and ability of the imago of Botuhyx mori to
The
penetrate the cocoon when rendered abnormal artificially.
current issue of the same periodical, vol. xiv. for 1920, is also largely
made up by further valuable contributions from the pen of Prof.
Sylvestri, in one of which he deals with the Termitophiles of West
Africa.

Dr. Verity has another of his valuable articles on the variation

and distribution of the Lepidoptera of Italy, in which he deals with
the Zygtenids and the Butterflies of the Massiccio delle Mainarde.
The volume has one plate and 108 diagrammatic text figures.
No doubt our readers are already aware that the four volumes
dealing with Palsearctic species of Seitz' j\j aero lepidoptera of the
World, English edition, are now complete and obtainable from the
We are told that the volume containing the Butterflies of
publishers.
the America Fauna is complete in the German edition and almost
complete in the English edition. But owing to an unfortunate dispute
between the publishers and the English agents much dela,y arises in
To those who are
the distribution of the parts in this country.
subscribing for the whole work, we may say that up to part 213 has
been received by the Entomological Society of London direct from the
publishers.

The usual annual Report on the Progress and Condition of the
U.S. National Museum for 1919-20 is interesting reading. One often
wishes that a similar report could be issued on our British Museum.
What a wonderful record it would be and if judiciously distributed
216,871 specimens have been
would be a splendid advertisement.
acquired during the year of which no less than 101,554 were zoological.
There was a distribution of 4,806 specimens for educational purposes
and in addition 16,200 duplicate specimens were used in making
further additions by exchange, a practice which might be advanLarge
tageously copied by our Natural History Museum authorities.
collections of insects were a.cquired including 5,500 Lepidoptera from
Hawaii and S. America, 2,000 moths from N. America by Dr. Wm.
The
Barnes, 6,000 insects from Honduras, and 5,770 from Florida.
Report is illustrated.
The EiqhteentJi Report of the State Entomologist of Minnesota,
U.S.A., contains as its chief item a "Monograph of the N. American
species of Deraencoris (Heteroptera, Miridae), with a large number of
diagrams illustrating comparative structures," by H. H. Knight.
" Studies on the Flight of Nocturnal Lepidoptera," by W. C. Cook,
deals statistically with the seasonal factor and also with various phases
of the meterological factors which determine this habit.
Were it not for the capital summary of Robert Adkin, " Migration
of

Lepidoptera as regards the British Islands," and the report of the
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Committee, the title The South- Eastern
Investigation
Although much
Naturalist would be a misnomer for the year 1920.
overdue this hardy annual is always welcome as a reminder of pleasant
days spent during the Annual Congress, serving as a means of
We
association between societies in the S. -Eastern area of England.
are glad that the Council has returned to our own printer, with the

Mosquito

book as of yore and the Treasurer's blessing.
of the New York Agricultural Experimental Station
continue to distribute the admirable pamphlets containing accounts
" The Control of
of their experiments on the control of insect pests.
the Pear Thrips {TaeniotItrips pyri)," by C. K. Phipps, one of the most
destructive pests in the State, and the summary of " Insect Injuries
Both
in Eelation to Apple-grading," by B. B. Fulton, are to hand.
There are descripare well illustrated, the latter with coloured plates.
tions in the latter of the following insect injuries and suggestions
for their prevention
Codling moth Carpocapsa {Cyclia) pomonella,
Lesser apple-worm Enarmonia prunivora, Oriental fruit moth Laspeyresia molesta, Apple maggot Rhagoletis ponionelta, Green fruit-worms
Graphiphora alia, Xylina antennata, X. laticinerea and X. grotei, Fruitstyle of the

The

staff

:

tree

leaf-roller

—

Archips

Bud

argyrospila,

Tmetocera

mofch

ocellana,

Apple bag Lygidea mendax, Red bug Heterocordylas malinus, Plum
Curculio Conotrachelus nenuphar, Apple Curculio Anthonomus quadrigibhus, Rosy apple-aphis Aphis sorhi,
San Jose scale Aspidiotis
pernicinsus, Rose chafer Macrodactylns subspinosus, case-bearers Coleophora Jietcherella and C. malivorella, Apple-seed Chalcid Syntomaspis
druparnm, etc.

The Fiftieth Annual Report of the Ent. Society of Ontario, for' 1919,
contains among other items " Insect Outbreaks and their Causes," by
J. D. Tothill, showing that prevalence of an insect pest has usually
turned out to be due to the absence of an effective insect control the
results of the experiments on the " Control of the Cabbage Maggot
Phorbia brassicae," which have been systematically carried out in each
state; "The Present Status of Mill-infesfcing Pests in Canada,"
mainly consisting of FJphestia kiihniella, the Mediterranean Flour-moth
and the Flour-beetles Triboliiun spp. " The Federal Plant-Quarantine
Act " and its application and results therefrom, etc., with numerous
reports on Insects of the year and Entomological Progress.
Among the Separata from the Proc. U.S. National Museum,
Washington, we have received " Genotypes of the Elaterid Beetles of
" The N. American
the World," by J. A. Hyslop, with fullreferences
Ichneumon-flies of the tribe Ephialtini," by R. A. Cushman, and
'" The
Dipterous Genus Dolichopus, Latr., in N. Aiiierica," by Van
Duzee, Cole and Aldrich, in which the authors say that this Dipterous
family " offers such a storehouse of material bearing upon the
Darwmian theory of sexual selection that its many beautiful and
•easily classified species ought to be much more widely known among
those who give attention to the larger biological problems.
In the
present paper a large number of secondary sexual characters are
figured, not only as aids to identification, but to give some idea of the
wealth of beautiful structures which have been developed in the males
of this genus."
There are sixteen plates containing several hundred
'figures besides figures in the text.
The Annual Report of the Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological
;

;

;
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Society has been received, including the years 1918, 1919, and 1920,
and it is a great credit to the Officers of one of the smaller local

have been able, not only to keep going during these
troublous times, but to continue the work they had in hand.
Among
the papers printed are " Recorder's Report on Coleoptera, 1917," by
" Notes from Cartmel Fell," by Richard
J. R. le B. Tomlin, F.E.S.
Wilding, containing the characteristics of the scenery and remarks onthe batterflies and some of the moths and beetles " Recorder's Report
on Lepidoprera, 1919," by Wni. Mansbridge, a useful summary of thework of the members during the year " The Lepidoptera of Wicken
Fen," by L. P. Doudney, a good summary of the capabilities of Wicken,
" A year's Collecting of
if one is lucky, with many practical hints
Macro-lepidoptera," by S. Gordon-Smith, who seems to have done
exceptionally well in a notoriously unfavourable year for entomologists,
and includes an account of his breeding and captures at light and last
but not least the continuation of the " Systematic Annotated List of
the Lepidoptera of Lancashn-e and Cheshire," mainly compiled we
believe by our old friend the Hon. Secretary, W. Mansbridge from his
own and others records of many years past. The value of this List is
much enhanced by its containing valuable records as to the occurrence of
aberrations and forms, and it registers all the local and racial characters
of the species compared with other parts of the country.
The following resolution was recently unanimously passed by thesocieties that they

;

;

;

;

;

South London Entomological Society, " That this meeting having
is on foot to alienate a considerable portion of
Esher Common from public enjoyment by leasing it to a Golf Club
learned that a scheme

Syndicate, desires to express its strong opposition to such a scheme,,
it believes to be antagonistic to the general good and conceived
solely in the interest of a class already well catered for in the
The devastations, caused by cutting and subsequent fires
vicinity."
over a large area of this district, can be obliterated by careful
afforestation and time, but to clear everything off the face of the earth
for the recreation of a few only would be an irreparable destruction of

which

one of nature's beauty spots.
We quote from the Indianapolis Star of June 11th. " The highest
honorary degree that is given by a university was conferred upon.
W. S. Blatchley by Indiana University when advanced degrees were
The fact that Indiana
given on commencement day, Wednesday.
rarely gives the degree of LL.D. means an unusual distinction for the
The statement giving reasons for conferring,
Indianapolis naturalist."
the degree were " Willis Stanley Blatchley— Native of Connecticut;,
educated in the schools of Indiana; successful teacher; leader in
sixteen years an efficient officer
expeditions of scientific exploration
:

;

of the state in the capacity of state geologist; a life-long student of

a nation-wide
natural history author of literary and scientific books
one of the foremost
authority on beetles, weevils and locusts
interpreter of nature's beauty in woodland
naturalists of America
and meadow, by wayside and stream, in stones and in flowers. Mr.
President, this distinguished alumnus has been recommended by the
We congratulate W. S.
faculty for the degree of doctor of laws."
Blatchley, LL.D., an old friend of the Knt. Recotd and of our revered
;

;

;

;

late Editor.

—
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of London.

16th. —^The

March
President announced that the Rev. George
Wheeler had been obliged to resign the Secretaryship on account of
ill-health, and that the Council had elected Mr. H. Rowland-Brown in
his place.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Wheeler for his services, which
extended over ten years, was proposed by the President and carried
unanimously.

—

Elections.
The following were elected Fellows of the Society
Captain K. J. Hayward, Aswan, Egypt Mr. E. Bolton King, BallioL
College, Oxford
Mr. L. M. Peairs, West Virginia, U.S.A.
llv.
E. D. Lewis, Swanley, Kent; Mr. W. J. Hall, Cairo, Egypt; Mr. D.
Ponniah, Federated Malay States Mr. H. D. Hope, Jermyn Street,
W.C. Professor Dr. S. Matsumura, Japan and Professor C. P.
Alexander, Illinois, U.S.A.
Mimetic Association between Heliconius species. Professor E. B.
Poulton, F.R.S., exhibited a series of butterflies, Microclea, from
Central Peru, to illustrate the mimetic relationship between Heliconius
notahilis form microclea, Kaye, and R. xenoclea, Hew.
Mr. J. W. Kayo
suggested that the palatability of the two was probably the same.
Classification of Ants.
Mr. H. Donisthorpe gave an account of
the latest views on the sub-families of Ants, and illustrated his
remarks with numerous diagrams. In connection therewith Mr. W. C.
Crawley exhibited representatives of each of the two groups separated
by Wheeler, and remarked that the large Termite ants could be heard
by their kind.
Mesopotamian Butterflies. Lt.-Col. Peile, I.M.S., brought for
exhibition a collection of butterflies made by him in Mesopotamia.
These included a new species of Lycaena, with the Blues with which
it
was taken in company, with a new sub-species of Zegris eupheine^
viz., subsp. dyala, which occurs at Pathah on the right bank of theTigris, differing from var. menestho, Men., in the absence of the yellow
suffusion in the ground colour of the hindwing, and from ab. tsc/uidica,.
H.-S., in having more white in proportion to the green
and Melitaea
trivia var. persea, KolL, the seasonal forms from various localities in
Mesopotamia and the North-west Frontier of India.
Aberrations of P. machaon and of P. plantaginis. Mr. E. B.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

Ashby exhibited an example of Papilio machaon ab. rufopnnctata^
Wheeler, from Les Voirons, Haut-Savoie, and a series of Parasemia
plantaginis from the Col de Faucille above Gex, Ain, in the French
Jura, showing a great diversity of variation.
One specimen he
thought might be referred to matronalis, but the President did not
support this view, the melanism not being sufficiently pronounced.
Teratological aberrations in Lepidoptera. Mr. Talbot, on

—

behalf of Mr. -J.
Lepidoptera, and

exhibited teratological aberrations of
a case containing several new forms of African

J.

Joicey,

Rhopalocera.
Papers.
The following papers

—

" Types of Heteromera described by F.
Blair, B.Sc.

Museum," by K. G.

—

then read
" On some
Museum," by Mr. A. M. Lea.
Walker and now in the British

were

Cfirysomelidae (Coleoptera) in the British

:

—

—
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The South London Entomological Society.
1921.
Lakv^ of R. phlaeas. Mr. L. W. Newman

—

24t/i,

exhibited the two forms, all green and green and red, larvfe of Rtmiicia
phlaeas from Bexley, and reported Triphaena prennha at gallow.
B. MUCRONATA. Mr. Main, the "cellar beetle " Blaps mucronata.

—

— Mr.

Gnophos species.
from Central Europe.

Edwards, numerous species

of

Gnophos

—

Aberration of C. pamphilus. Mr. B. S. Williams, aberrations of
Coenony»tpha pawphilus from Scotland and Swanage.
Aberrations of M. tiliae and X. fluctuata. Major Cottam,
Phryxns livornica from Southbourne, a melanic Mimas tiliae, and ab.

—

costovata of Xanthorho'e fluctuata.

—

Newspaper ignorance. -Mr. Priske read an extract showing the
usual newspaper ignorance of scientific facts.
Early Notes. Mr. Grosvenor, reported Pieris rapae on March
20th, and that Zygaena trifolii larvae had stirred from hibernation.
Irish race of E. cardamines, and forms of Eronia cleodoxa.
Mr. Turner, specimens of the hihernica race of Enchlo'e cardamines including a form caulosticta with large discal spot extended along the
and the forms dilatata and erxia with the type form of the S.
costa
African Pierid Eronia cleodoxa.
Abundance of A. grossulariata larv^. The abundance of the
larvje of Abraxas yrossulariata was remarked on and Pachys strataria
[prodoiiiaria) was reported from Finchley.

—

—

;

—

OBITUARY.
John Gardner, F.E.S.

We note

with regret the passing of another well-known entomologist
in the person of Mr. John Gardner of Laurel Lodge, Hart, Co.
Durham, who died on July 21st, 1921, in his eightieth year. He was
born at Eggleston in Teesdale but came to Hartlepool as a young man
where be carried on business as a timber merchant.
His chief entomological work was amongst the Lepidoptera, in
which groups he worked out many obscure life histories, making
As Mr. J. W. Corder says in a
numerous interesting discoveries.
" He was undoubtedly the best
Macro collector, and
recent letter
He was also an indefatigable
next to Sang, in the Micros as well.
collector of the Coleoptera, and his collection was merged with those
of Bold and Bagnall in the Hancock Museum, Newcastle-on-Tyne."
Shortly before he died his collections of Micros and Macros were also
It is a great mispresented and housed at the Hancock Museum.
fortune that he pubhshed so little, though his numerous records are
to be found scattered in the works of Barrett, Tutt, Fowler, etc., and he
of
in editing the
last part
the
rendered valuable assistance
Northumberland and Durham Lepidoptera Catalogue. He it was that
made Greatham Salt Marsh and the Hartlepools classic ground in the
midst of his commercial activities.
He was always cheerful, helpful and generous in giving assistance
to many a young collector, who found in him a strong and able
We extend to his widow sincere condolences on the loss of
adviser.
her husband after more than fifty years of devoted married life.

—

'

'

'

H.S.W.

'

— — —

—

—

—
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New

—

and

Apparatus. Note Finest make only, and best
Cabinets
material only used.
Specifications
12, 20, 30 and 40 drawer Cabinets in polished deal or mahogany.
and

prices

:

on application.

Standard make Store Boxes, 10x8, 5/6;

13x9,

7/-;

14x10,

8/-;

16x11,

9/-;

17J X 12, 10/- postage 6d. extra. Special price by taking 12 or more of one size.
Insect and Egg Cases, Jointed Nets, Pins (Tayler's), Zinc Collecting Boxes, Setting
Boards, Killing Tins, etc., etc.
Write for complete lists of set specimens, apparatus, larvae and pupse.
LEONARD TATCHELL, Lepidopterlst, 43, Spratt Hall Road, Wanstead, E.U.
;

—

be obliged by gift or loan of a living larva of following species for
for illustrated work on larvae:
Minos, exulans, trifolii, meliloti, lonicaniola, deplana, griseola, lapponaria, straminata, citraria, gilvaria, dubitata,

Desiderata.

I shall

—

making drawings
cerse,

concolor, cannffi, nichitans, micacea, furva, suffusa, glareosa, rhomboidea,
gothica, gracilis.
H. Foster Newey, 14, New Street, Birmingham.
De!Sttiera(a.— Cratasgata, Sambucaria, condition immaterial. Duplicates.
Dominula,
mendica, and numerous common species.
B. A. Gochiyne, 65, Westbourne Terrace, W.2.
Desiderata.
Foreign examples, local races, vars. and abs. from all parts of the
Setting immaterial
world of any butterflies included in the British list.
exact data
IF. G. Pether, " Thelina," 4,
indispensable. Liberal return made.
Willoiv Bridge
vitellina,

—

—

—

;

—

Road, London, N.

—

1.

Duplicates.
^thiope, Selene, T. rubi, Phlraas, Hectus, Perla, Chi, Nictitans,
Boreata, Cambrica, Immanata, Olivata, Tristata, Dotata, Pedaria, Satyrata, Adsequata,
•Mercurella, Angustea, Dubitalis, Ambigualis, Dacrepitalis, Kuehniella, Fusca, Margaritellus, Phryganella, Solandrinana, Sponsona, Rivulana, Urticana, Aurana, Dubitana,
Herbosana, Myllerana, Octomaculana, Vaccinana, and Perlepidana. Desiderata.
Numerous, especially Tortricina. A. A. Dalglish, 7, Keir Street, Pollokshields, Glasgow.
Duplicates.
Aglaia, Adippe, *Io, T. quercus, Coridon vars., *Fuliginosa (Reading),
Tiliae,
Menthastri, *Linariata, Aurantiaria, Leucophsearia vars.
*B. quercus ?
Imagines of typhon, palpina, camelina
Paniscus. Desiderata. Pupse of Dictseoides
Harold B. Williams,
(dark), Curtula, Pyra, and numerous others; Ova of Hispidaria.
112a,, Bensham Manor Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Duplicates.
Sybilla, Paphia, lo (2), Selene, Lueina (2), Ocellatus, Illustraria (autumn)
Nastata, Roboraria c? Prunaria (4) <j Tipuliformis. Desiderata.
Castreusis <? Cucullina,
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records for the Constantinople District and Bithynia.

By Major

P. P.

GRAVES,

F.E.S.

Mr. E. Betts, Observer Officer R.A.F., H.M.S. " Pegasus " has
shown me a number of captures which he made last summer during
the operations against the Kemalists on the coast near Ismid, which is
the eastern boundary of the Constantinople region.
These captures include a good specimen of Strynion (Chattendenia)
w-albuin taken on a hill just above Ismid early in June, 1920.
This is
the first time this species has been recorded for the Constantinople
region and is indeed the first detailed record of the capture of this
butterfly in Asia Minor that I can discover since Dr. Loew took it
Yiear Maori, far to the south of Asia Minor in 1842 or 1843.
Indeed I
wonder whether Dr. Loew's insect was caught at subtropical Macri or
in the high forest-clad ranges behind this feverish little town.
Other records worth noting are Klugla spini, Dil Iskelesi, early in
June, 1920, Melitaea athalia rOsCe inehadiemis, one specimen, early
June, 1920, also at Dil Iskelesi, Chilades trochilas and Hespen'a
iiialrae, second brood, Ismid, July,
Scolitantides bavins, Dil
1920
Iskelesi and Derinje, beginning and middle June, 1920 Everesargiades
resembling my Brusa specimens, from Ismid, July, 1920, and Leptosia
dnponcheU J near Ismid, June.
S. bavins is clearly fairly widely
distributed along this coast.
Mr. Betts took a pair this year in cop. at
Chamlija, about 1^ miles outside the Scutari suburb of Constantinople
in late May.
I took a good ? at Mavri beyond Pendik on May 27th,
and Ave both found it very frequent at Ekrembey on May 21st, where
2 s were ovipositing on a species of Salvia, the ova being laid on the
;

;

flowerheads of the plant.
Mr. Betts has also taken this local species in Europe near Maidos,
Oallipoli Peninsula, between June 10th and June 13th this year (worn
Another new record for the Constantinople region is
5 s only).
Hijponephele hipinns of a form resembling var. intermedia.
Mr. Betts
•discovered it at Chamlija on June 19th, and I took five specimens
there on June 24th.
It did not seem frequent but I have no doubt
that I have overlooked it in other localities.
Engonia polycldoros occurred in larger numbers than I had ever
seen here at Chamlija in early June, but had disappeared (to aestivate ?)
by the end of the month.
Mr. Betts took Loweia alciphron race
meliboens, one J" only at Chamlija, a new locality, this year.
On May 1st this year I took a <? Pontia chloridice in good order
in a beaniield at Chamlija.
Mr. Betts had taken one the previous day.
On May 15th I took 2 c? s, while 3 or 4 more fell to Mr. Betts. My
records seem to show that this insect is like P. daplidice in its
•emergence, the first brood running into the second without any long
interval.
The following additional records are worth noting in
confirmation of this view.
June 1st, two ^ s, one fresh, one fresh 2
one worn 2- June 3rd, one large fresh <y on the high road to
Chamlija. June 5th, three fresh ^ s, one worn ^
June 10th, 1 fresh
3", two damaged
June 17th, one chipped <? one fresh 22 s.
June 19th, one <? fresh, one 2 worn, three or four seen. Mr. Betts
June 24th, three fresh
«n the same day took four 3' s and a worn 2
,(?'s, one worn gone worn 2
July 4th, two 2 s, one fairly fresh.
Hard to catch unless settled, F. ddoridice seems to like dry, hot
.

,

•

,
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•

,
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areas,

stubble

beanfields,

e.g.,

fields
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and roadsides.

It

flies

fast,

quartering considerable areas, and if frightened goes oft' at very high
speed.
I am still uncertain as to its foodplant, but suspect a Sinapis,
or a Neslia.
This species also occurs on the European side, witness a
small (J in the Robert College Collection taken at Rumeli Hissar in
May, 1915. The same collection contains another interesting insect,
a Brenthis euphrusyne from Baghchejik, Bithynia, near the head
of the Gulf of Ismid, taken in late April a few years ago.
This
species occurs in the Amasia region, and Professor Tolg took a
specimen in the Amanus mountains, N. Syria, in 1914, but it was not
recorded by Mann from Brusa.
On the other hand Mann records B.
selene, which does not occur so far as is known in Greece.
One
wonders if Mann made a slip, since no one else seems to have taken
B. selene in Asia Minor, and the insect seems much more local than
B. eupliroifyne even in the mountains of Bulgaria.

New
By EICHAED

British Cecidomyidae.

2.

BAGNALL, F.K.S.E., F.L.S.. F.E.S., and
HESLOP HAKRISON, D.Sc, F.Ii.S.E.
R.

J.

W.

(Continued from page 155.)

Schizomyia

K.

tavii,

On Tamils cowmuni^, flower elongated and
From county Durham southwards.
Asphondylia

On pods
Devon,

ervi,

swollen.

Riibs.

of Vicia hirsuta.

rare, Tipton, St.

Johns September, 1926.

AsplionJylia prunorinii, Wachtl.

On

Blackthorn.

Devon, Sidmouth, September, 1920.
Northumberland, Allansford, June, 1920.
As}>Jiondylia pilosa, K.

On

Cytisus scoparins, ovoid, axillary gall, pilose, terminally produced.
Durham, Derwent Valley.

Northumberland, Devils Water,
Asphondylia

Houard No.

.5062.

Flower

sp,

of Scrophidaria nodosa, considerably

larvte solitary, clear yellow.
swollen, hardened, whitish ol- discoloured
Durham, Gibside, August, 1920.
Devon, Sidmouth, rare on S. aqiiatica, September, 1920;

Contarinia acinplicana, K.

On Sycamore and Maple. Leaf folding along
Houard 3982.
nervure with white larvae in cavity.
Durham, Dene near Blaydon and near Birtley,

NEW
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2.

Contarinia chrysantheiiii, K.

On

Chrysanthemnin

leiicanthenuiiii,

flower remaining closed, some-

what enlarged.
Devon, rare, Babbacombe, October, 1918.
Contarinia cocciferae, Tavares.

On Quercus ilex, yellow larvae causing a gall rather
Andricus feciindator.
Devon, Sidmouth, September, 1920.

like that of

Contarinia frangulae, Riibs.

On Rhamnus frangula, flowers closed,
trophied, larvae yellow.

somewhat strongly hyper-

SuRKEY, Hindhead, June, 1920.
Contarinia fioriperda, Eiibs.

On Pyrus aucuparia and P. aria, flower remaining closed.
Everywhere on P. aucuparia in the hilly districts, but on flowers
of P. aria only in

Middlesbrough Park, Yorkshire.
Contarinia medicaginis, K.

Doubtfully recorded in B and H. 281, and now verified,
Devon, Sidmouth, September, 1920, on Medicago arahica.
Contarinia marchali, K.

On

seeds of Fraxinus excelsior, very rare.
Birtley, June, 1918.

Durham, between Lamesley and

Contarinia pilosellae, K.

Non-leaping creamy larvse in flower^heads of Hieracinm
Kent, Penshurst, September, 1920.

pilosella.

Contarinia pulchripes, K.

= B.

and H. 5 in part.
Northumberland and Durham.
the Derwent.

Widespread in Tynedale and on

Contarinia molUiginis, K.

On Galium mollugo and Galium verum.
Durham, on the coast.
Devon, Torquay, Sidmouth.
Loewiola serratnlae, K.

On Serratula tinctoria with a gall analogous ioihSiioi L. centaur eae.
Devon, Torquay, once only, October, 1918.
Clinodiplosis biorrhizae,

On

galls of Teias terminalis

on oak,

larvffi

K.
reddish-grey to red.
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Not uncommon and

Northumberland, Durham and Yorkshire.
widespread.
Clinodiplosis artemisiae, K.

On

Houard 5818.

Artemisia vulgaris, flower
globular, cavity large with single vitelline larva.

strongly

swollen,

Devon, Torquay.
Clinodiplosis auripes, F.

Loew.

On Galium mollugo, bud galls on subterranean part of stem,
rounded, diameter 3-4mm. containing a single larva,
Devon, Sidmouth, September, 1920.
Cliuodiplosis cirsii, K.

On

Cirsium arvense, mid-rib of leaf with elongate fusiform swelling.
Surrey, Boxhill.
Clinodijylosis gallicola, Riibs.

Larvae yellow-red, inquiline in galls of Andricus fecundator.

Durham, Derwent Valley.
Clinodiplosis rhyncliiton, Riibs.

•''

In leaf rollings of the beetle Ehynchitis betuleti, larvae orange-red.
Northumberland, Prestwick, Carr. Durham, Gibside.

Hygrodiplosis vaccinii, K.

On

iiliginosum.

^'accinium^

Leaf

rolled,

leathery,

greatly

dis-

coloured.

Durham, Upper Teesdale, August, 1920.
Acodiplosis inulae, F.

Loew.

On Inula squarrosa. Hardened unilocular galls, situated near the
root in leaf axil, or rarely at extremity, green, or white to reddish
when

subterranean.

Devon, Torquay.

Surrey, Box Hill.
Isodiplosis involuta, Riibs,

Reddish-grey larvas in rollings of the beetle

Northumberland, Prestwick Carr,

B/iytichitis betuleti.

Durham, Gibside,

Stictodiplosis aequalls, K.

On

Senecio jacobaea.

hyaline,

near

yellow,

Axillary or terminal bud gall with somewhat
Leaves shortened and pilose
larvae.

jumping

gall.

Northumberland, Seaton

Sluice, July, 1920.

Blastodiplosis artemisiae, K.

Flower head of Artemisia vulgaris slightly swollen with
yellow or vitelline yellow larvae,
Devon, Torquay, October, 1918.
(We have not had access to Kieffer's original description.)

bright
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Massalongia

(?) aceris,

Riibs.

{

— Drisina glutinosa,
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Giard (nom. nud.)

In slight hollows, faintly discoloured, on underside

of

sycamore

leaves.

Northumberland, Bamburgh, Ovingham.

Durham, Beamish.

Coprodiplosis sp.

Feeding in galleries on
Gortyna ochracea.
Durham,. Birtley.

CirsiiDn. arvense

produced by the Noctuid

Lestodiplosis vorax, Riibs.

An

inquiline, with hyaline larv^ in galls of Perrisia galii.

Northumberland and Durham.

New

On

the coast.

plant for species already recorded.

Contarinia viburnorum, K., and
Syndiplosis lonicearnin, F.

Both

species

Loew.

on Viburnum lantana, various

localities in the

South.

Perrisia inistulans, Riibs.

On

Spiraea palmata in a garden.

Northumberland, Hexham.
Clinorrlujncha millefolii, Wachtl.

On

Achillea umbellata

Durham,

and A.

argeiitea in a garden.

Birtley, July, 1920.
{To be continued,)

of a small collection of Lepidoptera made by Dr.
Malcolm Burr in the Trans=-Caucasus in 1915.
By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKEE, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.
in
the year 1915 our friend and colleague Malcolm Burr
When

Catalogue

journeyed in Russia, he extended his expedition into the TransCaucasus where he was able to devote a little leisure time to entomological pursuits and he kindly gave me the Lepidoptera he then
I promised him then I would write some notes on his
collected.
captures and I am now redeeming that promise, late in time
though it be.
At Omparetti on June 21st three butterflies
were taken, viz., Gonepteryx rhauini, a quite freshly emerged
cardui,
one
Pyrauieis
specimen,
and one recently emerged
Brenthis
euphrosyne.
From July 7th to 13th Dr. Burr was
staying at Geok Tepe in Aresh and most of the specimens to be
will be
seen
have
recorded
to
been taken at this place.
His captures include a pair of Colias croceus, one Pieris (Pontia)
daplidice var. rapliani, two Pararge megera, both females, three
Limenitis Camilla, one quite fresh Epinephele lycaon and one female
Epinephele jurtina, which from its large size should be hispulla,
but which is decidedly darker than the general run of that form. Of
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the Lycaenmae a nice little series of Jaruciis halkanica var. aresliana,
was taken, these puzzled me considerably at first, and I thought then
was T. theophrastus, an examination, however, of the genitalia,
it
proved it to be halkanica, but so well marked a race that I thought it
quite worthy of a name (see Tr. Ent. Soc. LomL, 1918, p. 277).
I am glad
to be able to make a correction in reference to this species, I stated
there {I.e.) that the locality was Geok Tepe, Aresh, Trans-Caspia, how
I made this slip I am quite unable to say, it should be, of course,
Trans-Caucasia.
Of other Lyctenids my friend took a long series of
both sexes of Pob/ommatus icarns, somewhat variable in size and
generally with rather dark undersides, but with no approach to the
form persica. This was the only other species of this family. Three
species of Hesperids were taken belonging to the genus Parnara, viz.,
one P. mathias, one P. alcides, and two P. (Gegenes) nostrodamus.
Turning now to the Heterocera and taking the Sphingidae and the
old Bombycine genera first, five nice specimens of Choerocampa
{Tlieretra)

alecto

and one Deilephila

{Celerio)

galii fell victims,

if

I

remember
were

aright, tc the attractions of light at Geok Tepe, where also
taken one male Lymantria dispar and one very pale Onjyia

specimens of the handsome Arctia hebe were
at Gauria, Samkto, two
Spilosoiiia wenthastri and one Phraymatobia fiiliginosa var. fervida were
taken on June 30th, and on July 21st two Hipocrita jacohaeae were
netted at Omparetti.
Very few Geometrae were taken, all at Geok
Tepe one Diastictis clathrata, that calls for no remark, and four
Ascotis selenaria v. dianaria, a small dark form, however.
There is
also one ochreous and pink species that I have not yet succeeded in
naming. The Noctuids are much better represented, HeUothis dipsacea
was not uncommon, five good specimens being captured, so lil^ewise
was Lencanitis [Grammodes) stolida, of which four beautifully fresh
speciiuens are in my collection from Geok Tepe, the H. dipmcea were
taken at Gauria as well as Geok Tepe, and one specimen of the pretty
Entelia adulatrix was taken at each of these two places.
At Gauria
two Acromjcta viegacephala were captured on June 30th, one of which is
a pale mottled form, and the other is darkly suffused all over.
On July 14th on Mount Kagbek two Fjpineura popiilaris, one Pliisia
gamma and one fine Hadena adusta were captured. At Gauria on June
80th, my friend netted a Sideridis {Leucania) alhipuncta, an Agrotis
su^usa and an A. scgetnm., also several Pliisia ga)iima. Again at Geok
Tepe Dr. Burr took five Mormonia {L'atocala) neonympha a fine
Catocala with yellow underwings, two C'alpe capucina, several more P.
gamma and one Acontia luctnosa.
When we consider that our colleague had very little time to devote
to entomology, I think he may be congrafcalated on capturing as many
species as he has done and I am grateful to him for so knidly
antiqua

;

four

captured on

nice

Mount Kagbek on July 14th

;

—

my

depositing

them

Seasonal

Polymorphism and Races of some European Grypocera
and Rhopalocera.
By EOGEE VEKITY, M.D.

in

collection.

{Conti7iued J'rovi Vol. xxxii., page 152.)

Signer Orazio Querci, in his paper on field observations and
captures in Peninsular Italy during 1920, has given the readers of
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and seasonal forms of the
Only a few remained to be worked out and
amongst them not more than half-a-dozen have turned out to be new
This result is worth noticing the Qiierci
races, still undescribed.
family, consisting in four energetic and clever entomologists, have
collected all through the good season in several very promising and
I have spent two
diverse localities, looking out eagerly for novelties.
months in South Tyrol or Alto Adige (its Italian name), collecting
quite a considerable material, both in the field, from the glaciers
of the Ortler to the hot valleys of the Adige and the Isarco,
and by purchasing the specimens left by the late Herr Arno Wagner,
of Waidbruck, a most distinguished field-naturalist, who had devoted
this Journal nearly a fall list of the races

species collected by him.

:

many

I have
years to the study of the Lepidoptera of that region.
all the writings I could find on it, with a view to the
publication of a Catalogue of its races in the Atti della Societa Italiana
di Scieiize Naturali and also here, the result is that all the materials I
have at hand seem to be well covered by existing descriptions. We
evidently can conclude that, on the whole, the races and seasonal
variations of the Zygaeyiides, Grypocera and Rh^palocera of Italy,
from the Alps to Calabria are very tolerably known, extending
considerably the remark I made last year in connection with Central

put together

my Catalogue of the races of the Mainarde Mountains, in
Southern Latium [Ball. Labor. Zool. R. Scnola Ayr. Furticl, xiv., pp.
33-62 (June, 1920)] which, already Qaerci and I had been surprised
at having found, nearly invariably, quite identical with those of
Northern Tuscany.
I wish to lay stress on this remarkable fact, because, but a few
years ago, the few lepidopterists who, like myself, undertook to
describe and narue geographical races, obviously distinct from each
other, were made the object of severe criticism, the chief argument
against them being that variation is endless and that we would finish
by giving a name to the series of every locality. I should scarcely
have hoped to be able to confute this assertion as early as this, and in
one way, I confess I am sorry the first part of this interesting quest
It
for novelties has already come so close to its end in this country.
should encourage entomologists of other countries to acquaint us as
soon as possible with theirs. In Italy the work that chiefly remains to
be done, besides the few additions, which may turn up unexpectedly
here and there, is to establish the distribution of the various races and
An interesting remark one can
the way they blend into each other.
make, for instance, is that the races of Calabria, situated at the far
end of the long Italian peninsula, revert abruptly in some species (10
out of 50 collected), to the aspect these have in the southern part of
Central Europe and in the Alps in particular, differing most strikingly,
by their larger size and richer, more saturated colouring and markings,
from their nearest neighbours of Peninsular Italy in general,
characterised, as a rule, by their small size, frail build, markings
reduced in extent and colour vivid, but light.
The only case in which
Most species
exactly the opposite occurs, is Famassius apollo, L.
have the same aspect in the whole of Peninsular Italy, from Tuscany
Only one {Euchlo'e cardainiiiea, L.) exhibits the features
to Calabria.
it is
of the Sicilian race in Calabria, a rather remarkable fact
most distinctly tarritis, Och., and not meridionalis, Vrty., as Querci

Italy, in

,

-

;

—
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I

had wrongly stated

entomologist's record.
at

page 14.

The following

suggested by the material obtained last year

are a few notes

:

Nisoniades tai/e^, 1j., race svBCLkJiVS, mihi, second gen. subclaeus,
Whilst collecting this species at Atzwang, Waidbrnck, Meran'
mihi.
and other very hot localities of S. Tyrol, daring the end of July and
ill August I was struck by the fact that there never occurred in that
region the extremely pale form with brownish-grey upperside and
yellowish-grey underside which in Central and Southern Italy
predominates in the second generation of the hottest and dryest
localities, and is always more or less frequent in that generation and
which I take to be dams, Caradja. The specimens I have collected in
the low localities of Tyrol mentioned above are, however, always

—

slightly

more brownish and

paler,

and often markedly more

so,

than

the series I possess, collected by Wagner in the same localities in
these are of a colder tone and usually darker and with
April and May
I
a sharper contrast between the whitish and the blackish areas.
conclude that, as in the case of all the species of S. Tyrol, this race
Tutt's descriptions of the
belongs to the group of Central Europe.
various " drab-brown " forms seems to suit the second generation, but
each of his names is limited to one of the individual forms it produces ;
an inclusive name, comprising them all, is necessary, and I suggest
As the second generation characterises the races
that of sitbclarus.
and the first generation seems to be more or less identical in the
whole of Europe, just as I have proposed to use the name of clams,
Caradja, for the race of Peninsula,r Italy, I now suggest that of
siibclarus for the races of Central Europe, similar to the one of S.
Tyrol, in which the second generation is different from the first, but
I do not know how far Tutt can be right in
less so than in darns.
including the nymotypical tar/es amongst the "drab-brown" forms.
The Scandinavian race must be taken as nymotypical, because the
" Fauna Suecica 1062 " and the colour
first quotation of Linneus is
of " fuscis," he gives, translates into dark brown or black, surely by
far the most frequent, if not the only colour, in such a northern race,
where the second generation does not exist, as stated by Tutt himself
It seems to me there can be no doubt the first generaat page 284.
tion and the single generation, which are quite alike, should be
The specimens left to us by Linneus
considered the nymotypical one.
belong to the form hrmuiea-alcdides of Tutt, and thus to this author's
fuliginous-brown" group of forms; they were, however,
probably of a much colder tone of grey when fresh, because ta<ies
;

:

"Warm

becomes brown with age

in collections.

—

The race collected
Hesperia carthavu, Hiib., race specjosa, mihi.
in the Isarco Valley, in South Tyrol, differs in the most
striking way from the series I possess from the Baths of Valdieri
(Maritime Alps), from the Sibillini Mts. (Central Italy), and from tbe
Calabrian Coast Range, which on the contrary are perfectly similar to
each other in qnite a surprising way, considering how different those
surroundings are. On looking up Hiibner's figure I found it corresponds exactly to this second race; unfortunately no text exists to
inform us as to the source of his type. The race of S. Tyrol dift'ers
most con£-*^;antly from it by the following characters and not one

by Wagner
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specimen of either race could be mixed up with the other, such as is
not often the case between races. The difference in size gives the
impression that the Tyrolese race is gigantic actual measurements
between the wing tips give 29, 31 and 83 mm. as minimum, usual, and
maximum expanse in male, whereas the corresponding measurethe difi'erence
in the nymotypical race are 25, 27 and
29
between the few females I possess is not as marked, because
the ones from Tyrol are smaller than their males.
The tone
of colour of male is much deeper on both surfaces, chiefly because
there is very little of the white dusting, often so extensive and
conspicuous in the smaller race
also the white spaces are less
extensive and they are notably so on hindwing
on underside the
forewings are distinctly black, instead of grey
the hindwings
are of a -rich greenish-yellow, with white spaces sharply outlined
and bordered with brown
in the nymotypical race these wings
are usually of a paler colour and the white spaces do not sl.and
out so boldly.
A male from Turin and a female from the Simplon in
my collection come very near the Tyrolese ones, but they are not quite
so distinct.
A series from Oberweidan, near Vienna, belongs, on the
contrary, to the nymotypical race, but it is a little larger and darker
than the Italian series mentioned above. Oberthiir's fig. 475-6 in the
;

;

;

;

;

;

Et. Lepid. Camp., represents well Hiibner's race, and to the same
belongs his figure of form t^rt^maca, Riihl his nevadensis from Sierra
Nevada (fig. 474) seems to resemble speciosa in size and colour, but
being a female, one cannot be sure, and anyhow the latter lacks the
peculiar characteristics of the underside of hindwing and antennae
observed by Rambur and quoted by Oberthiir.
It will be interesting
to establish the distribution of two such distinct races of carthanii in
Central Europe.
;

Powellia sao, Hiib., race gracilis, Vrty., first generation subgraciljs,
mihi, and race sao, Hiib., second generation paevula, mihi.
This
species seems to have been neglected by collectors
I have never
received any specimens in exchange.
The result is, till last year, I was
only acquainted with the race collected by myself and Querci in
Central Italy, which varies considerably individually and which
produces the remarkably minute second generation called by me
(/raciliN in the Ent. Bee, xxxi., p. 28, but which, on the other hand,
has quite the same aspect from the tops of the Apennines to the seashore.
When I saw a few specimens collected on the Coast Range of
Calabria and others from the Isarco Valley in S. Tyrol, I was so struck
by their appearance, new to me, that I at first took them to be orhifer,
Hb., which is recorded from the second of these regions and which is
found in Sicily.
Closer inspection, however, soon convinced me I
was mistaken.
I should mention that I have not been able to find
any confirmation of Kane's statement, quoted by Wheeler, that orbifer
is found in S. Tyrol, either in nature or in the various local collections
I have examined.
I next compared my specimens to Hiibner's figure
of sua, the habitat of which he gives as "Germany, in several regions,"
and I found that it exactly answered to the races, so similar to each
other, of S. Tyrol and of Calabria.
I thus found out that the race of
Central Italy, which I had called ijracilis on account of its minute
second generation, differs from the nymotypical race also in the firsi>

—

;
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by its notably smaller size and by the distinctness of the white spaces,
especially as regards the premarginal series, always quite complete and
prominent. A couple 1 possess from Saal on the Danube seems to
correspond to this race, so that one cannot say in an absolute way that
Hiibner's race is the one of Central Europe and that the smaller one
is the southern race, although on broad lines this seems to be the case.
I observe that the specimens of the second generation I collected
myself at Atzwang at the end of July are distinctly smaller than the
spriug ones, obtained from Wagner, of the same locality
they are, in
fact, only just a trifle larger than the first brood snbriracilis of Central
Italy, difi'ering from it by the characteristics mentioned in connection
with the white spaces, of which the premarginal row is nearly always
faint and incomplete and often entirely absent, a feature I find only in
two mountain specimens out of the 87 in my collection from Central
Italy.
The expanses of wings, between the tips at the beginning of
fringes, are the following: spring sao from the Isarco Valley:
22-2imm.
"types" oi /lamila from Atzwang
20-21; "typical"
series of sitbgracilis from Florence (N. 1 to 81 in glass mounts)
lb-20
" typical " series of fpacilis from same locality and from the Fegana
;

:

;

:

Valley, near

Lucca

:

;

16-18.

Loiceia alciphron, Rott., race calabra, Vrty., trans, ad romanonim,
Fruhst.— At S. Fili, m. 900, on the Coast Range of Calabria a race
was found transitional from race calabra, Vrty. [Ball. Soc. E)it. Ital.,
xlv., p. 229, pi. I., fig. 43 (1914)], to race rouiannrnm, Fruhstorfer
[Intern. Ent. Zeit., iii., p. 112
(August 14th, 1909)], the first
discovered by Querci in the Piano di Carmelia, m. 1200, on the,
Aspronjonte, the second described from specimens of " the neighbourhood of Rome " and generally distributed in the whole of Central
Italy, except where it is replaced locally by inirabilU, Vrty., or by a race

transitional to

the latter,

riieldi,

Trti.

[Societas

eutomologica,

xxv.,

83 (January, 1911)] described from " Cerchio and Celano " in the
Abruzzi and which might well be called mirabilia trans, ad rowanorimi.
In the S. Fili race the males resemble those of romannriim by the clear
ground colour and small blacii spots
the females have not got the
clear copper tinge of those of calabra, but are suffused sparsely with
dark scales on all the wings or on hindwing only, in which case they
approach form inter rwdia, Stefanelli this suffusion is never, however,
as dense as in most romanoruin from Central Italy.
p.

,

;

;

—

=

Aricia chiron, Rott. [
einnedon, Esp ), race glaciata, mihi.
In the
little valley of Sulden, m. 1800, in the meadows at the
foot of the moraines of one of the huge Ortler glaciers, in company
with the tiny, dark, nymotypical A. medon, Hufn., I collected, from
August 3rd to 10th, 1920, another small insect, which, at first, rather
puzzled me.
It was only when it was set and I compared it with the
specimens in my collection I realised it was a chiron, so different did it
look from this species, which, as a rule, varies scarcely at all
geographically it resembles incredibly the female of P. donzelii, B.
What gives the Sulden race such a peculiar aspect is chiefly its
diminutive size, which seems as if it were scarcely half the usual one,
the actual expanse being 21 to 23mm. instead of 25 to 29
the shape
of the wings is less elongated
the colour has a washed out greyish

magnificent

;

;

;
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appearance, instead of being deep black or dark brown above fulvous
lunules absent or scarcely perceptible.
I take this occasion to mention
that the race found by Querci in Calabria, both at S. Fili and on the
Aspromonte, differs in nothing from the usual nymotypical one, as
figui-ed by Esper
fulvous lunules very prominent above in females.
;

.

;

Plebeiits insularis,

Leech [Butt. China,

ii., p.
302, pi. xxxi., fig. 5,
race praeterinsularis, mihi.
race calabricola,
mihi.
race aegusella, mihi.
Readers may be surprised at seeing
this name applied to a European species, as it has till now only been

and 8

(Jan., 1893)]

;

;

—

;

used for Leech's nymotypical race of the Plcbeius from Hakodate in
the Island of Yesso (Japan).
It seems to me, however, that the rules
of the right of priority obliges us to use it in the place of the name
ligurica created by Courvoisier in 1910 [Ent. Zeit. Stuttijart, p. 81,
and Iris, 1911, p. 103, pi. ii., fig. 1] for a Lugano specimen, and used

same year by Oberthiir \Et. Lep. Comp., iv., p. 201, pi. xli.,
291-297], who says he received it under this name from
Cassarata.
Oberthiir himself notes that it is " an intimate ally of
Leech's Japanese race," but that it is not quite identical with it. The
studies of the genitalia and androconial scales by Reverdin, Courvoisier
in the

figs.

and Chapman, published by Oberthiir [Et. Lep. Comp., xiv.] in 1917,
do not in any way give one the impression that insularis and lir/iirica
can be distinct species. I can now add that a new race, discovered by
Querci in June, 1920, on the Calabrian Coast Range (S. Fili, m. 900),
makes it seem quite impossible that a specific difference should ever
be shown to exist.
This truly magnificent race of large size (27-BOmm.)
exhibits in fact to their highest degree the features Avhich distinguish
the Japanese races from the other European races
on the underside
the black markings are all very extensive, especially the premavginal
spots and lunules, which are not sharply outlined, but slightly
shadowed the former are entirely covered with vivid metallic scales
between them is a very broad continuous orange band on both foreand hindwing, of a very warm, reddish-orange
the white spaces
preceding the black lunules are nearly entirely obliterated by the dark
scaling
in female, also on upperside, the orange lunules are very
large and so is the black spot they contain
both are strongly
elongated and end in a sharp point.
This sex differs from insularis,
a's described and figured
by Leech, it being only exceptionally and
very limitedly powdered with blue above, but it is perfectly identical
with June Japanese specimens I possess and to Oberthiir's figure 806.
The male differs from Leech's in being of a particularly deep purple,
instead of "pale silvery-blue," and in having the black marginal
streak more accentuated.
Oberthiir's male, from Yokohama, fig. 305,
is intermediate in colour and has a much narrower streak than
calabricola.
This race is so strikingly different from Leech's, I think
it ought to be named and I should call it praeterinsidori^, taking
Oberthiir's figures as "types."
Some individuals from Calabria are
quite similar to the Chinese couple figured by Oberthiir (fig. 291-2),
which might be called praeterinsularis trans, ad lir/urica. ^ In Europe
-five races are known for the present
calabricola, Nvty., from Calabria;
ligurica, Courv., from Northern Italy (I have collected it in Turin
too)
latialis, Rostagno
[Boll. Sac. Zool. It., xi., p. 50 (1911)]
,( = »?/;«, Vrty.), the much smaller
(24-26mm.) race of Central Italy;
:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;
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rte//(^s,

Chapman

(in

Obth.,

xiv.,

p.

1917),

42,

from Geneva and

Budapest, similar to the Isere couple figured by Oberthiir (fig. 296-7),
with male of a clearer blue than latialis and female more frequently
and extensively powdered with this colour underside a little darker
otherwise very similar to it in size and other characters. ^ Finally I
have specimens of the Pollauer Berg in Moravia, which belong to a
fifth very distinct race on account of their diminutive size (21 -22mm),
very deep purple colour in male, with black marginal streak broad,
dark grey underside, such as no other race exhibits, and very minute
black markings, also quite characteristic
From
I name it aegnsetla.
Lobau and Easdorf I have specimens which answer the designation of
aegusella trans, ad. aegtis.
Race aer/usella resembles P. idaa, h.,-' more
than the others ever do, but though the genitalia have not been
examined, I feel confident it is co-specific with insvlaris. Were it an
idas it would be a very distinct race from any other.
;

;

;

* English entomologists and many others cannot identify this Linnean
with any species of butterfly. G.W. and Hy.J.T.

—

name

Smerinthus hybr. hybridus.
By T. H. COLEBROOK TAYLOE.
have recently reared a small brood of Smerinthus hybr. Jnjbridus,
be of interest on account of the unequal distribution of the
sexes.
The total number of moths is 25, and of these 22 are males
and the remaining three are gynandroraorphs, not a single ovie being
female.
The observations are made from the external characters
only, and it is therefore possible that some of the apparent iiiales may
possess female characters internally.
There is considerable variation in the brood and this is chiefly
connected with the ocellated spots on the hindwings.
The majority
a,re of the usual form, which is too Avell known to need description,
but in four specimens there is scarcely any trace of the spot, while in
two others the spot is unusually clearly defined and pupilled.
The parents (<? ocellata and J popuU), which resulted from larv*
found near Reading, emerged on May 2nd, 1921, and were put in a
cage together on the same day a female pnpidi emerged, and this was
put in a neighbouring cage.
The two moths paired during the night
of May 5th-6th and separated at dusk on May 6th.
The female populi laid about 150 ova altogether between May 8th
and 15th. Of these, nearly all were fertile, but only 50 hatched. The
larvje were sleeved on willow and 25 reached the pupal stage, between
July 5th and 12th.
The first moth emerged on July 24th, and the
last one on August 27th.
It is significant that the last three moths
to emerge were the three gynandromorphs which are described below
1. Imperfect Gynandromorph.
Preponderantly ?
Right antenna typically 5
Left antenna pectinated but not
length 8-8 mm.
The dark brown rectas much as in typical males
length 9'2 mm.
angular blotch, which is always present on the thorax of acellata,
is plainly perceptible, but is displaced to the left
it is not confined to
one half only as in the next specimen to be described. Otherwise,
colouring of thorax unifonu.
The colouring of the abdomen is uniform, and there are no anal claspers.
I

which may

;

:

—

—

.

—

;
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Expanse: Right 27'5mm., left 29mm.
Width (across centre of wing) Kight 9'5mm.,
Hind margin Right 14-7mm., left 15-5mm.

Forewinc/s.

:

left

9"5mm.

:

Margins

of both forewings similar except that the anal angle is
acute in the left.
Markings on right more blurred than on left
ground colour

more

;

on right than on left.
Hindndnqs. Expanse Right 17mm., left 18mm.
Width Right 9-5mm., left 9-5mtn.
Margin slightly more dentated in right than in left, but anal angle
more pronounced in left. Ocellated spot, and its dark margin, lighter
in right than in left.
Reddish basal blotch smaller in right than in

•slightly lighter

:

:

left.

General colouring slightly lighter on right than on left.
Perfect Gynandromorph. Right side J
left side ^
Right
antenna typically $
length 9"3mm.
Left antenna tj^pically <y
right side dark brown
length 9'6mm.
Thorax perfectly halved
dorsally, brownish grey laterally, the dorsal and lateral portions beingseparated by a white streak
left side uniformly pale grey.
Abdomen: right side brownish grey, left side pale grey; anal
clasper absent on right side, but well developed on left.
Right side
Underside.

2.

—

—

.

;

—

;

;

contracted less than left.
Forewings. Expanse

Right 28mm., left 28mm.
Right 10mm., left,8-3mm.
Hind margin: Right 16mm., left 14mm.
Right hind margin less dentated than left right anal angle less
pronounced than left.
Upper.ude.
All markings more distinct, and pale blotches whiter
on right than on left.
Underside.
Right with basal half pale reddish
left uniformly
brown. Ground colour much lighter on right than on left. Pale
Motch near hind margin more distinct on right.
Hindwings. Expanse Right 17.7mm., left 17mm.
Width Right 10.5mm., left 9.8mm.
Hind margin simple on right, dentated on left. Anal angle less
pronounced on right than on left.
Upperside.
Ocellated spot on right fairly clearly defined and
pupilied, on left dark and blurred.
Veining more distinct on right
than left. Transverse lines of pupuli less visible on right than on left.
Reddish blotch paler and much larger on right than on left.
Underside.
Ground colour darker on left than on right. Transverse lines interrupted on left, continuous on right.
3. Incomplete Gynandromorph.
Intermediate between (1) and (2)
in many characteristics.
Right antenna very slightly pectinated i^iiot
typically ? )
Length 8.omm. Left antenna considerably pectinated

Width

:

:

;

;

:

:

—

—

—

Length 11mm.
)
The dark rectangular blotch

(typically

J

of the thorax is central anteriorly, but
continued posteriorly on the right side only.
Thorax grey laterally
on the right side, the dorsal and lateral portions being separated by a
whitish streak left half of thorax uniformly grey.
Abdomen apparently ? paler grey on right than on left.
Forewings.
Expanse: Right 29mm., left 31mm.
Width Right 11mm., left 10mm.
Hind margin Right 15-5mm., left 17mm.
is

;

;

:

:

—
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Hind margin less dentated on
more obtuse on right than on left.
rpperaide.

blotches whiter.

right than

on

left.

Anal angle

General colour lighter on right than on left, and pale
Markings more like ]iopuU on right, and ocellata on

left.

Ground colour uniformly dark brown
Underside.
basal half pale reddish on right.

on

left,

but

Right 18mm., left 18-5mm.
Eight 10-2inm., left 11mm.
Margins equally dentated, but anal angle more pronounced on left
than on right.
Ground colour lighter on right than on left. Ocellated
Upperwie.
spot slightly lighter, with much less black surrounding it, on right
Veins lighter and more obvious on right than on left,,
than on left.
and reddish basal blotch larger on right than on left.
Eight paler than left.
Underside.
Hindwings.

Expanse

g^^OTES

:

ON

COLLECTING,

Etc.

—

Occurrence of P. c-album in Birmingham. On September 3rd I
captured a specimen of Poh/f/onia c-alhion in the Eectory garden here.
It was in perfect condition, feeding upon a partly decayed apple on the
ground. I have not heard of it as occurring in Warwickshire, but we
are not far from its known haunts in Hereford and Gloucestershire.
E. Grose Hodge, The Eectory, Birmingham. Septewber, 1921.

—

A second brood.
Irish Colony of C. dispak. var. kutilus.
It may interest those who have followed the fortunes of the " Large
Copper " colony in South Ireland since the fateful year 1914 to know
that a second brood has produced itself this year as a result of the
wonderful weather. The original stock of C'hrysophaniis dispar. var.
rutilus was brought from the Berlin district in May of that year, and
up till now, has proved itself to be strictly single brooded. I have
" that several quite fresh
just received information from " The Marsh
29th and 30th, and
September
on
the
wing
on
observed
were
insects
I am of opinion
3 2 $ were observed ovipositing on the latter date.
E. B.
that very late ova may possibly not hatch until the spring.
October ith, 1921.
PuRKFOY, East Farleigh, Kent.
The

—

—

A Note from Mucking, Essex. A ? Agrias cnnvolviili was
brought in on September 21st. 1 saw a <? Celastrina argiolns on the
22nd and foUowmg days at Sedum flowers, which have also been
visited by Pi/rameis atalanta, Vanessa io, Aglais n.rticae and Pliisia
gamma. Pterophorus inmodoctglns is abundant after dark on the same
flowers, which are the only flowers in my garden at the present time.
I am not acquainted with visits of C. argioLusto flowers except perhaps
those of its foodplants, ivy and holly.— C. E. N. Burrows, Mucking,,
Essex.

Sej)teiiiber 25tli.

(CURRENT
With such
its

close there

NOTES AND

SHORT

NOTICES.

a remarkable season as the one now rapidly approaching
must have been many abnormal occurrences in insect
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economy.
Alread}^ we have rumours of double even treble broods,
unusual scarcity, abnormality in times of appearance, size, marking,
May we ask our readers to register such with us in the next few
etc.
numbers. A black Pap'dio viachann is reported, Envcute^sa aiitiupa is
about, Chrysophaniis clispar v. rutilus has produced a second brood in
its adopted home, and so forth.
Fascicules 3 and 4 of the Bull. Soc. lepidopiewlof/ique de Geneve for
the years 1920 and 1921 have recently been issued.
M. Eeverdia
contributes a short note on Hesperii syric/itiis and a long article on
Hesperia tessellata, Pi/ir/us montivarius and S>/richti(s notatiis and M.
Arnold Piccet describes his biological observations and experiments
with the breeding of Porthesia similis at considerable length. There
are two plates, one in colour and the other an admirable photographic
one of appendages. We note with regret that M. Culot's name is
missing.
We hear that he has been very ill for some months.
About 86 pages are taken up with the " compte rendu " of the
meetings.

The Entomological Society of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight
was started in 1920 as the Southampton and District Entomological
but the membership has so grown, and th« words " and
Society
;

District" proved so indefinable, that at a meeting held on October 1st,
1921, it was unanimously agreed to extend the title of the society asindicated above.
Meetings are held on the first Saturday afternoon of
each month, the present headquarters being at 47, Tennyson Road,
Southampton (through the kindness of Mr. W. Fassnidge, M.A., thepresident)
occasional meetings will in future be held in other important centres in the county,
A library of entomological works has
been started which it is hoped to enlarge considerably next year, and
collections of insects are being formed.
An important work which
the society is at present engaged on is the compilation of a Hampshire
Insect Fauna List.
It is earnestly hoped that all keen entomologists in the county and
the Isle of Wight will seek membership.
There is no entrance fee, but
an annual subscription of half a guinea. The honorary secretary is
Mr. F. J. Killington, of 1, St. Catherine's Road, Eastleigh.
;

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society
April

Qtli.

—^Elegtions. — Miss

of London.

J. Riddell,

Los Angelos,

California,-

U.S.A. Mr. C. Dover, The Indian Museum, Calcutta, India; Dr.
D. J. Atkinson, Broadoak House, Newnham, Gloucestershire; Mr.
L. B. Hopper, Manor House, Peniyn, Cornwall Mr. F. H. Lancum,
Fernside, Shepherds Lane, Dartford
Mr. F. D. Coote, 11, Pendle
Road, Streatham, S.W. Mr. H. E. Box, 151, Stamford Hill, N. 16
Mr. H. M. Simras, B.Sc, The Farlands, Stourbridge; Mr. H. H.'
Wallis, M.A., 145, Wilmer Road, Heaton Road, Bradford; Mr. F.
Rhodes, 113, Park Row, Heaton Road, Bradford and the Rev. G.
Watkinson, M.A., Woodfield, Hipperholme, nr. Halifax.
The Early Season. Mr. E. E. Green, remarking on the early
appearance of Lepidoptera this season, stated, that an example of
Xantliorho'e fiuctuata had come to light on March 12th
while in
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—
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—

regard to the hibernation of Pt/rameis atalanta in Britain
a still
debated question he had observed a specimen at sallow on March
17th, at Camberle}^
Tropical Insects. Mr. C. B. Williams exhibited a case of insects
from tropical America, including a Monodola species of wasp which
buzzed only when digging and spreading mud and examples of
insects distinctive to sugar cane.
Lepidoptera of the N.W. Frontier. Lt.-Col. H. D. Peile, a number of interesting Lepidoptera (Rhopalocera) taken on the N.W.
Frontier of India, and in N.W. Persia, including a gynandromorphous
specimen of Colias (jlicia, and a series of Zephyrus qiierciis var. )iiesopotamica of large size and brilliant purple colouring.
A NEW British species of Lepidoptera. Mr. J. H. Durrant, a
series of Blastobasis liiinea, Wlsm., including var. adjustella, Wlsm.,
captured in Lancashire, a member of the Blastobasidae, a family not
hitherto taken in Britain.
Parasites and Hyperparasites.- The Rev. J. Waterston, examples

—

—

;

—

—

—

of Apanteles antericaniis, Lepeletier, and
the President
nigro-aenenn, Ashmead
;

its

hyperparasites horionienus
he suspected that the

said

host on which this Apanteles was parasitic was P/degethontius nistira.
The following papers were read
Mr. A. M. Lea, " On
Papers.
some LlhnjRoiaelidae (Coleoptera) in the British Museum," and Mr.
K. G. Blair, " Types of tieteromera described by J. Walker in the
British Museum."
Announcements. The President announced that the Library was
now available for lending books to Fellows, and after a discussion, it
was resolved unanimously, thnt the Society's new rooms at 41, Queens
Gate, S.W., should be opened from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. on the third
Wednesdays in the months of April, May, and June, for an
informal meeting of Fellows and their friends.

—

:

—

The South London Entomological

Society.

—

Miss L. E. Cheeseman read a short
Paper.
April 14f//, 1921.
paper on " The Parasite of Slrex yiijcis lUiyssa per^uasoria (Hym.) and
Mr. Edwards exhibited the parasite
illustrated it with lantern slides.
from both Britain and the Continent.
Early stages of Coleoptera. Mr. H. Main, larvffi of Geotriipes
sp. (Col.), and described their movements and economJ^
Early Appearances. Mr. Newman, may in full bloom and
iej}Ovte(\ Tyij)haena pronitba Sit sallow, March 9th, Callophrys rnhi on
April 10th, and the abundance of Eucldo'e cardaniiiies.
Larv^ of a Fire-fly. Mr. Blair, living larvae of Phuturia
2)ennsyl rallied, a fire-fly of the Eastern United States.
Mr. Main, for Mr. Enifer, larvfe of the
Larv.e of an Acarus.
red mite, Tnimhidiinii.; common in gardens and remarked on its
polyphagous habits.
Bred C. variaeile (Col.). Mr. Bunnett, Callidiniit variahile (Col.)
bred from an oak plank.
:

—

—

—

—

—

April
elected a

Paper

2.'jt/i.

— New Member. — Mr. H.

L. Dalton, of Reading, was

member.
and

Exhibitions

with

Lantern

Slides.

— The

Rev.

J.
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Waterston, B.D., B.Sc, gave an address " The Natural History of
Macedonia," illustrated with lantern slides and a large number of
insects other than Lepidoptera by himself and Mr. K. G. Blair, with
additional slides by Dr. Forbes and colour sketches of the scenery by
Major Cottam.

—

Mr. Blair
Californian Lepidoptera and the Coccid P. aceris.
exhibited a collection of Lepidoptera sent by Mr. G. B. Pearson from
California and also living examples of the Coccid Phenacorus aceris, on
Spanish Chestnut and Beech, at Oxshott.

—

—

May 12th. An Exhibition of " other orders." New Member.
Mr. L. N. Staniland, of Muswell Hill, was elected a member.

—

—

Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell
Insects from I. of Wight.
numerous fossil insects from the Mid-Tertiary strata of the
Isle of Wight with drawings of new species.
Mr. Lyle, a skein of
Silk spun by a parasitic Hymenopteron.
silk wound from two cocoons of Meteorus alhlditarsu a hymenopterous

Fossil

exhibited

—

parasite on Bujialiis piniperda.

The Indian Mud-dauber Wasp.
the

— Mr. Step, nests

of Scelipkron sp.

Mud-dauber Wasp from Calcutta.

—

of

Abnormal Wallflowers. Mr. E. Adkin, a portion of a wallflower
which all the flowers were imperfect in not having a corolla, from

his garden at Eastbourne.

Natter- jack toads erom Spain.— Mr,
" natter-jack " toads from S. Spain.

Barnett,

several

small

—

The West Collection of Orthoptera. Mr. S. E. Ashby, the
Collection of British Earwigs, Cockroaches, Grasshoppers, Locusts and
Crickets, formed by the late Curator, Mr. W. West.

—

Young of M. religosa and S. cylindricum. Mr. Withycombe,
Scorpio enropens, the young stage of Mantis reijliosa, etc., received from
Mr. Hugh Main in the South of France, and also Sinodendron
ci/lindricHiii (Col.), from a decaying beech in Epping Forest.

—
—

" Apple-moss."
Mr. Dennis, the " apple-rnoss," Bartramia pomifor mis, from Dorking.
Nairobi insects. Mr. H. Moore, an exotic Homopteron, Ptyelas
ficcvescexs, from Nairobi, and also a specimen oi (Jonyylns gongyloides,
from Ceylon.
T.

LAEVIGATA

laeviyata (Col.),

ON

May

abundant

—

B.

Sketches of

galls.

Mr.
0. SALicis.
willow at Finchley.

at

S.

—

Mr.
8th.
Horsley on
Williams,

— Mr.

0.

May

Goodman, Timarcha

E.
8th.

Orchestes

salicis

(Col.),

from

Coxhead, sketches of galls and their

makers.

—

The large dragonfly M. caeruleata. Mr. Turner, specimens of
one of the largest dragonflies, Mecistoyaster caeruleata, from Central
America.

—

Central European Insects. Mr, Edwards,
European Hymenoptera and Diptera.

a collection of Central
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Indian bird-skins and nests.
Mr. Grosvenor, a large number of
bird-skins obtained by him Avhile stationed in India during 1917-19,
mainly from the Punjaub, and also a few nests, including that of the
Weaver Bird.

Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.

—

—

A Special Visit and Meeting. This meeting was
held at the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.
The members
and visitors were received by Professor Eobert Newstead, F.R.S., and
the staff of the Entomological Department.
A))ril 18th.

—

New Mebibers. Miss Jessie L. M. Bird, 4, Riverside Road, Aigburth, Liverpool, and Mr. Herbert Leigh-Lye, Holly Lea, Greenbank
Road, Liverpool, were elected members of the Society.
Professor Newstead gave a brief sketch of the work of the
Entomological Department since the last visit of the Society. Investigations bearing on questions of public health bad been carried
out on behalf of the Ministry of Health, and the Port Sanitary and
the Public Health Departments of the City of Liverpool.
At the request of the Canadian Government, Prof. Newstead had undertaken an
examination of the cargoes of grain ships arriving in this port from
Canada, for the presence of infestation by the flour mite, Alenmhiiis
farinosa, which in suitable conditions does immense damage to flour.
During the year an immense amount of systematic work had been
carried out.
A remarkable new giant scale insect had recently been
described by Prof. Newstead as A-tpidoproctu^ africanm, from Tanganyika Territory. A very large collection of sand flies (PJilebotomits),
of which genus at least one species is known to be the carrier of
sand-fly fever, had been made by Major A. J. Sinton, V.C., in the
North-West Frontier Province of India, and brought to Professor
Newstead to be dealt with some highly interesting facts regarding
the distribution of some of the species were mentioned.
A very large
and important piece of systematic work had been carried out by Mr.
H. F. Carter and Drs. A. Ingram and J. W. Scott Macfie, on the bloodsucking midges [Ceratopononime) of the Gold Coast.
A great many
new species, representing several different genera, and abo a new
genus of this family had been described, many being in both the
larval and pupal, as well as in the perfect state.
In most cases
important facts were recorded as to the breeding places and
bionomics
different
This work is still far
of
the
species.
from complete, but when finished it will constitute a most important
contribution to the literature of this family of tiny but exasperatinginsects.
A new series of Tse-tse fly, Glnssina schiretzi, hud just
The
been described by Prof. Newstead and Miss A. M. Evans.
material had been collected by Dr. J. Schwetz of the Sleeping Sickness
Mission of the Belgian Congo, and to him the new fly was dedicated.
(jrloadna achicetzi belongs to the group of large Tse-tse flies known as
the fiiticn group, the species of which cannot be separated by external
;

characters alone.
The Society inspected the museum, which was not completed on
In the
the occasion of their last visit to the School in April, 1920.
Entomological section of the museum was exhibited material connected
with the work' that the Professor referred to in his short address. The
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on view as well as a number of cases of
tropical Coleoptera, Hymenopfcera, Neuroptera, etc., of general interest.

collections of biting flies were

There were also some living examples

of the larvte of the rot-hole
breeding mo-quitoes, Anopheles jdiniibetis and Ochlerotntus genicnlatus,
also adults of Cnlex pipiens and
from the district round Liverpool
The members of the Entomological staff were
Anopheles bifnrcatns.
highly gratified at the very keen interest that their visitors showed in
the various exhibits and they well deserved the cordial thanks of the
During the evening it was annoancsd that Prof. Newstead's
Society.
chief assistant, Mr. H. F. Carter, had been appointed Malariologist to
the Government of Ceylon, accordingly a resolution congratulating
Mr. Carter upon having been chosen for such an important appoint;

ment was

carried unanimously.

REVIEWS

AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
—

Proceedings of the South London Entomological and Natural
History Society, 1920-21, xvi. and 104 pp. The continued difficulties
connected with the printing and block producing trades is responsible
its
for the small size of the present volume.
For the first time
history so far as the writer knows, we might have added to its title,
"no illustrations." This trouble is much to be deplored in Natural

m

History publications,

considering

necessity, of figures, in order to

the importance, frequently
plain the points to which

make

the
it

is

desired to called attention.
The Secretary reports a decided gain of membership. The numbers
A conbeing increased b}^ twenty, as against the five of last year.
siderable addition has been made to the Library by the bequest' of the
late Mr. W. J. Ashdown, who also bequeathed specimens of " Other
Orders" than Lepidoptera to the Society's Collections. From the
Collections of the late Eev. C. R. Digby, have come also Microlepidoptera, which are a welcome addition.
Several other donations
of Lepidoptera, Odonata, Diptera, Hymenojitera and Coleoptera are also

mentioned.

Two

Mr. W. West, one of the
serious losses by death are recorded.
members, and Curator from that time until his death, and
The
present at the Society's Meeting eight days before his death.
other, Mr. G. B. Browne, until the last few years a regular attendant

original

at the meetings.

The Treasurer has reason

with the financial condition

to be satisfied

its conditions mentioned
above, the publication of the Proceediniis absorbs, 60% of the income,
it will be necessarj^ to depend still upon the generosity of the informal
Special Committee, whose assistance was acknowledged last year.
The Presidential Address (Mr. K. G. Blair) is devoted to the
subject of " Insects of Winter," and deals with the different stages and
The
phases of Hibernation, or winter activity, as the case may be.
Address is furnished with a bibliography of authorities upon the

of the

Society, but as long as,

owing

to

subject.

Only two papers are reproduced "in extenso," doubtless owing to
the necessary restriction upon space.
Mr. G. E. Frisby, writes upon " The Acideate Rymenoptera of tbe
British Isles."
We have read this with great interest surprised that

—
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much

information could be compressed into so limited a space.
cannot but hope that Mr. Frisby may be induced to deal with the
other section of Hywenoptera, Terebrantia in the same lucid manner.
The second paper by Dr. Dixey upon " Sexual Dimorphism," is of
This appears to be a continuacourse, well worth reading and study.
tion of Dr. Dixey's paper upon " Seasonal Dimorphism," read before
the Society in 1915 and published in the Proceedings of that year.
The concluding paragraph in the Paper before us leads us to hope that
it also may be succeeded by further notes upon the very interesting
subject of Dimorphism in its different forms and features.
In the Proceedings proper we notice amongst the various subjects
brought before the attention of the meetings, much which would
deserve attention, but as usual, space has to be considered.
The
exhibition and discussion upon the Hibemiae was introduced by the
Rev. F. M. B. Carr, and illustrated by specimens from his, and other
collections.
We think that the note by Mr. A. A. W. Buckstone upon the
Jumping power of the female H ruyica'praria is new. Mr. Bowman
contributed a diagnosis of the variation of both sexes of H.
defoUaria.
Another very interesting discussion introduced by Mr.
R. T. Bowman, of Dysstroma (Cidaria) triincata, deserves notice, as it
contains, it would appear, a freshly observed distinction between this
species and its near relation D. immanatct.
Previously the separation
relied upon for some years has been the form of the central line upon
the hindwing.
We presume, although Mr. BoAvman does not appear
so

We

.

to expressly state

lorewmg.

To

it,

that his

new

point of difference refers to the
Mr. H. J. Turner has conof the named forms of the species which was

this discussion our friend

tributed a complete list
the subject of attention.
There is a great deal to be said for these special studies of particular
spfcies and we are glad to note that Ccdymnia trapezvia and
hiydriomena. furcata were discussed in the same way during the year.
The Annual Exhibition of Varieties was, as noted by the President,
a record one, but he mentions rather regretfully, that the show was
'•
to a greater extent than usual confined to Lepidoptera," while Botany
would appear to have been entirely unrepresented.
The Field Meetings, as has so often to be recorded owing to our
uncertain climate, would appear to have been much interfered with by
unsettled weather during the summer of 1920, the most promising in
the commencement proving to be the Avettest of all in the end.
We notice with interest that the year 1922 marks the Jubilee of
the " South London," and that, if our information be coriect, there is
still to be found amongst its Members just one wbo joined at its start.
We hope that this next year will prove to be a very successful one,
both in a largely augmented list of Members and also in a continuation
C.R.N. B.
of usefulness and interest in its work.

—

— — —

—

—

Subscriptions for Vol. XXXIII. (10 shillings) should be sent to
Mr. Herbert E. Page, " Bertrose," GeiSatly Road, New Cross,
S.E.14 [This subscription includes all numbers published from
January 15th to December 15th, 1921.]
Non-receipt or errors in

sending of Subscribers' magazines abo

tiie

lid

be

New

notitied to Mr. Herbert E. Page, "Bertrose," Gellatly Road,
Gross, S.E. 14
ADVEnTisii;nr:NTS nf Books and Insects for Sale, or Books wanted will be iiisiiited at a niininiurn
cliavge of iis. C<1. (for four lines). Longer Advertisements in proportion. A reduction made for a series.
Particulars of Mr. Herbert E. Page, " Bertrose," Gellatly Road, New (Jross, S.E.
Subsoril>ers wliocliange their addresses must report tlie same to Mr. H. I'l. Paqh "Bertrose,"
Gellatly Road, New Cross, Tjoiidoii, S.Fj., olhei-wise tlieir maKazines will probably be delayed.

H

New

Cabinets and Apparatus. —Note

:

Finest

make

and

only,

be.st

material only used.

and

12, 20, 30 and 40 drawer Cabinets
prices on ;i,pplication.

in polished deal or

mahogany.

Specifications

Standard make Store Boxes, 10x8, 5/6; 13x9, 7/-; 14x10, 8/-; 16x11, 9/-;
17J x 12, 10/- postage 6d. extra. Special price by taking 12 or more of one size.
Insect and Egg Cases, Jointed Nets, Pins (Tayler's), Zinc Collecting Boxes, Setting
Boards, Killing Tins, etc., etc.
Write for complete lists of set specimens, apparatus, larvte and pupae.
LEONARD TATCHELL, Lepidfipterist, 43, Spratt flail Roai, Wanstead, E.U.
;

Dcdderatn.

—

be obliged by

loan of a living larva of following species for
Minos, exulans, trifolii, meliloti, lonicerss, caniola, deplana, griseola, lapponaria, straminata, citraria, gilvaria, dnbitata,
vitellina, eoncolor, cannffi, nichitana, micaeea, furva, suffusa, glareosa, rhomboidea,
gothica, gracilis.
H. Foster Newey, 14, New Street, Birmingham.
Desiderata.
Cratasgata, Sambucaria, condition immateria.. Duplicates.
Dominula,
mendica, and numerous common species. -E. A. Cockayne, 65, IVesthourne Terrace. \V.2.
Desiderata.
Foreign examples, local races, vars. and abs. from all parts of the
world of any butterflies included in the British list. Setting iaimaterial exact data
indispensable. Liberal return made.
W. G. Pether, " Tliehna,^' 4, Willow Bridge
I shall

making drawings

for illustrated

gift or

work on

larvae:

—

—
—

—
;

—

Road, London, N.

—

1.

Duplicates.
iEthiope, Selene, T. i-ubi, Phlasas, Hectus, Perla, Chi, Nictitans,
Boreata, Cambrica, Immanata, Olivata, Tristata, Dotata, Pedavia, Satyrata, A.d8equata,
IMercurelia, Angustea, Dubitalis, Ambigualis, Decrepitalis, Kuehniella, Fusca, IMargaritellus, Phryganella, Solandrinana, Sponsona, Rivulana, Urticana, Aurana, Dubitana,
Herbosana, JMyllerana, Octomaculana, Vaccinana, and Perlepidana. Desiderata.
Numerous, especially Tortricina.— .-i. A. Dalglish, 7, Kcir Street, FolloksUields, Glasgow.
Aglaia, Adippe, *Io, T. quercus, Coridon vars., *Fuliginosa (Reading),
Duplicates.
Tilise,
Menthastri, *Linariata, Aurantiaria, Leucophoearia vars.
*B. quercus ?
Desiderata.
Paniscus.
Pupaa of Dictasoides; Imagines of typhon, palpina, camelina
(dark), Curtula, Pyra, and numerous others; Ova of Hispidaria.
Harold B. Williams,
112a., Bensham ]\Ianor Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Duplicates.
Sjh'iWn, Paphia, lo (2), Selene, Lucina (2), Ocellatus, Iliustraria (autumn)
Nastata, Roboraria <? Prunaria (4) <j Tipulifofmis. Desiderata.
Castreusis d" CucuUina,
Cribrum, Cinerea, Ravida, Ashworthii, Notata, Obfuscaria, Smaragdaria and others, also
Harold E. Winser, Kent House, Cranleigh.
vars. and local forms.
Desiderata.— Yolumes of Ent. Mo. Mag. for 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, second-hand.
Turner,
Hy. J.
State price.
98, Drakefell Road, New Cross, S.E. 14.

—

—
,

—

—

,

—

,

CH.4NGE OF Addbess.

— R.

S. Mitford, 24, Bridlington Place, Eastbourne.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
— Queen's Gate, South

Entomological Society of London.
8 p.m.

,

41,

Kensington, S.W.7,

October 19th.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society, Hibernia
Cliambers, London Bridge.
Second and Fourth Thursdays in the month, at 7 p.m.
lion.
Sec.,
Stanley Edwards,
November 24tb.
October 27th; November lOth
1.5, St. German's Place, Clackheath, S.E. 3.
The London Natural History Society (the amalgamation of the City of London
iMitomoiogical and Natural History Society and the North London Natural History
Society) now meets in Hall 40, Winchester House, Old Broad Street, E.C. 2, first and
Hon. Sec, W. E.
tliird Tuesdays in the month, at 6.30 p.m.
Visitors welcomed.
(iLEGG, 44, Belfast Road, N. 16.
;

MS. and

—

should be sent and all proofs returned to Hy. J. Turnku,
Cross, London, S.E.14
must earnestly request our correspondents not to send us conuuunications identical
with those they are sending to other magazines.
Tiists of Ddpltcateb and Dnsim^iiATA should be sent direct to Mr. H. E. Page,
Bertioso, Gelln.tly Road, New Cross, S.E. 14
All

98, Drakefell

We
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Martin Vesubie (Alpes Maritimes).

St.

BETHUNE-BAKEE,

P.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

somewhat tiresome journey from la Sainte Baume to St.
I found the easiest way would be to go down to
Nans for the night and then catch the early automobile the next
morning, leaving at 5 a.m. and arriving at Aubagne in time to catch
the 8 o'clock tram back to Marseilles, where Ave were just able to get
here we had to change stations for the single
the express to Nice
track to Levens, where we again changed to the electric light railway
to St. Martin Vesubie.
It was a close fit at each place but we
fortunately did it and arrived at the Grand Hotel Eegina about ten
o'clock at night.
Here we found Monsieur Piguat ready to welcome
us and a nice refreshing meal awaiting our arrival, after which we went
thankfully to bed.
We arrived here on July 12th and on the afternoon of the 13th began the Fete Nationale with a grandiloquent
oration before the mayor and others by the schoolmaster.
On the
14th we were awakened early by the strains of the Marseillaise, after
which " It's a long way to Tipperary " strikes our ears and so begins
a very noisy, and for tlae villagers, a very exciting day.
For myself
and indeed my wife also, we preferred the mountain side, but it was
It is a

Martin Vesubie, and

;

impossible and would have been ungrateful to ignore the festivities
altogether, nevertheless I thought a walk up to Venanson would be
good for my health, and this I took with a most pleasant youngScotsman named Campbell, who with his sister was staying in the
same hotel with us, and with whom I made many 'an excursion.

A

may be uscftl. It has changed
cultivation since Mr. Eowland-Brown
situated at the head of the valley in the angle

brief description of St.

considerably in the area of

was

there.

The

village

is

Martin

its

made by

the rushing stream descending the Boreon valley and the less
impetuous waters coming down from the snows of the Gelas and the
The Col de Saint Martin and the Bans de la Frema
Tenestre ranges.
rise at the head of the valley somewhat on the other side, but wherever
one goes in these directions the Italian frontier is soon reached.
Since the year 1914 the cultivation of the valley up the hillsides has
increased enormously, to-day the hills are terraced far up their sides,
wherever it has been possible to get a few yards of more or less level
space with the assistance of a supporting wall erected on the spot out
of the rocks and stones around, thus the persistence of the French
peasants has overcome all obstacles and they have raised their little
crops of grain, whatever it may be, wherever it is possible to obtain a
This reclamation of the mountain sides naturally has its
foothold.
drawback for the entomologist as it involves him going much further
afield than in the days gone by.
With the exception of the Col. St. Martin and the Bans de la
Frema, the most interesting and certainly the most fruitful ground
was the valley of la Madone Fenestre and the terrain at the head of
that valley, beneath the shadow of the Gelas, and around the Hotel
and Refuge. The Borean valley is however not to be ignored, and
the sides of the hills up to Venanson have also their own specialities
and need to be well worked. Here as at Ste. Baume we had practically
iiuinterrupted sunshine, but it was certainly a hotter sun than in the
Var.
Several excursions were made in the Madone Fenestre valley
November 15th, 1921.
;

;
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one with Mr. Campbell being

particularlj^ interesting

and pleasant.

We

started early, about 8 to 8.40 in the morning on a brilliant day
and before 9 a.m. butterflies were well on the wing, the Pierids and
Satyr us actaea being especially " en evidence " at this hour, this latter
species

was very common

in this valley, all the

specimens being of the

The valley is beautifully wooded for the whole distance
typical race.
on the other side, whilst on the sunny side along which runs the
generally used path, the mountains rise immediately from the track
and are mostly cultivated with an abundance of lavender and
various flowers, conspicuous among them as we ascend higher, being Gentiana lutea, a very handsome plant with its spikes of yellow
blossoms often four feet in height or more. Here I took Papilio
alexanor, but none of them were really worth keeping as they were
evidently nearly over and I only kept one as a remembrance. Here also
I took several Parnassius ai^ollo, a fairly large race and perhaps a
shade darker than the ordinary run of Alpine specimens, a single
Aporia crataerji fell to my net and I believe I only saw a second one,
Colias hi/ale was far from common, but I
both being in this valley.
obtained one or two fresh and large specimens. Leptoda sinapis and v.
diuiennis were captured and Melitaea diclyma was abundant, the females
being very variable, ill. plioebe was far from abundant, Argynnu
aalaia was of course obtained and also A. niohe var. eris, whilst I netted
but one Issoria lathonia. Melitaea athalia occurred higher up the
Of the Erehiae within the valley I only
valley and was rather dark.
captured E. xtygne, but near the top, a single fine specimen of E.
goante fell to my net and in the pastures beyond the Hotellerie E.
Pararye vi.aera
tyndarus and E: epiphron were both fairly common.
and P. viegera both occurred, and Epinephele lycaon with the band
much emphasised, almost luptmts, was by no means rare. After
Ayriades coridon, Polyommatiis escheri was the most abundant "blue"
in this valley, P. icarus being much less frequent, the only 7-^. amanda
I saw was also netted on this morning, whilst I took likewise a few P.
hylas.
One or two Heodes viryiiareae were conspicuous in the brilliant
sun, the clearness of the atmosphere adding much to the refulgence of
Of the
their colour, this was the onlj^ " copper " I obtained here.
genus Stryiium I netted but one on the Madone side of St. Martin, this
The genus Hesperia was very
being a single male of S. acaciae.
common in one section of the valley, well beyond the Italian frontier,
the species taken were H. malvoides, H. carthami much the commonest,

H. alreus and H. serratiilae, this latter coming next to H. carthaiui in
We were not sorry to sit down about 12 to 12.30 p.m. to
frequency.
refresh the inner man beside the clear stream which runs round from
the Gelas just at the foot of the somewhat sugar-loaf shaped mountain
of " la Madone Fenestre," after which my friend was busy photoI turned my' attention to the Erebiae and the few
other species obtaining in this more elevated and therefore colder spot.

graphing whilst

The Venanson

slopes produced a

somewhat

difi'erent set of species

were of the cordula form, many of the
females being very handsome with broad yellow fascia and veiy large
N. Iteriiiione occurred here but was difHcult to catch, the
ocellations.
JJi/ijiarc/iia seiiiele also occurred
great heat making them very restless.
here, though I did not meet with it in the Madone Valley but I
Melitaea didynia was abundant
imagine it must have been there.
for instance tha Satynis actaea
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everywhere, the females varying from pale straw colour with fair sized
the
spots up to the whole wing being covered with a dusky suffusion
males were likewise variable, some having the black spots quite small
and so showing a large area of bright red. It was on the hillsides on
the right of the road to Venanson where 1 netted the few males of
;

Poli/oiiuiuitus ))ielea/jer that fell to

my

lot.

In the Boreon valley Paniassius apollo occurred and a large wellmarked form of Melitaea pJtoebe as also typical Anpjnnis niohe. As we
ascended upwards toward the Borean hotel the usual Erebiae were
taken and also one torn E. lif/ea, the only one I came across.
By far the most interesting routes however were up to the Col de
St. Martin, on to St. Dalmas and from there over the two passes to
Venanson on the one hand, and on the other hand to turn sharply to
the right from the Col before arriving at the Douane and up to the
Bans de la Prema with its green hill at the back
it was here I was
able to pick Edelweiss by the handful, much to the envy of many
passers by as I returned to the hotel.
After one had cleared the few
cottages near the Borean stream that has to be passed over, the ascent
up to the Col de St. Martin is made in fairly steep zig-zags over stony
ground well covered with lavender and low growing aromatic plants
where the Lyc^enids already referred to were fairly abundant, Aijnades
;

coridun being by far the commonest and generally of very large size.
Here also I took the only females I. obtained of P. meleai/er, viz., the
form steerenii. The only Aricia medon {astiarche) I took was also from
this side.
Plebeius ari/ita was also taken and likewise Polyonimatus
semiari/ns (the only Pleheins argyrognomon, two specimens, I took in the

Madone Penestre valley).
after we had entered the fir

It

was up the path much nearer the Col
end of July, that I took
occurred up to the Bans de la Prema.

tree region, at the

damon, and it
Lycaena avion was nearly over but I took a couple of specimens near
the Col de St. Martin.
Stryuion i^pini was not rare between the
Col and the Prema but were past their best
Heodes inrgaureae
Polgo)itinat.Hs

;

occurred here also.
Among the first ere the Col was attained
I took some large Satynis hennione.
Melanargia galathea, rather
dark and fine large specimens, were likewise common,
but
I was desirous of pressing on to the heights above, and after
arriving at the Italian and joint boundary stones I was glad to ascend
the grassy hill above, where in spite of rather a strong wind I found
myself among the Erebiae and Melitaeae.
I took but one specimen of
E. tyndariis and of E. epiphron, but E. mnestra var. gorgophone was
fairly common though difficult to catch, partly no doubt on account of
the wind, however, I succeeded in obtaining sixteen or seventeen good
specimens. Melitaea varia was not rare here, and I also took one M.
part/tenie
ili. t'Z/i.via occurred a little lower down as also M. athalia.
The whole of this terrain was interesting country, and had it not been
for the scarcity of water I should have made the excursion more than
the two or three times I did, but there is only one place where water
is obtainable, well below the Prema, and that a rather poor supply, so
that even though tomatoes were a good substitute, it was not such
comfortable going as elsewhere in the great heat we were fortunate
enough to experience. In the lower parts outside the village of St.
Martin I took a single Satyrus circ.e and one or two 8. hermione.
Epincpliele lycaon race Inpinus were not uncommon. Coenonympha dorus.
;
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] also took two nice
C. panipMlKS and one C. arcania.
but one femalePolygonia ef/ea, Pararrje maera and P. megera
Aphantopus hyperantus and Epinephele jurtina were taken. Two
specimens only of heodes phlaeas were captured, both of which have
the appearance of being laggards of the first brood.
its first appearance up towards the Col
Epinephele tithonus put
de St. Martin during the last week of July, whilst one of the most
interesting captures, Erehia neoridas, a beautifully dark large form,
was taken along the same route in the last days of the same month,
where also I took Thipiielicus acteon.
St. Martin is a beautiful centre to stay at and the Grand Hotel
Regina a most comfortable place, for Monsieur Piguat and his English
wife know what Englishmen like and are ever ready to help and give
a hearty welcome.
The fireflies also gave an added charm to the place and I think
made my wife at once settle in our preliminary discussions to go there
as it was so long since we had seen these fairy lamps flitting about
and lighting up the ways. From here we were bound for Digne, as
that was our best way to Mount Ventoux where we were to spend the.
last days of our holiday.

occurred.

;

m

Early stages of Coleophora ornatipennella, Hb.
By ALFRED SICH, F.E.S.
the warm afternoon of May 27th last I was walking beside th&
Limmat, near Schlieren, about five miles west of Zurich. There
was a bank covered with tall grass, among which Scabiosa, Bhinanthus

On

river

were plentiful and in blossom. Here Coleo]>hora
in numbers, and I had the good luck
to observe two females sitting on calices of Salvia pratensis, from which
Their bodies were thrust half
the beautiful purple flowers had fallen.

and Salvia

pratensis

ornatipennella

was on the wing

One of these moths I boxed, and I gathered the
into the calices.
two calices and several pieces of Salvia, and also took another J moth.
Subsequent search revealed an egg in each of the two calices that
I had seen used by the moths and many ova were found in the Salvia

way

One of the captured females laid many eggs in the food
plant provided for her.
If we look into a calyx of this Salvia soon after the flower has fallen
we see four nut-like seed A^essels, and below these a pale ochreous
This portion I will
portion on which the seed vessels stand upright.
I have no English botanical book here.
On the
call the receptacle
lower portion of this receptacle the ovum is laid on its side with the
micropylar end uppermost. When first laid it stands out from the
This I believe is caused by
receptacle, but later it lies in a depression.
the strong gum by which the egg adheres preventing the cells of the
receptacle which it touches from expanding, while those cells around
The ovum is of the
the ovum expand with the rest of the receptacle.
flat type of C. caespititiella, but larger and stronger in the shell, so that
it IS not so readily pressed out of shape in the process of being laid.
In colour very pale ochreous, shining and iridescent. In shape ovoid
and slightly flattened, with the micropylar end broader than the other.
Rough measurement gives the length as 0-5mm. and the width about
0-3mm., or a little more. Almost smooth, but with irregular surface
I gathered.

—
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At the micropylar end is a mamilla surrounded by a slight
At the time of hatching, about eight or ten days in hot weather,
the larva bores through the egg shell and eats its way into the receptacle.
The egg shell partly filled with black frass remains attached to the
receptacle long after the larva has disappeared inside, and is usually
the only sign of the larva's presence in the calyx.
In the calyx I have
also found a dipterous larva and a gall maker, which distorts the receptacle.
The newly hatched larva is of the usual type of this genus,
and pale ochreous with a nearly black head. There is a deep brown
The
plate on the prothorax and a small plate on the mesothorax.
larva I think passes nearly all its first stadium in the receptacle, and
then enters one of the seed vessels and there changes to the second
staditim.
On cutting open the receptacle the larva's tracks are plainly
visible, and I found one larva in a seed vessel just changing its skin
before any of the seed had been eaten.
This larva leaves its excrement
in its mine.
The seed vessel at this time is composed of a thin grey
In
or purplish covering beneath which is a rather hard white shell.
the hollow of this shell the seed lies.
By placing her egg on the
receptacle the moth provides the larva with an easy, and perhaps the
The young
only, means of reaching the interior of the seed vessel.
larva could not bore through the hard white shell above mentioned,
but at the base of the seed vessel, where it rests on the receptacle,
there is a hole in the shell closed only by cellular tissue, and here the
larva enters easily.
The second larval stage is passed inside the seed
vessel, whether the larva is content with one seed I am unable to say,
but I think it is. The larva in the second instar differs little from
that in the first instar, it is of course larger, browner, and I was able to
It feeds on
see that it, like lixella, has four pairs of abdominal prolegs.
the seed, and if a vessel containing a larva be opened the larva, the
partly consumed seed, and an amount of excrement may be seen.
When the larva approaches the end of the second stadium it clears the
The vessel then
seed vessel of all rubbish and severs it from the plant.
becomes the larval case, and in it the caterpillar wanders away until it
It then undergoes a
finds some suitable place to which to fix its case.
second change of skin, after which it unfastens its case and crawls
away till it finds some convenient situation where it spins up its case
firmly with silk, and so remains, I suppose, till the following spring.
The larva in its third instar is still browner in colour than in the two
previous instars, and the head is brown, but the shields on the thorax
remain black. The full sized seed vessel when used as a case is
somewhat hemispherical, one face being convex while the opposite one
It is 2mm. long and of nearly the same width,
is rather flattened.
They vary
while the depth from back to front is from 1mm. to l^mm.
It is very deep brown in colour, and there are some
a little in size.
As a Coleophorid case it differs
vein-like marks on the convex side.
from any that I have ever seen in that it has only one opening, which

pitting.
collar.

When the larvae, in
at the top of the case when that is spun up.
their cases began to leave the Salvia I provided them with grass, but
they did not feed any more and spun up on the grass at the top of their

is

cage, where they still remain. I have searched for these inconspicuous
cases in the field on grass stems, Sah-ia stems, and on the earth, but
without any success. I presume that the larva, in spring, affixes this
case to a blade of grass, and after mining a short time cuts out its well

190
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known

case made from a grass leaf, in which it has been found by
entomologists.
Though Salvia pratensis was strongly suspected
to be its first food plant, I believe that the early life of C. ornatipennella
has not hitherto been recorded. The species is common round Zurich,
as I have found the eggs in several localities.
The closely allied (7.
lixella is scarce here according to Frey, and I have been unable to find
it.
It is supposed to make its first case out of a calyx of thyme.
I

many

hope someone in England, where it is common in several places, will
soon give an account of its early history, which must differ somewhat
from that above described, on account of the small size of the seeds and
calyx of thyme as compared with those of Salvia.
Seasonal

Polymorphism and Races of some European Grypocera
and Rhopalocera.
By ROGER VERITY, M.D.
{Continued from page 176.)

Agriades aniandus, Schneider
race apenninogenita, mihi
and
race bruttia, mihi.
I have tried to work out the geographical variation
of this species, to identify and classify series from various localities I
possess, but I must say the result is not as satisfactory as in most
cases.
It is quite noteworthy how in this case there are no characteristics proper to the different regions, permitting one to group the races.
The various features do not vary from one race to another in a parallel
way, but afford every possible combination, so that one finds no
definite line or lines of variation, as in most species.
The following
notes will show what I mean.
I do not know the original description,
but Esper informs us he has received a specimen from Schneider
himself, collected in the " Swedish provinces " and I infer the
Scandinavian race is the nymotypical one. Esper figures a male of a
very unusual form, with a brilliant light blue colour and a very thin
black streak along the outer margin just as in icanis, Rott., but no
underside darkish grey
orange
signs of the usual diffused band
Curiously enough, the only race that this figure
lunules prominent.
can be said to represent accurately, amongst those I possess, is the one
of the lowest localities of amandas in Tuscany, such as the Mt. Conca,
Rostagno [Bull. Soc. Zool.
m. 400, and other hills near Florence.
Ital., xi., p. 53 (1911)] had described this race from the neighbourhood
of Rome under the name of f^plendida, comparing it to the Alpine race
Until a series froiii Scandinavia
which he considered nymotypical.
is available I cannot say whether his name will be of any use or not,
but it seems unlikely races of such different climates should be
The race which comes nearest to this is isias,
altogether identical.
Frhst. [Sue. Ent., xxv., p. 47 (1910)], from Moulinet, near Mentone,
of the same colour, but larger, Avith a faint and narrow marginal
shadow, a much whiter underside and. very extensive orange lunules.
Similar to it, but with a slightly darker colouring on both surfaces is
the race of Polleca, m. 700, in the Aurunci Mts. in Southern Latium.
I should next place the rnce of the high mountains of Central Italy,
which I have from Bolognola in the Sibillini, m. 1200, and also, in a
slightly darker form, approaching hinpalia, from Mt. Sumbra, m. 1200,
In size it is like splcndida, in colour distinctly
in the Alpi Apuani.
darker, being of a deeper and less brilliant blue on upperside and of a

—

;

;

;

;

.
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darker grey on underside female underside colder in tone lunules
paler and smaller in both sexes
I suggest calling it apenninogenita.
The latter, on the whole, leads up to race Mspalis, Frhst. (I.e.) from
Valais (" Simplon and Martigny ") of about the same size, but with
very much darker colours both above and below broad black marginal
band, lunules very pale and inconspicuous on underside of male, small
on both surfaces in female. We then have the fine Ubisonis, Frhst.
;

;

;

;

[Soc. Ent., XXV., p. 97 (1911)] from " Klausen and Waidbruok," in S.
Tyrol, which I have also collected at the Erdpyramiden, m. 1400, near
Klobenstein, and at the Mendel Pass.
It is even larger than isias, of
a slightly lighter colour than hispctlis on both surfaces, but with a still
broader black marginal band above; larger lunules below.
P'inally
there is the race found by Querci at S. Fili, on the Coast Eange of
Calabria, which usually resembles hispalis, except for a very peculiar
greenish tinge of the blue and a broader and darker black marginal
band than in any of the other races a few individuals are as large as
Ubisonis
some are brighter blue above than the rest and have a
lighter tinge of grey on underside and large bright lunules, thus
showing signs of transition to splendida I should call the S. Fili race
bruttia.
An attempt to sumixiarise the geographical variation of
amandns is reduced to noting that at low altitudes one finds the light,
clear blue forms, with no dark marginal shading or a faint and narrow
one (Mentone, Florence, and presumably, if Esper's figure is correct,
Scandinavia), and that at higher altitudes the colour is darker on both
surfaces and there exists a broader and darker marginal band
the
latter form, however, in S. Tyrol, comes down as low as the Isarco
Valley and is of large size.
These lines of variation correspond, in a
broad way, to those of Cyaniris semiargus, Eott.
;

;

;

;

Agriades coridon, Poda, race caelestissima, mihi, and A. Jdspana,
H.-S. [ = aragonensis, Vrty.), race liisj)ana, H.-S., first generation prior,
mihi.
During a visit I paid Count Turati last June in Milan I took
the occasion to ask him to show me his copy of Herrich-SchafTer's

—

and I examined the figures of hispana.
did not in the least represent the bright blue
race of coridon from Spain, so similar to race caucasica. Led., in being
of nearly the same blue as A. thetis, Rott., as I had till then supposed,
but that Jdspana is remarkably similar to the second generation altera,
Vrty., of the species I called A. aragonensis race f^orentina, Vrty., from
Tuscany upperside pale greenish blue underside of hindwings pale
tawny. The consequence is that this species should be called by the
older name of hispana.
The first generation, of a slightly brighter
blue above, as a rule, and with no tawny colour on underside,
I propose calling prior.
I possess Spanish specimens of the
first brood from Valevidrera (Barcelona) and others of the second
from Valdemoro (Nueva Castilla), the former of which are indistinguishable from the Florentine florentina and the latter from
the Genoese larger and more boldly marked rezniceki, Bartel.
There is thus no doubt that H.-S.'s specimen was of this
Gerhard's arragonensis is, specifically speaking, a synonym of
s^ort.
it, but, as regards
races, it clearly represents a different one, larger,
silvery white instead of greenish-blue, with very prominent, but
detached, premarginal spots and lunules on upperside and a more
Syst.' Bearb.

der

Schmett.,

I thus found out that

:

it

;
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pattern also on underside; of this I have specimens
presented to me by Dr. Chapman, who has himself
Dealing
collected them at Albarracin (Aragon) in July and August.
with these species, I must thus also conclude that, strangely enough,
the beautiful thetis-eolonied race of coridon from Spain, mentioned
I suggest that of
above, has to this day remained without a name
coelestisdma taking as " types " the specimens, sent to me by Chapman,
from Albarracin and from Tragacete. I have others from Valdemoro
I have also
and from Cuenca in Nueva Castilla, all exactly alike.
received from Cuenca the totally different albicans, H.S., which makes
one suspect that the existence of a third species in Spain might some
albicans is usually quite a coridon, but in some
day be established
individuals it approaches the look of arragonensu, Gerh., so much
The
that an untrained eye would no doubt mix them together.
specimens collected by Chapman at Avila and Navalperal are of this
Some day I must
sort, whereas those of Cuenca usually never are.
come back to this subject more at length. I will only mention here
the quite peculiar underside of albicans ground-colour dirty white on
markings not black, but brown,
all the wings, with a suspicion of yellow
lunules not orange, but dirty yellow,
"very pale in extreme forms
Individual variation
usually extremely small, often totally obliterated.
leads from this special form to the usual bolder pattern and colouring
of coridon on the one hand, such as in my large series from Cuenca,
and of hispana and arraijonensis on the other in some examples, such
as those of Chapman mentioned above in the latter cases, however,
complete transition does not exist. Recapitulating, one comes to the
conclusion that in Spain A. coridon and A. Jiispana, apart from minor
local differences, both produce a smaller blue race (respectively
coelestissima and nymotypical Impaua), and a larger silvery-white race
extensive

generously

;

,

;

:

;

;

;

{albicans

and arragonensis).

A/ioria crataegi, L., race angusta, Trti., trans, ad race crataegi,
on the
L. —The race found by Querci at S. Fill, m. 900,
Calabrian Coast Range, is interesting, because its variations exhibit
a direct transition from the very characteristic angusta, Trti.,
of Sicily, to the nymotypical race of the species, whereas not

one individual form of Calabria is similar
which prevails largely in Central Italy.

to

nieridionalis,

Vrty.,

In the characteristic
individuals of the latter there is in the male a complete disappearance of black scaling along the neuration on both surfaces
and of the sparse scaling of underside, and in the female the forewings
are nearly entirely transparent, with a few white scales near apex
Instead in the race in question the whitest males always show
only.
as much black scahng as the whitest individuals of Central Europe
the most transparent females always have the outer half of forewings
white; along the discocellular nervules of both fore and hindwing a
more or less conspicuous irregular patch of pale grey is visible in this
these never exist in iiwridionalis, whereas they are a characteristic
sex
of the Linnean race (see " Rhopalocera Palaearctica ") in one specimen
this patch has the form of a broad quadrangular spot on forewing,
even more pronounced than in race sibirica, Vrty. In the male
specimens from Calabria, in which the black scaling is most extensive,
this never develops in the broad, triangular and partly confluent grey
;

;

;
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marginal spaces of the Linnean race nor in the deep black, long, sharp
nervural streaks of auc/usta, but individuals distinctly pointing to both
these extreme forms are to be seen.
A. crataegi thus follows the rule
which is frequent in Calabria, its race being much more similar to
those of Central Europe than to its neighbours of Central Italy.
(To he continued.)

Collecting in Palestine in March, 1921.

By Major

P. P.

GRAVES,

F.E.S.

During March this year I was convalescing, after a serious illness,
in Palestine, and had a chance of a few days collecting on two
occasions
on Mount Carmel from March 5th to March 11th, and at
Jericho from March 17th to March 22nd.
I also had a few hours
collecting at the end of March at Kolonia and Ain Karim near
Jerusalem, and Urtas near Bethlehem, but found little at these

—

localities.

Mount Carmel

me

good collecting ground, but not
to Palestine I had spent
2 days at Beirut and got in an hour's collecting on March 3rd at the
Dog Eiver, Beirut. Here I took Pieris brassicae, P. rapae v. vaga, a
small race, Pararge aegeria some'what worn, and four $ oi the spring
form of P. napi v. pseudorapae, which is the second (summer) brood
of P. napi at Beirut.
They are small specimens without much datk
scaling on the apex, or on the marginal extremities of the nervures of
the forewings.
On the hindwings the dark scaling on the marginal
extremities of the nervures is faint, much fainter than is the case with
most vernal specimens from Constantinople. On the underside the
subapical and submarginal spots on the forewing are also very faint.
The ground colour of the hindwing is a very pale washy yellow the
dark scaling along the nervures is very diffuse, giving a clouded
appearance to parts of the wing. I refrain at present from naming
Four specimens of one sex hardly justify an addition to
this form.
I
the many names already bestowed on the many forms of P. napi.
saw and missed specimens of Pararge maera v. orientalis and G.

many

struck

as a

species were yet out there.

On my way

s.

:

Cleopatra v. taurica.

P. rapae fijdng in kitchen gardens was the only
the one abundant butterfly was
Euchloe cardawines race j^Jinenifisa, Kalchberg, which occurred in
considerable numbers in all the ravines which seam the southern face
of the mountain, and also, though less frequently, in the pine plantations at the summit of the ridge nearest to Haifa.
Of 26 J s in my
series 11 are turritis and 13 approach lanbrosa, Culot, more or less
closely, in having the basad margin of the orange area on the upperThe ? s are generally
side forewings marked by dark scaling.
distinguished by having in the spaces between the nervures within the
grey apical area white, more or less triangular, markings based upon the
The 2 s began to appear on March
outer and apico-costal margins.
Other Pierids seen and
6th and were not infrequent by the 11th.
-taken were Pieris brassicae in small numbers, Anthocharis belewia, 4
^ s and 1 2 of first brood form, and Gonepteryx cleopatra race
Pyrameis atalanta and P. cardui,
taurica, which was not infrequent.
The only Satyrid seen was
the latter worn, occurred occasionally.

At Haifa

itself

insect I saw.

On Mount Carmel
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Pararge viaera, of which I took

1 3^ and 2 ? s all fresh and cf the
race orientalis.
Doritis apollinus was not uncommon, but in bad order.
Two Papilio vmchaon were seen on the 11th. Of the Lyctenids I saw

and took Polyommatm

icarits

on March 8th, and

1

g-

Scolitantides

{Turania) baton approaching clara on the 11th.
Jerusalem, where I
went on the 12th was icy cold, so I was glad to get down to Jericho on
the 16th.
On the 17th I started out early collecting, working the
downs and the edge of the cultivation to the N.W. of the village and the
lower slopes of the hills. At 8.25 I put up and caught my first
Anthocharis charlonia.

Later on butterflies began to appear more freely, notably A.
This species usually settled on the ground and when disturbed flew rather low in a series of small circles.
This habit of flight
was so marked that I soon learnt to catch the butterfly with the
minimum of exertion by simply swinging round in the opposite
direction to the insect's flight meeting it with the net when it had
completed a half circle.
I only took
2 s oi A. charlonia were rare.
2 that day against 16 ^ s.
Pontia daplidice, large but otherwise fairly
typical, was abundant, and even more abundant was A. belemia var.
glance.
A few P. rapae of a large race were taken on the edge of the
cultivation.
Then in a bay of flowery wild ground invading the
cultivation 1 took a fine 2 Daiiaift chrijsippus, the only one I saw in
Palestine.
Next I took Tamcns balcanicns flying round Paliurns
scrub.
Then I worked slowly as befitted an invalid towards a gully
which emerged from the hills taking P. icams of very normal
Mediterranean first brood form and Bumicia jMaeas on the way. In
the gully I found P. brassicae in bad order, and Pyrameis cardui and
then saw a large white butterfly, the flight of which was strange to
me. After a while it settled on a flower-head and I saw that it was a
fine $ Zegris eiq^heine.
I caught it and others, though few required
as little stalking as the first specimen.
Two fine second brood Anthocharis crameri of a form both larger than and unlike ae^?//>fiaca. Verity,
fUddi melisanda, Frlihst., were taken in this gully.
I saw no more
during my stay at Jericho and suppose I was early for the second
brood.
As I returned to Jericho I took the only Satyrid I saw in
Judfea or the Jordan Valley, a very fresh Ypthiwa asterope, and the
only Urbicolid I saw in Palestine, a passable specimen of Erynnis
alceae.
During the morning I took 82 specimens of butterflies in about
3^ hours a good bag for an invalid who dared not run and including
18 A. charlonia and 9 Z. eupheine, both new species to me.
Next day ^I worked the same ground but showers and cloudy
weather were too much for the butterflies. Still I took 2 Z. eupheme,
several E. charlonia ^ s, and an unfortunately crippled P. icams ?
with abundant blue suffusion.
On March 19th and 20th it rained.
On the 21st it was fairly fine and I returned to the old ground, took
P. brassicae (seeing a damaged ab. nigronotata, Jach.), A. charlonia, A.
belevria var. glance, several li. phlaeas all pretty normal first brood
specimens, 1 Lampides boeticiis and 5 Z. ciipheine including 2 ? s.
Pontia daplidice was common.
I saw a fine P. machaon and some
charlonia.

—

—

worn Colias edusa.
Next day I visited the Jordan and saw A. belemia var. glance and
P. cardui in the thickets by the river.
That night I motored to
Jerusalem.
On March 24th I saw P. brassicae at Jerusalem. Next
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day I had a couple of hours collecting at Kolonia in dull weather.
There I found a few Thais cerisiji including one or two very small
specimens.
The local T. cerisyi race seemed with few exceptions much,
nearer to deyrollei than to the nymotypical form.
A few Doritis
apollinus, E. cardamincs, A. cranieri $ s, and a fine ? of A. beleinia
(1st brood) were taken and P. icarus and P. bj'assicae seen.
On March
26th I had a few minutes collecting by the roadside near Ainkarim
and took D. apollinus and E. cardamines var. pkoenissa. On the 28th
I took all the species noted on the 24th near Bethlehem, my best
capture being a dwarf ^ E. cardamines race phoenissa of 22mm. in
expanse.
On the 31st I had about half an hour at Kolonia and took
most of the insects seen on the 24th with a $ it. phlaeas and a fine
Here, as elsewhere on the Judsean plateau
<y S. (T.) baton var. clara.
insects were not nearly as frequent as at Mt. Carmel or Jericho, but
spring had barely begun and I could not have expected much in any
case.
'
May I add that a late autumn brood of A. charlonia appears at
Jericho in November, teste specimens in the collection of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Cairo.

The French Jura in June=July, 1920.
ASHBY, F.E.S., and Member Soc. Ent. de France.
Leaving London on Friday morning, June 25th, and travelling via
Newhaven, Dieppe, Paris, and Bourg, I arrived early on the morning
of June 26th at Bellegarde. Having three hours to spare before the only
train this month left for Gex, I explored the fine waterfall, La Perte
du Rhone, a short distance from Bellegarde station. Climbing up
through the woods on the left bank of the Rhone, I came out at the
By

Lt. E. B.

meadow

top into a

of partly cut hay-grass.

found Melanargia yalathea in large numbers and good condition, together with Epinephele jurtina and a specimen or two of Cyaniris
seviiarcpis [acis) and Lycaena avion, and Polyomniatus icarus in perfect
condition
a few of the Neuropteron Ascalaphus longicornis were flying
to and fro, whilst Zyyaena filipendulae and Z. lonicerae were swarming

Here

I

;

at the flowers of Scabiosa succisa.

A good number of the beetles Curculio {Hylobius) abietis, L., were
dashing about in the hot sun, and I took one specimen also of the
pretty beetle, Vlythra laeviuscida, Ratz.
but the interest of the
meadow centred in the Orthoptera which swarmed in the uncut grass.
From this I turned out a male and female of the sluggish green grasshopper with long' antennae, fat body, well developed green elytra, with,
a row of black spots, the Orthopteron Decticus verrucivorus, L.
I also turned out two tine males of the grasshopper, whose dark
olive body, yellowish antennae tipped with black, crimson hinder tibiae
and tarsi, with a yellow basal ring hinder femora yellowish above,
green outside, crimson inside and underneath, with a yellow annulus
near apex yellow venter and hinder knees quite black in both sexes,
smoky blackish wings and chestnut elytra with yellowish anal area,
proclaim them Arcyptera fnsca, Pallas.
I also secured here two males
the Stauroderus scaleris,
of
F.W.
Chelidoptera, but I
I also took a larva of the genus
Here also I
have not succeeded in ascertaining the species.
;

;

;

;
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took a specimen of the Forester Moth, Ino genjon, whose greenish
forewings gleamed in the bright sun, a noticeable contrast to
the green grass.
A specimen of the Hymenopteron Metopius micratorlns had entered
our carriage between Culoz and Bellegarde this morning, and a French
officer having pointed it out to me I boxed it in the corridor of the
train.

Leaving Bellegarde at 11.25 a.m., I arrived after a hot, slow, and
tedious journey at Gex, in the Department Ain, and situated below the
slopes of the French Jura, about 2.0 p.m.
the view of the Grand
Saleve, and the Petit Saleve, and Les Voirons, and the Mont Blanc
;

range behind

is very fine, and could be seen from our carriage windows
most of the journey. I put up at the Hotel du Commerce at Gex,
which I found respectable, clean, and cheaper than I expected, and

well served.

—

June 2i1 th. This morning after Mass at the Parish Church, I Ijad
the pleasure of meeting Doctor Gide, who lives at Gex, and who has a
small though extremely well set collection of the local butterflies and
moths. One of the most interesting things in his collection was a
perfectly fresh specimen of Carterocephalus palaemon {paniscus), caught
around Gex in May. I don't think he has by any means exhausted
the local fauna as yet, and he told me he had very little time to devote
to Entomology.
This afternoon I took a country road from Gex that
leads up gradually through farms on to the lower slopes of the Juras,
which are quite close here. Unfortunately the sun soon went in, and
I came home drenched from a sudden thunderstorm, but though my
insects captured only resulted in a few perfect specimens of Melitaea
athalia and M. didyma, a few Ciqndo miniums, M. f/alathea, and a fine
blue female of P. icarus ab. caerulea, Fuchs, a finely marked female of
Pieris napi, together with the Chimney-Sweep Moth and Pyraiista purpiiralis
the Dipteron Tachina ferox and the Ehynchota Leptopterna
dolabrata, L., I feel sure that a better day would have given better
results, especially if I had been able to ascend to higher ground.
However, a collection of some 45 different species of flowers made up
for a poor entomological bag.
June 28th. This morning, with no sun, but with insects of all
orders crowding to the blossoms and leaves of many plants fresh with
the heavy rain of yesterday, a little way out of Gex, in the direction
which the road to the Col de la Faucille takes, amid partly cut hay in
the fields below the Jura slopes, I found the males of the moth, Coscinia
striata in numbers and very fresh
one fine male of Papilio niachaon,
two fine males and one finely marked female of Polyommatus hylas, and
one female of A. aylaia, with a few picked specimens of C. minimas
and M. athalia were the most interesting butterflies on this sunless day,
but a number of Diptera, including Sphaerophoria Orthoptera, including C'hort/dppiis parallelus, Zett., a larva of the genus Pholidoptera,
whose species I have not succeeded in ascertaining, also a male of
These, together
Decticiis verrucivuvKs, L., and some Hymenoptera.
with a specimen of the Ehynchota, Syromastus maryinatus, L., provided
plenty of research on my return home.
In the afternoon I visited the same ground as in the morning, and
found that //. hylas males were more numerous, and I took one female.
Ascending to higher ground I found Nordmannia (Thecla) ilicis on
;

;

—

;

;
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Klugia spini on bramble. Higher up still, just by the tree
limit on the Jura slopes, I took two fine Parnassiiis apollo males, and saw
one or two Erehia euryale and Pararc/e achine, but failed to secure
privet, also

The Diptera were interesting though somewhat hostile. The
afternoon turned out very fine after a dull day in general.
Argynnis
ar/laia were swarming at clover blossoms, with A. cydippe [adippe) in
lesser numbers, and I also took several perfect specimens of M. parthenie and one Lycaena euphemus, the only one I saw.
Females of Colim
hyale were busy ovipositing in clover-fields in the late afternoon.
Burnet Moths in general and Aporia crataeyi were too passes to take.
E. jurtina and C. pamphilns were in all stages of condition, and the
three common Pierids plentiful in the district.
I turned up a fine
large green form of the grasshopper, Deciicus verrucivoriis,, L., from
newly cut hay, and the Orthopteron, Locnsta viridissiina, L., was in
great quantity in suitable places.
Leptosia sinapis was apparently
Aylais urticae was common.
just emerging here.
June 29^/i. This morning I tramped the six kilometers to Sauverny
in which village the Swiss and French frontiers meet at the river
Versoix.
I Avent there for Limenitis populi, but never saw it, though I
got on to likely ground once about half way to Sauverny, where, on a
branch road running past a chateau on left, and keeping to the right
of a small stream, I walked up a small incline, where Apatura ilia and
E. polychloros were flying up and down the muddy road in small numbers, and sipping at the puddles with swarms of P. rapae and Cyaniris
semiaryus (acts).
Just across the stream mentioned, near the chateau,
I found in a sloping meadow with a considerable amount of rush, a
good number of L. avion, males and females, in excellent condition,
and I took a fine series. The males of P. damon were emerging in
small quantities in the same field, and the males of P. hylas were
them.

—

frequent.

Here also I took the moth A. luchtosa and two specimens of Pseudoterpna pruinata, Hiifn., Nordmannia {Phecla) acaciae, Fabr., and also
one specimen of Tenthredella teinida, Scop. On the way back from
Sauverny I took C. typhon (one), and also a male of Pontia daplidice.
M. didyma and M. dictynna were about in small quantities. I took also
one male

and a specimen
one female of P. hylas,
and a specimen of the beetle CocdneUa septempunctata. I also took
to-day a female specimen of the Orthopteron Decticus vernicirorus, L,,
and the bee Bombus sylvarniii, and a couple of the ants Formica
of

Cnpido sebnts in very

fair condition,

of the beetle Strangalia armata, Herbst., also

pratensis.

—

June SOth. This afternoon a French gentleman. Monsieur A.
Morey, of Beaune, Cote D'Or, staying at this hotel, kindly motored me
to the Col de la Faucille, where, unhappily, it began to rain so hard
that collecting insects was impossible, barring two specimens of Hymenoptera, Bombus Jwrtorum and Allantus kohleri, which I got just before
returning during an interval in the storm.
However, I made a collection of some 40 difl'erent species of sub-alpine flowers, including a few
Alpine forms, amongst these plants were Hedysarum obscnrum, Ranunculufi alpestris, Dianthus sylvestris, Piosa alpina, Gymnadenia aibida,
' Carduus
defloratus, Gentauiea uwntana, Cytisns alpinus, Calainintha
Globularia cordifolia, Phyteuma spicatum,
Myosotis alpestris, Rajiunculus lanuginosus, etc.
July 1st.
This morning 1 took a ramble on the wooded hillside of
alpina, Adenostyles alpina,

—
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the Jnras just above Gex, as on the afternoon of Jane 28th, and added
the following species to those already named for this locality, viz., L.
avion (one), Hesperia sao (two), Evebia li//ea, K. spini, female
an
interesting beetle, Cicinclela hybvida, L., Avith greenish head and body
and four white markings on each side and a little white marking close
hy its antennae, Hippavchia seinele, and Hesperia alveus. I saw P. achine
again, but failed to take it.
P. apollo was about but not in any numbers, the sun being obscured frequently.
I also took one specimen of
the pretty beetle C'vyptocephalus anreolus, Suf.
In returning, near the
village of Gex, I took a fine form of Polygonia c-albtiin, and I noted A.
iivticae and G. vhamni by the gardens.
In the afternoon Monsieur A. Morey again kindly motored me the
Va kilometers to the Col de la Faucille and back. Stopping to collect
in a suitable place below the summit I found the Wood Tiger Moth,
Parasemia plantaginis swarming with some nice varieties.
P. a)>oUo,
E. envyale, E. lic/ea, E. aethiops, and E. oeme, were about in pretty
I got one A. crataegi still worth setting, also three
equal numbers.
females of Chrysophantis hippothoe near the snmmit in excellent condiA good many moths were about,
tion, and the bee Bovibus agrontin.
including the black Chimney Sweep, Tanagva atrata the black and
no Burnets were worth taking.
yellow little moth Psodos qaadvifavia
I also got the two moths Mamestva dentina and Ovainbus i^inetellns, and
I
a female specimen of the Hymenopteron Megalodontes spesicovnig.
did not go higher than the Hotel at the Col, as the afternoon was
waning, and therefore I do not know whether the higher altitudes
would produce more at this date. A. Ityperantua and C. iphis were
abundant where I commenced to collect this afternoon, but the latter
needed careful selection as the majority were in poor condition. I also
got one fine specimen of the moth Carsia praeforniata, Hiibn.
Accompanied by my friend, Doctor Gide, of Gex, I was
Jtdy 'ind.
able to pass the Swiss frontier at Sauverny without passports, etc,
and we searched the ground on the high road from Sauverny to
It
Versoix, between two large woods, suitable ground for Apatuvidae.
was too late in the day to get them on the road, and it was not until
about 4 p.m. that I saw a female and a male of Apatiira ivia settling
on the tops of sallows just inside the wood, I got them both, together
with a very fresh Heniavis boiiibylifovmis, Och. (the narrow-bordered
Bee Hawk Moth), on flower heads, and a female specimen of the
Nothing much else was about. I
Dragon-fly, Syinpetmiii. scoticinn.
saw nothing of L. popidim this district, where it should occur, but was
probably too late for it this year of early emergences.
Staying the night at Sauverny I again crossed the frontier next
;

;

;

—

-morning.
Only one male of A. iris fell to my net at 8 a.m., all
July dvd.
hopes of a good bag being dissipated by a violent storm of wind and
In the afternoon, on the way back
rain which lasted until midday.
from Sauverny to Gex, the weather recovering, I again visited the L.
avion ground described under June 29th, and got another bag of good
specimens of both sexes, and a male of C. senriavgus (ac/.s) quite fresh.
A few fresh males of C. hycde and M. didynia (small form) were about,
and I was pleased to take the first Burnet in good condition that I had
seen here, viz., Zygaeua ephialtes, var. peiicedani, Esp., with the pretty
red band around its body, and also one specimen of Zygaena lonicevac.

—

—

—
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Esp., together with a specimen of the 'NenvoTptevon Hydropsyche pelluceclula, Curt.
I omitted to mention that this morning about 8 a.m. I got a fine
female of the Orthopteron Gryllux caiirpestris, L., also a specimen of
the beetle Hoplia philanthus, Fuess., on the road between Sauverny and
Versoix.

Jnhj 4th.

my

—

I

left

collecting in that

Gex

to-day for Annemasse in Haute- Savoie, and
neighbourhood among the French Alps will form

the subject of a further article.

COLLECTING, Etc.
A Note from Constantinople. — A third brood of P. chloridice. —
I3>0TES

ON

had over much time for collecting here lately. Pontia
produced a third brood in September. The season has been
very dry till lately. I have been trying to sugar the last fortnight
results one Plusia iianuiia and one Leucania in bad order.
This is the
suburbs but still it does not say much for the attractiveness of sugar
October Qth.
here.
P. P. Graves.
I have not

diloridice

—

—

—

Second brood of Parasemia plantaginis. P. plantaginis was comon the grassy open slopes near Lulworth Cove, m Dorset, and
particularly active on the wing at sundown.
I think that there can be
little doubt that this was a second brood, though I was not there to
observe any flight in May and June. From two of these females I now
have many small caterpillars who have cast their second skin.. M.
Boldero, 57, Elm Park Gardens, S.W. October 11th.

mon

—

—

Teratological Specimens. Mr. G. B. Pearson, of Pasadena, S.
California, writes to say that a friend who collects largely on the Pacific
Coast of California has recently caught a specimen of the beautiful
little " lilue " exilis, with five perfect wings, the right upper wing being
duplicated.
This latter gentleman possesses a
Hy. J. T.
of the Saturniid Samia cecropia.

—

A
men
it

Locust at Mansfield.

—A

fivewinged

friend of

mine has had a
him.

of the locust, Pachytylus migratorius given to

making a

turbed

it

rustling noise amongst his cabbages,
took to flight, but he managed to knock

This was on September 25th, 1921.

Notes from North Notts.

number

example

.

and when
it

fine speci-

A man
it

down with

William Daws.

heard

was

dis-

his cap.

October, 1921.

— After great promise, according

to the

woods in spring, it was almost a failure
There were thousands of
later on with the imagines in this district.
the common species of larvae feeding on the various forest trees. But I
did not collect any, intending to get them when about full fed, but
before my next visit we had a lot of wet weaiher, in fact some very
heavy rain storms, which washed off most of the larvte from their food
Pieris brassicae and P. rapae have been fairly common all the
plants.
season, Rumicia phlaeas, Coenonympha pair.jihiliis and Polyommatns
icariis were also common. I did not see a single batch of Aqiais nrticae
iarvfe this season, but a few imagines are now on the wing, also one or
of larvae feeding in the

— — —
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RlfiCOKD.

two Pyrameis cardui. F. atalanta is now on the wiag in rather larger
numbers than last season.
I have bred over 200 Arctia caja, the second brood this season, but
only had four or five worth setting one had the white of the top wings
more extended, a pretty form, one with a different pattern on each top
wing, and one with each underwing of a different pattern. I have a
number of ova, the third brood, which are fertile, and are turning dark
coloured and will no doubt hatch directly, but I hope they will all
hybernate, as I do not want the trouble to feed them up this winter.
About the best specimen I have put in my collection this season from
It was found by my
local species is a black Boarmia rhomboidaria.
wife resting on the wall at the back of the house, where the Virginia
Creeper grows on the wall the larv* of B. r/wiiiboidaria for several
William Daws, 39, Wood Street,.
seasons have fed on the creeper.
;

—

Mansfield, Notts.

October, 1921.

—

M. ATROPos NEAR Weymouth. On October 15th, a very fine and
Mandnca (Acherontia) atropos was brought to me
(Commander) J. C.
alive, captured at Eodwell, Weymouth, Dorset.
Woodward, H.M.S. Colossus, Portland. October 22??nf.

perfect specimen of

—

—

The

paucity of butterflies in the past summer.
The paucity of
was remarkable. Even of
The first appearance
the commonest species few were to be seen.
noted of a few of them may be of some interest. The first butterfly
Gonepteryx rhcoiDii the
observed was Pieris rcinae, on March 24th.
next day was seen flying in the street Euchloe cardai)rines commonly
on April 28th one Colias crocens [cdusa) on July 9th; Liwenitissibilla
on July 11th, Pyrameis cardui, onp in the garden August 1st. One
special feature of the season, however, in contrast generally with the
scarcity of the rest was the abundance of RKiiiicia [ChrysnpJmiuis)
pJdaeas. These made a delightful sight as they flitted over, and settled
on, the gaily coloured flowers in the borders of the garden, flashingJoseph Anderson, Chichester.
like specks of copper in the sunshine.
butterflies (locally at least) this past season

;

;

Silex gigas at Chichester.

— The

largest specimen

(a

female) of

this giant sawfly was taken hereon August 6fch. The insect is generally
Joseph Anderson, Chichester.
to be found in this locality each year.

—

The Mosquito Investigation. The Committee of the SouthEastern Union of Scientific Societies on the above have just issued,
under the auspices of the Ministry of Health, their circular No. 5, in
state that "The researches following upon the issue of
Circular No. 4 established still further the fact that the species {Anopheles plnnibeiiii) is found extensively distributed throughout the southeastern area of England. In some districts all stages have been found,
that it hibernates as partly grown
in others only larva; and imagines
larvae, mainly in tree holes of beech, birch, chestnut, and holly; and
that imagines are found in every season of the year except winter."
The Minister of Health, in acknowledging the Committee's second
report on Anoplides jdaniheus, desires a further report as to •' any curtailment of distribution or decrease in numbers of the species that may
have been caused by the severe drought of the past summer." The
Committee now want definite information

which they

;

—
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Of any records of the captures of adult A. plumheua since June
with dates.
2. What was the condition, during the recent drought, of the water
in tree holes from which larvae had been taken in previous seasons?
3. Were living larvae found in such holes on the occasion of any
visits during that period ?
4. Were larvfe found there when you again visited the holes this
1.

30th

last,

autumn

?

Does A. plumbeus deposit her eggs {a) on the water, (6) on floating or stationary matter, {c) on the wet margins of the water holes ?
6. Can the eggs be hatched after becoming dry ?
If so, how long
after, in your experience, do they retain their vitality ?
7. Any other observation that may occur to you bearing on the
5.

possible hibernation of the species in the egg stage ?
Answers to the above queries should be sent to the Hon. Secretary,
Eev. T. W. Oswald-Hicks, B. A.," Lesware," Linden Eoad, West Green,
London, N. 15, not later than December 1st. It is hoped that as many
as possible will send information for this further report Avhich the Committee are to make by the new year.

—

Second Bkood of 0. sambucaria. A freshly emerged specimen of
Ourapteryx sambucata came to light this evening.
Though second
broods of this species are not unrecorded they are, I think, very unusual,
and possibly the occurrence may be worth noting in the Record amongst
H. C. Haywakd, Kepton,
other second broods of this abnormal year.
October 2.0th.
Derby.

—

—

Vanessid.e, etc., IN East Tyrone in 1921.
A special feature of this
the wonderful abundance of the Vanessidae in this
Pyrameis atalanta was everj^where and is still (October 19th)
district.
common, flying about ivy in bloom P. cardui was also abundant
during September, but had disappeared before the end of the month
Vanessa
a fine male was taken with the posterior wings almost black.
io and Aglais urticae were also much in evidence.
Pararge aegeria,
which was first noted on the wing at the end of March, has produced
at least four broods this season, and to-day a freshly emerged female
was observed drying its wings suspended to a blade of grass in the
garden.
Thomas Greek, Curglasson, Stewartstown, Co. Tyrone.
October 'AOth, 1921.

autumn has been

;

:

— Eeferring

Mr. Burrows' note of
may say that I have
liaken it at Hazeleigh (Essex) more than once on flowers of the wild
bluebell [Scilla nutans), and also have the following records for the same
locality
A very worn female on borage flowers, on 13.vi.05 a male
visited two (Dutch) hyacinths, and then a patch of Aubrietia at 1 p.m.
on 14.iv.ll. I have also recorded oviposition by a female on flowers
of Rhododendron " Purity." Other notes (unpublished) I have on this

Notes on Celastrina argiolus.

to

this species frequenting the flowers of Sedum, 1

:

—

;

interesting species refer to its pairiyig, viz., that I noticed a couple
paired near Hazeleigh Wood, at 4 p.m., on 29. v. 18, sitting side by side
on sloe leaves, the feet of each grasping different leaves. My second
note concerns the fact that the larvae are sometimes frequented by ants
n England, as is the case with the larvae of several other Lycaenidae.
" I noticed
extract the note in full from my hidex Entomologicus.

—
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two ants running backwards and forwards over a full-fed larva at
Hazeleigh Rectory, at 2 p.m., and four ants doing the same at 5.30 p.m.
on 31.viii.06, the hottest day in the year, the temperature being 90
degrees in the shade.
When I gathered the larv» (at 5.30) the ants
left it very unwillingly.
There were no ants on nine other larvte found
the same day.
Next day (also very hot) I found a larva on the same
part of the ivy at 11 a.m., with two ants running over it, stopping now
and then to suck out some sweet exudation. There were many of these
same ants on the ivy, especially at the tips of new shoots, where they
were milking black aphides." (Rev.) G. H. Raynor, M.A., The Lilacs,
Brampton, Huntingdon. October 20th, 1921.
'

'

—

Notes on the Season. Although the season was undoubtedly
" forward " at first it appeared to become normal after July, judging
from the insects one got, at any rate in this neighbourhood, and so far
as ordinary single-brood insects were concerned.
For instance, Nocttia
xanthographa and Bryophila i^erla came to light in August, as they
usually do, and, later on, Oporabia dihitata, Agrotis sei/etiDii, Anchocelis
jnstacina and A. limosa, and Euholia cervinata arrived as usual in
September and October. Of late years one Enpithecia linariata and
one Ennomos alniaria have succumbed to the same attraction every
autumn until this year, when the alniaria failed
Last year I was
surprised at the appearance of a typical and fresh ManieMra brassicae
on October 16th; this was not repeated this year, but a male Porthesia
similis came instead on September 24th.
It has always been an idea
of mine that Lepidopfcera which naturallj' appear in autumn are
practically independent of weather conditions, and this exceptional
year has proved no exception in those I have met with.
The most
noteworthy feature of the season here has been the scarcity of the
larvae of Oarapteryx sambucata, usually fairly common here and at
Clapton, and the total absence of the perfect insect, so far as my
experience goes, in the summer.
C. Nicholson, 35, The Avenue, Hale
End, E.4. November Uh, 1921.
!

—

CURRENT

NOTES

AND

SHORT

NOTICES.

We
were

have seen one of the " black inac/uion " (we understand there
two bred from the small batch of pupte). It is a black niachaon,

black without a blemish, but we advise our readers not to give credence
to the fairy tales in the daily press as to transactions which did not

happen.

A prospectus has reached us of a scheme to publish a work on
" British Butterflies," by Mr. F. W. Frohawk.
There would be 70
coloured plates, imperial 8vo., comprised in 3 vols., with appropriate
letterpress.
The edition would be limited to 600 copies. But the appalling cost of production will probably stand in the way of the publication of what would be one of the " masterpieces " of tlae future.
Parts I. and II. of the TraiiH. Ent. Soc. London have just been issued.
Illness of the chief officers concerned in its production have been the
cause of the much regretted delay.
The issue contains " Experiments
on the Edibility

by Dr. Hale Carpenter; "Notes on OrthopUvarov; " Notes on the Carabidae,"
" British Limnobiidae," by P. W. Edwards; "Rho-

of Insects,"

tera in the Brit. Mus.," by B. P.

by H. C. Andrews

;
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palocera of the

DoUman

'•
Collection," by N. D. Riley
Some Austraby A. M. Lea; " F. Walker's Heteromera," by K.
There are seven plates.
;

lian Chrijsomelidae,"

G. Blair,

etc.

SOCIETIES.
The South London Entomological

Mmj 26^A.— New Member.— Mr.

Society.

G. T. Lyle,F.E.S., of Wallington,

was elected a member.
Xanthic aberrations. Mr. Farmer exhibited a partly xanthic
Rumicia phlaeas and a similarly coloured Callojihrys riibi, both from

—

Riddlesdown.

— Mr. Enefer, specimens of

South of France insects.
him from

field-cricket sent to

of a TrombidiiDii

Pup^

S.

scorpion and
France by Mr, Main, and the red ova

from garden earth.
Mr. Neave, pupge

OF S. PRUNi.

'Huntingdon.

—

of

Strymon prani from N.

—

Ova of C. minimus. -Mr. Simms, ova of Ciipido minimus,
beetle Uryptocephalus aureola from Eastbourne.

and the

—

Melanic E. atomaria. Mr. Goodman, suffused forms of Ematurga
atomaria from St. Martha's Hill, Guildford.
H. iMPERiALis. Mr. Bunnett, the beetle Hedobia imperialis taken
at Coulsden.
Seasonal Notes. In remarks on the season it was noted that R.
phlaeas was very common, Celastriita argiolus was very scarce, and that
Eulype hastata and Remans fiiciforinis were out at Horsley.

—
—

^KIEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Bulletin of the Hill Museum, a Magazine of Lepidopterology.— Edited by J. J. -Joicey, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., &c. and G.
Talbot, F.E.S., October, 1921. Part L, 200 pp., 32 plates. Price
30s. for 3 parts.

The

Hill

Museum,

Witley, Surrey.

has always been imperative that those who establish private
museums and deal with large masses of new and hitherto unknown
material, in order to adequately publish to the world the descriptions
and biological details, which are the results of their collecting and
study, must have iheir own journal.
The staff of the " Hill Museum,"
Witley, for a long time have been fully aware of their urgent and
growing necessity, and a few days ago we received by the kindness of
Mr. J. J. Joicey, F.L.S., P.Z.S., F.B.S., a copy of his first venture.
Part I. of the Bulletin of the Hill Museum.
The Introductory portion naturally contains an account of the
inception of the Museum in 1906 and its subsequent growth, showing
how it has absorbed the collections of Grose- Smith, Herbert Druce,
Sufi^ert,
Colonel Swinhoe {Lycaenidae and Hesperiidae), Roland
Trimen, Riffarth [Heliconiidae], Lieut. -Col. Nurse, Elwes (in part),
Dognin, etc., and in addition obtained new material in great quantity
from collectors in N. Peru (A. E. Pratt), I. of Hainan (C. T. Bowring),
Dutch New Guinea and Arfak Mountains, New Guinea (A. E. Pratt),
E. Central Africa (T. A. Barnes), the islands of Tenimber, Eey,
Misol, Obi, etc. (W. J. C. Frost), Central Ceram (the Pratts), etc.
When one knows that an excellent permanent staff deals with this
material and that the leading authorities in special groups are called
It
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must be a large amount of " results " not
only to record but to publish.
To illustrate this introduction, which
is written by the able Curator, Mr. G. Talbot, there are plates
pourtraying Mr. J. J. Joicey, the chief members of the staff of the
Museum, and Messrs. Pratt and Barnes, the exterior and interior of
the large hall containing the collections, library, etc., and the large
annexe in which detailed work is carried on by experts. Mr. Talbot
goes on to say that one of the chief aims of the collection is to get
together in one place as large a number of forms of each species to
illustrate its capabilities in the way of geographical variation
to aid
this comprehensive aim a considerable amount of morphological work
is undertaken.
The association of species in the local faunas explored
by Mr. Joicey's collectors is being largely worked out at the Museum.
These associations are expected to yield much information on distribution and relationship, and the results obtained it is proposed to publish
from time to time in the Bulletin.
In the work of the Museum particular stress is laid on the
" Acquisition of Data."
With such aims as stated above, the more
exact and complete in detail these data are the better is the material
capable of furnishing factors for the determination of such biological
problems as the phenomenon of mimicry, protective resemblance,
distribution and classification.
The exhaustive suggested schedule of
points in the data and its details is too long to reproduce in our pages
but we note some of the chief headings, viz., Locality, Climate, Time,
Habit of Adults, Habit of Larva, Pupse, Ova, etc.
In the first study, which we read was undertaken at the suggestion
of Professor Poulton, Mr. Talbot deals with the " Euploeines forming
Mimetic Groups in the islands (1) Key, (2) Aru, (3) Tenimber,
in as necessity arises, there

;

(4)

Australia,

and

(5) Fiji."

These are treated

of separately

and the

paper is illustrated by four plates showing the chief members of each
group.
It was, we are told, only by the careful summarising of the
very large and consequently representative collections sent home by
W. J. C. Frost that it became possible to write this admirable and
suggestive paper.

Following this is a long faunistic paper dealing in sections with
the major portion of the new material collected by F. A. Barnes in E.
Central Africa and illustrated by fourteen plates and a map.
The
various groups have been worked out by Messrs. J. J. Joicey, G. Talbot,
L. B. Prout and Miss Prout.
This is followed by descriptions,
accompanied by figures of new forms of Lepidoptera sent home by
C. T. Bowring, Esq., F.E.S., while residing on the island of Hainan.
The material sent was very extensive and is fairly well, we are told,
representative of the Lepidopterous fauna of the island.
The more
complete faunistic study and the association of species will be dealt
with in a subsequent and more complete paper.
It is gratifying to
note that Mr. Joicey has adopted the dictum laid down some time ago
by M. Oberthiir that all descriptions should be supported by figures
and thus obviate the unavoidable ambiguity of a mere word painting,
which often conveys to the student of after years but a poor indication
of the actual insect described, and confuses and hinders the progress of
our knowledge.

We

welcome the fine new venture and congratulate Mr. Joicey on
and his staff, especially Mr. G. Talbot, who have taken

his high aims,

so

much

skilful care in the carrying out of these aims.

— H.J.T.

——

—

—

—

—

—

Subscriptions for* Vo9. XXXIII. (10 shillings) should be sent to
Herbert E. Page, " Bertrose," Gellatly Road, New Gross,
S.E. 14 [This subscription includes all numbers published from
January 1Sth to December 15th, 1921.]
Ml*.
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Cabinets
Apparatus. Note Finest malie only, and best
material only used.
Specifications
12, 20, 30 and 40 drawer Cabinets in polished deal or mahogany.
:

and prices on application.
Standard make Store Boxes, 10x8, 5/6; 13x9, 7/-; 14x10, 8/-; 16x11, 9/-;
postage 6d. extra. Special price by taking 12 or more of one size.
17 J X 12, 10/Insect and Egg Cases, Jointed Nets, Pins (Tayler's), Zino Collecting Boxes, Setting
Boards, Killing Tins, etc., etc.
Write for complete lists of set specimens, apparatus, larvte and pupae.
LEONARD TATCHELL, Lepidopterist, 43, Spratt Hall Road, Wanstead, E.H.
;

—

Desi(Zerat<(.— Cratasgata, Sambucaria, condition immaterial. Duplicates.
Dominula,
mendica, and numerous common species. E. A. Cockayne, 65, IVextbourne Terrace, W.2.
Desiderata.
Foreign examples, local races, vars. and abs. from all parts of the
world of any butterflies included in the British list. Setting immaterial exact data
indispensable. Liberal return made. -IF. G. Pether, " Thelina," 4, IVilloio Bridge
Road, London, N. 1..
Aglaia, Adippe, *Io, T. quereus, Coridon vars., *Fuliginosa (Keading),
Duplicates.
Tilise,
Menthastri, *Linariata, Aurantiaria, Leucophssaria vars.
*B. quereus ?
Imagines of typhon, palpina, camelina
Pupae of Dictteoides
Paniscus. Desiderata.
Harold B. Williams,
(dark), Curtula, Pyra, and numerous others; Ova of Hispidaria.
112&, Bensham Manor Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Duplicates.
Sybilla, Paphia, lo (2), Selene, Lueina (2), Ocellatus, IDustraria (autumn)
Castreusis c? CucuUina,
Nastata, Roboraria c? Prunaria (4) ^ Tipuliformis. Desiderata.
Cribrum, Cinerea, Ravida, Ashworthii, Notata, Obfuscaria, Smaragdaria and others, also
Harold E. Winser, Kent House, Cranleigh.
vars. and local forms.
Desiderata.— Yolnmes of Ent. Mo. Mag. for 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, second-hand.
Hy. J. Turner, 98, Drakefell Road, Neiu Gross, S.E. 14.
State price.
Cinxia, Bellargus, Coridon, H. Comma, Lineola, Galathea, Moneta,
Duplicates.
Desiderata.
Blandina, Irish Icarus, Carmelita, Cuculla.
Nupta, and many others.
Gonostigma, Ashworthii, Templi, Australis, Undulata, Smaragdaria, Testaeea.
W. Gifford Nash, Clavering House, Bedford.
Desiderata.
Many species
Duplicates.
Brevilinea, Cannce, Lutosa, Straminea, etc.
and melanic forms. E. B. Haynes, 25, Denmai'k Avenue, Wimbledon, S.W.19.
Phleeas,
*Moneta,
*Pisi,
*T. crataegi,
Duplicates.
*Atalanta, Sylvanus, *Urtie£e,
Desiderata. Paniscus, Action, Anachoreta, Tincta,
*Lucipara, *Filipendul8e, etc.
Wvi.Foddy,
Asteris, AlDsinthii, Notha, Socia, Festucse, Rubi, Unangulata, Munitata, etc.
39, York Street, Rugby.

—

;

—

—
,

—

;

—

—

-

—

,

,

,

—

—
—

—

—

Change of Addeess.

—Rev.

G. H. Raynor, The Lilacs, Brampton, Huntingdon.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
—

Entomological Society of London. 41, Queen's Gate, South Kensington, S.W.7,
November 16th December 7th. 19'^2, January 18th (Annual Meeting).
8 p.m.
The South London Entomological and Natural History Society, Hibernia
Chambers, London Bridge. Second and Fourth Thursdays in the ironth, at 7 p.m..
Annual Exhibition, November 24th.— fJo?i. Sec, Stanley Edwards, 15, St. German's Place,
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The White Border
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D.M., F.R.C.P., F.E.S.

The pioneers of Entomology in this country laid great stress on
the frequency with which a white border was found in British antiopa
and in the older works the insect is often called the " white border "
or " white petticoat."
Haworth in discussing their origin says, " to
suppose they come from the continent is an idle conjecture, because
the English specimens are easily distinguished from all others by the
superior whiteness of their borders."
A long time has passed since
we had an antiopa year, and it is now firmly established that they do
come from abroad and are not bred in this country as Haworth
believed.

Continental specimens are stated to have a pale border after
hibernation, and almost all entomologists now consider that the white
border of British antiopa is merely due to fading.
Tutt in his British Bntterflies, p. 329, says " it was once supposed
that the British specimens always had a white, instead of a creamcoloured, border, but this has been quite disproved."
Verity states that in Europe no specimen emerges from the
chrysalis with a white border [Ent. Record, 1916, xxviii., p. 102).
Many of the earlier entomologists were very accurate observers, and, I
think, if we look at contemporary records, we shall find that we have
discarded their conclusions too readily.
The following passage occurs in Newman's British Butterflies,
" William Backhouse, in 1820, saw great numbers strewing the seashore at Seaton Carew both in a dead and living state, one of these in
his collection has the pale whitish margin to the upperside of the
wings so characteristic of our British specimens." In the periodicals
of 1872, another year in which antiopa was abundant, there are
numbers of records of specimens with white borders captured in
Aiagust and September in good condition.
Many of these must have
been caught soon after having emerged from the pupa, and the whiteness of the border cannot have been due to fading.
It is said that in many cases the white border has been produced
artificially, and it will be shown that at least one reputed British
specimen is a faked example. But it seems most unlikely that faking
would have been resorted to if the majority of British antiopa had not
had a genuine white border.
I will now bring forward some new evidence of a different kind,
which, I hope, will convince everyone that the old views were correct
and that the modern ones are wrong. In the course of examination of
many aberrations of Lepidoptera for scale defects I noticed in the
British Museum collection an antiopa in bred condition from France
with pale grey nearly transparent border, dull blue spots, and the
ground colour a little paler than usual. Under the microscope all the
upper and lower scales of the border were seen to be so extremely thin
and tightly rolled up as to resemble hairs and to be quite transparent
owing to absence of pigment. The blue scales were found to be rolled
up or twisted, but the chocolate scales were normal in shape although a
This discovery led me to examine a
little less pigmented than usual.
number of British specimens with the following result.

December 15th, 1921.
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Mnseum General Collection.
Pender's End.
White border.
August, 1880. Leech Coll.
Good condition.
Upper scales of border very thin, transparent and
rolled up.
Blue scales normal.
Leech Coll. The border and other pale
(2) Scarborough, 1872.
areas have been carefully painted white.
It is probably a faked continental example.
British
(1)

Doubleday Collection.
All have white borders.
(3-9) Seven specimens with no data.
The first three have the upper scales of the border thin and rolled
up, and the under scales thin and transparent and in some cases curled
up at the edges. The blue scales are normal.
The fourth has the scales of the border in the same condition, but
the blue scales are rather thin and pale.
The fifth and sixth have the
same scale defect in the border, but the blue scales are normal. In
the seventh, a worn specimen, the under scales of the border are fiat
and pigmented, but such upper scales as remain are deficient in pigment
and curled at the edge or rolled up. The blue scales are thin and
some are curled or rolled up, while others are bent over sharply in
the middle exposing the lower surface in the distal part.
Bankes' Collection.

In fine condition with white border. All
(10) Tottenham, 1877.
the upper scales of the border and costal markings are thin, rolled up
and devoid of pigment, but the light brown and blackish scales, which
produce the speckled appearance of the border, and the blue scales are

normal.
Pale cream coloured border. Upper
(11) Ex. Coll. John Scott.
scales with some pigment but curled at the edges and in some cases
rolled up.
(12) Swalescliffe, nr. Whitstable, 1906.
scales normal.

Deep cream border.

All

September, 1889.
This
(13) Rev. E. N. Blomfield, Hastings.
specimen, which is supposed to have been bred in England because it
discharged red fluid after capture (Barrett; Lepidopt. Brit. Ides, vol. i.,
p. 143), has a deep cream border with normal scales.
Huddersfield, 1872.
Cream border. Normal
(14) G. L. Mosley.
scales.

August 15th, 1872.
Ex. Dobree-Fox Coll.
(15) Ilford, Essex.
scales pigmented, but a little curled over along the

Cream border with
edges.

(16) Caught by W. C. Bishop, Emmanuel College, near Baitsbite
This has a whitish
Lock, and given to his friend F. D. Wheeler.
The blue
border with the upper scales transparent and rolled up.
scales are normal.
Ex. P. B. Mason Coll. Cream border with
(17) Horning, 1872.

no

scale defect.

British

Museum

[British Collection).

Extreme thinness, transparency
(19) Female with white border.
Blue
and rolling up of upper scales of border and costal markings.
normal.
(20)

as 19.

E. Vigors'

Coll.

White border with

as

marked a

scale defect

THE WHITPJ BORDER OF pUVANESSA ANTIOPA,
(21)

White border with very

Stephens' Coll.
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defective

scales

as in 19.

Stephens' Coll.
White border with very defective scales.
blue scales rolled up a little.
White border with upper scales rolled up.
(23) Stephens' Coll.
(22)

Some

Blue normal.
(24)

Stephens' Coll.

White

border.

Extreme

parency and rolling of upper scales in border.

and

thinness, transAll blue scales thin

rolled up.

No data. White border with same degree of scale defect as
few blue scales rolled up.
(26) Captured by P. H. Desvignes, Lewisham, August 25th, 1872.
White border with upper scales extremely thin and tightly rolled.
(25)

A

23.

Some

blue scales rolled up.
Ex Vigors' Coll. White border. Scales of border and costa
thin and rolled up, but blue scales unaltered.
(27)

(28)

Stephens' Coll.

White border and

upper scales are thin and rolled up.
(29)

No

data.

(Set as underside).

costal

markings in which

Blue normal.

On

upperside, border

is

white

with thin roiled up upper scales.
(Set as underside).
On npperside, border is
(30) Stephens' Coll.
white with upper scales thin -and rolled up.
Captured Eedle, Horning Fen,
(81) J. H. Darrant's specimen.
1873.
In good condition with light border.
Upper scales of border
and costal markings thin and rolled up. Blue normal.
Captured by Eedle, Horning,
(32) J. H. Darrant's specimen.
White border with scales rolled up and transparent. Blue
1873.
normal.
Captured by Dr. Hallett,
(38) Dr. Gifford Nash's specimen.
Kimbolton. White border with upper scales very thin and rolled up,
under scales flat. Blue normal.
The scales on the under surface of the border were examined in a
few specimens and found to be defective also.
Excluding the painted specimen from the Leech collection, out of
32 British antiopa 28 have abnormal scales in the border and pale
costal markings, and in addition four have the scales in the blue spots
defective.

The Avhitest specimens have the most defective scales in the border
and only the most defective have abnormal blue scales. The scales of
the upper layer are the first scales to show the defect, the scales of the
lower layer and the blue scales are less easily altered. None of the
British specimens are as abnormal as the French one, but the difierence
is

one

of degree not of kind.

defect is of exactly the same nature as that in many other
aberrations of Lepidoptera, and is- due not merely to lack of pigment
but to abnormal thinness of the chitinous part of the scale.
It is a
defect, which must be present when the insect emerges and which
cannot be acquired afterwards.
This discovery makes it interesting to know the continental
distribution of the white bordered antiopa and the proportion it bears

The

to the

cream coloured form

in different localities.

In spite of the abundance of the species I can find few references
to this.
Barrett states that white bordered antiopa are common in

Norway.
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Linnaeus in his Fauna Sitecica describes the species as

'

margine

albo.'

Zetterstedt in Insecta Lapponica, p, 894, saj'S " it is no rarity in
Norway, Sweden and Lapland and has white margins."
Schoyen gives Arctic Norway and Labrador as localities, but does
not mention the colour of the border {ArcJiiv. f. ]\Jathemat.ik og

Naturvidenakab, Christiania, 1880, v., pp. 119-228).
Snellen says it is
scarce in Holland and the border is yellow or white {Be Vlinders van
Nederland, p. 37).
In Germanj^ and France specimens with cream
border are the rule.
In America the border is even darker than in
central Europe, but Lord Eothschild has seven from Yukon Territory
all of which have white borders.
He very kindly allowed me to
examine two of these labelled Dawson, May, 1914. Both have the
upper scales of the border and costal markings transparent, thin and
rolled up, some so rolled that they look like hairs.
The scales on the
under surface are similar but not quite so defective. The chesnut and
blackish scales, with which the border is heavily peppered, are all
normal. The blue scales are pale in both, fiat in one and curled over
The only two Norwegian specimens I have
or rolled up in the other.
been able to examine are in the British Museum labelled " Knoblock,
Norwegian Lapland, 1903." Both have white borders with the upper
scales all very thin and rolled up to form a pointed extremity.
One has the blue scales of the forewings all rolled up and some of
those in the hindwings in a similar condition, the other has some blue
scales fiat, others rolled up.
Mr. G. Talbot says there are no specimens in the Hill Museum
from Scandinavia or Arctic America. A white bordered specimen
from Platsea, Greece, which has undoubtedly been on the wing for

No doubt it
scales.
specimen, slightly yellowish, from

some time has normal

A

normal and some
Central Russia

all

is

faded.

Ancona,

Italy,

has some

and in a similarly coloured one from
intermediate forms are found between quite pomted

defective scales,

and large dentate ones.
From this evidence one gathers that a large proportion of the
antiopa found in Europe and America in the Arctic Circle at the
northern limit of their range are white bordered, and that this form
becomes much scarcer further south.

scales

This supports Stainton's contention that the majority of British
antiopa are immigrants from Scandinavia and not from the south.
{Ent. Month. Mag., 1872-73, ix., pp. 105-107).
If so, there ought to be records of its unusual abundance in
Scandinavia in the great antiopa years.
The only reference to this, which I can find, is in the Zoological
Record, vol. ix., when it states that this species Avas much commoner
than usual throughout Northern Europe in 1872.
It would be very interesting to know whether the scale defect is
hereditary, or whether it is due to the uncongenial climatic conditions
near the northern limit of its range.
Norwegian entomologists could easily settle the question by
breeding from white bordered specimens.
The result would throw light on all the other scale defects, in
which one part of the pattern is affected and the rest remains
unaltered.
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Temperature experiments have not produced white bordered
In
specimens, so that T am inclined to think it is hereditarj'.
conclusion I should like to thank Lord Rothschild, Messrs. Durrant,
Eiley and Talbot, and Dr. Nash for their kindness in helping me
so readily.

Since

I

wrote

my

article Professor

Poulton has allowed

me

to

examine the antinpa in the Hope Collection. There are 24 British
Nineteen
specimens of which nine are from the Dale Collection.
have defective scales in the border, and six have defective blue scales.
One from Latham taken near London about 1793 has the upper
scales of the costa and border thin and rolled to a point, and

some

of

the blue scales near

the apices

of

the

forewings

pale

and rolled up.
One with the border nearly white, labelled
"Kirkman's Sale 1847," has the upper scales so tightly rolled
as to resemble hairs
and some of the under scales have their
Kirkman's other
edges curled up and many of the blue scales also.
specimen, 1847, has the border cream coloured and the scales normal.
Of the remaining fifteen all except four have some defect of the upper
two of these labelled " Hope " have
•scales of the costa and border
Two taken by
the under scales transparent and curled at the edges.
the Misses Lowe in August and September, 1872, both in good
condition, show the defective upper scales very clearly.
Another in fair condition with very pale border, labelled " August
29th, 1900, nr. Dunmow, Bigods, Meldola Coll.," shows extreme
transparency and rolling up of the upper scales.
A hybernated specimen from Mapledurham, and one labelled
" H. S. Sellon Coll., Worthing, 1879," has abnormal blue scales in
addition to the thin, tightly rolled upper scales of the border.
Of
the Continental specimens a very worn one from Lapland has the few
remaining upper scales thin and rolled up and the under scales flat
and transparent.
The blue scales on the forewings are thin and
rolled up, and many of those on the hindwings are curled or bent over,
A female in very good condition labelled " N.W. Finland between
Muonio and Kittila, 17. viii. 97, H. C. Playne and A. F. R. Wollaston,"
has all the upper scales in the pale cream border rolled up very
uniformly, but the blue scales are flat.
A specimen with a slightly
darker border from the same locality has all the scales normal.
A
worn female from " Hyeres, S. France, 19. iii. 98," with a pale
border, has the upper scales thin and rolled up, and the blue scales
nearly all curled up at the edges, and a worn female from Courmayeur,
Savoy, 6500 feet, has extremely defective upper scales in the pale
border and curling of the blue scales.
'Dr. Staudinger has sent me a pale bordered antiopa in very good
condition from " Kentei, Trans-Baikal Province, Siberia," in which
the upper scales of the border and costa are transparent and tightly
rolled up and some of the blue scales rolled up too.
In the British
Museum are two specimens with the upper scales so thin and tightly
rolled that they look like hairs, and all the blue scales also are very
thin and rolled up to a point.
One is from Bhotan, the other was
taken by Loid Walsingham at Camp 44, California, Western United
;

;

States of America.
The presence of the

same

scale defect in these British antiopa

from
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the Hope Collection taken in years when it was uncommon such as
1847, 1858, 1882, 1894 and 1900, as well as in those taken in 1793
and 1872 confirms my view that most of them come from Scandinavia-.

Seasonal

Polymorphism and Races of some European Grypocera
and Rhopalocera.
By ROGER VERITY, M.D.
(Continued from page 193.)

Pieris napi, L., subspecies viilgaru, Vrty., race umoris, mihi.

— On

comparing a series of napi I collected in the first half of April at Forte
dei Marmi, in the marshy meadows which stretch for miles along the
sea-shore in Northern Tuscany, with a series collected in various
localities of the neighbourhood of Florence, Avhere the soil and climate
are comparatively very

much more

dry, I find a striking difference in

is my nymotypical vtili/aiis,
most extremely distinct race I have seen from
the nymotypical arctic napi and bryoniae, 0.
see Linnean Soc. Jonrn.
ZooL, xxxii., p. 177, and Fynt. Flee, xxviii., p. 77. Instead, the race
from the marshy and maritime locality mentioned, where all the
species of Rhopalocera sh.o\Y signs of the eft'ect of dampness in their
features, exhibits characteristics which bring it a step nearer these
latter natives of damp and cold climates.
It may be said roughly to
correspond to the race of Ireland and the north of Scotland, which I
have called britannica, although it never produces the yellow and the
more heavily marked forms of its extreme females the Florence race,
on the other hand, corresponds to the English race septentrionalis,
Vrty., minus its northern features, described in the Ent. liec, I.e.
In
Bhopalocera Palaearctica, I figured in 1908 on PI. xxxii., a male and a
female from the Forte dei Marmi, because they had struck me as
being an unusually pale extreme form. It was only lately I realised
that, on the contrary, in Florence, that very form, together with
the male form of
slightly darker ones, are found nearly exclusively
fig. 3 on the plate just quoted is frequent too, but of the one of fig. 2,
with a very large black apical crescent, I have never seen another
specimen from that town.
At Forte dei Marmi it is quite the
reverse
the last form mentioned is frequent and most individuals
resemble the Irish male of fig. 4. Females with nervural black streaks

their aspect.

The Florence

race,

which

constitutes about the

;

;

;

:

as extensive as in the Irish female of fig. 5 are frequent -as a rule,
this sex approaches this form, or else it has finer streaks, but there is
;

a broad apical triangle of the same shape as in the summer brood,
such as there never exists in the Florence race this is dark guay
rather than black, as in the summer.
On the underside both sexes
show on the forewing a tendency to darkening of the neuration by
black scales much more markedly than in the Florence race, and the
" veins " of hindwing are darker and sharper, the ground colour being
usually white or very pale yellow, and never of as bright a tinge as is
frequently seen in Florence.
;

Fjiit.

Ilec, I applied the

Ent. Zeit. Giiben., III., p.
generally distributed over

— In

1919, at page
Frhst. [Intern,
117 (Aug. 1909)], to the race which is
the whole of Central Italy, except the

Kpinepliele jiniina, L., race praehispulla, mihi.

124 of the

name

of plionnia,
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highest mountain localities the race of the latter localities I described
Last
as similar to that of Central Europe and called it jcuiira, L.
year, during my visit to South Tyrol, I carefully searched for jurtina
at Meran, whence came Friihstorfer's " types " and which can be
considered one of the very hottest spots of the Southern Alps, and I
also collected it in the Isarco Valley, where it was identical with the
Meran one, at Kobenstein, m. 1300, and at the Mendel Pass, m.
What I realised at once,
1300, where it was also quite the same.
when collecting this race, was that Friihstorfer's few and vague words
of description, and his unaccountable misleading statement that " it
stood near telmessia " had noi conveyed to me in the least its
With the materials I now
true position amongst the other races.
have at hand I see it belongs most decidedly to the same group
of races from Central Europe asjanira, by its smaller size and frailer
look, more pointed wings and straighter outer margin, as compared to
the race of Central Italy.
It is only a little larger and a little more
The high mountain race
extensively fulvous on forewing than jauira.
of Central Italy can with more accuracy be called phonnia than jauica
and I have an exactly similar race from Puybilliare in Vendee, larger
The race of the
than janira is generally in the North of Prance.
lowlands of Central Italy belongs instead perfectly clearly to the
Impulla group of races from Southern Europe, although it is only the
first step or grade in that direction and there is still a grade detectable
between it and hispnlla, which I have described in the Ent. Bee, I.e.,
as emiliispulla
I should call praelmpidla the race I had till now
called pJiormia, taking the race of the neighbourhood of Florence as
"typical"; it is larger and more robust looking than plwruiia, with
wings more rounded
outermargin more convex
eye-spots larger,
and with a conspicuous white pupil in both sexes male often Avith a
small fulvous patch on disc of forewing and with one quite as broad as
in the telmessia, Z., figured by Seitz on PI. 48a, but a little shorter, in
about 5 out of my 90 specimens from Florence (Pian di Mugnone)
females usually with a small fulvous patch beyond the end of cell on
hindwing it is entirely missing in 25 out of my 70 specimens from
the locality just mentioned
it extends on the contrary into a welldefined band in 3 cases, recalling by its extent emihispulla, but not the
following hispnlla grade.
Race praehispnlla is about the most variable
of the species
it gives one the impression of occupying a central
position in the variation of the species, just as geographically, in point
of fact, it does come from a region lying in the middle of the others
its individual variations clearly point, in one direction, to the Western
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and Southern

races,

which from

eniihispulla of

Elba and Southern

Italy lead through hispnlla, Esp., to the finest nymotypical jurtina
(usually called fortnnata, Alph.) of Africa and Sicily
in another
;

direction they point to the opposite line of variation, which, through
in a third
phormia, culminates in the weakly northern janira, L.
direction they acquire features which recall the Eastern tehnessiaeformis,
;

Vrty., race.

—

Eiebia epiphron, Kn., race amplevittata, mihi.
In
^Costantini of Reggio Emilia, had collected half-a-dozen
this species, on July 23rd, at the Foce a Giovo, m. 1674,
delle Tre Potezze, where there is the boundary between

1912, Signer
specimens of
on the Alpe

Tuscany and

—
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That was all one knew of epiphron in the Tuscan Apennines.
June Querci discovered it on Mt. Sumbra, m. 1400, in
the Alpi Apuane (N.-W. of Tuscany), and collected quite a nice series.
Emilia.

Last

j^ear in

This has revealed the existence of a very distinct race, hitherto
Constantini's two specimens in my possession evidently
belong to the same. It corresponds exactly to the race of E. ceto from
the same mountains, described by me in the Ent. Bee, xxxi., p. 124,
and, like it, it stands exactly opposite to the extremely dark race of the
Sibillini Mts. of a more Alpine nature and flora, although situated
further south in Central Italy, because it exhibits a most unusual
Both sexes have a broad and perfectly
extent of fulvous markings.
continuous band of bright fulvous, a little lighter in tinge and
extremely broad in female its outline is sharp on both the outer and
the inner side, and quite straight or very slightly dented on the latter
even in male; in a few individuals of this sex the nervures are thinly
darkened, but the band is never broken up into separate spots the
black spots are small, but in most males and in all the females there
in the Sibillini race this is quite
is a complete series of four
Eace cydaiiws, Frhst., from the Maritime Alps, by its
exceptional.

unknown.

;

;

;

large size, bold fulvous markings and bright colouring is clearly a
lesser grade of variation in the same direction as the extreme race of

the parched Tuscan Apennines.

Erebia qorge, Esp., race erynis, Esp., trans, ad carboncina, Vrty.
[Bull. Soc' Ent. Ital., xlvii., p. 54 (Dec. 16th, 1915)]

.— One

of the

most

interesting discoveries made by Querci last year was that of this species
in the Alpi Apuane (N.-W. of Tuscany). It was unknown in the northern
Calberla records it {Iris, 1887, p. 185) from the
part of Central Italy.

Sasso, as erynis, Esp., and Querci had found it in the Sibillini Mts.
Fonte della Pescolla in July, 1911 the following year he searched
This
for it again several times at the same spot, but with no success.
race I described as "remarkable by its small size, very limited fulvous
markings, ocelli absent or reduced to minute spots, underside of hindwing of a uniform deep black colour." It thus corresponds to the usual
very dark races of all the Erebia, except neoridas, B., in those mountains.
E. gorr/e seems to be found in Central Italy only on most out
of the way summits quite difficult to reach. As mentioned by Querci at
p. 11, he found only one specimen in the Alpi Apuane attheFosso dei
Granchi, m. 1500, on Mount Pisanino, after a toilsome ascent of hours
Its features are intermediate between
through the marble region.
carboncina and the erynis I have from Arpetto in the Western Ligurian
the fulvous is
Apennines, the nearest locality known of this species
very extensive and deep in colour on forewing, but reduced to three
there exists on forewing one
very small round spots on hindwing
minute apical ocellus with a white pupil scarcely perceptible on the
underside of hindwings the markings are vaguely shadowed, so that
the former are not of a uniform black, as in carboncina, but the general
tone is very dark.

Gran

at the

;

:

;

;

race calabra-procida, Vrty.-Hrbst.
Calabrian races, holds good also in this
it is very different looking there from the races of Central
species
Italy, and by its size and extensive dark markings it resembles proci da

Melanaryia

The

rule,
:

so

yalathea,

common

in

L.,
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Western Alps and tenebrosa, Frhst., of the Adriatic Eastern
I -have mentioned in this journal, xxxi., p. 125, the magnificent
melanic race discovered by Querci on the Altipiano di Carmelia,
m. 1200, on the Aspromonte, and which I have named mlabra [Bull.
Soc. EnLltaL, xlv., p. 215, pi. I., figs. 9-11 (1914)].
At S. Fill,
found which can be
111. 900, on the Coast Eange, a race has been
described as perfectly transitional between it and the particularly large
and dark procida from the Var. The breadth of the black bands is as
in the latter and far from the very great breadth of calabra, but an
extensive black suffusion at the base of the wings reminds one
of the

eoast.

calabra or of tenebrosa, for it is never seen in procida,
the series of little white premarginal spaces are
except as a vestige
lesser than in procida (in which, as a rule, at least three exist on hindwing and one on foiewing) and in about 1% of the males these spaces
this is a very unusual
are entirely obliterated (ab. nicoleti, Culot)
frequency for this rare form even a female of it has been found it is
probably unique.
distinctly of

;

;

;

;

—

Melitaea athalia, Eott., race obscura-maxima, Vrty.-Trti.
In the
Rec, xxxi., p. 191, I have described the race of the Altipiano di
Carmelia on the Aspromonte
the one found at S. Fill can, on the
whole, be referred to it
it has in most individuals the same deep
reddish-fulvous colour and the extensive black pattern
most females
have a black suffusion at the base of wings on the underside of hindwings the pattern is bold and bright in the females a central series of
silvery white spaces is nearly constant.
On the other hand, the lesser
altitude of S. Fill produces a modification in the aspect of the race in
that very large individuals occur sparingly, which are quite similar to
those constituting the race of the Calabrian coast, called maxima by
Turati, and found also in the Isle of Elba.
One female is transitional
to the $ form paleatincta, Vrty., by its very pale, whitish ground
colour.
Others of both sexes are strikingly punctifera, Vrty., having
One
a central series of round, black spots across the hindwing above.
male is a beautiful transition to the melanic ab. cijnwtho'e, Bartoloni
{ifiavariiia, Selys) ^
the forewings are entirely black, with only one
series of fulvous spaces, as in cyiiiothoe; the hindwings are only
partially obscured in their anterior half.
Ejit.

;

:

;

;

;

Melitaea parthenie, Borkh., race inanis, niihi, and race plena, mihi.
have received series of this species from several French and Swiss
localities.
On comparing them I find that individual variation is
considerable everywhere, but that geographical variation is very limited
and indefinite and does not give one the impression of different local
Others must have come to the same conclusion, because a great
races.
number of races have been described in its near allies, but of this
species none are to be found in literature.
I was all the more struck
by the appearances of two French races, which are obviously different
from the more usual one of parthenie, taken on the whole. We can
consider the latter as well represented (if two figures can convey the
look of such a variable species, individually) by Oberthiir's fig. 347, bis

—

I

.and

ter,

than

it is

in Et. Lep.

C'oiiip.,

on an average

in N.-W. France.

One

;

iv.,

except that the size

of the races I

is

rather larger

from Eennes and Cesson
mean to distinguish is the one

his specimens are
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of Pont-de-l'Arche (Eure) sent to

his Catalogue des Lepidopteres

me

by Dupont.

He

informs us in

that region [Bidl. Soc. -Amis des
Sciences Nat. de Rouen, 1902, p. 23J that it has two generations.
I
only know the second one. It at once strikes one by its small,
uniform size, frail build, and still more by its pale colouring. Closer
inspection shows also that it does not vary individually as much as

most other

of

races
the black pattern in both sexes is constantly very
complete, but the streaks are notably thin the marginal one is more
or less visibly divided in two, as it always is to a far greater extent on
the underside.
In the female the black pattern is never very much
thicker than in the male, but the fulvous is in some specimens
replaced by a dirty white tinge in some of the spaces.
A very similar
race I have from Thennelieres in the Aube, but it is more variable and
comes a step nearer the usual aspect, seen, for instance, at Angers, at
Aix-les-Bams (where I collected it in the company of Charles
Oberthur, on the summit of the Mt. Eevard), round Geneva, in the
Jura, etc.
Instead the other race, which stands out amongst all these,
is one sent from the Gironde by the Abbe Sorin.
The peculiarity here
is the very unusual extent of the black markings, which makes it
stand quite opposite to the preceding inanis race of the Eure.
So
unusual is it that, notwithstanding the look of the underside of hindwings, unmistakably of a parthenie, although the extraordinarily thick
black streaks do alter the aspect also on that surface, I did not feel at
ease about these insects till I had sent one to Dr. Eeverdin and got his
verdict from an examination of the f/enitalia (slide 6230 of his files)
that it was quite clearly a parthenie.
The look of upperside suggests
much more a small athalin, or still better, that very interesting little
Melitaea from Turin, which I have called aureliaeforniis (see Ent. Rec,
xxxi., p. 193), and which Reverdm has since a^ctually discovered to be
a species perfectly distinct from any other yet known, by its remarkable genitalia
there is no transition to athalia, as I had thought, on
account of the superficial resemblance of some individuals. In the
Gironde parthenie in question here, what is particularly characteristic
is the breadth of the two premarginal black streaks on all the wings
the fulvous spaces between them are reduced to small round spots,
instead of long rectangles
the spaces between the outer one of the
two and the marginal band are also reduced to very small round spots,
instead of the usual lunulate shape
thus, some of the chief parthenie
characteristics are quite abolished in this race.
The fulvous is of a
duller and deeper reddish tinge than in any parthenie I have seen and
recalls the tone of some athalia.
I unfortunately do not know the
exact locality' of this race in the Gironde. Two specimens from St.
Come Bazas, sent the following year by Sorin, are quite diflerent and
belong to the most diffused race of the species, although this locality
also is in the Gironde.
;

;

;

;

;

;

(2'o

be continued.)

Rearing Callimorpha qiiadripunctaria (hera).
By J. F. BIRD.

As

have been fairly successful with Calliiiwrpha guadripnnctaria
which, I believe, is considered rather difficult to rear, the following notes may, perhaps, be found of some use.
(hero),

I

REARING CALLIMORPHA QQAURIPUNCTARIA

(}1KRa).
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On Septembei- 6th, 1920, I Detted a 2 near Teigniuoutb, in South
Devon, which I kept in a chip-box for ova. She laid 37 eggs, 10 the
first night, 13 the night following, and the remainder during the daytime on September 8th, after which I allowed her to fly away in the
evening, as I considered I had obtained a sufficient number of ova to
experiment with.
The larvae began to appear on September 15th, and all hatched out,
except one from an egg laid loosely, during the two following
days.
At least, I think all but one must have come out, although I
was never able to count more than 34 young larvae, so presume that
two escaped when newly hatched. For their first meal they demolished
their egg-shells without leaving a trace; afterwards they "browsed"
on the leaves of groundsel which I started them off on, but after a few
days I tried them with several other plants and found they would eat
dandelion, perhaps their favourite pabulum, and also forget-me-not and
bramble, but do not fancy they much relished the two latter, as these
plants were
or
practically
neglected when
either
dandelion
groundsel was offered at the same time. Eventually I fed them principally with dandelion, and groundsel occasionally for a change, including the buds and opening blossoms of both these plants which they
seem partial to.
In reading up notes on the life-history of this insect I find that it
has been advised to keep the larvi^ in a lofty breeding cage, so that
they may obtain plenty of air, but I decided to try a different method.
I therefore kept my young larva? in a large chip- box, which I placed in
a pigeon-hole within a closed bureau in a room heated with a fire
throughout the winter months. My idea being that the larvaB would
thus enjoy a fairly equable temperature during the cold weather; and
for providing them with sufficient fresh air I made a point of opening
the box I kept them in ever}^ morning and evening, and generally once
or twice besides during the day.
The larvse have a habit, when not feeding, of resting on the lid of
The first
the box where, also, they undergo their several moults.
moult took place about the first week of October, and the second at the
end of the month, the last individual doing so on November 6th, on
which date a few of the more forward larvte were making preparations
for their third moult. On November 15th, several had shed their skins
for the third time, and all the others were on the lid of the chip- box
preparing to do so, which all succeeded in doing by November 28th.
As my larvfe had grown I now kept them in two chip- boxes and continued to keep them in my bureau. At this stage the larvte do not feed
much, and about the middle of December a cold snap made them very
sluggish.
On the 27th of the month I was doubtful if any were feeding, but I continued to put fresh food in about every other day as the
weather had become very warm for the time of the year.
December 29th.
One larva came down from the lid and fed a little
on dandelion. Its example was not followed hj any of the others until
about the middle of January.
January 12th. During the last two or three days several of the
larva3 commenced to feed again on groundsel, and I noticed that one or
two of the caterpillars were eating into the blossoms.
January 2Qrd. All the larvfB have been feeding well and some are
nearly, if not quite, half an inch in length. To-day, one of the largest

—

—

—

is

preparing for

its

fourth moult.

—
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January 2QtIi. Several now are preparing for the fourth moult.
January 21th. In the morning I found one had completed its
fourth moult, and on looking at the larvaB again, at 2.15 p.m., found

—

another in the act of shedding its skin,
February 10th. All, except one larva, have shed their skins for the

—
—
—
—

fourth time.
Frbriiary I'Sth.
One still has to undergo its fourth moult, yet a
few are preparing for their fifth.
February lith.
The laggard has at last completed its fourth
moult.
February IQth.
The first larva has completed its fifth moult. I
am now keeping the larvas in two large chip-boxes and a larger cardboard box, pierced with holes, and still placed in the bureau.
March Qth. All have now undergone their fifth moult, and several
are preparing for their sixth.
March 17th. These larvae are inclined to cannibalism, and at this
stage should not be kept crowded. I kept ten of the largest in a circular cardboard collar-box and, unfortunately, neglected to look at them
yesterday, and found, to-day, that some had completed their sixth
moult, and that two of the larvae were missing, which reduces the numMy larvae are now kept in several cardboard
ber of my larvae to 32.
boxes, with the lids pierced with small holes for ventilation, and 1 am
keeping them in a small side cupboard in my bureau.
March 21st. I found one of the larv^ had been partly eaten by
one of its companions, but still alive, so had to put it out of its
misery.
March 25th. I had to kill another larva to-day which was unable
I am now keeping my boxes of larvae
to moult, so have only 30 left.
on a shelf in a pantry.
April loth.
I counted the larvae to-day and find I have only 28
left as I have had to kill two more that had been attacked, when
moulting, by their more advanced companions. Since then I took care
to remove all the larvae that had completed their last moult (as soon
as they had sufficiently recovered from the operation) and placed them
in large boxes by themselves, and was careful to keep them provided
with plenty of food. These larvae, apparently, become slightly cannibalistic after completing their sixth, and last, moult. They then attack
the larvfe that are preparing for, or have just undergone the process of
moulting and, consequently, are helpless to defend themselves. When
all are in their final coat, and have been feeding again for a day or so,
they seem to quite lose this cannibalistic tendency.
At the beginning of May the larvae were full-fed, and before spinning up grew appreciably smaller, that is to say in length. During the
first week in May they commenced going down to get under their foodthe merest apology of a cocoon
plant, where they made a few webs
in the folds of a leaf, or else between a leaf and the bottom of the box.
Unfortunately, four escaped from the boxes I kept them in how they
Howmanaged to squeeze out of the tightly fitting lids is a mystery
ever, I found one of the wanderers under a cardboard box, on the shelf
where I keep my larvae, where it had formed a flimsy cocoon.
May 14.th. One larva has pupated. Several have attempted to
form cocoons on the lids of the boxes, and one or two on the sides, but
all but one fell, or else came down to pupate after remaining a few days
in their very slight webs.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

!
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31ai/ 25th.
All have pupated, including the one that remained to
do so on the side of a box. The pupation of the latter was not a
success, as the pupa was malformed through becoming loosened from
the cocoon and, being entangled to the web by its anal extremity, was
bent up against the bottom of the box, in which shape it hardened.
This was one of the few pupae that failed to produce a moth.
July 8th.
The first two imagines came out during the middle of
the day, and two more in the afternoon, one of the latter being a
cripple.
The inoths are very restless and flutter or crawl about the
pupa-box after becoming fully developed, which is generally about an
hour or so after emerging. I find it rather difficult to know when to
take them, for if one leaves them a little bit too long they are apt to
spoil themselves, but if taken too soon the wings become very limp
after being placed in the killing- bottle.
Juli/ 10^/t.— Another emerged, but being unable to completely
detach itself from the pupa-case the hindwings were crippled.
July 11th.
Another emerged about 10 a.m. (G.M.T.), and two
more in the afternoon. The one that came out in the morning was
rather badly bitten on the back while in the larval state when preparing for its final moult, but it managed to change its skin, with a little
help on my part, and in the end successfully pupated.
I kept it by
itself to see if the imago would show any signs of the injury to the
larva, and notice that there is a slight scar showing on the upperside
of the abdomen.
July 12th. Two came out between 10 and 11 a.m., and a third
about 4 or 5 p.m.
July IQth. Five came out between 9 a.m. and mid-day, and a
sixth in the evening about 6 p.m.
July lAth.
One emerged between 8.30 and 9 a.m., and a second,
the last to emerge, about 10.15 a.m.
I gave three fully-fed larvsfi away in May, and I have since heard
that two imagines were successfully bred from them.
Including these
the result from my 37 ova is as follows
One ovum (laid loosely)
failed to hatch, five larvae escaped, one larva had to be killed as it
failed to shed its skin, four larvae eaten or so badly bitten by their
companions that they had to be destroyed the remaining 26 larvae
pupated, and from them 21 imagines emerged, including two crippled,
and another which was not kept as a specimen as it was malformed,
having a hole in the middle of one of its forewings.
The sixteen moths I have kept are of good size and quite as large
as specimens we have captured in South Devon, and the sexes are
evenly represented. Besides the colour of the hindwings, which ranges
from a darkish red to a light orange, there is, at first glance, not very
much variation in my specimens, but on studying the pattern of the
forewings I notice that the costal dash, between the two principal
cream-coloured transverse markings, is much subject to modification.
In its more developed form this may be described as a conspicuous
cuneiform streak running from the costal margin, the wide end cream
and the point orange, but in a number of specimens this wedge-shaped

—

—

—
—

—

:

—
:

marking

—

either divided
so as to resemble a semi-colon, or colon
reduced to a single spot.
In one of my specimens it is only
indicated on the right wing by an almost imperceptible dot, and is
entirely absent on the left.

— or

else
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Second brood of Crambus culmellus. A specimen of Crai»bus
culmellns apparently quite recently emerged was observed here
Eecords of second broods among the Crambids are
yesterday.
unknown to me, though a very extended emergence period is common
with them. This date seems necessarily too late for that. The
fringe was perfect and presumably the insect had emerged subsequently
H. C. Haywand, Eepton, Derby.
to a sharp frost of 4 or 5 days ago.

—

October

Sl.si,

1921.

—

Erastria venustula. I shall be very grateful if anyone can give
information as to any authentic captures of the above species in
Epping Forest [exact spot immaterial) since 1887 also for records
from any part of the British Isles, except the Sussex localities near
Horsham and the Essex locality near Brentwood. C. Nicholson, 85,
The Avenue, Hale End, Essex.— AVi;. 28«/(. 1921.

me

;

—

—

In August, 1895, this
be seen frequently visiting the flowers of Hempagrimony for nectar, in lanes near Carisbrooke, I.W. I have also seen
the spring brood at bluebell flowers, and have occasionally seen them
R. M.
attracted to roadside puddles, in hot, dry spring weather.
Noveuther 28t.h, 1921.
Prideaiix, Brasted Chart, Kent.

Celastrina argiolus visiting flowers.

was

butterfly

to

—

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society of London.
The President, the Rt. Hon. Lord

—

Eothschild,
M.A., F.R.S., announced the death of Dr. Longstaff, and a vote of condolance was passed to his widow and relatives.
Dr. Sharp, M.A., M.B., P.R.S., etc., was elected a
Elections.
Mr. P. V. Castling, of Peshawar, India, and Dr.
Special Life Fellow
S. C. Harland, D.Sc, of Sbirley Institute, Didsbury, were elected
Fellows of the Society.
Treasurer's Statement. The Treasurar made a statement explaining that the Society as a Friendly Society had been pronounced free
from all income tax, except on the interest on the Debentures. He
also made a statement as to the portraits of distinguished entomologists
that had been hung in the Society's rooms, and expressed the hope that
other portraits and documents of entomological interest would be
The President read a statement as to the
presented to the Society.
death of a number of distinguished Russian entomologists during
1919-20.
Prof. Poulton exhibited varieties of Pyrameis cardui, and an
example of a very large Papilio, P. Jiornerus, F., that visits the very
small flower of Asclepias curassavica examples of Libythea, probably
L. lams from Tanganyika territory, congregating perhaps before or
notes on the courtship of Nonomotarpa insiynis,
during migration
Distant Coprid beetles, believed to be internal parasites, and expressed
the view that such cases were due to trickery on the part of native
medicine men. Comments were made by the President and Mr.

June

1st.

1921.

—

;

—

;

;

;

Durrant.
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Imperfect exclusion.

— Mr.

Donisthorpe exhibited a specimen of

Arf/i/nnis eiiphrosijne carrying a portion of the

cussion arose as to the effect of
ibutterflies.

damage

pupa

case.

to antennte

Some

on the

dis-

flight of

—

EvERsiBLE GLANDS IN BEETLE LARv^. Dr. Gahan exhibited examples
of the larvte of Phytodecta viwinalis, and called attention to the existence in these larvae of eversible glandular structures between the
seventh and eighth dorsal segments. Comments were made by Mr.
B. Williams, who said that he found P. viminaUs to be viviparous.
Biological points in some Hymenoptera. ^Mr. Morice exhibited (1)
•examples of Anthojyhora pilipea, of which he had seen no 2 s, and
described attempts made by the 3" to pair with ? s of the Humble
Bee (2) a ^ sawfly, Tenthredopsis palmata, Geoffr., with an abnormal
wing neuration, apparently a reversion to a primitive type.
Exotic Lepidoptera shown. —Mr. Talbot, on behalf of Mr. J. J.
Joicey, exhibited examples of Reliconins from Venezuela.
Dr. Dixey
exhibited Pierum from Central Peru.
Comments were made by the
President, Prof. Poulton, and Mr. Rosenberg.
Papers.
Two papers were read (1) by Mr. Donisthorpe on
-"
Mimicry of Ants by other Arthropods," and the author exhibited a
number of examples to illustrate this comment was made by Prof.
Poulton (2) by Mr. G. Arrow on " Erotylid Coleoptera."
MiD-BioNTH Meeting. It was decided not to hold the informal
•meeting arranged for June 15th.

C

—

;

—

:

;

—

Jl^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
By George H. Carpenter, D.Sc. 282
Insect Transformations.
pages.
With 24 plates and 124 other illustrations. Methuen and Co.,
Some twenty years ago Prof. Carpenter wrote a
Ltd. Price 12s. 6d.
their structure and Life," the purport of
work entitled, " Insects
which was more aptly expressed by its secondary title, " A Primer of
Entomology."
It was a concise outline of the whole subject of the
study of insects. The volume before us is an intensive presentation
of what was only touched upon in an outline then, viz., " Insect

—

;

Transformations."

So much life history matter has been discovered during the past
two decades that our author found it a difficult task, he tells us, to give
a balanced consideration of both old and new facts adequately to be of
This object however
service equally to beginners as to older students.
he has admirably attained and we feel quite sure that those who read
and re-read his previous volume will, as we shall, read and re-read the
present work with pleasure and profit.
Prof. Carpenter begins his task with the detailed study of a few
fully developed insects of different types, the grasshopper, the dragonfly, the butterfly, so that the purpose of the structure and habits of

the immature creature may the better be understood " in the light of
what is to be the end of its life-history." This chapter is headed
" Form, Growth and Change."

The next two chapters deal with the earlier stages of insects
titles, 1 " The Open Type of Wing-growth," and 2 " The
Hidden Type of Wing-growth," and take up nearly a hundred pages.
In the former the immature stages all have " outward and visible wing
having the

—
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rudiments " progressing in development at each stage of growth of
"
the organism, while in the latter these structures grow " concealed
until the penultimate stage, the pupal, is reached.
This chapter is succeeded by a short one on " Some Wing-less
Insects," and introduces us to the changes to which some of our toofamiliar beasties are subject, shewmg that the special transformations
that each undergoes are necessita-ted by the very peculiar environmenta
which affect them. The whole Order of Insecba our author divides
into 23 Classes, recognising the Dermaptera as distinct from the
Orthoptera, the use of the term Neuroptera in a very restricted sense,
excluding the mayflies as Ephemeroptera, putting the booklice and
their allies as Corrodentia, the fleas as Aphaniptera and retaining the
Strepsiptera.

A

long chapter

is

taken up with the subject, " Growing Insects and

their Surroundings," and gives a large number of very well chosen
examples of the variety of form displayed by insects during their
period of growth, with especial reference to this important question of

Environment.

The last chapter, entitled " The Problems of Transformation,"
discusses " what light the transformations of insects throw upon the
course of the great periods that mark the progress of life on our
earth," and summarises what Miall, Dyar, Comstock, Sharp, Silvestri,
Tillyard and others have said on this
Handlirsch, Brogniart,
comprehensive question.
The whole work is adequately illustrated by a large number of
diagrams, and many references to the sources of much of the information are given, so that the earnest student
The volume is well printed

each section.

much

pleasure in

recommending

Applied Entomology.
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it

to

may

further his studies in

and published and we have

our readers.

Hy.J.T.

Introductory Text-book of Insects

in

By T. H. Fernald, Ph.D., 400 pages, 388
their Eelation to Man.
The McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York and
text figures.
London. Price 21s. This book is published " as a class-room text
for an introductory course in the subject, which shall give a general

—

idea of insects, their structure, life-histories and habits, with methods
In some 60 pages the first
for the control of insect pests in general."
four chapters deal concisely with I. Insects and other Animals, IL
The External Structure of Insects, III. The Internal Structure, and
IV. The Development of Insects, and give sufficient detailed information to enable the average student to understand the effects of the
application of controls for pests, and also to understand the notes on
the various orders and families of insects treated of in the main body
Chapter V., " Losses caused by Insects," summarises
of the work.

the Relationship of Insects to Man both directly on his person and
indirectly by attacking his crops, and leads naturally to a consideration
of controls, briefly describing the methods evolved by nature to retain
a balance of its members struggling one with the other for the right to
The next four chapters contain an important summary of the
live.
" Artificial Methods of Control," classifying them under " General
Farm Practices," " Stomach Poison Insecticides," " Contact Insecticides,"

and " Fumigation Insecticides."
of the volume is a consideration

The bulk

of a selection of the

—

.

.

,

—

;

..
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members

of each of the 24 Classes of insects, which the author
recognises, most of the examples chosen for description and illustration
being in some portion or other of their life more or less injurious to

man

The book being primarily for American students,
from the Western Hemisphere and most of
them dominant species of that fauna. This, however, should in no
way deter readers on this side of the Atlantic, as the two areas have so
or to his crops.
the types chosen are

all

much

in common that even if the particular species used does not
occur in Great Britain, a closely allied species of the same genus does
occur, often undistinguishable at the first glance and with quite

similar habits and habitats.
Opening the book at random one finds,
for instance, the carrion beetle a Silpha, the larder beetle Dennestes
lardarius, the June bug Phyllopertha, the asparagus beetle Crioceris
asparagi, the two-spotted lady-beetle Adalia bipunctatus, the gypsymoth Porthesia dispar, the bee moth Galleria mellonella, and so on.
Thus insensibly, as it were, the British student is led to a knowledge
of the main features of the American insect fauna, by a study of
species which have been selected particularly to unite the several
points of view comprised in the author's object.
With the account of
the life-history of each selected species are added paragraphs concerning the specific controls which most adequately keep a check upon the
The illustrations are
over increase and development of the creature.
quite adequate in execution and in sufficient number, as practically
every species selected is figured, often with its various stages and
characteristic depredations.
Not only has the author well carried out his aim for the class room,,
but he has further succeeded in producing a book which should' be of
much practical use to all outside who are interested in economic
entomology. The publishers, too, have done their work quite well
and we congratulate the author who has made an excellent and
successful attempt to follow the footsteps of his able and learned
Hy.J.T.
father in entomological study.
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Hedobia imperialis

.

.

.

Heliocopis

.

.

.

.

.

.

Henucha

.

.

.

.

.

Heteromera
Hippodamia variegata

.

Hoplia philanthus

.

.

.

Hydroporus
Hylobius abietis
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Myrmedonia funesta

.

Necrophorns iriterruptus
Ocypus olens.
..
.

Orchestes salicis
Phoiaapbale
Phyllopertha
Phytodecta viminalis
Ptinus tectus
6-punctatus
•Qnedius impressus
.

Khagonycba

.

fulva

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bhynchites betuleti.

.

..
..

.

Silpha

Sinodendion eylindricum
Strangalia aimata ..
Tenebrio molitor

Timarcha

Iffivigata

Triboiium
Unectes griseus
Xyloborus dispar
.

saxeseui

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

..

.

. .

Xiucanus cervus
Macrodactylus subspinosus
Megatoma undata
Mycetsea hirta
.
.

.

. .

Helophorus aquatieus
Henoticus germanicus
.

203
138
139
98
136
163, 180
115
199
98
117, 195
117
.. 161
117
117
22
98
. .
.. 117
181
136
221
219
117
117
118
.. 1]7
.. 168
221
181
.. 397
117
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

181

161
56
138
138

,

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

DIPTERA.
Massalongia
*acerplicans, Contarinia
*aceris,

*£pqualis, Stiotodipkisis

sestuuni,

Lininophora

an£;elic£e, Periisia

.

.

.

.

..

..

annulata, Tbeobaldia

..

*artemisi£e, Blastodiplosis.
*artemisiiE, Clinodiplosis

.

*Asphondylia

sp.

.

.

.

*auripes, Clinodiplosis
*aurit8e, Perrisia

autumnalis, Musca

biperiata,

.

.

.

.

.

Limnophora

*bistort8e, Perrisia

brassicas,

Pborbia

.

.

bifurcatus, Anopheles
*biorrhiz8e, Clinodiplosis

.

.

.

..

..

..

..

bryonies, Perrisia ..
..
Cecidomyiidffi
..
..
centaurese, Lf£wiola
.
Ceratopogoninffi
*chrysanthenii, Contarinia
*cirsii, Clinodiplosis
..
cirsiicola, Perrisia
*

.

.

.

.

.

.

Contarinia
*Coprodiplosis sp.

..

*dittricbii, Perrisia..

..

*coccit'erDe,

.

.

169
166
168
120
.. 153
.. 137
.. 168
168
166
168
153
136
183
167
120
.. 153
.. 161
153, 154
151, 166
167
182
167
..
168
155
.. 167
169
.. 153
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Doliehopus
*ervi, Asphondylia
*exeavana, Perrisia.

161
166
154
*fairmairei, Perrisia
154
fecundator, Andricus
152, 167, 168
ferox, Tachina
196
*floriperda, Contarinia
167
floriperda, Perrisia
154
formicarum, Pseudaeteon
23
*francoisi, Perrisia..
..
152, 153
*frangula3, Contarinia
167
fusca, Glossinia
182
*gallica, Perrisia
154
*gallieola, Clinodiplosis
168
gallii, Perrisia
169
*gemmffi, Arnoldia
152
*gemmarum, Rhabdophaga
153
*gemmarum, Schmidtiella
153
183
geniculatus, Ocblerotatus
*glutinosa, Drisina
169
*hypogsea, Misospatha
152
*inflat8e, Perrisia
..
..
.. 154
*inulae, Acodiplosis.
..
.. 168
*involuta, Isodiplosis
168
.. 153
*jaapi, libabdophaga
..
154
jaapiana, Perrisia
152
*lamii, Macrolabis
154
*lamiicola, Perrisia.
..
..
..120
littoralis, Pipunculus
..
loewiana, Perrisia
154, 155
.. 169
*lonicearum, Syndiplosis ..
152
*lonicer8B, Macrolabis
..
.. 152
*lucetii, Macrolabis.
153
marginemtorquens, Perrisia
120
maritima. Limnophora
167
*marshali, Contarinia
167
•medicaginis, Contarinia
120
**minimus, Pipunculus
..
169
*millefoIii, Clinorrhyncha.
..167
*molluginis, Contarinia
..
120
..
..
myopina, Tetanops..
153
*nielseni, Rhabdophaga
152
*niveoeincta, Prolasioptera
152
*origani, Oligotrophus
152
*palearum, Ehopalomyia
..
153, 154
*parvula, Perrisia ..
154
*peinei, Perrisia
.. 153
persicarife, Perrisia..
..
182
Pblebotomus
166
*pilosa, Asphondylia
167
*pillosellEB, Contarinia
183
pipiens, Culex
plumbeus. Anopheles 118, 183, 200, 201
120
preetextatus, Hercostomus
..
.. 154
*pratensis, Perrisia..
.. 166
*prunorum, Asphondylia ..
152
*prunell8e, Macrolabis
Orthopodomyia
40
pulchripalpis,
167
Contarinia
*pulchripes,
.. 169
..
*pustulaiis, Perrisia
153
Rhabdophaga
.. 154
..
*rhamni, Perrisia ..
..
168
*rhynchiton, Clinodiplosis.
154
*rubicundula, Perrisia
.. 152
..
*sainbuci, Arnoldia.
.

.

,

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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*sampiana, Peirisia
sanguisorbit, Penisia
*saxifrag£e, Perrisia
schlechtendali, Perrisia

155
..
.. 154
155
155
seliwetzi, Glossina
182
*serratul£e, Ltewiola
167
*silvestris, Peirisia
156
*spadic£e, Perrisia ..
..
.. 155
spira?a9, Perrisia
155
Sphterophorbia,
196
**subochrea(annuIata), Theobaldia 137
Tabanidee
74,
78
*tami, Schizomyia
166
terminalis, Teras
..
..
.. 167
*teucrii, Perrisia
..
..
.. 155
*tympani, Perrisia
135
*vaccinii, Hygrodiplosis
168
*viburnorum, Contarinia
169
virgo, Limnophora
120
*volvens, Perrisia, .Jaapiella
.. 155
**vorax, Lestodiplosis
..
.. 169
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mixtus, Acanthomyops

Monodola

..

.

.

.

nervosa, Aspilota

.

.

.

niger,

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

Acanthomyops

21, 23

79
22
.. 180
.. 219
.. 180
••
219
16
..
..
60
.. 197
15 22, 140
24
..22 23.
21
..
.. 137
23
21,

.

persuasoria, Bhyssa

Anthophora

pilipes,

PlatygasteridfB

Ponerinse

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sanguinea, Formica

.

24,

,

15,

palmata, Tenthredopsis

.

.

22
180
23

25,

niger, Lagynodes
nigroEeneus, Horiomenus

pratensis, Formica
Proctotrupidffi
rufa, Formica
..
ruginodis, Myrmica.
rosea, Andrena

.

21,

.

.

.

.

,

,

Myrmica

24
181
23
.- 198
specicornis, Megalodontes
.. 197
sylvarum, Bombus
23
..
Synopeas ^
.. 161
syntomaspes, Druparum
.. 137
trimmerana, Andrena
.. 136
umbratus, Acanthomyops
vulgaris, Vespa
116, 117, 118

scabrinodis,

..

Sceliphron
Bpalangia

..

..

.

.

HYMENOPTERA.

.

.

Aeanthomyops

.

.

.

Aculeates

.

.

. .

.

.

.

agrorum, Bombus
albiditarsis, Meteorus
.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

americanus, Apanteles

Andrena

.

Apanteles

.

**aterior

.

.

Acanthomyops

alienus,

.

(niger var.},

22
140
198
181
22
180
137
180

Lagynodes

.

.

LEPIDOPTERA.
abbreviata, Eupithecia
abruptaria, Hemerophila

csespitum, Tetramorium
Ceraphi onidse
Ghalcididse
Chrysididai
.

.

Cimbex
Diapiiidge

druparum, Syntomaspis
Ephialcini

erythromera, Spalangia
iiavus,

Acanthomyops

Formieidffi
fragilis,

.

Meteorus
Ceraphron
Loxotropa
.

**fuliginosi,
**fuliginosi,

uliginosus, Acantiioniyops
fuliginosus, Lasius
15, 16, 22, 23,
25
24,
fusca, Formica
25
17, 22, 23, 24,
**fuscicola, Synopeas
16,
23
gigas, Sirex
180, 200
giebaria (fusca var.), Formica
24,
25.
f

.

graminieola,

.

Myrmecina

hortorum, Bombus

.

humilis, Iridomyrmex

Ichneumonidee
kohleri, AUantus
longicornis, Pronolepis
mellifica, Apis

micratorius, Metopius

.

.

.

.

21

197
60
140
197
22
116
196

••54
8,

26,' 186,

15,

BraconidEe

40,
..

Nordmannia, Thecla

acacige,

22
23
25
15
23 140
140
135
16
161
161
23
21
22
21
135
22
15,
23
16,
136

.

Acalla

....

..

achilieEe,

Zyg^na

achine, Pararge
acis

197

..118

..

..25,70,108

.

.

.

197, 198

= semiargus

actfea,

121,

Satyrus

acteina = calabra
acteon, Thymelicus
adelina,

U

11, 13, 45,
71, 104, 122, 188

Cymothoe

.

adippe = cydippe

.

.

8, 12, 15,

.

100

103, 197

adjustella (lignea var.), Blastobasis 180

admetus, Hu-sutina (Polyommatus)
45, 121, 142

adrasta (meera race), Parai'ge
adulatrix, Eutelia
..
adusta, Hadena
..
.

segeria,

Pararge

.

8,
.

.

..

8, 14, 28, 34, 44,

45, 46, 48, 50, 98, 193,
Aegeriidte
.
asgon (argus), Plebeius
9, 26, 27,
28, 52, 71, 104,
ffigus (insularis race), Plebeius 176,
**ffigusella (insularis race), Plebeius
175,
Eegyptiaca (crameri race), Anthocharis
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Pyrausta

sestiva

(medon

.

.

var.), Aricia

eestiva (rapee race), Pieris

..

201
135
187
177
176

.

.

194
146
141

.

.

71

.

.

a3milii (filipendulse race), Zygaena..
ffiralis,

63

170
170

..

14

....
...
.

.

...
.
.

.....
..
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Zygssna.

aestivalis (achilleffi race),
aestivalis

(icarus

matus

26, 27, 71, 73,
aestivalis (pamphilus race), Coeno.

.

.

nympha

.

.

.

.

70

**angelicffiformis (filipendulte va?-.),

74

angulifascia,

Polyom-

race),

.

.

.

.

Zyga3na

.

.

.

.

.

agamemnon,

Papilio

AgaristidsB
agestis (medon
.

.

.

.

7-ace),

Argynnis

aglaia,

.

..68

..
.

.

.

Aricia

..

.

.

.

.

.

..
..
.

Coleophora
Erynnis 13, 27, 42, 45, 47,

albitarsella,
aleese,

188
71

5. 15, 26, 39,
51, 71, 186, 196, 197

agrippina, Thysania
alba (phlaeas a6.), RHinicia
albicans (eoridon a?;.), Agriades
albipuncta, Leucania
.

.

.

138
39
192
170
18

aleiphron, Loweia

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ennomos

.

14
170
103, 186
161
69
141
141
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

202

73
altera (hispana race), Agriades
191
altheae, Erynnis
8, 13, 27, 72, 142
.

Cymothoe

.

.

.

altitudinaria
(transalpina
race),
Zygffina
25,70,
altivolens (escheri rare), Polyom.

.

.

alveus, Hesperia

.

.

.

5, 71, 96, 186,

amandus, Polyommatus

100
71
26
198

12, 13, 20,

142, 186, 190, 191

amanica (pboebe
*

race), Melitaea

.

141

*am pie vittata(jurtina var.), Epinephele

arnymone, Euplcea
analampra (lycaoii

.

Apatura

..

Apaturidge

..

apennina (comma race)

27,

tbis

14,

apennina (mtera

race),

211
..

race),

Hypone71

82, 85, 87, 109,

137

.

.

.

. .

.

26

26,
9'ace),

71

Heodes

race),

71
71

Argynnis
71

apenninicola (segon race), Plebeiiis
26, 27,
(thetis

ades
**apenninogen)ta
Agriades
apenninophyla

race),

25,70,
(thetis

71

Agri-

71

race),

190,

191

(argyrognomon

race), Plebeius

.

apollinus, Doritis

.

.

.

27

194, 195
apoUo, Parnassius
12, 13, 26, 27,
40, 63, 71, 72, 171, 186, 187, 197, 198
apuanica (eoridon race), Agriades 26
aragonensis
(hispana)
(eoridon
7'«ce),

Agriades

arcania(us),

.

.

..

..

.

Ccenonympha

73, 191
11, 14,

26, 28, 73, 102,
arctica (filipendulae race), Zygaena
89, 90, 106,
arctica (napi race), Pieris
areua (icarus ah,), Polyommatus
ardeaepennella, Coleophora
arduinna, Melitaea
areshana (balkanicai'ace.), Tarucus

107
107
50
33
142
170
10, 121
Aphantopus 40
..12,14, 75
.

.

aretbusa, Hipparchia

188

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

arete (hyperantus ab.),
arge, Melanargia
..
aigentella, Aphelosetia
17
argiades, Everes
.. 8, 31, 46, 47, 165
argiolus, Celastrina (Lycaenopsis)
14, 31, 32, 43, 45, 47, 48, 73, 103,
178, 201, 203, 218
.

.

.

argus (argyrognomon) Plebeius 11,
12, 13, 15, 104,

argus = EBgon
Argynnidae
argyrana, Pammene

187

.

phele (Epinepbele)
..
..
anceps (filipendulte race), Zygaena
.

73
29

Pararge 26,
28,

apennina (virgaureae

69
198

Urbicola

apennina (eoridon race), Agriades
apennina (euphrosyne race), Bren-

..69

..

andromedae, Hesperia
angelicae, Zygaena

.

.

.

apenninigena

29,

.

.

104

vur.),

alpina (comma race), Urbieola
..
71
alpina (didyma ?-ace), Melitaea
..
9
alpina (filipendulse race), Zygaana.
109
altera (aragonensis race), Agriades

matus

.

15, 26,

almanalis, Herculia
**almanica (bombycalis var.), Cledeobia
141
alni, Jocheeera, Acronicta
.
58

altisidora,

.

.

apenninicola (aglaia

.

.

alia, Grapbiphora
almana. Precis
almana, Sesia

alniaria,

.

.

109
100
161

anteros, Polyommatus
47
46,
anthelea, Satyrus
142
antiopa, Euvanessa 179, 205, 207,
208, 209
antiphates, Papilio
..
68
antiqua, Orgyia
137, 170

25,

.

Choeroeampa, Theretra

alexanor, Papilio

.

.

13, 25, 70, 121,

.

.

.

.

.

.

alcyone, Satyrus
.
alcyoniformis
(hermione
alecto,

.

.

apenninica (niobe race), Argynnis

134, 165, 174

Satyrus

.

.

72, 104,

194
alcetas (coretas), Everes 27, 28, 46,
73
aleides, Parnara
170
.

.

Cymothoe

antennata, Xylina
71
73

(machaon race), Papilio 14,
ffistivus (phkeas race), Rumicia
43
sestivus (rapte roce), Pieris.
..
28
Eethiops, Erebia
. .
26, 198
affinitata, Perizoma
.
54
{estivus

.

3

84, 109

.

argyrognomon

.

(argus),

.

.

.

.

.

.

Plebeius

11, 12, 13, 15, 104,

argyrospila, Archips

103
17

..

..

187
161
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Camilla

= rivulaiis

campanise

..

(filipendulee

gsena

.

.

.

Zy-

race),
.

.

.

126

.

campanias (stoechadis race), Zygsena

.

113, 150

candalus (eros race), Polyommatus
candidata, Asthena.
..

38

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

57, 137, 164, 171, 180,
193, 195, 200
carduelis (cardui race), Pyrameis.
71
cardui, Pyrameis
12, 15, 28, 31,
39, 43, 45, 48, 49, 69, 71, 117,
169, 193, 194, 200, 201, 218
earlinella, Parasia
17
carniolica, Zygasna
11, 13, 25, 26,
48,

.

.

.

.

.

70, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 128,

carthami, Hesperia

139

10, 13, 71, 96,

cassiope (epiphron race), Erebia 61

Catocala
catolenca

.

.

.

.

.

(brassicse

.

.

62
138
170

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Glaucopsyche
Libvthea

celestina,
celtis,

.

.

centralitaliae (alveus race),
cerisyi,

Thais

cervinata, Eubolia

Herbula

Erebia
chalcedon, Melitsea

..
.

71
71

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ceto,

.

.

8,
..

103
18
202
54
71, 212
..

.

.

.

.

142

..42,43,195

cerri (ilicis «5.), Strymon
cerusella, Alphelosetia
cespitalis,

Hesperia

..

..98

lo2
chaleogrammella, Coleophora
chamomillse, Cucullia
53
Charaxes
69
charlonia, Anthocharis
194, 195
charon (meliloii race), Zygaena ..
13
140
chi, Polia

15, 26, 28,

.

.

chiron

.

=eumedon

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

cleodora, Eronia
164
eleodoxa (cydippe ah.), Argynnis 8, 40
cleopatra, Gonepteryx
43, 73, 75,
76, 103, 193
clytia, Papilio
68
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Leptoneura
cocuzzana = turatii
cucozzana)

..

Coenonympha

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

clytus,

(in

error
..

.

ZygfEna

.

.

.

.

.

ehrysippus, Danais..

.

.

.

.

..

Xantbia

.

.

.

.

.

cirsii (fritillum var.),

.

.

.

.

99

for
12,

14

102
70
cognata, Procris
13,
Coleophora
118, 131
142
collina, Melitsea
135
columbaria (confusalis ah.), Nola.
columnella, Neptis
69
comma, Urbicola
27, 71, 72,
73
118
Conchylis
confluens (filipendulse ah.), Zygsena
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

90,

91

confusalis, Nola
consortaria, Tephrosia
39,
eonstaatinii = etroriaj
'coataminana = reticulata ..
..
..
convolvuli, Agrius ..
corduia, Satyrus
12, 13, 14, 71,
103, 104,
coretas = alcetas
coridon, Agriades 9, 13, 26, 27, 28,
29, 39, 51, 58, 71, 72, 103, 121,
186, 187, 191,
corinna, Coenonympha
coronis, Pieris
correpta (by las race), Polyommatus
..
corticana, Penthina.
corydonius (coridon var.), Agriades

135
56

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

178
186

192
29
68
25

..18

27,

rhoe
crameri

(belia),

cratasgi,

Aporia

.

72

Xantho-

costovata (fluctuata ah.),

164
Anthocharis 43, 194, 195
.

.

.

.

.

14, 15, 26, 42, 43,

.

.

cucuUatella, Nola

165, 199
ah.),
.

40

69, 194

christyi (dilutata j-ace), Oporabia..
39
142
cilissa, Cigaritis
cinnus (coiidon ah.), Agriades
72
cinxia, Melita?a
12, 14, 40, 103, 187
12, 14, 44, 45, 102,
circa, Satyrus
121, 142, 187
Amathes,
circellaris (feiTuginea),
.

.

71, 186, 192, 193, 197, 198
cristana, Peronea
39, 118
54
crocealis, Ebulea
8, 12, 14,
eroceus (edusa), Colias
26, 28, 29, 3], 39, 40, 43, 45, 47,
50, 51, 62, 71, 73, 74, 102, 103,
121, 137, 169, 194, 200
30
crucivora (rapfe race), Pieris

.

chloridice, Pontia
chrysanthemi
(filipendulge

72

27,
70, 71, 72, 172
clathrata, Strenia, Diastictes
53, 170

.

.

.

.

Argynnis

race),

Pieris

race),

73
14, 28, 47,
Catopsilia
68
cauoasiea (coridon race), Agriades 191
caulosticta (cardamines ab.), Euehloe
164
cecropia, Samia
199
.

(cydippe

.

]72, 173, 186
Castniidffi

clarens

clarus (tages race), Nisoniades

Celas-

73
68
capucina, Calpe
.
170
carboneina (gorge race), Erebia 71, 212
cardamines, Euehloe
14, 30, 40,
43,

.

.54

.

canicularis (argiolus race),
trina
canidia, Pieris
.

citrata (immanata), Dysstroma 54, 184
clara (baton race),
Scolitantides
194, 195
clara (icarus race), Polyommatus.
138
13
clara (lineola race), Adopsea

.

58

Hesperia 63,
104, 122

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

135

.

.

.

218

cucuzzana = turatii ..
culmellus, Crarabus

.

.

212
cydairius (epiphron race), Erebia
cydippe (adippe), Argvnnis
8, 12,
15, 26, 28, 40, 51, 72, 103, 197
cyllarus, Glaucopsyche
70
13,
cymothoe (athalia a?A), Meiitsea .. 213
.

.

.

.
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64

dama, Polyommatus
63,
damon, Hirsutina, Polyommatus
.

.

nympha

197
68
135
134, 142

70, 71, 187,

Danaidse
Danainse
daphae, Brenthis
14,
daplidice, Pontia 14, 28, 43, 45, 47,
. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

197
135
defoliaria, Hibernia
..
140, 184
deione, Melitisea
134
Delias
40,79, 80
deminuta (briseis race), Satyrus .. 74
demoleus, Papilio
68
dentata, Curetis
69
dentina, Mameatra
198
deyrollei (cerisyi race), Thais
195
dia, Brenthis
..
28, 74, 103, 121
dianaria (selenaria a&.), Ascotis .. 170
dictajoides, Leioeampa
18
dictynna, Melitfea
9, 197
73, 102, 165, 169, 194,

Dasychira

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ericetaria

.

.

9, 11, 12, 14,

26,
28, 40, 72, 74, 103, 121, 134, 186,
196, 197, 198

digitellus,

Crambus..

..63

..

dilatata (cleodora race), Eronia
.. 164
diluba, Asphalia
140
dilutata, Oporabia
39, 202
dimidiata (scutulata), Ptyehopoda
.

.

.

.

.

vai-.),

59

Leptosia
103, 186

dipsacea, Heliothis

.

discordella, Coleophora
discreta (icarus race),

.

.

.

.

.

.

170
132

Polyomma-

Chrysophanus

dispai",

Lymantria, Seiapteron 137,

11, 46, 47,
136, 178, 179

141, 170, 221

dolus, Hirsutina,

Polyommatus

.

.

(msera
.

.

.

7-ace).,

.

.

.

.

134
174

27,
45, 46, 47, 73, 121, 142

Coenonympha
Enodia
.

102, 121, 187
.

.

10,

dubia = pyrenes
dubia (trifolii race), Zygsena
..
dubiosa (napi race), Pieris.
duponcheli, Leptosia
..42,43,
**duponeheli
(filipendulse
race),
Zygajna 124, 125, 126, 129, 147,
dyala (eupheme race), Zegris
Dysphania (Euschema)
..40,79,
echerius, Abisara
=
edusa croceus
egea, Polygonia
15, 28, 48, 134,
egerides (segeria race), Pararge
(corinna
race),
Ccenoelbana
.

.

.

.

.

.

nympha

.

.

Selidosema

(plumaria),

36, 138
eris (niobe var.),

eros,

Argynnis

Polyommatus

.

.

4,

.

.

.

eros = tithonus (Polyommatus)
erxia (cleodora race), Eronia

erymanthis, Cupha

.

.

.

..
.

.

.

erynis (gorge race), Erebia.
eryphyle, Colias
.
eryx, Lehera.
..
..

..

.

.

escheri,

.

.

.

Polyommatus

.

.

.

.

.

87
107
165
151
163
80
69

188
34

..69

4, 26, 104,

121, 186
etruriee (constantinii) (stygne race),

Erebia

26

'

**etrusca
gsena

Zv-

race),

(filipendulffi

122, 125, 126, 127, 12*8,
129, 147, 149, 151
etrusca (stoechadis race), Zygsena
113, 114
etrusca (thetis race), Agriades
27,

.

.

.

73,

etrusca

(tithonus

nassius

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

race),
.

euphorbias, Hyles

.

.

.

.

euphrosyne, Brenthis

.

.

71

3,

174

163, 194
79, 197

.

..
.

28

Par-

.

13, 63,

eupheme, Zegris
euphemus, Lycajna..

74

Pyronia,

race),

Epinephele
euapenninus (apolio

.

.

58

12, 14, 26,

39, 49, 62, 63, 120, 166, 169, 219
69, 137

europa, Lethe

29

135

.

.

.

.

.

69

Gonep-

europffius (cleopatra var.),

73
2,7, 197, 198
eurybia (hippothoe var.), Heodes,
61
Chrysophanus
eurynome, Neptis
69
eurypilus, Papilio
68
(eryphyle
Colias.
eury theme
race),
98
teryx
euryale, Erebia

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

Euschema = Disphania
euschemoides, Canerkes
Everes
exaleuca, Neptis
.

44,
70, 71, 104, 121

.

186
38
71
164
69
212
98

Euploea

Rumicia

eleus (phlseas race),

eleutho, Nipara

.

.

28

14

186, 187, 212

1, 7, 10, 61,

eumedon, Polyommatus, Aricia

64,

71, 102, 103, 104,

Polyommatus, Aricia
Heodes, Loweia 12, 13,

donzelii,

dorus,
dryas,

106, 139, 146, 198
8, 26, 61, 62, 63,

139

tus
dispar,

dorilis,

.

.

.

54,

diniensis (sinapis

Coeno.

.

(polsensis)

Pararge
Erebia

.

.

186, 187, 211, 212

erdonia

.

.

.

.

epiphron, Erebia

.

.

.

ephialtes, Zygsena

.

.

(pamphilus),

71
emiflorens (lathonia race), Issoria 28
emihispulla (jurtina race), Epinephele
..211
.,
..
..
emilyllus (pamphilus race), Coenonympha ..
..
..14,28,
73
emi pauper (phcebe race), Melitsea.
28
emisphirus (machaon race), Papilio 73

.

.

didyma, Melitfea

emiaustralis

.

..

..40

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

80
46
100
80
98, 199

..

..58

Dysphania
exilis, Brephidium
exolita, Calocampa..
excubitor,

.

.

.

.

extranea (unipuncta), Leucania

.

.

.

.

..

39

......

...

........

......

..........

.
......
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fagi = hermione
faleataria, Drepana.
53
..
..
familiella, Crinopteryx
131
farpa (man ni race), Pieris,.
..
74
fausta, Zygfena 104, 105, 106, 107, 109
.

.

.

feiruginea = cireellaris
..
..58
fervida (fuliginosa race), Phragmatobia
170
Mia, Satyrus
.
. .
104, 134
filigrammaiia, Oporabia
39
.

.

Zygaena 40, 52, 53,

filipendulee,

.

83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91,
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112,
113, 114, 122, 123, 124, 125, 137,
138, 139, 145, 147, 195
filipluma (megera race), Pararge 28,

73

fiorii (purpuralis race), Zygffina 25,
70
flava (thaumas) (linea), Adopsea 11,
13, 45, 52, 60, 63, 71, 104, 122
flavens (dia race), Brenthis
74
28,

flavicincta, Polia
flavicornis, Polyploea
.

Perizoma

flavofaseiata,
fleteherella,

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coleophora

.

.

race), Agriades

140
38
54
161

Gerh.

(aragonensis,

florentina

..

..

29,

73
13

florentina (carniolica race), Zygeena
florentina
(hispana = aragonensis,
Vrty. race), Agriades
..
.. 191
fluetuata, Xanthorhoe
164, 179
fortunata (jurtina race), Epinephele 211
.

.

foulquieri, Hesperia
71, 72, 96, 104
frangulella, Bucculatrix
..
..
18
fraxini, Zygffina
..
..
106,139
fritillum (cirsii), Hesperia 63, 104, 122
friihstorferi

(mnemosyne

nassius

.

race), Par-

.

fuciformis, Hemaris
fugitiva (icarus race),

.

.

71

.

.

.

203

Polyommatus
32, 55, 77

(armoricanus

fulvoinspersa

Hesperia
fulvotincta
peria

Nola 135
.

.

170

rar.e),

13, 27, 28, 71. 72,
race), Hes-

74

(onopordi
..

27, 28, 71,

.

nympha

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

galathea, Melanargia
10, 11, 14,
26, 45, 51, 71, 102, 103, 121, 187,
195, 196,
galii, Deilephila, Celerio
..
..
gamma, Plusia
53, 170, 178,
geniina (stoeehadis race), Zygsena

98

212
170
199
111
Geometrae
170
geryon, Procris, Ino
..
70, 196
ghilanica (jurtina race), Epinephele 31
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

**glaciata (eumedon ?'ace), Polyommatus, Aricia
174
glauce (belemia race), Anthoeharis 194
.

glaucescens
.

glaucippe,

.

(regalis

phania

.

.

.

var.),

.

Dys.

..

..68

Hebomoia

.

180

gliciria (Colias), Pieris

glyeerion, Papilio
glyphica, Euclidia

79

.

.

70
98
63
33,
.. 164
5, 7, 186
18
..
38,

.

.

Gnophop
goante, Erebia
goedartella, Argyresthia
gordius (aleiphron race),

.

Heodes
121, 134

gorge, Erebia

1, 4, 7, 11, 71,

212

gorgophone (mnestra race), Erebia 187
gothica, Tfeniocampa
139
Gracilaria
gracilis
(arcanius
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

nympha
28,
gracilis (sao var.), Powellia 27, 70,
71, 73, 173,
grffica (crameri race), Anthoeharis
grandipennis, Butalis
Graphipterus
.
graslini

(rhadamanthus

giena

.

..

..

.

.

race),

.

.

73

174
43
18
136

Zy-

.

Zanclognatha
grossulariata, Abraxas
38,
grisealis,

131

Cosno-

var.),

.

.

.

.

.

89
53

39, 54,

56, 164

161
141
80
133
89
128
69
110
137
54, 203
137
..
105, 170
68
..
11, 134
67

Xylina
grumi, Melanargia
gruneri, Anthoeharis
gryphipennella, Coleophora 33, 132,
gurda (filipendulffi race), Zygrena..
guttata (filipendulse race), Zygtena
guttatus, Parnara
hadjina (stoeehadis race), Zygsena
grotei,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

haliphron, Papilio
hastata, Eulype
hastiana, Peronea
hebe, Arctia
hecabe, Terias
hecate, Brenthis
helenus, Papilio
helice (croceus ah.)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Colias

..58

furcula, Dicranura ..
..
furvata, Lignicolor
79
fuscedinella, Coleophora ..
132, 133
galactinus (californica race), Cceno.

126, 128, 129, 151
7

.

.

72
fumosa (ericetaria ab.), Selidosema 36
fumosus (ridieyanus ah.), Papilio 100
furcata, Hydriomena
..
.. 184
..

Erebia

.

.

fuliginalis (cucullatella race),
fuliginosa, Phragmatobia .

glacialis,

globulariffi, Ino, Procris

82,

72,

gigantea (filipendulse race), Zygasna

.

31. 39,
40, 103, 137

Heliconiidffi

..

.

Helieonius

.

Laverna

203

163, 219

18
132
..
hemerobiella, Coleophora
hera = quadripunctaria.
.. 100
herminia, Cyniothoe
..
hermione (fagi), Satyrus 12, 14, 26,
29, 72, 73, 104, 142, 186, 187
..13
herth£e = silana
..
..
84
berthas (lonicera race), Zygrena 13,
Hesperia
87, 122, 186
HesperiidiB
98, 121, 203
heydesari (carniolica ah.), ZygsBna 104
hibernata (thersites var.), Agriades 70
hellerella,

.

.

.

.

.

..

..
....
.

...

.
..
.

......
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Hibernla

.

. .

.

.

.

.

184

hibernica (cardamines race), Euchloe
164
hiera, Pararge
.
4
3,
hierte, Delias
.
68
hippocastanaiia, Pachycnemia
54
hippocrepidis, Zygfena
..52,84, 139
hippothoe, Chrysophanus
61, 70, 198
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

hispalis

(amandus

Polyom-

race),

matus
hispana

190, 191

(aragonensis race), Agri-

ades

191, 192
hispidaria, Nyssia
58, 140
hispulla (jurtina race), Epinephele
40, 102, 169, 211
.

Holoeera
homerus, Papilio
.

hospita

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

gonia

hyperantus, Apbantopus

'hyperapennina (medusa

.

(argiolus

63, 188, 198
race), Ere-

trina

32
hyrcanus (sylvanus race), Augiades 32
liberica (flava ?-ace), Adopsea
13,
71
ibipennella, Coleopbora 32,33,34, 132
. .

.

.

.

.

.

licarinus (icarus ab.),

Polyommatus

Polyommatus

2, 6, 11, 12,

50,

.icarus,

139

13, 26, 27, 28, 32, 39, 43, 44, 45,
46, 50, 54, 55, 58, 70, 71, 72, 73,
74, 76, 99, 103, 121, 138, 139,
170, 186, 190, i94, 195, 196, 199
idas argyrognomon
..
27,
28

=

ilia,

Apatura.

alicis,

..

.

..

Nordmannia, Strymon

..

197

11,

12, 14,'26, 71, 103,

196

immanata = citrata.
:

.

.

..

Pararge

.

.

jacobasse,

janira

Hypocrita.

(jurtina

Ineurvaria

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.infrargentea = majellana
..
initia-caudata (phlEsas ab.),
cia

inornata

(ilicis

ab.),

.

74

Nordmannia
14, 26,

inornatana, Ancylis.
insularis, Plebeius

141
70
131
72

..

..

71
17

175
interjecta (briseis var.), Satyrus
72
interjecta (podalirius var.), Papilio
14
'interjecta (quercus ua?'.), Bitbys ..
70
.

.

.

.

.

.

73
170

71
29

Charaxes

jasius,

judicarise (stceebadis race), Zygsena

113, 150
.,

28

132
juncicolella, Coleopbora
junipei'ata, Thera
... 58
jurtina, Epinephele 11, 14, 26, 31,
39, 40, 45, 48, 51, 71, 102, 103,
169, 188, 195, 197, 207, 210, 211
.

.

.

Kallimula
kindermannii
ZygEena

.

.

.

100
(stceebadis

race)

111

.

krucperi, Pieris
kuhniella, Ephestia.
lacertinaria, Drepana
lactearia, lodis
laertes,

Morpho

Iseta,

Musurgina

laeta,

Zygasna
Brentbis

race

.

lapidella, Luffia

Rumi70,

.-

71, 211

..63

..

13,
27,

70
71

Epinephele

race

Cymothoe

.

.

Ccsnonympba

italorum (dorilis race), Heodes

Chilades

inearnatalis, Hereulia
..
..
incerta (carniolica var.), Zygffina..

..
..

14
26
28
71

Cbryso-

race),

italica (tipbon race),

langi,

213, 214

,

Nordmannia

.

38

**inanis (parthenie race), Melitsea
,

..

..

Polyommatus

.

laius,

.

.

Polyommatus

race),

(bippothoe

italica

Isetior (dia

immoiata, Leptomeris
impura, Leucania ..

.

.

•

julianus (dryas race), Enodia

Celas-

race),

.

.

26

hypoleuca

.

japygia, Melanargia

2, 40, 51,

bia
.

.

190, 191

pbanus
28

.

Satyrus

itala (eirce ?'aee),

italica (eros race),

62

.

race),

italiea (a?geria /((ce),

hyale, Colias 4, 26, 39, 73, 74, 102,
121, 186, 197, 198
hybridus, Smerinthus
176
bylas, Polyommatus 3, 25, 72, 1'>1,
186, 196
.

(amandus

218

15,

.

isias

..

.

.

.

italica (acacias

Poly-

.

•

13(5

.

var.),

174
Cbrysopbanus
intermedia (lupinus race), Hyponepbele, Epinephele
..44,45, 165
* *intermedia-f umosa
(ericetaria
ab.), Selidosema
37, 138
intermedia (statilinus var.), Satyrus
73
28,
io, Vanessa ..31, 49, 57, 139, 178, 201
198
ipbis, Coenonympba
iris, Apatura.
..
..
39, 198
34
Isabella, Pyrrbarcticus

.

Para-

race),

semia
hutchinsoni (c-album
.

.

..

(plantaginis
.

.

intermedia (alcipbron race), Heodes

lappona, Erebia

142
161
53
54
138
138
109
74
28,
69
100
118
4
32, 162

Coleopbora
larissa, Melanargia..
larus, Libythea
laricella,

..
..

46
218

latelimbata (stceebadis var.
sena
latelimbata (filipendulffi var
Zvgsena
147,
latbonia, Issoria
14, 28, 63, 103,
latbyri (sinapis race), Leptosia 14,
latialis
(insularis race), Plebeius
175,
laticinerea,

Xylina

latiorelimbata

Zygfena

.

.

.

148
186
71

176
161

var.),
122, 147, 148

(filipendulaj
.

111

......

.,.....

.
....

...
....

...
...

...

.
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latissimelimbata (filipendul^ var.),

Zygaena

.

lavandulffi, Zygffiiia.
lavaterag, Ei-ynnis ..

maebaon, Papilio

122, 126, 147, 148
..
103, 127

70
69
Zygeena 88
40
9,
lemonias. Precis
69
lepidii (brassier race), Pieris
71
leporina, Acionicta
53
Lethe
69
Leucania
199
leucomelas (galatbea ab.), Melanargia
10, 121
leucophrearia, Hibernia
140
leucothea (aurorina var.), Colias
141
libanotica (mnemosyne race), Parnassius
141
leda, Meianitis
ledereri (filipendulse race),
lefebvrei, Erebia
.

9,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(amandus

libisonis

..

Polyom-

race),

matus

191

Libythea
ligea,

218
198
180

..

Erebia.

72, 187,

lignea, Biastobasis
ligniperda, Cossus
liguriea, Plebeius

..

.

39
175
52
38
54

..

.

.12,

.

Sphinx

ligastri,

Litnenitis
limitata, Orthosia

.

limniace, Danais
linariata, Eupithecia
linea = flava

202

.

.

.

.

Adopjea

lineola,

.

lineoiea, Coleophora
linneella, Chryaoclysta

lilerana,

.

.

.

,

.

Peroaea

LithoeoUetis

Phryxus
Coieophora

livornica,

.

lixella,

.

.

.

.

17
39

.

53

.

.

134, 144
133, 189, 190
..

..41

Plebeius
lobita, Spindasis
Icewii,

lonieeree,

104

..118

Semiotbisa

liturata,

13,

33, 132

.

magnata (papbia

race),

.

.

.

Dryas

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

149, 151

.

87
.. 105
..
18
..
28
69
53, 170, 197
.. 202

lubricipeda, Spilosoma

Abebeea

lucina, Hamearis
lucina, Syjiibientbia
luctuosa, Aconlia
lunosa, Ancbocelis
lupiuus, Hyponepbele, Epinepbele
44, 45, 165, 186, 187
lupinus (lycaon ah.), Epinepbele
102
lupulinus(a), Hepialus
53
.

.

.

.

163

Lycffiina

Lycsenidffi 28, 69, 103. 107, 121, 201, 203
Lycroninte
43, 64, 137, 170

lycaon,

.

71, 102, 121, 169, 186,

Cienonympba
lyjlus

.

.

(pamphilus

pha
Lymantria

.

(pamphilus
.

uJi.),

.

.

187

ab.),
.

.

45

Ca^nonyrn.

.

.

102
135

.

71

13, 26, 27, 28, 39, 40, 43, 44, 45,

46, 47, 49, 71, 73, 121, 174,

medusa, Erebia
megacephala, Acronicta
.

.

.

.

..

..

187

26
170

raegera, Pararge 12, 14, 26, 28, 34,
44, 45, 48, 49, 71, 72, 73, 103,
169, 186. 188
mebadensis (atbalia 9'ace), Melitasa 165
melampus, Erebia ..
5
..2,3,
Meianitis
69
melanotoxa (icarus ab.), Polyom-

matus
meleager,

.

.

.

.

Polyommatu'

27,

Hyponepbele, Epinepbele

lyllus-marginata

.

medioitalica (japygia race), Melanargia
.
medon (astrarebe), Aricia 5, 12,

race),

.85, 86,

.

.

138, 195, 198
(filipendulffi

.

.

gfena 82, 109, 114, 122, 123, 124,
125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 145, 147,

.

13, 25, 70, 82,

Zygsena
lucella,

.

112, 113, 150
malcolmi, Argynnis.
..
.. 118
malivorella, Coleophora
..
.. 161
malvffi, Hesperia 17, 42, 43, 47, 49,
63, 165
malvoides, Hesperia 3, 13, 27, 70,
71, 73, 96, 104, 142, 186
manni, Pieris
..
..29,73, 74
mannii (filipendulse race), Zyg£eua
82, 89,90, 106, 114
manto, Erebia
..
..1,10, 40
marginaria, Hibernia
140
marginata (pamphilus ab.), Coenonympba..
..
44,
45
..
marjana, Syntomis..
12,
70
...
42
marloyi, Hallia
mathias, Parnara
170
matronalis (plantaginis ab.}, Parasemia
163
mauretanica (seralis race), Pyralis 141
213
maxima (atbalia ab.), Melitfea
medicaginis (filipendulas race), Zy-

83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 111, l37,

lonicerseformis

72'

magnitica (papbia race), Dryas 28, 74
maba, Zizera
..
..
..69
maja (thetis race), Agriades
74
majellana (infrargentea = tyndarus
race), Erebia
..
..72
..
major (briseis i;a?\), Satyrus
44
..
major (filipendulee var.), Zygsena
125, 129
major (hermione var.), Satyrus 72, 73
major (quercus var.), Bitbys
58
major (stcecbadis var.), Zygaena 82,

69

.

Zygsena

14, 39, 47, 73,

103, 121, 163, 179, 194, 196, 202
maculata, Venilia
53
msera, Pararge
8, 14, 26, 28, 44,
45, 63, 71, 121, 186, 188, 193, 194
mgera (raeleager ?'ace), Polyommatus 27

.

50

71,
121, 187

melibo-'us (alciphron race), Heodes 165
meliioti, Zygsena
..
..13, 15, 89
melisanda (crameri var.), Antbo-

cbaris
Melittea

.

..

194
..98, 103, 187, 214
.

.

.

.

.......

...

.....

...

.....

..
..

...
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68
menestho (eupheme race), Zegris.. 163
menthasti'i, Spilosoma
105, 170
meridiana (thersifces race), Agriades
74
70, 71, 73,
mei'idionalis
(cardamines
race),
Euchloe
14, 171
meridionalis (eratgegi race), Aporia 192
meridionalis (didyma race), Meli-

mellonella, Gallei'ia.
memnon, Papilio

..

.

.

.

..

.

tsea

.

.

.

.

.

meridionalis (napi race), Pieris

merope (aurinia

9

107

..

8

..39

..
.

.

.

14,

race), Melitfea

mesomella, Cybosia.
metra (vap* var.), Pieris

.

14,

71

mesopotamica (quercus race) Bithys 180
,

mi, Euclidia.

.

,

.

.

53

microcbsenheimeri
(filipendulfe
race), Zygasna 90, 125, 128. 129, 148
**microcb?enbeimeri
(stcecbadis
race), ZygiBiia
114, 150
**microchsenbeimeri - pulcberrima
(stcecbadis var.), Zygffiiia
114, 150
.

.

.

mieroclea (notabilis race), Heliconius
163
Micropterygidse
106
midaimis, Euploea
69
militaris, Dysphania
79,
80
mineus, Mycalesis
69
miniata, Miltoebrista
53
minimus, Cupido 3, 14, 2G, 50, 196, 203
mimosa, Tseniocampa
139
minoides (trifolii ah.), Zygfena
..
52
minor (eratgegi ab.), Aporia
..
71
minuta (spmi ab.), Klugia, Strymon 71
minuta (sylvaniisab.), Agriades 27, 73
mira = latialis (insularis race),
.. 175
mirabilis (alcipbron race), Heodes 174
mnemosyne, Parnassius 4, 12, 14,
71, 141
mnestra, Erebia
.
4, 187
molesta, Laspeyresia
161
monHcbaria (pedaria ah.), Pbigalia 58
moneta, Plusia
35,
56
.. 178
monodactylus, Pteropborus
monticola (galatbea race), Melan..
argia
..
..
..71
.. 118
montivaga, Argynnis
..
niontivaga, Pyrgus
179
montivaga (filipendulse race), Zyga^na 124, 125, 127, 128, 129, 140, 151
montivaga (stcecbadis race), Zygsena
70, 71, 114
.
mori, Bombyx
160
40
morpheus, Heteropterus
8, 10,
murinata, Minoa
54
murinipennella, Coleophora
132, 133
musculella, Coleophora
.
34
Muburgina
138
^
Mycalesis
69,
99
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

myrtilli, Anarta
..
napseas (napi ah.), Pieris

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

..53
26, 28,

4?, 71, 73, 92,

napi, Pieris

3, 4, 14, 26, 28, 30,

93

35, 40, 45, 47, 49, 71, 73, 91, 92,
93, 94, 95, 107, 193, 196, 210
navarina (athalia ah.), Melitaja
213
14
neeraBforniis (didyma race), Melitasa
nefte, Atbyma
69
.

Nemeobiinse
..69
neomiris, Hipparcbia
29
neonympba, Catocala
..170
neoridas, Erebia 71, 72, 121, 188, 212
.

.

..100

Neptidomima
Neptis
neptunia, Tirumala.
neustria,

..38, 69,

100

..135

..53

Malacosoma

nevadensis (earthami race),
peria

.

Iles-

173

.

Melanargia 213
140
race), Zygsena
129, 149, 150

nicoleti (galatbea race),

nigra,

Epunda

.

.

nigrata (filipendulse

.

.

Rumicia

nigrioreleus (phlseas race),

13, 25, 27, 73,
nigronotata (brassicse ah.), Pieris..

nigrosparsata

74
194

(grossulariata var.).

Abraxas

54

nigro-subroseata (pendularia ah.),

Cosymbia

iiiobe,

40
14
79

.

nikator (daphne race), Brentiiis
ninas, Delias

Argynnis

.

5, 12, 13, 15, 26,

.187
138
138
Noctuidfe
142
nogeJii, Tbestor
170
nostrodamus, Gegenes
163
notabilis, Heliconius
53
notata, Seraiotbisa
notata (globulavige ah.), Ino, Proeris 70
179
notatus, Syricbtus ..
99
Nympbalidse
69,
14
obscura (athalia ah.), Melit^ea
27
obscura (baton ab.), Scolitantides.
71
obscina (ceto ah,), Erebia
71, 103, 186,

Coleopbora

niveicostella,

.

.

.

.

.

obscura-maxima

(athalia

ah.),

Melitffia

ob^cura^a (baton

ah.), Scolitantides

213
13

Polyommatus

obsoleta (icarus ah.),

77
54, 55,
occitanica (carniolica var.), Zygsena 104
161
oeeliana, Tmetocera
.

Smerinthus
ochraeea, Gortyna
ocellata(us),

.

ocbrearia, Aspilates

.

.

..40,80, 176
169
54
4
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ochsenbeimeri (filipendulse var.),
Zygtena 90,109,110,111,112,
113, 114, 122,125, 126, 128, 129,
145, 146, 147, 151

oedipus,

Ccenonympha

.

.

IC,

40

198
69
.
137
olbiana (trifolii race), Zygsena
18
omicron (reticulata ah.), Peronea..
18
omissella, Gracilaria
72
onopordi, Hesperia
27, 28, 71,
139
opima, Tseniocampa
.
39
.
Oporabia
.

oeme, Erebia
oenone. Precis

..

.

.

1, 8,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

...

..
.

..

..
.
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optilete, Vacciniina. .
*"*oraria (filipendulee

gaena

..

PAGE

PAGE

5

persea (trivia race), Melitfea
.. 163
persiea (icarus race), Polyomrnatus

Zy-

race),

126, 129, 149, 151

.

.

..

orbifer, Powellia
orbitulus, Latiorina.

173
..
10
3,
orientalis, Erynnis
42,
47
orientalis (masrarrtce), Pararge 193, 194
orion (scabiosse race), Zygcena
70
ornatipennella, Coleophora
133,
180, 190
Orthogonioptilum
136
orythia. Precis
69
osmiseformis, Sesia
141
otus, Lasioeampa
41
oxytropis, ZygEena ..
..13,25, 70
palsemon
(paniscus),
Carteroeephalus, Cyclopides
3, 196
palealis, Spilodes
53,
54
paleatincta (athalia var.), Melitsea 213
pales, Brenthis
4
3,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

phlseas,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

phoenissa (cardamines ah.), Euchloe

.

.

.

.

73
84
99

199
48

.

67

..

.18

parisatis,

.

.

.

Tinea
Apatura

paris, Papilio

.

67,

69
68

..170

Parnara

63, 121, 187,
197, 213, 214

Parthenos

.

.

40

parviguttata (filipendulEe race), Zygsena
128, 129, 150
.

.

(icarus

Poiyom-

ah.),
.

.

.

.

parvipuneta (pblseas ah.), Rumicia
•*parvula (sao race), Pyrgus, Po-

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

race),

.

**pei]ei,
pelletieri,

.

.

..

Polyomrnatus
GrHphipterus(?)

Pemphigostola

38
68

Zy-

82, 89, 90, 106, 125

pauper (cyliarus race),
Glaucopsyche
13,
pauper (pb(tbe mce), Melitea
paupercula (filipendulre race), Zygaena
pedaria, Pliigalia

139
59

173, 174
.

(fiJipendulfe

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

56,

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

70
74

90
58
63
136
138

pendularia, Cosymbia
..
..40
pendu]aria = pot,atoria, Cosmotriche 40
pentapolis, Acrma
100
perius,

Atbyma

103, 141, 186, 187

pbormia
picata,

30, 193, 195
(jurtina race), Epinephele
210,

Euphyia

picena (foulquieri race), Hesperia.

3, 12,

74, 102
40, 67, 68, 218

parthenie, Melitaea

.

Rumicia

Arieia

var.j,

parasitella.

**paulu]a
gsena

.

.

pandora, Dryas
,.29, 45,
paniscus = palffimon
paphia, Dryas
28, 31, 40, 51, 72,

wellia
paragsea, Turania
pasitboe, Delias

.

.

14, 26, 28, 44, 45, 48, 49, 58, 63,
71, 73, 102, 121, 164, 188, 197,

.

.

.

pampbilus, Coenonympha

matus

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12, 13, 25, 27, 39,
40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 49, 52, 59,
70, 71, 73, 74, 104, 121, 164, 188,
194, 195, 199, 200, 203
phcebe, Melitsea 14, 28, 39, 43, 74,

.

parvipuneta

.

.

Pampbila

Papilio
Papilionidse

Lozogramma

.

palustris ftrifolii race), Zygsena
.

petraria,

.

26, 27,

.

persiearise,

.

(medou

pallidefulva

39, 54, 55, 76, 77, 170

Mamestra

53
53
peueedani (ephialtes var.) Zyg^na 198
pfiuemeri (pbegea var.), Syntomis 70
phalantha, Atella
pbarte, Erebia
phegea, Syntomis
pheminos, Euthalia
pberetes, Albulina
phicomone, Colias

43, 45, 47,

.

.

.

.

..

..

..69

.

.

...

.

.

..
...

.

..
.
..
.

.

3
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AGE
198
prffitormata, Carsia .
**prjehispulla (jurtina race), Epine210, 211

phele
**pr£elerinsularis

(insularis

race),

Plebeius
..
Precis..
..
..
69,
**prior (bispana race), Agriades ..
procellata, Melanthia
procida (galathea race), Melanargia
..
..102,121,212,
prodiga(rivulaiisi'ar.),Limenitis72,
prodi'omaria = strataria

175
100
191
54

213
74
164

..
..
pronoe, Erebia
1,2,
7
..
164, 180
pronuba, Tripheena..
..
19, 117
pronubana, Tortiix.
135
proserpina, Deiagena
74
protea (didyma race), Melita;a
28,
68
protenor, PapiJio
provincial'.s (astragali 7'ace), Zygasna 102
54, 197
pruinata, Pseudoterpna
203
pruui, Stiymon
161
prunivora, Enarmoria
80
Psaphis
race),
(malvoides
pseudomalvse
Hesperia ..
13,27,70,71, 73
193
pseudorapffi (napi race), Pieris
118
Ptei'opl)oiid£e
.

**pulcbenima

.

(filipendulffi

**puicbenima = stcechadis

(filipen-

109, 110, 151
(stoeehadis
**pulcbeiTimffit:omiis
var.), Zyg^na 110, 111, 112, 113, 147

Zygeena

dulae race),

**pulcbnor

race),

(tilipendulse

rezm'ceki (coridon race), Agriades.

rhadamantbus, Zygsena
rhamni, Gonepteryx

90
Zygffina
54
pumilata, Eupitbecia
12
pumilus (apoUo race), Parnassius.
50
puncta (thetis ah.j, Agriades
punetifera (athalia race), Melitsea 213
54
punctularia, Tephrosia
196
purpuralis, Pyrausta
.

191

.

.

89'

.

26, 30, 39,
47, 49, 73, 76, 103, 169, 198,
rbatisbonensis
(angelicas
race),

Zygffina

rbomboidaria, Hibernia

.

.

.

ridleyanus, Papilio

.

.

.

ripartii

(admetus

.

race],

200
84
200
lOO

Polyomma-

lus
rivata, Xantborboe..
..
rivularis (camilla), Limenitis

121

..54

14,
28, 29, 45, 72, 74, 103,

169-

roboris, Lseosopis
.
104, 134
roccii (carniolica race), Zygaina
.
128
romanorum (alciphron race). He.

.

.

odes
..
..
J3, 25, 70, 174
roineo (scabiosffi race), Zygsena
..
J
rosa (filipendulte 7-ace), Zygffina ..
89
rossii (nianni race), Pieris..
73,
74
rostagnoi (bsetica race), Erynnis
70
rotundatus, Graphipterus(?)
136
roxelana, Epinephele
45
rubi, Callopbrys
14, 26, 43, 49,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

180. 203
43
rubianus, Ornitboptera
. .
78
rubicundus, Zygffina
..
70, 109
rubra (filipendulffi var.), Zygffina
84
rufina (belvola) Anebocelis, Amatbes
140
rufopunctata (machaona/y.), Papilio 163
riibli (valesiaca) (stygne race), Erebia
71
riibli (alcipbron race), Heodes
.. 174
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..184

.

.

.

rupicapraria, Hibernia
rusticus, Phlegethontius
rutilus, Papilio
.

.

.

.

180

.

.

.

98

Heodes

rutilua (uispar race),

purpuralis, Zyga3na 13, 25, 70, 106,

46,

47, 136, 178, 179-

107, 108, 109

salicis,

Stigmella

.

.

.

.

pyramus, Delias

79

salina, Melitffia

pyrantbe, Catopsilia
pyrenaica, Latiorina
pyrene, Ixias.

68
10
68

sambucaria, Urapteryx

**pyreiies (dubia) (filipendulas race),
Zygffina 111, iU, 113, 114, 122,
123, 124, 125, 126, 129, 147, 151
..
62, 198
quadritaria, Psodos.

quadripunctaria(bera),Callimorpba 214
70
quercii (marjana race), 8yntomis
quercus, Bithys, Zepbyrus

52, 58,
70, 103, 104, 134, 180

17
quinqueguttella, LitbocoUetis
107
radiata (napi ah.), Pieris
(pblseas
radiata cffiiuleopunctata
49
ab.), Piumicia
..12, 13,
15
ragazzii, yyntomis ..
ragusai (acteon race), Thymelicus 13
ramburi (tilipendulse race), Zygsena 89
.

Pieris 12, 14, 26, 28, 30, 43,
45, 47, 48, 71, 102, 107, 116, 137,
164, 193, 194, 197, 199, 200

rapffi,

.

rnbi, Macrothylacia

race),

90, 91, 106, 110, 111, 114

Zygajna

PAGE
rapbani (daplidice race), Pontia .. 169
reticulata (contaminana), Peronea
18

sanio, Diacrisia
sac, Powellia, Pyrgus
.

70,

71,

73,

96,

.

..
.

saponariella, Coleophora
sara, Antbocbaris
sarpedon, Papilio

134,

Peridroma
seabiosffi, Zygasna
scotais, Canerkes

.

.

173,
174, 198'

.

.

saucia,

18

118
201, 202
53
.

10, 13, 27.

104,

Satyridffi

.

.

..

34

..

98

68, 104

107
58
..13, 15,
70
69,

.

..

..

80-

scutulata = dimidiata
sebrus, Cupido

secunda (rhamni var.), Gonepteryx

197
26

seeboldi (lonicerffi race), Zygffina
84
seeboldi (stcecbadis race), Zygffina 111
segetum, Agrotis
170, 202
.

.

.

.

selangora (miiitaris), Dyspbaniii
selenaria, Aseotis
selene, Brentbis

.

..

.

..
.

.

79
170-

51, 79, 120, 166-

..
..

..
...

......

...

...
..

.....
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semele, Satyrus

12, 14, 26, 29, 39,
46, 52, 71, 74, 86, 103, 121, 198

semiargus

.

.

.

.

tages, Nisoniades

var.),

(filipendulfe

128, 148, 150
septembrella, Stlgmella
17
septemtrionalis (napi race), Pieris 210
septentrionis, Danais
..
..
68
.

.

.

.

.

.

serratulte, Hesperia..
3, 70, 96, 186
(maemosyne var.),
shel]uzhkoi
141
Parnassius
sibilla, Limenitis
..
..40,51,200
192
sibirica (coridon race), Agriades
sibyllina (coridon race), Agriades
71
sibyllina (neoridas race), Erebia
71
sibyllina (oxytropis race), Zygsena
70
siciliensis (filipendula^ race), Zygsena
91
siciliensis (stoechadis race), Zygsena
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

82, 111, 112, 113. 129, 147, 148, 150
84
silana (lonieerse race), Zygsena 13,

simana, Pinacopteryx
similis, Danais
similis, Porthesia

...

.

.

.

.

Hemimene

simpliciana,

135
68
179, 202
18

.

.

.

.

sinapis, Leptosia
12, 14, 26, 28,
39, 43, 45, 46, 47, 71, 73, 102,
103, 186, 197
siscia (ligea 7'ace),

Erebia

..

..

smeathmanniana, Conchylis

.

.

72
18

54
solitariella, Coleophora
18, 132, 133
sophifE (filipendulas race), Zygsena 146
..
..53
sororcula, Lithosia
sorrentina (transalpina race), Zygffina
25
**speciosa (cartbami race), Hes173
172,
peria
Sphingidse
170
sobrinata, Eupithecia

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

spini, Klugia,

.

.

.

9, 26, 61, 62, 63,

71, 186
subalpina, Loweia
4
3,
subcalida (medon race), Aricia
13
**subclarus (tages race), Nisoniades 172
**subgracilis (sao race), Powellia,
Pyrgus
173, 174
subornata (medon race), Aricia 13, 26
subradiata (phlseas var.), Eumicia 38
subrepleta, Dysphania
80
suffusa, Agrotis
170
.
superapennina (coridon race), Agriades
28
27,
sylvanus, Augiades 13, 27, 32, 51,
63, 70, 73, 122
12
Syntomis
..44,45, 142
syriaca, Satyrus
..
111
Zygsena
race),
syriaca (stoeehadis
122
Syrichthus
syrichtus, Hesperia
40, 179
syringaria, Hygrochroa
.
38
..
..
139
Tsenioeampa.
..

Celastrina 3, 12,
13, 26, 70, 187, 191, 195, 197, 198
(aeis),

seminigrata
Zygfsna

stygne, Erebia

.

.

Strymon

70, 103,
165, 187, 197, 198

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

27, 39, 49, 70,

71, 72, 122, 134, 172
(cleopatra race), Gonep43, 193

taurica
teryx
141
taurica (aurorina race), Colias
38
taygetica (panagsea var.), Turauia
tebachapina (niontivaga var.), Ar-

gynnis
telieanus,

.

.

.

Raywardia,

..

..

190, 191

..

splendidnlana, Pammene
squjilida (meleager var.), Polyom-

matus

..

..

Ino
Hipparchia

.

..

..71

.

70
..28,29,
73
100

statiees, Procris,

statilinus,

17

.

13, 25, 61,

staudingeri, Cymothoe
steeveni (meleager var.), Polyom.

matus

. .

.

.

.

stellataium, Macroglossa

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

11, 13, 25, 28,
70, 71, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 89, 90,
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112,
113, 114, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126,

127, 128, 129, 145, 146, 147, 148,
149, 150, 151
strataria (prodromaria),
striata, Coscinia
sfcrigata,

Hemitbea

Btrigula, Agrotis

Strymon
Strymonidffi

.

.

..

Pachys
.

.

.

28, 47,

telmessia, Epinephele
telmessise-formis
(jurtina

.

Epinepbele

.

argia

..

.

nympha
tenuicola

•
..

211
197

..

213

..

..

(atbalia

race),

..26, 28,
Melitaia

73

26,

71

..13.25,
70
tenuicornis, Procris.
tenuilimbata (stoecbadis var.) ZygIll
..
..
sena
..
..
var.),
(filipendulse
tenuilimbata
147, 148
Zysisna
tenuiorelimbata (filipendulse var.),
147, 148
Zygsena
28
tenuis (atbalia race), Melitaja
(filipendulse
tenuissimelimbata
..
147, 148
var.), Zygsena
..
99
Teracolus
74
teres (semele var.), Satyrus
71,
99
Terias
73
tertia (cleopatra race), Gonepteryx
..
73
tertia (manni j-ace), Pieris..
73
tertia (rbamni race), Gonepteryx..

= autumnalis (rapse)

170

tertia

1(54

tessellata,

54
53
186
103

73
211

Melan-

..

..

.

tenuelimbo (arcanius var.), Cosno-

..

122, 196

118

var.),

..

..

temiiJa, Tenthredella(?)
tenebrosa (galathea race),

.

.

.

.

187
52

stcechadis, Zygsena

stolida, Leucanitis ..

.

Syntarucus

splendida (amandus var.), Polyom-

matus

.

Hesperia.

testacea, Luperina ..
tetralunaria, Selenia
thaumas (linea) = flava

.

.

..

..

..117

.

.

39,

140

13, 62, 63,

71,

tbeophrastes, Tarucus

179

..

.

.

.

132
170

..
..

.

..
.

..
..

.

.
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thersamon, Chrysophanus, Heodes
45,
thersites,

Agriades

47

12, 13, 28, 44,

'AGE
viminetella, Coleophora
33, 132
virgata, Mesotype
54
2f5
virgatus (rubi race), Callophrys 14,
.

Heodes

45, 70, 71, 73, 74, 103
thetis (bellargus), Agriades
3, 25,

virgaureffi,

26, 27, 28, 38, 39, 50, 70, 71, 72,
73, 74, 121, 134, 191, 192
tilise, Mimas
38, 164

virgularia, Acidalia..
viridaria, Prothymnia

Tinea
tiphon, Ccenonympha
tithonus, Epinephele

..

118
3,71, 197

11, 28, 39,

51, 121, 188
tithonus = eros, Polyommatus
..
71
tolgi, Orgyia..
..
.. 141
..
transalpina, Zygaena 25, 70, 71, 72,
81, 112, 124, 139
transiens (rtiamni race), Gonepteryx
26,
73
trapezina, Calymnia
184
treitsehkiella, Antispila
18
trifolii,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Zygajna

39, 52, 84, 86,
87, 137, 139, 164
(filipendulas
var.),

trifoliiformis

Zygffina
trinacria (lonicer^

I'ace), Zygsena.
triptolemus (aehillese race), Zygfena

tripnnctaiia, Pardia
trivia, Melitaea
.
14, 44,
troehilus, Chilades
truncata, Dysstroma
..39,40,
tsehudica (eupheme race), Zegris..
turatii
(eucuzzana) (arge race),
Melanargia
..
..12, 14,
turcica (galathea race), Melanargia
turcica (urticse race), Aglais 15, 26,
turritis (eardamines ab.), Euchloe
.

.

....

.

87
82
25
18
163
165
184
163
75
45
28

.

.

..

14
84

5, 72,

186, 187

umbrosa (eardamines

.

70, 84,
14, 26,
28, 71, 73,

vulgaris (napi race), Pieris

w-album,

Chatfcendenia,

134, 165

xanthographa, Noetua
xenoclea, Helieonius
xerampelina, Cirrhoedia
ypsilon, Agrotis

Ypthima
zancl£Bus (podalirius race), Papilio

.

Zygffina

12, 61, 75, 81, 82, 83, 85,
87, 88, 103, 105, 106, 107 ,108,
109, 110, 113, 128, 138, 139,

Zygseiiidffi

.

.

.

210
141
98, 137

NEUROPTERA.
Limnobiidffi
longieornis, Ascalaphus

Nemopteron

.

pellucedula, Hydropsyche
stigma, Hemerobius
Tricodectes
.

cseruleata, Mecistogaster

.

grandis, jEschna

.

.

16,
urticee,

Aglais

28

11, 15, 26, 28, 49,

62, 117, 178, 197, 198, 199, 201
140
vaccinii, Cerastis
.
.
193
vaga (rapge race), Pieris
. .
.

.

.

valesiaca = riihli
..
..71
..
valesiaca (earthami race), Hesperia 173
valezina (paphia ab.), Dryas
51, 102
Vanessida;
58, 77, 201
varia, Melitaaa
71, 121, 187
varissima (varia race), Melitaea ..
71
ab.),
(grossulariata
varleyata
.

Abraxas

.

.

jessei,

Ischnogomphus
Sympetrum

scoticum,

Pyrameis

.

.

•venustula, Erastria..
..
vernalis (hyale race), Colias
..
vetusta, Calocampa.
viUica, Arctia
*
.

39,
..
..

56
218
74

..58
.

.

53

202
195
40
199
99
57

ODONATA

.

unionalis, Margarodes
unipuncta = extranea
universa (eardui race),

146

61, 102, 103, 171

.

.

69
28

26, 27, 43, 70, 71, 7?.
74
zephyrus, Plebeius
142
zonaria, Nyssia
140
zonata (filipendulas race), Zygfena
126, 128, 145, 148

**unicolor (aeralis ab.), Pyrausta.

race), Pieris

56
202
163
58
53

Polyommatus

zelleri (icarus race),

30, 193

umoris (napi

210

Strymon

wavaria, Halia

Euchloe

ab.),

Hirsutina

.

171, 193

tusca (phoebe race), Melitsea
iutti (trifolii ab.), Zygsena.
tyndarus, Erebia
1, 3, 4,

187
71
54
53
vitella, Cerostoma
19
vitisella, Coleophora
34
vittata (dolus ab.), Polyommatus.. 103
vivax (lonieerffi race), Zygssna 25,
25, 71, 72, 186,

virgilia (dolus race),

181
137
57
198

ORTHOPTERA.
abbreviata, Gampsocleis
acanthopygia, Chelidurella.

159
143
aeervorum, Myrmocophila.
143
Aeolopus
157
albopunctata, Metrioptera
148
aliiaceus, Paraplectus
143
**Ancistrura.
157
annulipes, Anisolabis
144
auricularia, Forficula
79
Barbitistes
158
bieolor, Stauroderus
144
braehyptera, Metrioptera
143
**burri, Aeolopus ..
155, 156, 157
**campbelli, Saga ..
158
campestris, Gryllus
199
Chelioptera
195
.

..
..
.

...

.

..
.
.
.

...
.

'

.
.
..
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Chrysocharon
cyanopterus, Sphingonotus
danicus, Pachytylus
.

.

.

Dociostaurus.

..

Cborthippus

dorsatis,
'•••

..

.

.

.

.

aceris,

ebneri (abbreviata ab.),

Gampso-

cleia

.

.

.

.

.

Euprepocnemini

.

Phaneioptera

falcata,

gallicus, Bacillus

143,

.

femorata, Diapbeiomia
frigidum, Podisma
fuliginosus, Tetiix
f usca, Arcyptera

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

gongyloides, Gongylus
griseoaptera, Pbolidoptera.
baemorrboidalis, Omocestus
byatrix, Markia
kiefferi, Tetrix

.

.

.

maeulatus, Gompboceius
migratoiius, Pachytylus
.

.

.

parallelus, Cborthippus
parallelus, Stauroderus

Ectobius
..
Pbolidoptera..
Pbaneropterinae
Pbasmidffi

perspicillaris,

.

Saga

puella,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

pulcbripennis, Odontura

.
.

.

Mantis
Omocestus

.

.

lineatus, Stauroderus
longicornis, Cborthippus

Odontura

..

.

lapponicvis, Ectobius

.

.

158,
.

143,

religiosa,

.

.

rufipes,

.

.

.

.

.

rutus,

Saga

Gampbocerus
.

.

.

.

saussureana, Metrioptera
scaleris, Stauroderus
strepens, Aeolopus
tergestinus, Aeolopus
tbalassinus, Aeolopus

.

.

.

.

**truncata, Ancistrura
vagans, Stauroderus
verrucivora, Tettigonia
verrueivorus, Decticus
viridissima, Locusta

.

.

155,

..

..

.

.

..

155,

.

.

..

..

195, 196,
.

PAGE-

Omocestus
vitium, Ephippigera

143
143
143, 144
.. 155
143

viiidulus,

.

.

p. 154, line 7.
p. 154, line 8.

14,
40,
65,
71,
132,
137,
164,
181,
198,
218,

line
line
line
line
line

23.
42.
24.

52.
39.

line 31.

lines 16
line 17.
line 37.
line

7.

Phenacorus

159
136
144
57
143
143
195
143
181
144
143
136
143
144
144
143
144
199
158
196
144
143
196
157
57
159
158
181
144
144
159
143
195
156
157
157
158
143
144
197
197

.

ix.

.

Euceraphis
betulicola, Tberioaphis
calcaratus, Alydus
betulse,

.

caprese, Hyadapbus
carpini, Euceraphis.

..

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

..

..

cinnamopterus, Pilophorus

.

Coceidse

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Deraeocoris
dolabrata, Leptoterna
europea, Ripersia
farinosse, Aleurobius
flavescens, Ptyelus
frequens, Brachyeolus
gahani, Pseudococcus
.

.

.

144
143

.

.

.

.

.

24

.

.

.

.

..

insignis, Monomotarpa
lativentris, Nabis
. .

malinus, Heterocordylus
marginatus, Syromastes

Eupteryx
mendax, Lygidea

melissce,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Trama

rulipes,

Pentatoma

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

scbontedeni (glyceria), Sipha
Aphis

sorbi,

.

.

.

.

tomlini, Ripersia
vermicellaris, Plataspis
viminalis, Tuberolachnus
.

NOT

..

..

.

Miridte
perniciosus, Aspidiotes
radicis,

160'

.

.

glyceria (scbontedeni), Sipha

Cimex

23
117
117
24
118
117
28
24

.

.

hirundinis,

181
182

196
24
182
181
117
117
117
136
218
24
161
196
116
161
160
161

.

.

.

.

.

.

117
.. 117
161
24
138
117, 118
.

.

.

.

CLASSIFIED

Argulus

Gyropus

138

57

holi'manseggii, Platyarthrus
..
pyri, Tseniothrips

21
161

pennsylvanica, Pboturis
saccbarina, Lepisma

180
116
188

tuber,

Merope

Etc.

delete " extensa-(malvoides ah.)."

for " 'pendularia " read

"
for "
for "
for "

.

africanus, Aspidoproctus
beckeri, Megacoelum

" reducta (alveus ail.)."
,,
P- XV.
for " calahra " read " calabrica."
^'

potatoria."

tuhercidatus" read " tuherculosus."
Erehia" read " Ejmiephele."
lineola " read " lineoLea."
albiaiia " read ' olhiana."
& 20. for " cleodoxa " rend ^^cleodora."
for " Bupalus " read " Fanolis/'
•'
lloinbi/x " read " Heniaris."
for
for " Haywand " read " Hayward."
for

..

after " Bradfield " add " and also in June, 1914, by Messrs.
Morley and Elliott at Palmer's Heath near Brandon."
AjHon. rnjirostre should read A. fuscirostre.
Briichus loti should read B. ater.
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.
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